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Abstract

This thesis describes and characterizes the sub-systems (source, detectors, data

acquisition system and collimator) of a prototype fourth generation computed

tomography scanner consisting of a ring of 96 8-channel photodiode scintillator

(CdWO4 ) detectors. The Ie2 h brachytherapy source and transpoft mechanism of a

commercial high-dose-rate heatment unit provides the photons for measuring projections

of the scanned object. It is envisioned that the tomographic images generated with this

scanner will be used to plan high-dose-rate brachytherapy treatments.

Prototype detectors responded linearly to an incident y-ray fTuence over a wide

dlT ramic range (2.6 decades). The noise analysis of the prototype detectors indicated that

the detector noise is dominated by quantum noise for incident 7-ray intensities expected

when imaging patients up to about 45 cm in diameter. A pair of lead rings collimates both

the source and the detectors to provide a maximum scan freld ofview 50 cm in diameter.

The full-widths at half-maximum of the radiation sensitivity and image (slice) sensitivity

profiles in the longitudinal direction arc2.7 cm and 0.4 cm respectively.

High contrast resolution, image noise and radiation dose were investigated using a

combination of measurements and computer simulations. computer simulations were

performed to assess the effect of varying detector number, source size and number of
source positions. The high contrast resolution was examined by modeling wire phantoms,

and images of uniform Plexiglas disks were used to quantify the scanner noise. The full-

width at half-maximum of the point spread filnction was found to be 0.21 cm using

source and detector dimensions of 0.36 cm and 0.275 cm respectively (768 detectors, g64

source positions). This configuration resulted in a standard deviation of 23 Hounsfield

units at the center of a 25 cm diameter Plexiglas phantom for a 7.5 Ci le2k source. The

multiple-scan average dose for a 100 second scan (1.0 cm slice spacing, 2.7 cm slice

thickness) measured using prototype collimators is 1.1 cGy. The high contrast resolution

and image noise are adequate for visualizing brachlherapy implants and contrast filled
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critical organs for planning brachytherapy treatments. preliminary images clearly show

streak free visualization ofobjects containing high Z matenals.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Modern medicine has provided us with a number of imaging modalities that allow

visualization of patient anatomy without resorling to exploratory surgety. Of these,

computed tomography (CT) has become a widespread imaging technique, proven to be

useful for both diagnosis and as a tool in radiation treatment planning. Computed

tomography provides c¡oss-sectional images of the body using x-ray transmission data

collected at various angles around the patient. This data provides adequate information

regarding the intemal shucture of the object that a mathematical algorithm can be used to

reconstruct a closs-sectional view. Although CT images generally do not have the

exquisite spatial resolution afforded by planar radiographs, they provide true three-

dimensional anatomical information not available in conventional radiographs, as shown

in Figure 1.1. More specifically, cross-sectional CT images are not cluttered by

"structural noise" (Hanson, 1981) as is the case for planar radiogtaphs where all

stl'uctur..es are superimposed onto a single plane. An exarnple of this is shown in Figure

1.1a where the ribs obscure the fine details of the lung. Therefore, cross-sectional images

provide superior visualization of structures with small differences in attenuation

coefficients (Hanson, 1981). As such, CT scanners have revolutionized both radiologic

and oncologic imaging and, in general, our ability to non-invasively obtain anatomical

infomration.
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Figure 1.1 Images of an adult chest given by (a) a postero-anterior
radiograph and (b) a cross-sectional CT image. Note the superior contrast
of the CT image. Structures that attenuate more.{-rays are indicated by an
increase in brightness. For example, bones appear nearly white and the air-
filled lungs are nearly black.
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1.1 History of CT
The mathematical foundation for CT was established in l9l7 by J. Radon when he

demonstrated that the interior of any object could be reconstructed using an infinite

number ofprojections of the object (Radon, 1917). Besides requiring an infinite number

of projections, Radon's reconstruction expression is very susceptible to the noise in

experimentally measured data, and as such is not used in practice (Joseph, 1995), A

further attempt at image reconstruction fl.om projections was presented by Bracewell

(Bracewell, 1956), who used a microwave antenna to measure solar activity. The

measurements provided projections of the solar activity, which were reconstructed into

maps ofsolar activity (Brooks and DiChiro, 1976).

The very first experimental set-up to measure radiological projections ofan object

was built in 1961 by Oldendorf (Oldendori 1961). In this selup, an r3rl radioisotope

source was facing a detector consisting ofa NaI scintillation crystal and a photomultiplier.

tube. The radiological projections of a plastic phantom containing nails of different

densities were measured and studied from various angles using a hanslate-rotate systeml.

A tomographic image of the phantom vr'as however not reconstructed due to the lack of
computer resources. Kuhl and Edwards (Kuhl and Edwards, 1963) employed a similar

translate-l otate system and a scintillation detector to collect emission data. A simple

backprojection was used to obtain blured cross-sectional images of the radioisotope

uptake.

In 1963 Cormack presented a prototlpe CT scanner using a 60Co source and a

Geiger-Mueller counter. ln his first paper, Cormack (Cormack, i 963) developed an

altemative solution to the one presented by Radon for reconstructing an object from

projection data (Joseph, 1995). Since this method was derived only for circularly

symmetrical objects, his expeliments used an alumirrum cylinder surrounded by a

wooden an¡ulus and a simple translation stage (Cormack, 1980). Measurements were

I A translate-rotat€ system refers to a data collection geometry in tvhich the sou¡ce and the detector are
translated linearly past the stationary object to obtain a projection at a pafticular angle. After each
halìsverce pass, the source and the detector are rotated with rcspect to the object to obtain projection data
tom a different augle. Altematively, the source and th€ det€ctor may be held stationary, and the obj€ct
hanslated and rotated, Both collection schemes yield the same projection data.
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petformed at only one projection angle. Cormack's second paper (Cormack, 1964)

provided a generulizaiion of the reconstruction algorithm to allow for objects that are not

circularly symmetrical, It was tested using a translate-rotate system to image a Lucite

phantom containing two aluminum cylinders surrounded by an aluminum annulus.

Hounsfield was credited with building the first clinically viable CT scanner

(Hounsfield, 1973). Hounsfield and Cormack shared the 1979 Nobel Prize for Medicine

and Physiology for their respective contributions to CT. Hounsfield had previously built a

prototlpe scanler that used an 2alAm source and a NaI/PMT detector (Bull, 1981). The

\ryeak source strength resulted in excessively long scan times (9 days). As such, an .r-ray

tube with much higher photon fluence rates was employed in the first clinical CT scamer

(EMI Ltd.) that was installed in the Atkinson Morley Hospital itt 1971 (Hendee, 1980).

This translate-rotate scan¡er could perform only head scans, but provided the first non-

invasive technique for imaging the anatomy within the skull (Bull, 1981).

L.2 Scanner Generations
X-ray transmission data must be measured at a large number of different angles through

an object in order to generate a cross-sectional image. A number of mathematical

algorithms such as algebraic reconstruction, Radon transform method, Fourier transform

method and filtered back-projection can then be used to generate a cross-sectional image

(Macovski, 1981; Herman, 1981). Of these, filtered back-projection is the most common

reconstruction technique. Briefly, the transmission data are spatiatly fìltered and then

back-projected to generate a map of the x-ray attenuation coefficients present in the

scanned object. This technique is discussed in more detail in Chapter 6. The data required

to generate an image can be collected using a variety of scanner geometries, as discussed

below.

All of the translate-rotate scanners mentioned in $1.1, including Hounsfield's

EMI scanner, are known as first generation scarurers. In a clinical first generation

scanner, shown schematically in Figure 1.2a, the source and the detector synchronously

translate linearly past the stationary patient. The black lines in Figure 1.2a represent

positions at which the detector makes measuLements, refened to as ray-sums or line
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integrals. The source and detector combination then rotates by a small amount, e.g. 10

and translates across the patient again. Each set ofray-sums acquired at a particular angle

is refened to as a view or a projection, three of which are shown in Figure 1.2a. This

procedure is repeated until the source and detector combination has rotated through 180'.

The views in the EMI scanner were collected over 180. using 1o increments, with 160

ray-sums per view (Hendee, 1980), resulting in a scan time of about 4.5 minutes, with an

additional 20 minutes required for reconstruction of the image. This long scan time was

impractical, especially if a large number of sections were to be imaged. Furthermore,

patient motion during the long scans resulted in artifacts.

Mulriple
deleclors

3ó0 degree continuous sweep

C 
X-roy tr.rbe

Figure 1.2 Schematic of a (a) first generation scamer geometry; (b)
second generation geometry; (c) third generation geometry; and (d) fourth
generation geometry. (Figure from Zatz, 198L)
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An obvious approach to reducing the scan time was facilitated by adding more

detectors to the existing scanner geometry. ln the second generation scanner, the

detectors were arranged in a small arc as shown in Figure L2b. The x-ray or /-ray source

and the detectors were mounted on a gantry that allowed simultaneous translation and

rotation of the source and the detectors around the object. For a given translation, each

detector provided a projection of the object at a different orientation. Therefore, fewer

angular increments were required to acquire projections of a patient over 180o than for

the first generation system. This resulted in a reduction in scan time. The first commercial

second generation scanner, introduced in 1973 by the Ohio Nuclear Delta Scanner used

tluee detectors, resulting in a 2.5 minute scan time (Zatz, 1981). Later models

incorporating 30 detectors could complete a scan within 20 seconds.

The translation motion of the second generation scan¡et still resulted in fairly

long scan times, and CT imaging remained limited to the skull because of motion

artifacts. Third generation scanners were built primarily to fuither reduce scan times. ln

these scanners, the.n-ray beam was collimated in the form of a fan and a large number of
radiation detectors (120 to 500 detectors) ananged within this fan (Zatz, 1981). The

number of detectors and the width ofthe fan-beam at the center of the scanner was large

enough to encompass the entire patient such that only rotational motion of the -v-ray tube

and detector assembly was required (Figure 1.2c). The third generation scanner,

achieving a 2 second scan time was first produced in 1975 by General Electric. This

scanner geometry is still being commercially produced tvith typical scan times of 1

second.

Although third generation scanners are capable of providing scan times of less

than a second, they present a number of other problems (Brooks, 1980). First, the absence

of translational motion prevents the detectors from being calibrated between views, thus

requiring more stable detectors than was necessary for the previous two generations. An

unstable detector results in an objectionable circular artifact in the image because the

source-to-detector ray provides a ray-sum at a constant distance fi.om the center of
rotation. In addition, the rotate-only motion provides limited radial sampling (i.e. a
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limited number of ray sums per projection), whereas adjustable radial sampling was

possible with the first and second generation scanners.

The solution to these shortcomings was provided by the fourth generation

geometry shown in Figure 1.2d. In this geometry, a stationary ring of detectors sunounds

the patient: only the x-ray tube rotates about the patient with a fan angle large enough to

encompass the entire patient. The first clinical fourth generation scanner, consisting of a

ring of 620 detectors was introduced in 1976 by the American Science and Engineering

Company (Hendee, 1980). This anangement allows adjustable radial sampling and

detector calibration, but results in sub-optimal scatter rejection as the orientation of the.x-

ray source with respect to the detectors is continually changing, unlike in third generation

scanners where the detector collimation was "focussed" on the x-ray tube (Brooks, 1980).

This scanner generation is also commercially available.

Fifth generation scanrrers provided a huge reduction in scan time (scan time er 50

ms) by eliminating all moving parts. This scamer geometry consists of a detector ring

and an anode ring. Note that these are both only pafiial rings, not completely surrounding

the patient (McCollough, 1995). An electromagnetically steered electron beam impinges

on the anode ring in a circular motion to mimic a rotating x-ray tube. These scanners are

primarìly considered research scanners and are used in only a small number ofhospitals.

A further advance in CT scanning technology was introduced by Siemens in

1990, when they marketed the first spiral scanner. Spiral scanners are essentially third or

fourlh generation scanners that move the patient couch continuously during scanning,

resulting in a spiral scan, as shown in Figure 1.3, rather than collecting only one slice at a

time, A number of algorithms allow the reconstruction of any transverse, sagittal, or

coronal section. Although this configuration was not widely used until 1992 (Kalender,

1995), nearly all scarurers commercially available today are classified as spiral scanners,

The primary advantage ofspiral CT scan¡e¡s over conventional third or fourth generation

scanners is that slices can be reconstructed anywhere along the scanned volume

(Kalender, 1995).
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Figure 1.3 Scan path followed by a spiral CT scamer (Figure ffom
Kalender et al., 1990).

1.3 CT Applied to Brachytherapy
The main objective of all ¡adiation treatments is to provide a tumoricidal dose to the

treatment volume, while minimizing the radiation damage inflicted on nearby critical

(nomal radiosensitive) structures. Brachlherapy (BT), meaning "short distance therapy',

is a cancer treatment modality whereby radioactive sources are placed within or adj acent

to the tumor by means of source holders. In particular, high-dose-rate brachytherapy

(HDR BT) utilizes sources with a high activity, such that a treatment lasts only a few

minutes. Convelsely, low-dose-rate brachytherapy (LDR BT) employs sources with a

lower activity resulting in treatments several days in duration. ln either case, the source

holders are surgically implanted, or inseted into naturally occuring cavities, depending

upon the site being treated. The source holders inserted into naturally occurring orifices

are ¡efened to as applicators, while inserting needles into the tumor treats less easily

accessed tumor sites. Unlike the nlore common extemal beam treatments, radiation

deliveled using brachlherapy is not requiled to fìrst travel through overlaying normal

tissues in order to reach the tumor. ln addition, because of the close proximity of the

sources to the tumor, the effect of the inverse square law is severe and the radiation dose
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falls off very rapidly outside of the target volume, providing superior sparing of critical

shuctures. Both ofthese characteristics improve the probability ofcure.

At present, the planning and assessment of BT treatments at most institutions is

performed on the basis of the information contained in two orthogonal radiographs of the

implant and patient anatomy, as illustrated in Figure 1 .4 for a ceryix treatment.

Corresponding dummy marker2 positions in the two images are digitized into a BT

treatment planning computer and used to build a patient model, allowing a treatment plan

to be generated3. For some radiograph orientations, such as the LAT radiograph in Figure

1.4, the overlap of the applicators requires additional guesswork in order to locate the

dummy markers, adding to tlÌe treatment planning time. Although the planar radiographs

generally provide good visualization of the implant, they provide minimal information

regarding the sunounding tumor site and nearby critical structures. For that matter,

contrast agents are generally required to visualize any soft tissue organs, e.g. the bladder

and the rectum. In the images shown in Figure 1.4, a Foley catheter containing iodine

contrast has been inserted into the bladder, and barium injected into the rectum. The

Foley catheter and porlions of the rectum are visible on both the Ap and the LAT films. It
should be noted that only one or two points are chosen on each radiograph to identify

each critical structure, i.e., a single point, indicated by a "B" on the films represents the

bladder, while an estimate of the rectum location is indicated by an ,.R,'. poor

visualization of organ boundaries prevents the incorporation of additional critical

structure points (Kapp et aL, 1992). The diseased tissue can not be distinguished in the

radiographs. The inability to generate a complete tkee-dimensional representation of the

patient anatomy hinders assessment of the tumor coverage and the dose received by the

critical structures. It must be noted that the dose delivered per fraction is extremely high

(on the order of 800 cGy), with a steep dose gradient. This means that critical stluctures

near the implant can receive a prohibitivety large dose. Conversely, diseased tissue even

1 cm beyond the prescription point can receive inadequate dose. As such, the inability to

2 Dummy matkers, consisting of tantalum beads clipped to a rvire are inserted into the applicator so that
conesponding positions in the appiicators can be identified on the two radiographs.
' An optimization progmm deterrnines the optimal drvell times for each source position based upon a user-
deltned t¡eatment volume. The ¡esultilg Íeatment plan is then assessed on the basis of the target dose and
the dose to critical shuctures.
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assess the dose to all target and critical structure points presents a significant limitation of
planar radiographs. Imaging techniques that identify the critical structures and diseased

tissue are therefore essential to ensure adequate tumor coverage without overdosing

normal structures.

:r:L: ¡i.:.:,:ì.;ì:-
::,:r:iêïliliÌì
:,':.::4,],1.'...t:å-..;ê
.:,,:i=::i,{ìiì.*

Figure 1.4 Planning anterior-posterior (AP) radiograph (top) and lateral
(LAT) radiograph (bottom) of an HDR BT cervix treatment using a
Henschke applicator.
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In addition, the absence of th¡ee-dimensional infomation in planar radiographs

prevents the calculation of dose volume histograms (DVH), normal tissue complication

probabilities (NTCP) and tumor cont¡ol probabilities (TCP) (Munzenrider et al., 1991).

These parameters provide additional information for evaluating and comparing treatment

plans.

1.3.1 Clinical Justification for CT Scanning

An effective BT treatment requires localization of the diseased tissue and critical

structures, followed by adequate inadiation of the diseased tissue without causing

excessive damage to the surrounding normal tissue. lncorrect localization of the tumor

would result in a geometric miss, greatly reducing the probability of a cure. The

consequences of incorrect critical structure localization can be just as devastating. If these

structures receive excessive dose, unacceptable patient morbidity, or even mofality may

result. As described above, localization is especially important in BT treatments, which

are highly confomral, as opposed to extemal beam treatments, where margins allowing

for uncertainties such as organ motion are incorporated. The three-dimensional nature of
CT and its associated ability to generate cross-sectional images provides a vastly

superiour visualization of sofl tissue structures, including the tumor and critical

structures, than is afforded by planar radiographs.

Computed tomography scanning has been shown to be useful in overcoming the

difficulties in planning (Fontanesi eL al., 1995; Grimm et al., 1994; Koutrouvelis, 1998;

La Vigne et al., 1991; Perera et al., 1995; Roy et al., 1991; Scharfen et ai', 1992; Teo and

Chung, 1987; Wallner et al., 1991; Zamorano et al., 1987), performing (Brach et al.,

1994; Griffen et al., 1994), and assessing the quality of brachytherapy treatments

(Brinkmann and Kline, 1998; Cionini and Santoni, 1990; Kapp et al., 1992; Ling et al.,

1987; Palmer et al., 1990; Roy et al., 1993; Stuecklschweiger et al., 1991). Because of its

th¡ee-dimensional nature and inherent soft tissue contrast, CT provides accurate

visualization of the relative location of the source holders with respect to the treatment

volume and critical structures. using this infomation, a three-dimensional distribution of
the radiation dose delivered to the treatment volume can be visualized on a treatment
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plarming computer system to ensure adequate target coverage. Accurate knowledge of the

three-dimensional dose distribution within the critical structures is equally important, as

critical structure tolerance doses often influence the dose prescription (Ling et al., 1987).

In addition, the amount of radiation required for local control is often nearly equal to

critical shucture tolerances (cionini and Santoni, 1990). The implications are that a lower

tumor dose to ensure that critical structures are spared could result in a recurrence, while

a larger tumor dose that would completely eradicate the tumor could result in

unacceptable normal tissue damage. It is also possible to use the three-dimensional dose

distributions and anatomical information to generate DVH, NTCP, and TCP for further

assessment of the treatment plan.

Consider now some examples demonstrating the utility of CT scanning in

planning, performing and assessing the quality ofbrachytherapy implants.

1.3.2 Treatment Planning

CT scanning has been shown to be useful for planning BT implants for sites such as base-

of{ongue, breast (Perera et al., 1995; Teo and Chung, 1987), brain (Fontanesi et al.,

1995; Scharfen et al., 1992; Zamorano et al., 1987), prostato (Grimm et al., 1994, Roy et

al., 1991; Wallner et al.,l99l; Koutrouvelis, 1998) and cervix (La Vigne et al., 1991).

At CancerCare Manitoba, CT scanning is used to determine the implant location

for base-of{ongue treatments. For this treatment site the tumor is not visible in

conventional -r-ray films where all structures are superimposed. This can be seen in

Figure 1.5a, which shows the left-anterior oblique radiograph ofa patient with the source

catheters inserted for an HDR treatment. As sofl tissue is poorly visualized in this image,

it is impossible to determine the tumor volume from the radiograph. However, CT scans

eliminate this clutter, as shown in Figures 1.5b and 1.5c, allowing identification of the

tumor location with respect to the patient anatomy, as outlined in black. The physician

uses this information to detemrine the BT implantation volume. clearly, such information

could not possibly be found from the planar radiographs.

Alother application of CT-planned BT treatments is in the irradiation of
lunrpectomy sites for the treatment of breast cancer (Perera et al., 1995; Teo and Chung,
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1987). Surgical clips placed at the boundaries of the lumpectomy site identiô/ the target

volume in the CT images, allowing the optimal number and orientation of the implant

planes to be determined more accurately than is possible with conventional radiographs.

Figure 1.5 (a) Left-anterior oblique radiograph of a patient with source
catheters inserted for a base-of{ongue treatment. Dummy markers
inserted into the catheters identify the source dwell positions. (b) and (c)
are pre-implantation CT scans of the same patierrt showing the tumor
outlined in black. The radiograph shows only bony anatomy, while the CT
scans show soft{issue structures.
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CT scanning has also been used to decide the implant volume and catheter

location in the interstitial irradiation of brain tumors (Fontanesi et al., 1995; Scharfen et

al., 1,992; Zamorano et al., 1987). For this site it is parlicularly important to localize the

tumor accurately in order to avoid treating the surrounding healthy brain tissue. In this

type of study, a reference coordinate axis is defined by a stereotactic frame fixed to the

patient's skull and a series of CT images is collected. Catheter and source positions are

then selected on the basis ofisodose lines overlaying the image series as generated using

a treatment planning computer. ln some instances (Zamorano et aL, 1987), a CT scan is

taken after implantation to verify the implanted needle trajectory. Importantly, the

geometric fidelity and reasonable soft-tissue contrast provided by CT scans is necessary

for this treatment technique.

Permanent implantation of low dose rate seeds in the prostate is an increasingly

popular treatment technique for early stage prostate cancer. The location of the pubic

bones is important for transpedneal implants, as they may block portions of the prostate,

preventing complete target coverage (Roy et al., 1991; Wallner et al., 1991). The group at

Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center has developed a planning technique whereby

the needles are angled to maneuver around the pubic bones in order to place seeds in the

entire prostate (Roy et al., 1991; Vy'allner et al., 1991). Although transrectal ultrasound

(TRUS) is generally used to plan and perform the insertion, TRUS has a limited held of

view and the spatial information is affected by geometrical distortions. Thus, the large

field of view and geometric fidelity of CT scans are required to perform this angled

needle technique.

At another center (Koutrouvelis, 1998), prostate implants are performed by

inserting needles tlu'ough the ischiorectal region, rather than placing them through the

perineal region. Grimm et al. (1994) claim that this needle insertion technique can be

used regardless of prostate size and pubic arch location, For this insertion configuration

TRUS is not an option, as needles are inserted through the ischiorectal region, leaving no

room for the ultrasound probe. Here CT is the only imaging modality that can be used to

obtain 3D images ofthe prostate and critical structures.
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La Vigne et al. (1991) describe a technique whereby CT images are used to plan

the treatment of gl,necologic cancers. knplants parallel to the long axis of the patient may

not allow for adequate tumor coverage if the tumor is blocked by the bladder or the pelvic

bones. A th¡ee-dimensional view of the patient's anatomy, achieved by contouringa a CT

scan of the patient can however be rotated such that the critical structures are avoided.

Implantation parallel to this rotation angle, rather than parallel to the long axis of the

patient then results in superior tumor coverage. The information necessary to construct

such a 3D model could not possibly be found from orthogonal radiographs.

1.3.3 Performing BT Treatments

cr scanning has also been useful during catheter placement for sites such as lung cancer

(Brach et al., 1994) and metastasis to the pelvis (Griffen et al., 1994). In both instances

cr scanning the patient found the location and size of the tumor. This 3D information is

necessary to accurately determine the insertion location and assess the needle trajectory

with respect to the tumor and any nearby critical structures.

The paper by Griffen et al, (1994) is worthy of additional discussion because a

large number of scans were performed to carry out a single treatment. cr-guided catheter

insertion was chosen to avert the molbidity associated with inserting the catheters using

open surgery. Numerous (about seven) CT scans of the patient were performed. These

enabled the authors to (i) localize the tumor and critical structures, and determine the

numbe¡ and trajectory of the catheters; (ii) re-locate the tumor after plaming and place

metal markers on the patient's skin to indicate the needle inseÍion location; (iii) verify

the position of the markers; (iv) monitor the needle orientation and position during

insertion (catheters were then placed inside of the needles, and the needles removed); (v)

confim that the catheter positions agreed with the planned positions; and, (vi) acquire

simulation images with dummy markers placed in the catheters. This ensured that the

actual needle positioning agreed with the plamed needle positioning. Clearly the number

of CT scans performed should be less than described here. This could have easily been

a Contouring involves outlining sfructur€s of interest such as the tun.rol volume and any nearby critical
shuctures,
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achieved by placing reference marks on the patient's skin at the time of scan (i). Using

their position, it should have been possible to calculate the location of the needle

insertion markers, thereby eliminating scans (ii) and (iii). Scan (v) could have also been

eliminated, as the catheter positions were verified in scan (iv). Although the exact

technique used here was flawed, it showed the potential of using CT to ensure the

accurate placement of BT needles. By way of its overuse, this example helps illustrate

how reliant one can become upon the abilities and usefulness ofCT.

1.3.4 Assessing BT Treatments

Before a BT treatment is delivered, it must be assessed to ensure that the clinical goals of
the plan are achieved, namely, that a tumoricidal dose is delivered to the diseased tissue

without exceeding the normal structure tolerances. This allows the plan to be modified if
these objectives are not met.

Planar radiographs are often used to assess brachytherapy treatments, in particular

to determine the dose received by critical structures in gyrecological treatments. At
present, most centers simply estimate the dose to critical structures at a small number of
points. This technique suffers from two major shorlcomings. First, the points identified

on tlre radiographs are different at different centers (Kapp eI al., 1992), and second, the

identified points may not indicate the maximum dose received by the organ (cionini and

Santoni, 1990; Palmer et al., 1990; Stuecklschweiger et al., 1991), resulting in an

underestimation of the critical structure dose. Portions of the critical structure receiving a

dose in excess of the tolerance dose for that organ may be damaged. Thus, an

unde¡estimation of the critical structure dose may result in an unexpected patient

morbidity.

1.3,4,1 Impact of CT on determining Critical Structure Dose

Several studies have examined the benefits of CT scanning in gynecological BT

treatments. In particular, the dose delivered to critical structures as found from CT scans

has been compared to the dose determined from orthogonal radiographs. Others have
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quantified the shortcomings of assessing a treatment based on the dose at a single point,

as opposed to considering the target coverage on the basis of CT scans.

Kapp et al. (1992) and Stuecklschweiger et al. (1991) describe a retrospective

analysis of bladder and rectum doses in 15 patients who underwent BT treatment for

cervical or endometrial cancer. Specifically, they compared the dose to these critical

structures found using oÍhogonal x-rays and CT scans, In this study, a number ofpatients

were CT sca¡r¡ed with the applicator, rectal markers and bladder markers still in place

after a gy,necological treatment. Four rectal points were defined using a 12 cm long, 2 cm

diameter tube with four metal rings. The bladder base was marked by a metal chain

inserted into the bladder, while the position of the bladder neck was identified using a

Foley catheter filled with contrast medium. The maximum doses to the critical structures

were determined using both CT and orthogonal radiographs. The ratio of orlhogonal

radiograph doses to CT doses given to the rectum, bladder neck and bladder base ranged

from 1.1-2.7,1.0-1.7 and 1.0-5.4 respectively, where the larger dose was always found

from the CT scan (Kapp et a1., 1992). Comparable results were found in a similar study

performed by Ling et al. (1987). The large variation in the dose ratios is due to variations

in patient anatomy, packing and applicator positioning.

A prospective study by Cionini and Santoni (1990) involving 65 patients found a

ratio of 1.5-2.5 between the dose received by the bladder point identi{ied on radiographs,

and the maximum bladder dose determined from CT scans, i.e. using radiographs led to a

severe underestimation of the dose. No significant difference was found between the

rectal dose calculated using the reference point on the orthogonal radiographs and the

maximum rectal dose Íïom CT scans. However, the sigmoid colon received a substantial

dose when the most superior tandem dwell position was loaded. Because the comparison

was made before treatment, the dose distribution was modified by adjusting the dwell

positions to prevent overdosing of critical structures.

These authors (Ling et al,, 1987; Cionini and Santoni, 1990; Stuecklschweiger et

al., 1991, Kapp et al., 1992) have concluded that a single point localization of critical

structures fl'om orthogonal radiographs provides inadequate and misleading dose

information. This dehciency is clearly demonstrated when compadng the dose to the
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bladder neck as opposed to the bladder base (Stuecklschweiger et al., 1991). It was found

that the bladder base dose was on average 1.5 times larger than the bladde¡ neck dose.

Stuecklschweiger et al. (1991) and Kapp et al. (1992) stated that employing more critical

structure dose calculation points on plane hlm radiographs is not an option due to the

inhelent poor visualization of organ boundaries. The estimation of critical structure

location is fufher complicated by large inter-patient anatomical variations (cionini and

Santoni, 1990), which is especially true in the case ofhysterectomy patients (Kapp et al.,

1992), and variations in bladder anterior wall and small bowel position as a function of
bladder filling (Cionini and Santoni, 1990). Consequently, a CT scan and organ

contouring are required for an accurate estimate of organ dose in order to ensure that

critical structures are not overdosed during treatment (Ling et al., 1987; Cionini and

Santoni, 1990; Stuecklschweiger et al., 1991,Kapp efal.,1992).

1.3.4.2 Impact of CT on determining Tumor Coverage

Besides considering the dose to critical structures, the information contained in cr scans

can also be used to assess the dose to the target volume. Knowledge of the dose at only

one point, such as the Manchester Point A (Tod and Meredith, 1953), is just as

inadequate because assessing the dose received by critical structures using only one

calculation point as it results in an incomplete picture of the actual volume being treated

(Cionini and Santoni, 1990). In the study described by Cionini and Santoni (1990), a CT

study of the patient was performed just after inserlion of the applicators with a Foley

catheter in the bladder and dilute contrast agent in the rectum. The CT images were

examined to determine the target volume and the location of the critical structures with

respect to the applicator. cionini found that treatments planned using point A as the

prescription points resulted in unacceptable treatment volume coverage in 30% of the

cases, requiring the treatment plan to be modified. In other words, about one in three

5It is not clear fiom the paper rvhether the source drvell times ¡vere optimized, o¡ rvhether standard
Manchester loading (Khan, 1994) rvas used. It is believed that teatruents planned using point A refer to
non-optimized plans that did not take into corsideration the shape of the target. It is important to note that
the shorlcoming desc¡ibed he¡e do€s not refer to choosing Poùrt A as a prescription poìnt, but pertains to
evaluating the dose at o,¡/, point A, rather than considerilg the shape of the entte isodose cur¡eln relation
to the target.
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treatments were deemed to have a geographical miss of the treatment volume, suggesting

that CT scans are needed to properly assess target coverage, just as they are needed to

determine the volumetric critical structure doses.

A number of other authors (Kapp et al., 1992; Ling et al., 1987) have also

registered the source positions found from the orthogonal radiographs with the

anatomical structures localized in CT scans. Isodose lines superimposed on the CT

images allow the physician to clearly and easily assess the treatment volume coverage,

and also determine the dose being received by critical structures. Note that the

longitudinal spatial resolution in cr depends on the slice thickness with a practical limit

of 2 ß 3 mm. Therefore conventional radiographs can not be abandoned completely as

their exquisite spatial resolution is required to localize the dummy source position

markers within the catheters.

CT studies are regularly used to assess the post-implant dosimetry ofprostate BT

treatments (Brinkmann and Kline, 1998; Koutrouvelís, 1998; Roy et al., 1993; Wallner et

al., 1991). This capability has been incorporated into all commercial prostate planning

systems. Various computer algorithms (Roy et al., 1993; Brinkmann and Kline, 1998)

enable semi-autonated seed localization after implantation. The seed position

infomration combined with the anatomical information contained in the images allows

graphic presentation of isodose surfaces and 3D volumes representing the target and

critical structures. Dose volume histograms can also be generated to further assess the

target coverage and normal tissue dose. Formerly, planar radiographs were used;

although this allowed visualization of the sources, it provided no information regarding

target coverage.

1.3.5 Inadequacy ofConventional CT Scanners

The advantages of applying the infon¡ation in CT scans to BT treatments have been

clearly demonstrated. However, CT scanning suffers from the logistical drawbacks of
transporting the patient Ílom the CT scarurer to the brachytherapy treatment room,

including increased treatment planning times. Importantly, the source holder may be

displaced during transport, theleby invalidating the geometrìcal information in the CT
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scan and possibly injuring the patient. stuecklschweiger et al. (1991) also recognized the

shortcomings of using an off-site cr scarmer and stated that every effort was made to

ensule that the patient position during the cr scan was identical to that during the

brachytherapy treatment. They however acknowledged that exact positioning was

virtually impossible and commented that "the time interval between insertion of the

applicator and performance of the cr examination may result in a change in the spatial

relationship of the implant to the adjacent structures because of movement"

(Stuecklschweiger et al., 1991).

In addition, the purchase of a CT scanner is a substantial capital investment,

requiring a dedicated room, and a large number of staff, including therapists and

maintenance personnel. The costs associated with service contracts and tube replacement

must also be taken into consideration.

1.4 re2lr source-based CT Solution
To overcome the drawbacks discussed above, we are developing a cost-effective,

compact novel fourth-generation cr scamer which uses the source fiom a commercially

available HDR BT treatment unit instead of an.r-ray tube to provide the photons needed

to form a CT image ofthe patient and the source holders.

This project makes a number ofcontributions to both the fields ofCT and BT:

(i) The concept of building a clinically useful fourth generation cr scanner designed

specifically for BT imaging is novel concept. Although a diagnostic cr scanner could be

used to image the BT implant, a conventional cr scanner has the disadvantages that it is
expensive, large and images at energies that would cause substantial streaking due to the

beam hardening produced by the metal applicators. The scan¡er described in this thesis

overcomes all three ofthese limitations. The reduced cost and compact size would allow

a larger number of centres to incorporate cr imaging into the BT treatment plaming

pl'ocess, and the high energy ofthe 'n'Ir rour"" allows streak free images to be generated.

(ii) Using a BT source to image a patient is a novel concept. To date, BT sources have

been used solely to treat patients. This is the first instance in which a BT treatment sourca
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has also been proposed to provide the images necessary for the treatment planning

process.

(iii) The concept of transporting the source at the end of a wire, driven by a computer

controlled stepper motor is also a new concept. This source transportation mechanism is

quite different from that of a conventional cr scanner (Kalender, 1995); incorporating

the source transportation mechanism of the BT treatment unit is responsible for a huge

cost saving in that a separate source transportation mechanism is not required.

(iv) The detectors are novel in that they have been customized for the high average y-ray

energy of the le'k sou.ce (355 kev) and low aray fluence.

1.5 Radioisotope Based Scanners
Although most cr scanners use an Í-ray source, a number ofradioisotope based scanners

have been built for applications such as bone density measurements, single-photon

emission computed tomography (sPEcr) attenuation conections, and imaging for
radiotherapy planning. ln the following sections, some of the advantages and

disadvantages of using a radioisotope rather than an )ú-ray tube are presented, along with

an overview of some existing radioisotope based CT scan¡ers.

1.5.1 Advantages and Disadvantages

Radioisotopes have a number of advantages over "r-ray tubes in cr applications (Boyd,

1977). First, their emission rate is free offluctuations, thus eliminating the hardware used

to monitor beam instabilities. second, radioisotopes are mechanically simpler and smaller

than -r-ray tubes, which require a high voltage power supply and the associated control

system electronics. In addition, if the source is monoenergetic, beam hardening artifacts

are eliminated (Boyd, 1977). Even the filtered Bremstrahlung spectrum of an x-ray tube

is quite broad, which leads to beam hardening artifacts. This is manifested as cupping and

streak artifacts (Joseph, 1981). conversely, y-ray sources emit photons at a few discrete

energies, which may result in reduced beam hardening artifacts or simpler correction

methods.
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Dual energy isotopes are used in bone densitometry to eliminate the effect of fat

on bone density measurements (Wilson, 1980). For instance, tt'Gd has been used to

provide twin CT images: one at 100 keV and the other at 42 keY. These two images are

then used to separately estimate the mineral and non-mineral (marrow) content of
trabecular bone (Boyd et al., 1979).

Isotope sources also have a number of disadvantages in CT imaging applications,

most impoÍantly, their low specific activity. As isotope sources emit photons

isotropically, a significant fraction of emitted photons is not used for CT imaging.

Therefore, isotope CT images tend to be noisier and low-contrast resolution is

compromised. A high source activity may only be realized when using large physical

source sizes, which will decrease the spatial ¡esolution in the CT images (Blumfield and

Glover, 1981). The y-ray spectrum of isotope sources is fixed and can not be adapted to

imaging site or patient size as is the case for an x-ray tube. In addition, the number of
suitable isotopes, and their corresponding 7-ray energies is limited. The sources with the

desired energy spectrum and specific activity may have a shorter half-life, and would

therefore have to be replaced more frequently, increasing the cost of maintaining the

scanner. Note however, that replacement of an x-ray tube is also associated with

considerable cost and acceptance testing.

1.5.2 Radioisotope Sources

Possible candidates for a radioisotope-based scan¡er include tunyb, 
't3cd, "Co, '"Eo

and re2k (Boyð,, 1977), uoco 
lsulo-on, et al., 1999),13tcs lleach et al., 1982) and r2sl

(Hangarlner, 1993). The half-life and energy characte¡istics ofthese sources are listed in

Table 1.1. Note that the total yields can exceed 100%, as several photons can be emitted

for each disintegration.

The source tlpe has a strong effect on the scanner design and performance.

Several factors including the energy spectrum, the specific activity, and the half-life

determine the suitability of an isotope source for CT applications. An isotope that emits

low energy 7-rays results in large differences in attenuation from one tissue type to the

next, but image noise is increased due to the lower number of transmitted photons; this in
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tum reduces the low contrast ¡esolution. The specifrc activity of the isotope determines

the physical size and hence the inherent spatial resolution. The half-life of the source

determines the replacement frequency. Note that a large speciflc activity, which would

allow for a smaller physical source size is associated with a shorter hatflife. Thus a

compromise must be made between a long half-life and a high specific activity.

Table 1.1 Possible Sources for a Radioisotope Based CT Scamer

Source Energy (keV) Yield%e
l6e\¡b#

ry, = 30 days

50

63

110

131

177

198

185

45

18

11

22

35
r53Gd#

ty,= 241 ð,ays

4t.5
97

103

60

30

22

t y2 : 27 0 d,ays

'Co#
t22
r38

89

9
155- #Eu

/y2 : 1.8 years
140

158

187

247

43

32

10

15
\e2k#

tyr= 74 days
308

468

608

r40
50

13
u'co*

t 12 = 5.26 yeaß
1170

1330

i00
100

r37csì 660 95
/,.,=300vears

r2sl* 27.3 115

ty2 = 60.2 days 30.9

31.8

35.4

21

4
7

"(Boyd,, 1977 - note that some of the source spectla have been simplified)
*(Attix, 1986)
vNonnalized 

to the mean number of photons ernitted per disinteglation
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1.5.3 CT Scanners for Bone Densitometry

A number of radioisotope-based CT scanners have been built for bone density

measurements. Their purpose is to noninvasively determine the density oftrabecular bone

independent of the surrounding cortical bone, as any reduction in trabecular bone density

is a more sensitive indicator of demineralization i.e., osteoporosis (Rüegsegger et al.,

1976). Although the scanners listed below have shortcomings that prevent their use as a

scan¡er for BT treatment planning, they provide an interesting overview of existing

radioisotope scanner technology.

Isotope sources such as l25I (27 keY to 35 keV) exist with energies in the range of
30 to 40 kev, which provide the best sensitivity and precision for trabecular bone density

measurements (Hangartner, 1993). An example of an l25I based scamer is given by

Rüegsegger (Rüegsegger ef al., 1976). A 0.5 mm thick NaI crystal and a photomulriplier

tube detect individual transmitted photons in a first generation acquisition geometry.

Refinements to the scanner (Hangartner and Oveúon, 1982; Hangartner, 1993) resulted in

a second generation scanner utilizing 16 detectors to ¡educe the scan time from five

minutes to 90 seconds. It should be noted that these scanners are not suitable for

generating images for BT treatment plaruring. The low energy of l25I and the small scan

field diameters of the scan¡ers are only suitable for imaging the extremities (Horsman et

a1.,1987), whereas BT at CancerCare Manitoba is primarily used to treat pelvic tumors.

Horsman (Horsman et al., 1987) proposed a completely new and different isotope

CT scanner for imaging the radius, ulna and femur. This multi-slice cone beam third

generation scan¡e¡ would incorporate a multiwire proportional counter comprising 12g x

128 detectors. This scar:rer presents the interesting feature of generating volume scans,

which eliminates the need to scan several slices, but is unsuitable for generating images

for BT treatment planning because of a severe count rate limitation on the detector.

A¡ elaborate fourth generation scanner using ls3cd sources .was proposed by

Boyd (Boyd et al., 1979; Boyd, 1981). This scanner would incorporate th_ree 12 Ci rs3cd

sources each with an active area of 0.5 cm2, spaced l20o apart, which rotate about the

patient and 900 stationary solid state germanium detectors cooled with liquid Nz. The

design of this scanner is similar to that ofthe scanner proposed in this thesis, as they both
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utilize a fourth generation geometry. The spechum of ls3cd is closer to the

Bremstrahlung spectrum of conventional CT than the energy spectrum of le2lr is. Boyd,s

scanner however suffers from the complexities of having to provide a source rotation

mechanism for multiple sources and liquid N2 cooling for the detectors.

1.5.4 CT Scanners for SPECT Attenuation Corrections
Radioisotope based CT scanning has also been incorporated into SPECT imaging in order

to perform attenuation corrections (Araujo et a1.,2000; Wang et a1., 1994; Ganard et al.),

SPECT uses emission data f¡om Tl-201 or Tc-99m injected into the patient's blood

stream to image the function of organs such as the heaÍ. However, structures overlaying

the heart, such as breast tissue and bone attenuate the emitted photons, mimicking the

effect of reduced perfusion, resulting in false test results. This effect is particularly

pronounced in large patients. I¡ order to conect this problem, companies such as ADAC

and Picker Intemational Inc. have incorporated a Gd-153 line source into their SpECT

detector assembly. The line source provides photons for transmission images of the torso

that are detected by the SPECT camera. The source moves along the long axis of the

patient, and rotates around the patient along with the detectors, allowing CT images of
the patient to be generated. These are used to determine the amount of tissue overlaying

the heart, which is in tum used to conect the emission data for attenuation.

1.5.5 CT Scanners for Treatment Planning

A number of radioisotope-based scanners have also been built for obtaining CT images

for radiothefapy plaruring and treatment verification. An early isotope scanner described

by Grindrod (1979) consisted of a modified double-headed isotope scanner with a 137Cs

source. The purpose of this scanner was to obtain attenuation coefficients useful for

rnegavoltage radiotherapy treatment planning. The l37Cs was a reasonable isotope choice

with its energy of 660 keV (conventional CT scanners have a mean energy of
approximately 60 keV), as attenuation coefficients have minimal energy dependence for

energies greater than about 150 keV (Monohan, 1977). Although the energy of this

scanner is suitable for generating the pelvis images required for BT treatment planning,
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its long scan times and low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) render it impractical. The long

scan time and low SNR are a consequence of the low source activity (100 mCi) and first

generation scanner geometry. Note that this example does not invalidate the use of r37Cs

as a possible isotope in a radioisotope based CT scanner.

Like Grin¡od, Leach and Webb (Webb and Leach, 1981 ; Leach et al., 1982)

modified an existing SPECT scanner (J & P Engineering Multipoise scanner, Mk Iii -
double headed isotope scanner) by replacing one of the two NaI(Tl) detector heads with a
l37Cs source to allow CT projection data to be collected. This scamer was also built to

collect data for radiotherapy treatment planning. Based on a first generation geometry,

data collection employed 65 projections over 180" with scan times varying from 36 to

145 minutes, depending upon the tr-anslation speed of the source-detector assembly. As

was the case for Grim'od's scanner, this scan¡er would be unsuitable for BT applications

due to the long data collection times.

More recently, a prototype first generation scannelwas built using a 6oCo sour."

(Salomons, et al., 1999).Its purpose was to generate images for confirming patient set up

in tomotherapy treatnlents. The scan¡er is a modified first generation system in which the

object is rotated and translated while the source/detector combination remains stationary.

A total of i6 views are collected using an ISORAD solid-state detector (Sun Nuclear

Corporation, Melboume, FL), where each view consists of 25 ray-sums with a 1 cm

spacing. The small number of views and ray-sums present a limitation on the image

quality achievable with this scanner.

1.6 Thesis Overview
Film screen radiographs provide limited information for BT plannìng, performance and

assessment. CT imaging is an ideal adjunct to the plane films and offers the potential for

designing treatment plans that exhibit improved tumor cover.age and reduced dose to

healthy tissue. However, BT requires a dedicated scanner for best results. Because ofthe

high cost and large size of a diagnostic-quality scanner we propose building a scanner

that uses the BT source in place of an.r-ray tube. Since previous designs are not suitable

for this application, we have developed our own design,
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This thesis describes and, characterizes a fourth generation scamer, which uses an
le2lr brachytherapy source to provide the photons necessary to form an image. The desigl

constraints of the detector used in this scanrìer are different from those for a diagnostic,v-

ray cr scanner because of the relatively low fluence rate of the re2Ir treatment source

(7.5 cÐ. The organization of this thesis somewhat reflects the progression of the scanner

development from its early prototype stage to a (nearly) completed instrument.

1.6.1 Chapter 2: Instrumentation

chapter 2 of this thesis provides an overyiew of the cr scanner. The scanner is based on

a commercial HDR BT inshument, which can not be modified because it is routinely

used to treat patients. The impact of this constraint on the design of the cr scanner is

substantial, in particular, the dimensions and energy spectrum of the le2l¡ source. The

most important component of this scanner is the y-ray detector boards. These are

discussed, starting with a description of a prototype single-channel detector and its

components. The associated data acquisition control circuit is described for both single

and eight-channel detectors. An overview of available scintillating crystals is then given,

along with reasons for utilizing CdWO+ in the final design. The various aspects of
scintillating crystal array design are then presented and evaluated including the

incorporation ofan array mask, crystal thickness and length. To conclude, various crystal

coating materials are examined and a final anay design is described.

1.6.2 Chapter 3: Single-Channel Measurements

For initial development and testing, a single-charurel y-ray detector was constructed.

Although the final scamel design employs a collection of eight-channel detector

assemblies, the single-channel detecto¡ allowed development and characterization of the

detector ìvithout the complication of seven additional channels. In Chapter 36,

neasurements characterizing various aspects of the detector are described, perhaps the

most imporlant aspect being its noise and associated sNR. A theoretical calculation was

6 chapters 3 and 4 fo¡n the basis of a paper that has been published in IEEE T¡ans. N.s. (Berndt et al.,
2000a). For this rvork, I perfonned experiments, collect€d, and analyzed the data. The design of the
detector boards and electronics was a group effoÍ.
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performed to determine the noise contribution from the individual electronic components.

The actual noise output of the detector along with the noise power spectrum was

measured. Because cr algorithms are very sensitive to non-linearities, the linearity ofthe

detector output both with and without a scintillating crystal in place was measured.

Measurements were carried out using collimation similar to that of the final scanner as

well as under "nauow beam" conditions. The detector response in the absence of optical

or le2k photons was measured as a function of temperature to determine the influence of
temperature on the detector output. Finall¡ the single-channel detector described in this

chapter was used in a first-generation geometry to generate three images.

1.6.3 Chapter 4: Eight-channel Measurements

The scamer requires 96 compact eight-channel y+ay ð,efector assemblies. To evaluate

and characterize the design, a large prototype 8-channel detector board was fabricated

using wire-wrap techniques. Expected problem areas of the eight-channel detector

including channel-to-channel variations in sensitivity and inter-channel cross-talk were

examined. Chapter 4 describes measurements of the total inter-channel variability, as

well as the variability due to the electronic gain alone. Inter-chan¡rel cross-talk was

examined using two different measurement and analysis techniques. First, cross{alk was

assessed using the cross-covariance technique, which involved mathematically analyzing

the output of simultaneously irradiated channels. The second technique involved direct

experimental measurenents, whereby the detector was translated past a highly collimated

(slit) source. In this technique, output registered in a particular detector when neighboring

detectors were irradiated is a consequence ofcross{alk between the detectors.

1.6.4 Chapter5: ScannerDesign

Our CT scanner is based on a clinical (commercial) HDR BT instrument and its

performance depends in part on the characteristics of that instrument. The high contrast

spatial resolution depends on the source size and reproducibility of the dwell positions.

Although the manufacturer of the HDR inshument provided source dimensions, an
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independent ve¡ification of source size and uniformity was made7. Reproducibility of the
le2k source dwell positions, as investigated in Chapter 5 is also very impofantT. A
discussion of collimator design and the associated design constraints is then presented,

along with measurements of the dose profile along the scan¡er axis for several collimator

prototypes.

1.6.5 Chapter 6: Image Quality
Many parameters of the CT scanner are determined by limitations of the HDR BT

instrument. It is therefore desirable to study their impact. Since modifications to the HDR

BT instrument are not possible, the scanner was modeled in a computer for this

investigation. chapter 6 examines the high contrast resolution by determining the impact

of varying detector size, detector spacing, source size, source spacing and ¡econstruction

filter on the scanner point-spread function (PSF) and modulation transfer function (MTF).

The noise characteristics of the scanner are determined by calculating the standard

deviation at the center of a uniform object as a function of source strength, number of
projections, sample spacing, reconstruction filter and interpolation scheme. The noise

powel spectrum (NPS) was also determined for a numbe¡ of selected cases. Lastly, the

dose was detemrined by measuring the computed tomography dose index (CTDI).

1.6.6 Chapter 7: Conclusion

chapter 7 summarizes the results of the experiments canied out in this thesis and draws

conclusions regarding the scanner design parameters. Future work required for clinical

implementation is also outlined.

7 These sections forms the basis of a paper that has been published in Medical physics (Bemdt et al.,
2000b). For this rvork, I performed experiments, collected, and analyzed the data.
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Chapter 2

Instrumentation

This chapter describes the major components of the re2k source-based CT scanner,

namely the photon source, the detector electtonics and the scintillating crystals. The

characteristics of the le2lr BT sou¡ce that provides the photons necessary to form the

image are summarized. The discussion of the detector electronics starts with a detailed

description of the individual components of a single-channel detector. The data

acquisition circuits for the single-channel and eight-channel detector are then outlined.

Finally, an overview of scintiltating crystals is provided, including the justification for

choosing CdWO¿ for the re2h 
source-based CT scamer. The effect of crystal size and

anay design on the detector output is examined experirnentally.

2.1 Scanner Overview
Figure 2.1 shows a photograph of the fourlh generation scanner along with the BT

treatment unit. A total of 96 stationaly photodiode cdwoa scintillato¡ detector

assemblies, each consisting of 8 detectors are mounted on a 77.6 cm diameter ring

collimator surrounding the patient. Eighteen flexible 6F catheters inside of a plastic guide

form a source-guide ring 68.8 cm in diameter. These catheters are connected to the HDR

BT treatment unit to provide a path for the HDR BT source to travel around the patient.
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The sourcs moves under computer control at the end of a 150 cm long steel cable and can

be programmed to stop at a total of 48 dwell positions per catheter, spaced 0.25 cm or

0.50 cm apar1. The 0.25 cm spacing was chosen for the le2h. source-based scanner. Thus,

the scan¡er has a total of 768 detectors and 864 source positions. The lead collimator

plates are 0.6 cm thick and extend radially inward beyond the source ring by 9,4 cm such

that the scanner imer bore diameter is 50 cm.

"jiî 
::. :¡: :

i:,*:
:äa:.4

Figure 2.1 Fourth generation le2lr source-based CT scanner showing the
collimator ring, support stand, detector boards and the HDR BT unit.

2.2 Radioactive source
The scan¡er uses the le2h source of a Microselectron HDR BT treatment unit (Nucletron

Oldeft Corporation). The nominal activity of a newly installed source is 10 Ci. With a

halfJife of 74.O2 days, the le2k source is replaced quarterly so as to ensure that treatment

times remain practical. The source has a diamete¡ of 0,06 cm, is 0,35 cm long, and moves
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under the control of the Microselectron HDR BT Computer at the end of a 150 cm long

steel cable. Source dwell times must be chosen in increments of 100 ms.

The y-ray spectrum of this source is considerably different from that of a

conventional x-ray tube. First, an ;r-ray tube emits a continuous spectrum of energies,

whereas the 'e'Ir source emits photons at the discrete energies listed in Table 2.1. Second,

the mean photon energy of le2lr, found using a v/eighted ayerage, is 355 keV, whereas the

average energy for a conventional CT scan¡er x-ray tube is about 60 keV. The average

photon energy influences the total numbe¡ of interactions within the patient and the

detectors, as well as the proportion of compton scattering and photoelectric effect, as can

be seen in Figure 2.2a. Figure 2.2a shows the spectral peaks of le2h 
lKocher, 19g1),

where the heights of the peaks reflect their relative intensity, and the mass attenuation

coefficients for compton scattering, the photoelectric effect and coherent scattering in

water (iCRU 44, 1989), Fo¡ the 60 keV photons produced by a conventional CT scamer

t-ray tube, Compton and coherent scattering account for 92.7r,/o of the interactions in

water, while the remaining '7 .3o/o arc due to the photoelectric effect. The weighted

average of the total, Compton and photoelectric attenuation coefficients can be calculated

to determine the compton scattering and photoelectric effect fractions in a particular

material for 1e2I¡. The weighted average of the total attenuation coefficient ¡-r is found

using the expression (Attix, 1986)

_ li,l,=,A,r,,t'= y',,-¿

where l¡ is the relative amplitude of the ltl' peak in the re2lr spectrum, and p¡ is the total

attenuation coefficient at the energy ofthe i/r'peak. The weighted average ofthe Compton

attenuation coefficient p, and The photoelectric attenuation coefficient p* is found

using

(2.1a)

(2.1b)

(2.tc)

and
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where pç ¡ is the compton attenuation coefficient and pp¿ ¡ is the photoelectric attenuation

coefficient at the energy of the irl' peak. It was found that for te2k gg.37yo of the

interactions in water can be attributed to compton and coherent scattering, with only

0.63% being due to the photoelectric effect. This will result in a decreased low contrast

resolution, compared to a conventional cr scanner because there are smaller diffe¡ences

between the attenuation coefficients of different materials at 355 keV than at 60 keV

(Zatz,1981).

Tab\e2.1 re2h Spectnrm (Kocher, 1981)

Energy Relative Fluence

61.4867

63.0005

65.1220

66.8320

71.4

7s.7

136.346

20t.306

205.79549

283.257

295.9582

308,45689

316.50789

374.476

416.460

468.0715

484.578

489.06

588.5845

604.4r42

612.465

884.514

1.363

2.366

3.174

5.456

1.014

2.378

0.218

0.564

3.97r

0.315

35.02'.7

35.824

100.000

0.881

0.801

58.057

3.814

0.480

5.s 16

9.897

6.445

0.365
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Table 2.2 Effective mass attenuation coefficients and densities for various materials.
calculated usins the le2ll' soect.u-

Marerial plp (cm'z /g) p G/cm')
Lead*

Water*

Plexiglas

Muscle*

cdwo4l

Copper*

0.538

0.116

0.11,2

0.115

0.525

0.17t

tl.4
1.00

1.19

1.04

7.90

8.96
-(Attix, 

1986) tlDerenzo and Moses, 1992; Bicron Brochure, 1990)

By substituting the mass attenuation coefficient pl p for the attenuation

coefficient p in (2.1a), the effective mass attenuation coefficient for various materials

can be found. The mass attenuation coefficient is plotted in Figure 2.2b as a function of
energy for lead, CdWOa and muscle. The effective mass attenuation coefficients for these

materials are listed in Table 2.2.It canbe seen that the scintillator material chosen for the
le2k source-based CT scanner is highly attenuating, leading to a high absorption

efficiency.

2.3 Detector Electronics
The measurements in this thesis characterize the behavior of a single- and an eight-

channel detector. The components constituting a single-channel detector assembly are

identical to those in the eight-chan¡el detector assembly because the single-channel

detector assembly was desigred taking into consideration the expansion to eight

channels. Although the following discussion refers primarily to an eight-channel detector

assembly, much of what is written also pertains to a single-channel detector assembly.

The detector electronics for both the single- and the eight-channel detector consist

of three distinct circuit boards: a detector assembly, a data acquisition control circuit and

an analogue-to-digital (A{o-D) converter board. A schematic showing these three

circuits is depicted in Figure 2.3. The detector assembly for an eight-channel detector

consists of the fi'ont-end electronics for a set of eight detectors, where the time-

multiplexed output of the detector assembly is a voltage proportional to the y-aay
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Figtre 2.2 re2k spectrum (Kocher, 1981) and (a) Compton, photoelectric
and coherent interaction cross sections in wate¡ (ICRU 44, 1989) and (b)
mass attenuation coefficients as a function of energy for lead, muscle and
CdWO4 (Attix, 1986; Bicron Brochure, 1990). The heights of the peaks in
the '"'lr spectrum rellecl their relative intensity.
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Figure 2.3 Detector electronics schematic showing the detector assembly,
the control circuit and the A{o-D converter board. The breaks in the I/D,
S/H and MUX control lines indicate the presence of opto-isolators.

fluence incident on the scintillating crystals. There are four electronic control signals that

regulate the various functions performed by the detector assembly and the A-to-D

converter board. An integrate-discharge ( I/D ) signal controls the acquisition cycle of the

detector assembly and the sarnple-and-hold ( s/H) indicates when the output ffom the

detector assembly is stable and ready to be read. The multiplexer (MUX) lines control

which of the eight detector channels are to be read, and an extemal convert (E.C.) clock

pulse dictates when the A-to-D converter board reads a charurel. All ofthese components

are discussed in more detail below.

2.3.1 Detector Assembly Components

The electronics of a detector assembly constitute eight parallel analogue signal

processing chamels, one for each individual detector.. Each channel, as shown in Figure

2.4, consists of two photodiodes (Hamamatsu 55668-02), a gated integrator (Texas

Instruments TL07 4C op-amp; Temic DG442 Analogue Switch) followed by a gain-and-

filter stage (gain= 47,f,= 339H2). The photodiode produces a current ¡phob propofüonal

to the incident y-ray fluence rate. The gated integrator accumulates this cunent for a
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predetemined time interval Áz to produce a voltage signal, which is linearly

proportional to the photocurrent in the photodiodes and the integation time. The voltage

signal is amplified and low-pass hltered by the gain-and-filter stage. A sample-and-hold

circuit (Analog Devices sMP-04) holds the output ofeach channel before being routed to

an 8-to-1 analogue multiplexer (MUX) (Motorota MC1405 iB). A sample-and-hold

circuit is needed since the A{o-D converter is shared among all g detector chan¡els. This

ci¡cuit follows its input voltage until it is instructed to hold the voltage for a

predetermined period within each sampling interval. During this hold period, the timing

circuit cycles the output voltages of the eight sample-and-hold circuits to the A{o-D
converter via an 8{o-1 MUX. voltage signals from the detector assembly are digitized to

a precision of 16-bits by an A{o-D conveúer (National lnstruments pcI-MIo-16x8-50)

located in a Macintosh G3 PowerPC. The acquisition software was written in LabView
(National Instruments). The analogue signal processing electronics for the detector

assembly receive timing sigrrals from the data acquisition control circuit via opto-

isolators (Motorola H11L1) to provide electric isolation from interference noise.

Photodiode Integrator
Gain and

Filter Stage

Þ_ ko
c,n, +1nF

ì\ Às=1kQ

Figure 2.4 Circuit diagram showing the electronic components of one
channel of the detector assembly: photodiodes, integrator, gain-and-filter
stage, sample-and-hold (SÆ) chip, MUX and the BNC con¡ection to the
A{o-D converter board.
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2.3.1,1 Photodiode

To detect the light emitted by the scintillators, we used the 16 element photodiode array

(Hamamatsu s5668-02) shown in Figure 2.5. Adjacent elements were joined in parallel to

give a total of 8 channels per anay. Each CdWO+ crystal has dimensions of 10.0 x 8.0 x

235 mm3 (thickness x length x width), while each photodiode element is 1.175 mm wide

and 2.0 mm long with a 0.4 mm gap between consecutive elements. Therefore, each

CdWOa crystal covels exactly two photodiode elements with a space of 0.4 mm between

adj acent crystals, as shown in Figure 2.5c.

Photodiodes are semiconductor light sensors that produce a voltage or current by

means of the photovoltaic effect when the P-N junction is illuminated by light. As shown

in Figure 2.6, a photodiode may be thought of as a conventional diode with an intemal

current source producing a photocurrent ipnoto pÍoporiional to the light level present. The

Figure 2.5a Schematic of the photodiode anay showing the dimensions of
the active elements. The horizontal strip of height 4.2 mm is metallic (i.e.
shiny) silver in color, while the remainder of the photodiode anay,
including the active elements are black (see Figure 2.5b). Dimensions are
in mm. (From Hamamtsu, 1994)
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Figure 2.5b Photograph ofthe photodiode array and the CdWOa crystals,

Figure 2.5c Diagram showing the position of the scintillating crystals
(large gray blocks 10.0 mm x 8.0 mm x 2.'15 mm) with respect to the
individual photodiode elements (black rectangles 2.0 mm x 1.175 mm).
Note that the width of one scintillating crystal is exactly equal to the sum
of the widths of two photodiode elements and the space between them, i.e.
2.75 mnt. Thus one scintillating crystal covers exactly two photodiode
elements. The space between scintillating crystals is equal to the space
between the photodiode elements, namely 0.4 mm.
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itotat = ifo¡.r9a,,! - iphoro- idor*

Fígtre 2.6 Schematic of a photodiode, which can be thought of as a
current source in parallel with a conventional diode. (Graeme, 1996)

Figure 2.7 Photodiode operating in (a) photoconductive mode, (b)
photovoltaic mode and (c) short-circuited. (d) Plot showing the photodiode
cuuent plotted as a function of voltage for different incident light
intensities. (Hamamatsu Catalogue, 1995; Saleh and Teich, 1.991)
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total cunent i1ol¿/ measured by an extemal ammeter is equal to the current flowing tkough

the photodiode, namely, i¡o¡o¡ = i¡ot.,rnra - i¿,7¡¡ - iphoto, whera i¡o,.,ua,a is the current forced

tlu'ough the photodiode by the external positive voltage and i¿o,.¡ is the cunent flowing

through the photodiode in the reverse bias condition (negative applied voltage) in the

absence oflight.

Photodiodes can be operated in two modes, namely photoconductive (pC) mode

where a reverse bias voltage is applied, and photovoltaic (pV) mode where no extemal

bias voltage or a positive bias voltage is applied. The mode of operation depends upon

the application; PC mode is used for high frequency (e.g. up to 1 GHz) applications,

whereas PV mode is most suitable for low frequency (e.g. below 1 kHz) applications, as

is the case here. The advantage of using PV mode is an increase in signal-to-noise

performance of the photodiode (EG&G catalogue, 1992). The latter is a consequence of
the reduced shot noise (noise due to the discrete nature ofcunent; simpson, 19g7) due to

the absence of a dark cunent in PV mode (UDT Sensors, Inc. Catalogue).

For conventional diodes, only a small leakage or dark cunent r¿,¿ is detected

when a reverse voltage v is applied. However, for photodiodes the magnitude of the

reverse current lpt o,o increases with increasing light levels. When operating in pC mode,

as illustrated in Figure 2.7 a, the bias voltage i/ is negative and consequentl y i p.,",¿: 0, so

that i,o,", = -i o,,o,o -ian,r. This means that the measured current will be directly

proportional to the intensity of the light illuminating the photodiode.

In photovoltaic mode, shown in Figure 2.7b, a positive bias voltage V applied,

across the photodiode results in l¡,,.,nø o and. i¿n,¡: 0 so that iønt : ifonya¡d - ipnoø. rf no

extemal bias voltage i/ is applied, the photocurrent provides the total photodiode current

so that ¡,,/"/ = -ipt,oø às shown in Figure 2.7c.

2.3.1,2 Integrator

An integrator is used to collect the charge produced by the photodiode. This portion of
the circuit consists of a low noise JFET operational amplifrer, a 1 nF capacitor and an

analogue reset switch, as illustrated in Figure 2.4. While the switch is open, charge
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collects on the capacitor, whereas closing the switch discharges the capacitor. In the case

ofan ideal integrator, the output voltage of the detector AV,.,., is given by

(2.2)

where i 
ot oto is the photocurrent, C,,,, is the capacitance in the feedback loop, G is the gain

of the gain-and-filter stage and { is the sample period. The choice of integration limits

in (2.2) is discussed in $2.3,1.4. HeÍe i¡onn*t: 0 and i¿n,.t: 0 because no bias voltage is

applied. The parameter l, is the sum of the op-amp input bias cunent and the switch

leakage current, and can be thought of as a "dark current" (not to be confused with the

photodiode dark cur¡ent i¿*a) in the sense that it flows even in the absence oflight, i.e., in

the absence ofradiation, leading to a non-zero signal of magnitude
AV o = i o6ç7. - 2.225 ms) / C,",

=ioGLT /C¡,. ^ (2'3)

where Áz is the integration time. The voltage avo produced by the dark current will
always be subtracted from the measurements performed in subsequent chapters.

Assuming the photocurrent to be constant over the integration time, the corrected detector

output is given by
ÁV = i r,,","G(To - 2.225 ms) / C,",

= io¡,",.GAT / C;,.,,. 
"" (2'4)

2.3,1.3 Analogue Srvitch

The purpose of the analogue switch is to discharge the capacitor so that it is ready for

integration during the next measuring cycle. An ideal switch has zero current flowing

tkough it when it is open, and zero voltage across it when it is closed. However, real

switches allow a srnall leakage cunent to flow when they are open. This is not a serious

problem in this application because the leakage current produces a constant offset voltage

that is simply subtracted, as described in $2.3.1.2. The contribution of the leakage current

to the shot noise is discussed in $3.1.1.4.

A major shoftcoming of electronically controlled analogue switches is the

injection of charge from the digital control inputs into the analogue ouþuts as a

consequence of stray capacitance. The switch being used (Temic DG442) injects a charge

¿; 4-o:ns
A,V,^, = )- lçi ",,.," 

+ i o¡dt .

L¡n, r.s:! no'
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of approximately 1 pC RMS at the common point of the integrating capacitor, photodiode

and operational amplifier when it is opened. The effect of this is to introduce a relatively

large random offset that is added to A,V,",n, in (2.2). Further details regarding this noise

source, as well as measures to eliminate it are outlined in $3.1.1.3.

2.3.1,4 Gain-and-Filter Stage

The purpose of the gain-and-fìlter stage is to remove the high frequency noise f¡om the

output of the integration stage, and to amplify the voltage. The bandwidth ofthe low-pass

filter is a very impofant design parameter. If the bandwidth is too high, the circuit

provides amplification to noise at high fi.equencies, while too low of a bandwidth can

result in slower measuring cycles or loss of information if fast measuring cycles are used.

More specifically, the output of a low-pass filter is given by

v,,,, =V"(1-e-"') (2.s)

where r = RrCr is the time constant required for the output voltage vo,,¡fo reach l/e of the

applied input voltage V,. As can be seen fi.om (2.5), several time constants must pass for

the voltage to reach V., 
".g., 

v.,t : 0.98Vo irr 4 r . The time constant is inversely

proporlional to the bandwidth of the low-pass filter, thus imposing a lower limit on the

measuring cycle period. ln this application, the smallest dwell time for the radiation

source at a particular position is equal to 100 ms. Thus the smallest sampling interval is

also 100 ms. Abrupt changes in voltage at the input of the gain-and-filter stage are only

expected at the beginning of a measuring cycle when the capacitor is discharged.

However, due to the time constant of the gain-and-filter stage, the output voltage is

delayed by several time constants. This delay in response must be kept small compared to

the total measuring cycle time.

The choice of bandwidth ìs a compromise between two competing factors: the

bandwidth should be as small as possible to provide optimal noise reduction, but yet must

be large enough to allow reasonably fast measuring cycles. In keeping with this trade-off

the ¡esistors and capacitors in the gain-and-hlter stage were chosen such that the cut-off

frequency of the filter is

Chapter 2
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For this choice of cut-off ffequency, the delay of four time constants (4 RFCò amounts to

1.9 ms and is a small fraction of the smallest sampling interval, i.e. 100 ms. In the interest

of keeping scans times under 2 minutes/slice it was decided to use a 100 ms source dwell

time, resulting in a 100 ms sampling interval.

The complex gain of the gain-and-frlter stage is given by
R" IR 41

= ------------' (2.7\
1+ 4.7 x10'" i2nfL + i27îfc FRF 1 + i2ltf (10nF)(47kO)

2.3.1.5 Sample-and-Hold Stage

The photocurrent and the integration time determine the output voltage of the gain-and-

filter stage for each channel, as described by Q.\. The integration period must be the

same for all chamels. This is achieved by the sample-and-hold circuit. Since a single

SÆI control signal is used for all sample-and-hold circuits, the ouþuts of all channels

are held at the same instant in time during the measuring cycle. The held output of each

channel is multiplexed to a single coaxial cable by an 8{o-1 analogue MUX (the detector

assembly provides a single coaxial connection to the A-to-D converter board), digitized

into a 16-bit binary number, and stored in computer memory.

2,3.1.6 Opto-isolators

The data acquisition control circuit is used to generate the necessary control signals for

the detector assembly and the A{o-D convefier board. However, switching of the control

lines introduces glitches into the DC power supply. Consequently, the power supply and

ground lines in the digital circuits will always contain low-amplitude, high frequency

glitches. Although this has no adverse effect on the digital control signal, significant

electronic noise will be introduced into the detector output voltage if the detector

assembly and digital control circuit share the same DC power and ground connections.

To solve this problem, the digital control signals are optically (as opposed to electrically)

coupled to the detector circuit by means of Sclmitt trigger opto-isolators (Motorola

H11L1). In other words, the opto-isolators electrìcally isolate the digital from the

analogue portion of the circuit, and thus prevent the noise in the digital portion of the

circuit from affecting the analogue signal.
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2.3.2Data Acquisition Control Circuits and Acquisition Sequences

The purpose of the data acquisition control circuit is to generate the control signals shown

in Figures 2.8 and2.9 for the gated integrator, the sample-and-hold, the MUX, and the A-

to-D conveÍer. A stand-alone 1 MHz clock is used to generate these control signals. The

sampling frequency is obtained by dividing the 1 MHz clock by a 20-bit binary counter,

realized by cascading five sl,nchronous 4-bit counters (Texas Instruments 74LSl61). The

higher 16 bits of this counter can be set via dip switches and provide an easy means of
changing the sampling Ílequency. The output of this counter is a trigger signal that

initiates the generation of the other control signals. The ¡emainder of the circuit produces

six additional control signals, namely:

(i) an extemal control signal for the A{o-D converter (extemal convert signal);

(ii) an integrate/discharge ( VD ) sigal;

(iii) a sample-and-hold ( S/H ) signal; and,

(iv) three binary control lines for the 8-to-1 analogue MUX.

2,3.2.1 Single-Channel Data Acquisition Sequence

In the single-charìnel data acquisition control circuit the trigger signal derived from the 1

MHz clock is used as an extemal convert signal, as shown in Figure 2.8. An additional

extemal convert pulse is generated in each measuring cycle, which is delayed from the

trigger signal by 2.15 ms. The integrate discharge signal is a 0.150 ms wide pulse delayed

by 0.150 ms from the trigger signal. The sample-andJrold signal is a 0.150 ms wide pulse

occuming at the same time as the trigger pulse.

To understand how the control lines manipulate the behavior of the various

components, consider the pulse sequence illustrated in Figure 2.8. At the start of an

acquisition sequence (indicated by line labeled "t = 0") the current generated by the

photodiode is integrated, and the sample-and-hold circuit is in sample moder. After 1.925

I The ba¡ over the "S" in Sm indicates that the sample-andJrold circuit samples when the confol signal is
lorv, and holds rvhen the control signal is high.
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Figure 2.8 Data acquisition timing sequence for a single-channel detector.
The point labeled I denotes the time when the initial voltage acquisition
Ø¡ takes place, and Çindicates when i/¡ is read. The two voltages V¡ and V¡
are then subtracted to yield the voltage difference AV = V¡ - V¡ .

ms, at time { an initial signal value ( is acquired. This is triggered by the falling edge

of the second pulse on the extemal convert control line. The cuffent continues to be

integrated, and after the desired tirne interval has elapsed, at tíme Tr= Zi - 0.3 ms, the

sample-and-hold circuit is placed in hold mode, and a final signal value Z, is acquired.
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Immediately following this, the capacitor is discharged2, and the cycle is repeated again.

Both V, and V, are read by the computer and subtracted to find LV =V¡ -V¡. The

pulpose of this subtraction is discussed below.

The sawtooth waveform constituting the bottom line in Figure 2.8 represents the

output of the sample-and-hold chip, which is also the signal being sent to the A{o-D
converter. Note that the smoothing effects of the gain-and-filter stage upon the saw-tooth

wave have been neglected; these will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 3.

It is important to understand how the I/D and S/H signals dictate the shape of
the analogue signal. while the L/D signal is low, the capacitor is integrating charge and

the output of the gain-and-filter stage increases. A high r,D signal eliminates the charge

buildup on the capacitor and the output ofthe integrator is zero. Note that the discharge

time causes a nanow zero portion at the bottom of the saw{ooth wave. The effect of the

S,4I signal can be understood by realizing that while the sample-and-hold chip is
sampling, it is continually monitoring the output of the gain-and-filter stage. The charge

on the capacitor in the integrator stage increases during sampling, resulting in a

"ramping-up" of the analogue signal. When the S,TI signal is high, the output of the

gain-and-filter stage is no longer being monitored, but rather, the last sampled value is

being held, as evidenced by the narrow flat porlion at the top of the saw-tooth.

2.3,2.2 Eight-Channel Data Acquisition Sequence

The shapes of the control signals for the eight-channel detector are shown in Figure 2.9.

For the eight-channel detector, the first group of eight extemal convert pulses (one for

each channel) is initiated by the trigger signal. A delay of 2.048 ms from the trigger

signal is provided by nvo 4-bit counters cascaded from the lower 4-bits of the 20-bit

counter. After the delay, a second group ofeight extemal convert pulses is generated. The

2 The bar over the "I" in I/D indicates that the integrate-and-discharge circuit integrates when the control
signal is lorv, and discharges the capacitot when the control signal is high.
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Figure 2.9 Data acquisition timing sequence for the eight-channel detecto¡
assembly. Only one of the eight analogue channels is shown. Of the eight
pulses in the extemal convert signal, only the first, second and eighth
pulses are shown.
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l/D signal remains unchanged fi'om the single-channel detector. The s/H signal has a

width of 0.550 ms and is toggled twice during each integration cycle. The three MUX
control lines (not shown in Figure 2.9) generate a 3 bit number between 0 and 7 that

determines which channel is read during each extemal conveft pulse.

The eight-channel data acquisition sequence shown in Figure 2.9 is very similar to

the single-channel data acquisition sequence. At the begiming ofan acquisition sequence

(indicated by the vertical line labeled "r = 0') the integration capacitors have been

discharged. The sample-and-hold circuits start sampling the output of the gain-and-filter

stage 0.250 ms later. After a delay of 1.748 ms (determined by the filter bandwidth), at

time 7,, initial voltages V, for each channel are measured by the A-to-D converter. This

is accomplished by holding the output ofthe gain-and-filter stage for a duration of0.550

ms and sending eight extemal convert pulses to the A-to-D converter. The three binary

control lines to the 8{o-1 MUX are pulsed synchronously with the extemal convert

pulses. This allows the output of all channels in tum to be acquired by the A{o-D
converter. It should be noted that the photocurrent continues being integrated during this

time. The gain-and-filter stage output is again sampled until the end of the desired

integration lime at T, = Z - 0.3 ms, where { is the sample period, At this time the

output of the gain-and-filter stage is held and the integrating capacitors are discharged.

The A{o-D convelter meâsures the held output voltage v, in the same man¡er as the

initial voltage. The difference Âz between the initial voltage reading and final voltage

reading AZ =V¡ -V, is then found for each channel.

The waveform constituting the bottom line in Figure 2.9 represents the output of
the sample-and-hold chip, which is also the signal being sent to the A{o-D converter via

the coaxial cable. Note that the smoothing effects of the gain-and-filter stage upon the

saw-tooth wave have been taken into consideration here.
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2.4 Choice of Scintillator
There are several scintillating materials currently available for y -ray detection, some of
which are listed in Table 2.3. of note is the wide range of characteristìc properties. The

following properties are important for CT imaging applications (Derenzo and Moses,

1992; Grabmaier, 1 984).

(i) Optical spectal output: The optical spectrum produced by the scintillator should be

closely matched with the spectral response of the light detector. The spectral

response of silicon photodiodes ranges from 320 nm to 1100 nm with a peak

sensitivity occurring at 960 mm, as shown in Figure 2.10, so that a scintillator

emitting optical photons with a long wavelength is desired.

(ä) Chenùcal stability: Susceptibility to contamination must be minimal to avoid the

need for bulky, cumbersome packaging. Of the materials listed in Table 2.3, those

which are hygroscopic can immediately be eliminated as possible candidates, as it

would be highly impractical to hermetically seal the crystals in an aftay as required

for the photodiode detector.

(iil) y-ray absotptiott efficiency: The y-ray absorption efficiency is defined as the

probability that an incident photon will deposit all of its energy in the scintillating

crystal, i.e., (energy absorbed)/(incident energy). The yray absorption efficiency is

largest in scintillators with a lalge density and a high atomic number. As the mean

photon energy ofthe In2k source (355 keV) is much larger than that of diagnostic.r-

ray tubes (60 kev), it is essential that the density of the scintillator be large enough

that an appreciable amount of energy is deposited in the crystal.

(w) Pholon outpu4 or luninous efficiency (itt photons/Met); The (optical) photon

output characterizes the efficiency with which the scintillator converts the absorbed

fray energy into optical photons. This parameter determines the minimum

detectable radiation. This characteristic can also be described in terms of the average

scintillation efficiency (Holl et al., 1988), which is the percentage of incident

absolbed fray enetgy that is converted into optical photon energy. Considering, for

example, the specifications listed for CdWOa in Table 2.3,15,000 optical photons

are produced for every MeV of y-ray energy deposited in the crystal. Assuming all of
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these optical photons have a wavelength ), equal to the peak wavelength of 470 nm,

this conesponds to (4.23 x 10-re J/photon).(15,000 photons) = 0.0397 MeV of
optical photons produced for every 1 Mev of ¡ray energy deposited in the crystal.

The average scintillation efficiency is therefore abottt 3.97o/o.

It is worthwhile to consider the relative importance of ¡ray absorption efficiency

versus luminous efficiency. Two factors must be taken into consideration, namely,

the measurement uncertainty and the overall detection efficiency. The discrete nature

of Tray photon interactions produces a relative measurement uncertainty that is

inversely proportional to the square root of the numbe¡ of yray photons interacting.

similarly, the discrete nature of optical photon production within the scintillating

crystal results in a relative measurement uncertainty that decreases inversely with the

square root of the number of optical photons produced. However, a very large

number of optical photons are produced for ever.y 1 MeV of ¡ray energy deposited

in the crystal. For instance, a single 355 kev photon produces 5325 optical photons

if it deposits all of its energy in a CdWOa crystal. Even a material with a low

luminous efficiency will produce a relatively large number of optical photons for

each incoming ¡ray. Thus the noise associated with a low luminous efficiency will
always be less than the noise associated with a low Tray absorption efficiency.

Although ¡ray absorption eff,rciency has a greate. impact on noise than luminous

efficiency, the effect of the latter on the overall detector efficiency can not be

neglected. The overall detector eff,rciency (taking into account only the influence of
the scintillating crystal) can be thought of as the product of the l"-ltay absoqption

efficiency and the luminous efficiency. clearly, a small luminous efficiency will
result in a small overall efficiency. As patient radiation doses during imaging

procedures must be kept to a minimum, a large overall efficiency is desired.

(v) Susceptibiliï) Ío rddiation danage; The characteristics of the scintillating crystal

must not be affected by large doses ofradiation. Each crystal in the fourth generation

scamer receives about 0.2 Gylscan. The transmission of cdwoa decreases by about

15%o for doses on the order of 104 Gy (Bicron, 1990). This indicates that 50 000
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scans could be performed before these crystals would suffer any substantial radiation

damage.

(vi) Afterglotu: This term describes the continued emission of optical photons after the

exciting y-ray radiafion has been removed, i.e. phosphorescence (Farukhi, 1978),

Large aíìerglow results in incorrect signals being ¡ecorded for the different

projections because readings are influenced by the previous detector siglals. The

afterglow of CsI 100 ms after excitation is about an order of magnitude larger than

that of CdWO¡ (Grabmeier, 1984).
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Figure 2.10 Plot of the normalized CdWOa light output (solid line)
(Kinloch et al., 1994) and the photodiode photosensitivity (dashed line) in
A,/W (Hamamatsu, 1994, 1995) as a function of wavelength.

Of the scintillatols listed in TabIe 2.3, four suitable candidates for the CT scanner

are BGO, CdWO4, LSO and ZIWO¿,. CsI can not be used because of its large afterglow

and low attenuation coefficient. The afterglow characteristics of LSo and Znwoa arc nol

known, The other chalacteristics of the four scintillators are actually quite similar, Their
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. . Table 2.3 Properties of Z-ray detecting scintìllators (Derenzo and Moses, 1992; Farukhi, 197g)
Scintillator Density z (cm

CaWO
cdwo

Density l¡ (cm-r;x Hygro- ), 4 (photons/ Aff.erslow
g / cm') scopic ,:: MeV) (% ar ã ms) slìortcomìngs(g / cm') scopic

(nm

Gd

LiI(Eu)

3.19

6.1

7.90

4.51

4.51

6.71

4.08

0.27

*value for 51 I

0.41

0.4r
0.67

0.37

480 7s00
435 19000 <0.3 low absorption

photons
7.87

no

no
very
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attenuation coefficients are nearly equal, as are their peak emission wavelengths

(although LSo is somewhat inferior to the others in this area). LSo has the highest

Iuminous effrciency, followed by cdwoa, znwoa and BGo. It would appear that LSo is

the optimal scintillator. However, it is not readily available (Derenzo and Moses, 1992),

eliminating the possibility that it could be used in the proposed scamer. considering the

other th¡ee options, cdwoa has the largest luminous efficiency, making it the scintillator

of choice for this project.

2.5 Crystal Array Design
several parameters must be taken into consideration when designing a crystal anay.

These include the crystal dimensions and crystal coating material. The crystal thickness

and length are variable, whereas the crystal width is fixed by the spacing of the active

elements in the photodiode anay. The crystal size must be chosen to compromise

between absorption efficiency and cost, which is approximately proportional to the

crystal volume. The crystal coating material encases all sides of each crystal except for

tlte face in contact with the photodiode anay. Its purpose is to prevent optical photons

fi'onr leaving a crystal and reaching the adjacent crystals. The ideal material is adequately

opaque to prevent light produced in one crystal from reaching the adjacent crystal, but is

also reflective, so that the maximum number of optical photons reach the active area of
the photodiode.

2.5.1 Array Mask
The active areas ofthe photodiodes in the amay are represented by the black rectangles in
Figures 2.5a and 2.5b. As all of the crystals being studied are larger than the photodiode

elements, light impinging on the outer black region ofthe photodiode array, i.e., beyond

the silver region, will not be detected. In an attempt to reflect this light back into the

crystal, where it may fall on the active detecting region, a strip of reflective material,

referred to as an amay mask, was placed on either side of the active detecting region. Two
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reflectors, Bare Metal Foil3 (BMF) and 3M 850 tape were considered. Also examined

was the effect of the separation of the strips of reflective material, which is referred to as

"gap width" (Figure 2. 1 i a) in the subsequent discussion.

2.5.1.1 Method

To evaluate the effect of the reflective aray mask, strips of BMF were fixed to the

photodiode array on both sides of the active detecting elements with various gap widths.

The gap width was measured using a comparator (magnifier with a reticule). A 1.0 cm x

0.8 cm x 0.275 cm (thickness x length x width) crystal with ground faces was wrapped in

a l0 cm long piece ofreflon tape such that only the face in contact with the photodiode

array was exposed. The detector was placed 68 cm Íiom an uncollimated 4.0576 Ci 1e2Ir

source and the crystal position was adjusted to ensure an optimal signal. The detector

output was sampled using a 0.1 s sampling interval, corrected for dark current, and the

average of 100 data points calculated. These measurements were repeated for the 850

tape. All of the measurements performed in $2.5 use a coupling grease (Dow Coming

Q2-3067) to achieve optical coupling between the crystals and the photodiode array.

2.5,1.2 Results

The detector output is ptotted in Figure 2.11b as a function of gap width for the two

reflective materials. The vertical lines indicate the width of the photodiode elements, the

width of the photodiode anay silver region, and the length of the crystal. A gap width of
8 mm or larger is equivalent to using no reflective tape. For the BMF, the detector ouþut

increases slightly with increasing gap width until the BMF is placed beyond the silver

region. This is in agreernent with the visual assessment that the silver region is more

reflective than the BMF. The trend is similar fo¡ the 850 tape, but the data are noisier.

The decrease in detector output for gap widths greater than 4.2 mm is clearly because

some of the optical photons are being absor.bed by the black region of the photodiode

afiay.

3 Bare Metal Foil is a ¡eflective foil rvith an adhesive backing, designed to provide a shiny finish on plastic
nodel paÍs.
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Figure 2.1 1 (a) Diagram showing the placement of the reflective mate¡ial
(drawn translucent to show the extent of the silver region) on the
photodiode anay. (b) Plot of the detector output as a function of gap
widrh.

Figure 2.11b demonstrates that the application of a reflector increases the detector

output by approximately 30%. Although the data are noisy, BMF seems to provide the

largest detector output voltage. This could be because it is thinner (thickness = 0.0020

cm) than the 850 tape (thickness = 0.0051 cm), thus allowing for better contact between

the scintillating crystal and the photodiode anay.
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2.5.2 Cry stal Thickness

Crystals of dimensions (0.8 cm x 0.275 cm x 0.4, 0.8, 1.0, I.2, L6 and 2.0 cm - length x

width x thickness) were studied. These could be placed with the 0.8 cm x 0.275 cm

surface in contact with the photodiode array to provide crystals of constant length with

various thicknesses, as described in this section, or could be tumed on their side to

provide clystals ofconstant thickness and variable length, as discussed in $2.5.3.

2.5.2.1 Method

The detecto¡ output is dependent upon the thickness of the cdwo4 crystals because

shorter crystals will attenuate fewer 7-rays, resulting in less energy being absorbed in the

crystal. However, increasing the crystal thickness beyond a certain limit will also result in

a decrease in detector output, as more of the optical photons produced near the front of
the clystal will be absorbed in the crystal and not reach the photodiode. The detector

output was measured for crystal of thickness 0.4 cm, 0.8 cm, 1.0 cm, 1.2 cm, 1.6 cm and

2.0 cm. Two crystals of each thickness were used. The length and width of all crystals

were 0.8 cm and,0.275 cm respectively.

The crystals were wrapped in Teflon tape on all sides (except for the side in

contact with the photodiode) to provide a non-peûnanent reflective crystal coating

nraterial. Dow corning Q2-3067 optical couplant was used to provide optical coupling

between the crystals and the photodiodes. The detector was placed at a distance of6g cm

fiom a 4.6258 ci le2k source and 100 output voltage readings were collected for each of
the two crystals. Crystal positioning was adjusted to ensure a maximum signal. All
measurements wele corrected for dark current.

2.5.2.2 Results

The detector output is plotted as a function of crystal thickness in Figure 2.12. The

average output for the two crystals is plotted as a solid line. The detector response

increases with increasing scintillator thickness up to a crystal thickness of 1.2 cm. The

dec¡ease in detector output beyond a thickness of 1.6 cm is likely due to light absorption

in the crystal coating and self-absorption of the optical photons in the crystal (Mosleh-
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Figure 2.12 Plot of the detector output as a function of crystal thickness.
The detector output was measured for two crystals of each thickness. The
maximum output for each crystal is shown, along with the average for the
t',vo crystals. The SNR was found by dividing the detector output by the
standard deviation in the detector output.

Shirazi et al., 1998; Vittori et al., 2000). The optimal crystal thickness in terms of
detector output is thus 1.2 cm. The 3%o increase in detector output, and 12o/o jnqease jn

signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) found when increasing the crystal size from 1.0 to 1.2 cm is

accompanied by an approximate 200/o increase in crystal cost. It was therefore decided to

use 1.0 cm thick crystals in the final scamer.

2.5.3 Crystal Length

2.5.3.1 Method

To test the effect of crystal length, the 0.4 cm, 0.8 cm, 1.0 cm and 1.2 cm thick crystals

used in the previous experiment were tumed on their side to provide a constant thickness,

i.e., 0.8 cm, and a variable length. The crystals were wrapped in Teflon tape to provide a

non-permanent crystal coating material as previously discussed. The detector was placed

at a distance of 68 cm from a 4.5831 Ci le2lr source and 100 output voltage readings

collected. Once again, measurements were made on two crystals of each length. Crystal
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positioning was adjusted to ensure maximum signal. The average reading for each crystal

was found and conected for dark current. These measurements were repeated afler

placing a strip of BMF on either side of the active elements with a gap width of 3.5 mm.

2.5.3.2 Results

The individual and average crystal results are plotted in Figure 2.13. As can be seen,

there is an increase in detector output between the 0.4 crn and the 0.8 cm long crystals for

the measurements made in the absence of an array mask. lncreasing the crystal length

beyond 0.8 cn offers no increase in detector output because photons impinging on the

black portion of the photodiode arÍay aÍe not detected. For the measu¡ements made with

the array mask in place, the detector output increases with increasing crystal length. The

most dramatic increase in signal however occurs when increasing the crystal length from

0.4 cm to 0.8 cm. When using an array mask, photons impinging outside of the active

detecting region of the photodiode afiay are reflected back into the crystal, whereupon

they may be detected. This is the reason fo¡ the increased detector output seen in Figure

2.13. Although the 1.2 cm long crystals provide an 8olo increase in detector output and

10% increase in sNR over the 0.8 cm crystals, the increase in crystal size is accompanied

by an approxim ate 50%o increase in crystal cost. It was therefore decided to use the 0.g

cm crystals in the final scanner.

2.5.4 Crystal Coatings

An ideal crystal coating must be both opaque and reflective. The measurements described

below examine a number of different crystal coating and crystal surface preparations in

order to find the optimal material to be used in the scanner. These measurements also

provide an opportunity to assess the variability in crystal sensitivity due to manufacturing

among crystals of similar dimensions. To this end, a series of measurements was carried

out using three different crystals. Measurements were also performed to assess the

variation in detector output for crystals produced by different manufacturers. A final set

of measurements examines two of the crystal coating materials more closely by

measuring their optical density as a function of wavelength. This measurement aids in a
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Figure 2.13 Plot ofthe detector output as a function of crystal length with
and without a BMF mask in place. The detector output was measuted for
two crystals of each length. The ouþut for each crystal is shown, along
with the average for the two crystals. The SNR was found by dividing the
detector output by the standard deviation in the detector output.

selecting crystal coating material that minimizes the cross{alk between adjacent chan¡els

and improves the light collection efficiency from the crystals. Once again, crystal

position was adjusted until a maximum signal was obtained, and all readings were

corrected for dark cur¡ent

2,5.4.1 Intercrystal Variability

Method

The first set of measurements examines the intercrystal variability using three crystals of
the same size (1.0 cm x 0.8 cm x 0.27 5 cm; thickness x length x width), All permutations

of crystal and coating material were tested to separate the effects of coating material and

intlacrystal variations in sensitivity. A 9.0814 Ci re2k source was placed about 72.5 cm

Íìom the detector assembly and a total of 250 detector output voltage readings collected

and averaged. Measurements were repeated six times with each crystaVcoating

combination (the crystals were repositioned between trials). Five trials were also carried
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out in the absence of a crystal to measure the signal produced by y-rays interacting

directly with the photodiode itself.

Results

The average detector output voltage readings for the various crystals and coating

materials ale plotted in Figure 2.14. rt can be seen that the inter-crystal and inter{rial

variations are much smaller than the effects of the coating material. The averages of the

six trials are listed in Table 2.4. The reproducibility of one crystal and one coating

material is characterized by the standard deviation irr the "Average Reading', column.

The scatter in the points for a particular crystal is primarily due to crystal placement

variations on the photodiode anay. As can be seen from the "Combined Average,, values,

the intercrystal variability is much smaller than the differences in detector output found

for the various crystal coatings. Note that the measurements made with no crystal result

in a non-negligible detector output, indicating that direct interaction ofthe 7-rays with the

photodiode anay contributes to the detector output. Note that inadiation of the

photodiode anay with large doses using a therapeutic radiation beam found no change in

anay performance, indicating that the photodiode anay is not readily damaged by

radiation (Private Communication, S. Rathee). In pr.actice, the photodiode anay will
receive only a small amount of radiation, as most of the 7-rays are absorbed by the

scintillating crystals.

2.5.4.2 Permanent Coating Materials

Besides assessing intercrystal variability, the results shown in Figure 2.14 and listed in

Table 2.4 examine Teflon tape and BMF as possible crystal coating materials. Teflon

tape is a well-established scintillator coating. The BMF was examined in an attempt to

irnprove upon Teflon tape. This mate¡ial is highly reflective on one side, but is somewhat

duller on the adhesive side. The shiny side is unfortunately on the outside of the crystal.

The electrical tape was not examined as a possible crystal coating, but rather was used to

assess the amount ol light reaching the photodiode when using a very inadequate

reflective coating.
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Figwe 2.14 Plot of the detector output for the crystal coatings electrical
tape, BMF and Teflon tape. The circles represent measurements done with
Crystal 1, the triangles measurements done with Crystal2 and the squares
measurements done with Crystal 3.

Table 2.4 Detector output for various coatrngs
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Electrical Tape 1
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0.717 + 0.006

0.72 + 0.01 0.73 + 0.01

3 0.74 + 0.01

Crystal Coverjng Crystal Number Average Reading (V) Combined Average (V)

Teflon Tape 1

2

J

1.74 + 0.02

1.78 + 0.02

1.76 + 0.02

1.76 + 0.02

Metal Foil 1.179+0.006

1.22 + 0.07

1.24 t 0.01

1.21 + 0.03

No Crystal - 0.279 + 0.005 0.278 * 0.005
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The detector output is largest with Teflon tape, emphasizing the importance of a

reflective crystal coating. Although Teflon tape yields superior results, it would be

impractical to wrap the crystals in Teflon tape and then bundle them into anays. (The

Teflon tape is somewhat bulky, making a precision 0.4 mm intercrystal spacing difficult

to achieve.) Moreover, it was found that the detector output decreased as a function of
time when using crystals wrapped in Teflon tape. This is most likely because the Teflon

tape became translucent near the base of the crystal as the Teflon tape ,,absorbed', the

optical coupling gel.

To this end, a number of altemative coating materials were examined. The first

coating material investigated involved mixing a t',vo-pafi clear epoxy resin (Loctite

Durabond 530CL) that cur.es within about 24 hou¡s with AlzO3 (Aldrich, 26,549-7), a fine

(diameter < 10 pm) white powder. Different Al2O3 concentrations were produced by

varying the % by weight of Al2O3. Increasing the Al2O3 concentration resulted in an

increasingly opaque paste that solidified into a rigid material encasing the crystal. The

Al2o3 concentration was limited by the requirement that the mixture remain adequately

viscous to flow between adj acent crystals in a crystal anay. The second coating mate¡ial

investigated was a white gelcoat (Ashland Chemical Type 1 polyester gelcoat). This

polyester resin epoxy is used as the outer coat for Fiberglas boats, and cures within 3 to 4

hours using a catalyst. Both of these coating materials are inexpensive, easy to prepare,

and are adequately viscous and durable for manufacturing crystal arays. characteristics

such reflectivity and opacity will be used to determine the most appropriate coating

material.

Measurements were performed on crystals Íìom the two different manufacturers

Bicron (Bicron, Saint-Gobain¡l{orton Indust¡ial Ce¡amics Corporation, 6801 Cockan

Road, Solon, Ohio 44139) and Rexon Components, Inc. (24500 Highpoint Road,

Beachwood, Ohio, 44122).

The detector outputs for the various scintillator configurations are plotted in

Figure 2.15. As can be seen, a Bicron crystal wrapped in Teflon tape gives the largest

signal. The decrease in signal from Crystal Confrguration (CC) 1 to CC 4 could be due to

the fact that CC t has cleaved sides, whereas CC 4 has ground sides. Correspondence
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Figure 2.15 Plot of the

45678
Crystal Configuration

detectol output for various crystal coating
materials and con

Coating Configuration
[0 cm Teflon tape 1. single Bicron crystal with cleaved sides, source

and detector side faces ground
2. single Bicron crystal with cleaved sides, source

side face ground and detector side face polished
3. single Bicron crystal with cleaved sides, source

side face polished and detector side face ground
4. single Rexon crystal with all faces ground

5. single Bicron crystal with cleaved sides, source
side face ground and detector side face polished

6. single Rexon crystal with all faces ground

7. single Bicron crystal with cleaved sides, source
side and detector side face ground

8. eight element Bicron crystal array (construction
described in $2.5.5.1) using crystals with
cleaved sides, source side face ground and
detector side face polished

BMF 9. single Bicron clystal with cleaved sides, source
side face ground and detector side face polished

3M 850 Tape 10. single Rexon crystal, all faces ground

Al2O3 Epoxy
Mixture
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with Rexon indicated a typical 10% inter-batch variability, which could also account in

part for the reduced output of the Rexon crystals. Comparìson of CC 4 and CC 6

indicates that gelcoat is not as reflective a crystal coating material as Teflon tape.

However, for the reasons discussed above, Teflon tape is not a practical crystal coating

material for this application. cc 7 and cc 8 suggest that Alzo¡ is inferior to gelcoat as a

crystal coating material, even though the Bicron, as opposed to the Rexon crystals were

used. Finally, BMF and 3M 850 tape are not suitable coating materials. Although both

are opaque, an imporlant consideration in minimizing optical cross-talk, they yield the

lowest detector outputs. Thus, gelcoat was chosen as the crystal coating material. It is not

clear whether the difference in output between the Rexon and Bicron crystals is due to a

difference in manufacturing techniques, or is a result of normal batch{o-batch variations.

For the final scamer, Rexon supplied the crystals because they were less expensive and

easier to acquire.

2.5.4,3 Spacer Optical Density

To further investigate the properties of the different Al2o3 Loctite combinations and the

gelcoat, their optical densities were measured as a function of wavelength. This allows

compatison of the spectral response ofthe various materials, taking into consideration the

output of CdWO4 as shown in Figure 2.10. For instance, CdWOa emits light between 400

and 700 nm. opacity in this wavelength lange would therefore eliminate optical cross-

talk,

Method

The optical density of the various crystal coating materials was measured using a

spectrophotometer (Varian cARYI uV-visible Spectrophotometer). A mould consisting

of two acrylic plates, one with a 0.4 mm slot (equal to the crystal spacing) machined into

it, was used to control the sample height. After placing a small amount of coating

material on the plate with the slot, the second plate was aligned on top and the two plates

screwed together, forcing the crystal coating material to harden into a 0.4 mm thick slab.
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Figure 2.16 Plot of the optical densities of 0,4 mm thick samples as a
function of wavelength.

Three samples containing Al2O3 were produced, with ratios of 1 :0.54, 1:0.75 and

1:1 of epoxy to AlzO¡ by weight. The 1:0.54 sample was used to construct the crystal

atray assessed in Figure 2.15 (cc 8). The optical density of white gelcoat was also

measured.

Results

The spectrophotometer output as a function of wavelength is shown in Figure 2.16. The

sharp discontinuity in the gelcoat optical density at about 350 nm is not a characteristic of
the gelcoat, but is due to a calibration euor in the spectrophotometer. This wavelength

coresponds to a change in the light source and detector combination used by the

spectrophotometer, i.e., the change to a visible light source and detector ÍÌom an ultra-

violet light source and detector. Note that this does not pose a serious problem, as all

naterials with an optical density above about 4.0 can be considered to be opaque.

Recalling Figure 2.10, the CdWO¿ light output falls primarily berween 400 run and 700

run, which is effectively blocked by the gelcoat. This reinforces the decision made in
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$2.5.4.2 to use gelcoat as the crystal coating material. In addition, it shows that 0.4 mm of
gelcoat should eliminate optical cross{alk between the crystals.

2.5.5 Array Preparation

In the fourlh generation scanner the crystals must be accurately placed on the photodiode

array, with an inter-crystal spacing equal to the spacing between the photodiode array

elements. As a large number (96) of photodiode arrays will be used, the technique

developed must be practical, as well as accurate. coating single crystals and individually

placing them on the photodiode anay would be very ineffrcient, and would result in large

positioning enors. The solution was to combine a group of eight crystals into a single

unit, held together at the correct spacing with a crystal coating material, and then mount

this unit onto the photodiode array.

Evaluation of the eight-channel detector board as described in subsequent

chapters was performed using two different crystal arrays: l) an array coated in epoxy

resin and Al2O3 powder; and, 2) an anay coated in white gelcoat. The construction of
both anays is described in the following sections.

2,5,5.1 Al2O3 Coated Arra¡

The AlzO¡ coated anay was constructed by covering eight Bicron CdWOa crystals (sides

cleaved, faces ground) with a mixture of Al2O3 powder and clear epoxy resin. The Al2O3

powder was added to the clear epoxy to prevent the light generated in one crystal from

reaching the neighboring crystal. The Al2O3 also provides a reflective coating for the

crystals, which allows more light to reach the photodiodes, as discussed previously.

Before applying the epoxy, the crystals were placed in a precision metal spacer,

and then in a polyethylene mould, as shown in Figure 2.17. A 7:0.54 mixture of epoxy to

AlzO¡ by weight was placed into the mould and allowed to harden around the crystals.

The crystals, now set in place with lespect to one another, were covered in the epoxy and

Al2o3 niixture. special care was taken to ensure that the mixture flowed between the

crystals. This procedure was repeated again to ensure that the crystals were completely

covered. Excess epoxy was sanded down and the faces of the crystals polished using

jeweler's rouge (Enkay) and a polishing tool (Dremel).
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The crystal an ay was mounted on the photodio de anay using clear GE Silicone.

Optical coupling between the crystals and the photodiode anay was achieved using an

optical couplant (Dow Coming Q2-3067).

Figure 2.17 Photograph of the precision metal spacer, polyethylene rnould
and completed crystal anay.

2.5.5.2 Gelcoat Coated Array

The gelcoat coated array was manufactured using a technique similar to that described in

$2.5.5.1. Three strips oftape (3M 850) were fixed to the polyethylene slab as shown in

Figure 2.18a to protect the slab fíom the gelcoat. A strip ofdouble-sided tape was placed

on top of the 3M 850 tape, followed by the precision metal spacer, as shown in Figure

2.18b. Eight Rexon crystals (all faces ground) were placed in the precision metal spacer,

and the latter gently removed so that the crystals remained fixed to the double sided tape.

Polyethylene moulds were then placed around the crystals, using the positioning pegs on

the base, as can be seen in Figure 2.18c. Note that the base was made of high-density

polyethylene, which chemically reacts .,¡/ith gelcoat, whereas the moulds were made of
low-density polyethylene, which is unaffected by the gelcoat. A mould release was used
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to aid removal of the arrays. Finally, gelcoat mixed with hardener was injected into the

mould using a 30-gauge needle to fill the spaces between the crystals, and a 23-gatge

needle to fiIl the space surrounding the crystals. The entire assembly, including the base-

plate and the moulds was then placed inside a 50'c oven to speed the curing process.

The gelcoat hardened after several hours, allowing the crystal anays to be removed Íiom

the moulds. Any remaining gaps between the crystals were f,rlled with gelcoat using a 30-

gauge needle.

MeasuLements using the crystal arrays described in $2.5.5.1 and $2.5.5.2 are

carried out in Chapter 4.

Figure 2.18 Photograph of the assembly used to construct the gelcoat
arays showing (a) the 3M 850 tape covered by the double sided tape, (b)
the precision metal spacer with the crystals in place, and (c) the moulds
placed around the crystals using the positioning pegs.
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Chapter 3

System Characteúzation: Single-
Channel Measurements
Any y-ray detector used in imaging must have a signal-to-noise ratio that is limited by

fundamental photon statistics and not by the electronic noise of the detector. ln addition,

the detector''s respouse to radiation must be understood so that any non-linearities can be

conected. Lastly, a thorough understanding of the detector allows for optimization of the

scanner design. This chapter describes a series of measurements carried out using a

single-channel detector assembly. A theoretical estimate of the electronic noise was

found by combining the noise p'oduced by the various electronic components

constituting the detector. Noise characteristics of the detector were measured both in the

presence and absence of 7-radiation. Measurements were also perfomed to detemrine

the detector's response to light and integration time. For these measurements, an extemal

light source, namely a lightemitting diode, rather than the output fi'om a scintillating

crystal, was used to illurninate the photodiode anay. This light source provided a

controlled and known illumination to chalacterize the photodiode response to light. The

detector output voltage as a function of y-ray intensity was also measured using an l92lr

brachytherapy source, thereby quantifying the detection efficiency of the scintillating

crystauphotodiode combination. The temperature dependence of the detector vr'as

measured in the absence of optical photons or 7,-rays. Finally, images collected using the

single-charurel detector in a first generatiorl geonretry are pr.esented.
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3.1 Noise Analysis
The smallest light intensity that can be detected by the detector assembly depends on the

noise in the photodiode and the associated electronic circuitry. There are several sources

ofnoise, which contribute to the electronic noise in the detected signal. These include:

(i) the current noise in the photodiode and the integating operational amplifier;

(iÐ the input noise voltage ofthe operational amplifiers;

(iii) cycle-to-cycle variation of the charge injected onto the integration capacitor from

the digital control inputs;

(iv) cycle{o-cycle variation ofretained charge after capacitor discharge;

(v) shot noise due to leakage current when the discharge switch is in its open state; and,

(vi) A{o-D board noise.

A detailed analysisl ofthe various noise sources is provided in the following sections.

3.1.1 Current Noise Sources

3.1.1.1 Photodiode

The cument noise ftom a photodiode operating in photovoltaic mode is determined by its

shunt resistance ,R",,, which is defined as the ratio ofthe voltage to the current near 0 V.

As the V-I curve (Figure 2.7d) is approximately linear near 0 V, the shunt resistance is

given by the reciprocal of the slope near 0 V. More specifically, the manufacturers of the

photodiode array (Hamamatsu) define R,,, =70mY/i,",.r, where l¿n,* is the dark current at

10 mV. The sl'runt resistance produces a themral (Johnson) noise current with density ¡j

that is frequency independent (i.e. white) from DC to approximately the photodiode

cutoff frequency, and is given by the Schottkey formula (EG&G Catalogue, 1992;

Simpson, 1987)

(3.1)

where k is Boltzmarur's constant, and Zis the absolute temperature of the photodiode.

I Based on an analysis developed by S. Rathee
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In the presence of light, the shot noise current density ç ffom the photocurrent

ipnorc is givenby

i,, =,pqir,., wluz (3.2)

where q is the electron charge. The total photodiode noise f, is found by adding (3.1) and

(3.2) in quadrature.

Manufacturers specify the noise in a photodiode in terms of the noise equivalent

power (NEP), defined as the minimum light required to produce a photocurrent rpr,,ro

equal to the photodiode noise current 1,, (EG&G catalogue, L992). Altematively, the

NEP may be described as the light po\.ver necessary to produce a signal-to-noise ratio

(SNR) of 1. Mathematically, this is defined as

NrEP(wJHz) -i,,wJHz)
s,(A/w)

(3.3)

where the photosensitivity so is defined as the photocurrent per unit incident light power

(in watts). The photosensitivity at ),= 540 nm is srr=roonn, = 0.31 A/w (Hamamatsu,

1994). Using the data in Table 3.1, and the expression j,, =,1o.ì.IEp the photodiode

noise cur¡ent density can be calculated to be t,,=(0.31A,/W). (9.3x10-'5W/JHò =
2.883 xI}-ts NJHz .

Tubl" 3.1 Noi." Sour""s (Hu.a-utrr, 1994; T"*u, lnrt*-ent., 1996; Te-i", 1997)

Noise Source Magnitude

55668-02 Photodiode NEP (2, = 540 rw) 9.3 x 10-'5 W/JHZ at Z, = 1¡ -y
TL07 4C Input Noise CwenT, i7¿76aç

TL07 4C Input Noise Voltage

DG442 Leakage Cunent, r"

O.0l pA/ JHz at I kHz

18 nV/JHz at 1 kHz

0.01 nA

3,1,1.2 Op-Amp Noise Current

The input noise curent density of the TL074C op amp

specification sheet as being 0.01 pA/JHz. The input

thermal noise and shot noise as discussed above.

is stated in the manufacturer's

noise current is the result of
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3,1.1.3 Charge Injection Noise

At the beginning of each current integration cycle, the analogue switch is opened using

its digital control input. Due to a small stray capacitance between the digital control input

and the analogue switch, a small amount of charge is injected onto the integrating

capacitor. This, in itself does not produce noise. However, the amount of charge injected

varies significantly Íìom cycle to cycle as the stray capacitance varies from cycle to

cycle. This variation results in a random noise voltage at the output of the integrator. The

l'oot means square (rms) noise voltage is proportional to the mean charge injected, which

in the case of the switch being used is 1 pC.

In order to remove this noise, the output voltage of the integrator is sampled

twice, as shown inFigure2.S; it is sampled atT =1925 mstogive V,, andagainat Tr=
To - 0.3 ms to give Vr. The two voltages are then subtracted to give A,Ir =V¡ -V¡
charge is only injected onto the capacitor when the switch is opened. As this does not

occur between T¡ and T¡ both voltages V, and V, will be affected equally by the initial

charge injection. By subtracting these two values, the effect of the injected charge is

removed, completely eliminating this noise source. The voltage resulting from any charge

retained by the capacitor aflel discharge will also be removed using this subtraction

procedure. Although this discussion refers to the single-channel circuit, exactly the same

comments apply to the eight-channel detector assembly.

3.1.1.4 Srvitch Leakage Current

The shot noise ftom the switch leakage cunent can be detemrined using

i,,,,,,,, = rpql NJnz (3.4)

where r" : 0.01 nA is the leakage cunent. In this case the noise from the switch is ¿:,,,ici, =

1.79x10's NJHz.

3.1.1.5 Voltage Noise due to Current Noise

Given the noise power spectrum of the curent noise, one can utilize linear systems

theory to calculate the noise voltage at the output of the detector circuit. Recall that the

cilcuit contains an integrator followed by a gain-and-filter stage. The output of the gain-
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and-filter stage is sampled at Z¡ to give V¡, and then again at T¡ to give It¡ These &vo

voltages are then subtracted fo give AV =V¡ -Vi. The noise in both Z¡ and ø/ must be

calculated separately and then added in quadrature to determine the total voltage noise

due to the current noise.

The transfer functions H,,(ot) and. Hrr(a) of the integrator, relating the output

voltages V,(o:) and Vr(a) to the input current amplitud e li,,,1o:j, are defined as

and

H,,(.)=,. . .@

lt ¡\a )l

V.(ø\Hrr(r¡)=#' ltn\o)l

(3.sa)

(3.sb)

(3.6a)

(3.6b)

(3.7a)

(3.7b)

However, in the case of a time varying current, as would be the case when the photodiode

thermal noise cur¡ent is taken into consideration, the noise current at frequency at maybe

modeled as i,,,(ot) = I(o¡)cos(at). Using this expression, it can be shown that

respectively. Ifthe input current is aDC cunent, H,,(a) and 11,r(ø) become

H,,@\=lL
c^,
.|

Hu(o) =:_ .

L ;,u

v,6¡ = 
la!i,,,ç,¡at

=f,'P{ù"^t'ùat

and 
=l"x'¡w)

T.
1t^

vrGD) =; 1i,,,çatyt

t ît-

=¿ ll(dt)cos(at)dt

=f,x'¡"i"9r'l
The corresponding transfer functions are then
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H,,(ù=U!
t@)

_[si'r,rl).I r )[ ,l ) 1c,,, )

n,,(4=v49' 1\('))

(sinQor)\ ( r, \=t ,4 I l.-l
which reduce to (3.6a) and (3.6b) when al + 0, as expected.

-lf ì|,sin(øf)) G

1c,'/t or, )J¡frt*f
while that of the final voltage measurement Z¡is

H ¡(o) = H,r(a)H r(ot)

_( r, \ f ,i"1,41) G

1.C,,,,,/ ( ar¡ ),lt+latta:,¡,

The transfer function H 2kù) of the gain-and-filter stage must also be taken into

account. The transfer function of a low-pass filter amplifier is given by the function
G

(3.e)

where G = 47 is the gain of this stage (see Ê2.3.1.4), co" =2nf", and, f" = 339 Hz is the

cut-off frequency ofthe filter. As can be seen in Figure 3.1,Hlr(ot) (solid black line)

decays to ne t zeÍo before Hj (ø) (solid gr.ey line) drops appreciably. However Hl,(ø)
(dashed black line) is still appreciable wben H2, (at) starts to decrease.

The transfer function for the initial voltage measurement V¡ is the product of
Hr,(a) and H r(a) , nantely,

H ,(ø) = H,,(ro)H r(a)

(3.8 a)

(3.8b)

(3.10a)

(3.10b)

The quantity of interest is the variance in the output voltage ol , which can be

related to the input noise by means of the transfer functions (3.10a) and (3.10b). As will
be discussed in more detail in $3.2.1, the variance is given by the integral of the output

voltage power spectrum, namely,

(3.1 1a)

75

H,(ro) = , -
,tl+ (a / a,)'
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Figure 3.1 Plot showing the square of the normalized hansfer
H,,(co), H,r(at) and Hr(a), using 7¡ = 0.001925 seconds

0.0997 seconds (i.e. 7" = 0.1 seconds,/: lQ ¡¡2¡.

2500

functions
and T¡:

and

ol"--,¡ =| r_r,,r,ro. (3.1 1b)

where Pr,(a) is the output voltage power spectrum for the V¡ measurements, pr 
r(at) is

the output voltage power spectrum for the Z/ measurements, and, of, 
",,,,",,,, 

and o2, ,,,,,",,, ,
are the variances in v¡ and vrt respectively, due to cunent noise. The power spectra can be

written as

P,, (a) = ¡7 1 16¡'¡ 1,,,,",,, (a)

P, ,(a) = HrrGo)1,,,,",,,(o)

where P",,,.,",,,(ø) is the noise cunent spectral density. Combining (3.10) with (3.i 1) and

(3.12) gives

^1,.oí.,**¡ =;- I ui@)1,,,",,,(at)dø
¿7t È*

. / ^\2 / , _,\2( ^ \, (3.13a)

(3.12a)

(3.12b)
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Assuming all of the above noise sources to be white, the noise current spectral density is

independent of frequenc¡ i.e., \,,,,",,,(o) = 1,,,,",,, , where

Po*ou = ij + i2oron, + i!,,,,",,

=[(2.883x10-r5), +(0.01x10-rr), +(1.79x10-'5),1 A, ÆIz (3.14)

= 1.I2x10-28 A' / Hz
Equations (3.13a) and (3.13b) can be simplified respectively to

oi,***, = 

"(*| 
r- " r"(W)' G#^j)'rar (3 I5a)

ot"**,¡ ="(*| 
"", 

Ë(W)' (rã;j)^ (3,sb)

If the frequency/: 1/Z satisfies the inequality/ << f " then Hr(a) x G , As can be seen

in Figure 3.1, this approximation holds for Iwhen f = 10 Hz, but does not hold nearly as

well for fr. Taking Hr(at) æ G to be valid (it will be shown in $3.2.3.1 that the error

introduced by this assumption is small), (3.15a) and (3.15b) can be written as

ot,*,",, "!(9)' n,,,,",,, s(""t'lù)' o,
2n\C,,,, ) """"'r"[ oT, )

(3.16a)

o3"**, r =! [" ,i<r¡n,,,,",,,(a)dø' zlf -Ø '

t ( r. \' ,-( sintar.\\'( " l'
= *l,J L"l-l 

) lffi ) 
\,",",,,(ø)d a

o1 .*.u ¡ " -*(?)' r, -,, r-(g{l)' r,
t (cr,\' 1,,,,.,,,o- ,,lc^ ) r|

_G2Tr1,,,,",,,
2c:^,

The standard deviation ov c,¡.,ent ¡ in i/¡ due to the cunent noise is
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Govr',r*ri=1

_ 47 lg.oorgzs)(r.12xto-'z8)
lnFV 2

=15.4pV

and the standard deviation o v ,,,.",r ¡ in V¡ due to the current noise is

o =cw_,rt,rrr'rl -c'\ 
2

n , . Co+C,('.=l-t'-
Lirlt +Ls

, 28oF+28 nF

1000 pF + 16 pF

frp
\2

47 le.o997)(1.12x10-28)=1"F1 , (3.17b)

=trl.IpV.
Adding these two noise sources in quadrature Eiyas o,, 

",,,,",,,,o,n,: 
II2.2 py .

3.1.2 Voltage Noise Sources

The voltage noise sources are the input noise voltages of the two op-amps, Both of these

have an equivalent input noise voltage of 18 nV / J Hz . Considering first the op-amp in

the integration stage, the gain for the input noise voltage is given by (Bun-Brown

Application Bulletin AB-057A.)

C.
Q =1+1 (3.18)

where C¡ is the sum of the capacitance of the two photodiodes C¡ (recall, adjacent

elements ofthe photodiode array are wired together in paraliel to form a single detector),

and C2 is the sum of the capacitance of the integration capacitor Cint and the switch C..

The capacitance of the photodiode, the integration capacitor and the switch are 28 pF,

1000 pF and 16 pF, respectively. Inserting these values into (3.18) gives

(3.17 a)

(3.1e)

= 1.06

The total gain for the noise from the first op-amp is the product of the gain from the first

stage G1 and the second stage G2, where the latter was found to equal 47 in$2.3.1.4.The
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total gain is therefore G : GrGz = (1.06).(47) = 49.6. The standard deviation in the

output voltage due to this noise source is then equal to

or,=(l8nY/JHz).G.JE (3.20)

where .B is the noise bandwidth. The noise generated by the first stage must pass through

the second stage. As the noise bandwidth of the second stage is much less than that of the

first stage, it is valid to simply use the noise bandwidth of the second stage. The noise

bandwidth of a low-pass filter is given by
1Tt =tf, (3.2r)

where/:339 is the cutoff frequency found in ç2.3.1.4. Using these values, on, is equal

To 20.6 pY.

The noise in the output voltage due to the input noise voltage of the second op-

amp is found in a similar manner. In this case however, the noise is affected by only the

second gain stage. Assuming that the input noise voltage source is connected to the non-

inverting input (recall that the output noise voltage from the first gain stage enters the

inverting input), the gain is given by
R-G'=1+ '
À"

where.R¡ and A5 are defined in Figure 2.4. The total gain is then equal to G' = 48, giving

an output noise voltage o, due to this noise source of
o,, = (18nYlJHz).G,.JE

=19.9 py.

3.1.3 A-to-D Board Noise

The vollage noise contributed by the A{o-D board may be found using the following

expression (Pratt, 1984)

Ranse
6v ¿-to-D = tffii*x l, Q'24)

When a gain of 10 is used, the range is 2 V (-1 V to 1 V) and the number of bits is 16.

Inserting these values in (3.24) gives ay s_,o_o = 2.5 pY .

(3.22)

(3.23)
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3.1.4 Total Noise

The total noise is found by adding the cuÍent and voltage noise sources in quadrature

according to the expression

ol,a = otr,,*, 
",", 

+2(ol, + ol r¡ + ol u_,"_o (3.2s)

where the factor of2 preceding the voltage noise is to account for the subtraction process.

This gives a total noise of 119.3 7.zV at a sampling frequency of 10 Hz.

The theoretical noise analysis performed in this section provides a foundation for

the experimental measurements perfonned in the next section. It further demonstrates that

the electronic noise is dominated by the current noise, in particular, the op-amp input

noise current. If the electronic noise is found to be too large, efforls should be focussed

on reducing the input noise current of the op-amp. Further discussion ofthe consequences

of the results found in this section, as well as the results of the following sections is given

in Chapter 7.

3.2 Electronic Noise Measurements
3.2.1 Theory

3,2,1.1 Autocovariance Function

Although the variance o2 is ofren used to characterize the noise ofa detector system, this

is generally inadequate, as it depends upon factors such as the aperture size used for

sanrpling the data (Giger et al., 1984), and provides no information regarding the textu¡e

of the noise. A more complete description of the noise in a system is provided by the

autocovariance function (ACVF)2, which for a stationary process3 is defined as

(Oppenheim and Schafer, 1975;Banett and Swindell, 1981)

y,, (,) = (V @ - rlV c . o - rI¡ (3.26)

2 Many authors use the term autocorrelation function to describe (3.26), although the autocorrelation
function, by definition, does ¡rot include the subhaction of the mea¡r fiom the data. In practice, the
distilction behvee¡r the autocorrelation and autocovariance function is somewhat arlificiai in that the
autocorrelation furìction is meaningless unless zero mean data is used (Bracewell, 1986).
' A process is defured as being s lationary if the mean, variance, and lúgher order moments are not affected
by a shift in the origin, i.e., the AcvF depends only on the difference behveen the hvo time arguments, and
not on the time a€uments themselves. (Banett and Srvindell, l98l; Dainty and Sharv, 1974)
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where the represents complex conjugation and Z denotes the mean of the random

pro."rr {Z{r)} -co < r < co4.

In practice however, we must deal with finite length samples to give an

approximation of the ACVF. Taking V (n) = I çn¡ -V , where V denotes the mean of the

random process 171n¡¡, an estimate of the population ACVF c*(l) canbe found using

(Oppenheim and Schafer, 1975)

"*Ol=j\r@)v'(n+t) t:0,1,2,...,N-r (3.27)

where i/ is the number of sample values, / is the lag, and, V (n) represents the sampled

detector output corrected for its mean. As the ACVF is an ergodic processs, a ,,sample"

ACVF over some finite interval will converge to the ,'population', ACVF as the length of
the sample increases (wagner and sandrik, 1979). More specifically, the variance in the

ACVF for any lag value / decreases as 1 / ¡y' with increasing sample length ,V (Jenkins

and Watts, 1968).

3.2.1.2 Porver Spectrum

The Fourier transfonn of the ACVF, refened to as the power spechum fnn (/) is a more

coÍrmon method of characterizing the noise in a system. The power spectrum describes

the distribution ofnoise power as a function of frequency and allows the variance to be

expressed in terms of its spatial frequency components, thereby describing both the

magnitude and the texture ofthe noise.

For a stochastic process, the population power spectrum may be found using

(Jenkins and Watts, 1968)

f ,, (f) = f.r * {r)"-'^,' rt" . (3.28)

a The notation in this section, adopted from Jenkins and Watts (1968) is such that the lorver case G¡eek
letteß repr€sent the ensenble averoge of a quantity in the spatial donuin (e.g. population autocovariance
function: ¡- ), rvheleas the lorveL case Roman letters represent an estínqte of t]ne quantity in the spatial
domain (e.g. autocovariance estinate: cr,¡,), Upper case Greek letter represent the ensemble average of the
quantity in the frequency domain (e.g. population noise porver spechum - Fourier hansfom of the
population autocovariance function: f- ) and the upper case Roma[ letters lepresent the estimate of that
quantity in the frequency donrain (e.g. noise power spechunr estimate: C¡a).
' A process is defined as being ergodic if the ensenrble average may be replaced by a temporal (or spatial)
average (Banett and Srvindell, l98l).
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According to the wiener-Khintchin theorem, the population ACVF, and the population

power spectrum are Fourier transform pairs, so that

y*(c) = [ir*ç¡¡e,^r, a¡ (3.2e)

also holds. Evaluating the above equation aT r=0 and recognizing thaT y*(0)=62,
demonstrates that the variance is equal to the integral of the power spectrum over

frequency (Jenkins and Watts, 1968).

If X(f) and Y(f) are the Fourier transforms of :v(l) and y(l) respectively, then

the following are Fourier transform pairs (Gonzalez and Wintz, 1977)

x(t). y(t)a x(f)Y.(f) (3.30)

where "o" and "-" indicate correlation and complex conjugate respectively. using
(3.30), it can be seen that l*(f) may altematively be written as (Jenkins and Watts,

1e68)

(3.31)

where the braces indicate an ensemble average.

As was the case for ACVF, finite length samples can be used to calculate an

estimate C* (f) of the population power spectrum f * (f) . For discrete signals, this

estimate may be found using (Jenkins and Watts, 1968)

lt, *-, r'z\

c,,(.f)=(l*\v1¡¡".r,',-¡ 1 k =0,r,...,N _t (3.32)
\l'" ;=o I I

where ly'is the number of data points in the sample. If Â¡ is the time between data points

then

r,, ( f ) = h^, - - (ll:,""v (,, ) ". 
*' d tl)

k
J* - NN

(3.33)

Unlike the ACVF, which is statistically ,.well-behaved,' in the sense that it
converges to the population ACVF with increasing record length ¡y', the sample power

spectrunr is not elgodic, and thetefore does not converge to the population power

spectrum with increasing record length, i.e., the variance ofa particular component of the

power spectrum is independent of the number of sample points used (Jenkins and watts,

1968). Jenkins and watts (1968) provide the lollowing intuitive explanation. If the record

length is increased, c*(l) for a fixed lag value / contains increased information, Thus
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crr(l) approaches y*(l) with increasing record length ly'. However, the only advantage

of using a larger number of data points to create the power spectrum is that the points in

the power spectrum will be more closely spaced. More specifically, the spacing between

the points in the frequency domain is given by

tf = |
- NLt

The maximum fi'equency that is not aliased is given by the Nyquist frequency,

-1
JN - 2N

meaning that the estimate of the population power spectrum C*(f) will contain data

points with spacing Â/ up to a maximum fì.equency of "f^._:.fr. As can be seen from

the above expressions, Â/ decreases as the record length increases while l" remains

unchanged. ln other words, the only effect of increasing the sample length is to decrease

the spacing between the points within the power spectrum. The accuracy of the values in

the power spectrum does not improve (Jenkins and Watts, 1968).

A rigorous proof of the above statement demonstrates that the variance of the

estimate of the power spectlum o'r,, rn for zero mean Gaussian white noise is equal to

(Percival and Walden, 1993, Wagner and Sandrik, 1979; Jenkins and Watts, 196g)

(3.34)

(3.35)

(3.36)

where Cr, (f) is the estimate of the power spectrum, and l* (f) is the population

power spectrum. The above expression holds approximately for any normal stochastic

(nonwhite) process, providing a large enough sample is used.

To deal with the non-ergodic nature of the powel. spectrum, an approach referred

to as Barllett's procedure is used. This involves collecting a long lecord of length ly' and

sectioning il into M segments with ¡ = N / M data values in each segment. The power

spectmm is found for each segment of length,; this is referred to as a periodogram. The

resulting M periodograms are averaged as follows

i ¡/-rlr ,-! 12

e * (r r ) = ; 7, "l:Ar. 
u ) e' v' i 

"' 
¡

(3.37)

to find a smoothed estimate of the power spectrum e*Ur) This method of finding a

smoothed spectrum is valid if c,r(l) is small for / > n (OppenÏeim and Schafer, 1975),

^2 _[rl,f¡¡ for f *0,f,
"c,(t) -Irri,fn br f :0,fr
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meaning that the periodograms are independent6, As this procedure is required to smooth

the power spectrum, a large number of data points (>10,000) is required (Wagner, 1977).

The spacing between samples in the estimated power spectrum is

Lf'= M 
=MAf. 

NAI

when the power spectra of the M segments are averaged (Dainty and Shaw, 1974). The

ensemble averaged power spectrum e *17) may be further smoothed by using a running

average. However, unless the po',ver spectrum changes linearly with frequency, this will
bias the spectrum (Wagrer and Sandrik, 1979),

For white noise, the periodograms are independent so that the variance in the

power spectrum estimate is equal to that given in (3.36), divided by the number of
periodograms M, namely (Jenkins and Watts, 1968)

(3.38)

(3.3e)

Dividing a long sample into M periodograms and then averaging these pedodograms to

obtain a power spectrum will therefore produce a smoother spectrum, but will also result

in a decrease in frequency resolution and a possible bias in the estimate.

3.2.1.3 Relationship betrveen the ACVF and the Power Spectrum

To demonstrate that the variance is equal to the integral of the power spectrum over

ÍÌequency, recall (3.29). Evaluated at ¡ = 0, this expression becomes

y*(o)= f. r*(t)ar (3.40)

which means that the area under the power spectrum equals the ACVF evaluate d at zero

lag. This is in tum equal to the variance. In the discrete case, the area under the power

spectrum, expressed using the defìnition given.in (3.37) is

ie,, øt =p"#F"#nv',(¡'¡e,ñrkhfy,,,(i)"',^¡0t,, (3.4r)

6Ifthe samples are conelated, a bias will likely be ûrhoduced in the po\ver spectrum.
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where the substitution f r -+ k was made. Note that the power in the first exponential of
(3.a1) (i.e. e2'itkl') is positive because of the absolute value sign in (3.37). As summation

is a linear operation, the order of the summations can be interchanged to give

>' * u, = #ä#å,,, {r>iv,', ç ¡i"-zri(j - j', k I tt

t=o 1

Using the identity
-l

>e-211í(j-j'rkh' = n6 (j _ j,)
*=0

(3.42) can be rewritten as

Ðr,,,0, = #E#närl,, (i' )v,,, ( i) n 6 (i - i,)
l-=0

The double summation is reduced to a single sum, such that
,-l 1 ìtt -1Iã-.r¿l= ' \.!zrr;iã "' ' nM ?"fi "'"'

1 
^l-l "-l:1\-\-zzr;r

t¡ L zL'¿' u tJ t
ty , =o j=o

= o'*
verìfying that the area under the power spectrum is equal to the ACVF evaluated at zero

lag, which is also the variance. Note that the zero mean data is assumed.

3.2.2 Method

The purpose of this section is to analyze the electronic noise of the detector.

Consequently, the measurements were performed in the absence of light or radiation,

without a scintillator placed on the diode, ln order to experimentally determine the power

spectrum, the output of the detector was digitized at sampling frequencies of 10 Hz, 50

Hz, I00 Hz and 200 Hz. A large number (ly' = 50,000) of data points were collected at

each frequency. The measured standard deviation was compared to the values calculated

theoretically in $3.1, prior to performing a detailed noise analysis. The detector output

was first converted to zelo mean ð,ata VÇ) by dividing the data into subsets, and then

subtracting the mean of each subset from that particular subset. It was necessary to

subtract the mean of each subset from that parlicular subset, rather than subtracting the

mean of all 50,000 data points in order to remove the long term dr.ift found in the data

(3.42)

(3.43)

(3.44)

(3.4s)
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collected at slower sampling frequencies (especially 10 Hz). This will be discussed in

more detail below.

The ACVF was found at each sampling frequency using (3.27) before finding the

power spectrum to ensure that c*(l) is small for large lag values. The data were first

converted to zero mean data using subsets 64 data points in length. using relatively shof

subsets most effectively rernoves the long{erm drift in the I0 Hz data.

Having confirmed that it is valid to use Bartlett's procedure, estimates of the

power spectrum e*U) were found using (3.37). Each sampled sequence of length i/
was divided into M segments of length n = 128, 512, I0Z4 and 4096, and converted to

zero mean data sets V,,,Ç),m:0, 1,2,...,M,as described above. The M periodograms

generated by finding the magnitude of the Fourier transfom of the signal V,,,(j) werc

averaged to yield the final power spectrum e *(f). To fuilher smooth the power

spectrum estimate, the results of (3.37) were smoothed using a three point rururing

average.

To ensure that the power spectra satisfied (3.45), the areas under the

experimentally calculated power spectra were found and compared with values calculated

for the right-hand side of this expression.

3.2.3 Results

3.2.3.1 Experimentally Measured Noise as a Function of Sampling Frequency

Before finding any power spectra, it is important to compare the measured standard

deviation at the various sampling flequencies with that calculated in $3.1. The sampling

fi'equency dependence ofthe noise voltage at the detector output arises mainly due to the

current noise sources at the input of the integrator. Equations (3.15a) and (3.15b) were

evaluated (Maple v.3.5) to detemrine the noise in the detector output due to these sources.

The results found using these expressions are listed in Table 3.2. The total curent noise

oy,un",,,o,ot listed in Table 3.3 was found by adding o, 
",,,.,",,,, 

ãÍrd av 
",,,",¡ Í in quadrature.

When comparing the estimated cunent noise at l0 Hz sampling frequency calculated in

$3.1.1.5 (o, 
",,,,",,,,o,n,= 

112.2 pV) with the exact value listed in Table 3.2, it can be seen
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that the approximation made in $3.1 introduces only a small enor. The total noise is

found using (3.25). The values of the various noise sources are listed in Table 3.3.

The experimentally measured standard deviation at each sampling Íìequency for

various subset lengths n is listed in Table 3.4. For data collected at 50 Hz, 100 Hz and

200 Hz, the standard deviation is nearly independent of the subset length. However, the

standard deviation of the 10 Hz data increases dramatically with increasing subset length.

This occurs because of a long{erm drift present in this data (most likely due to a
variation in the circuit temperatule during data collection as discussed below).

A plot of the measured (n = 64) and calculated standard deviation is shown in

Figure 3.2. The discrepancy between the measured and calculated values can be

attributed to differences between the actual and typical characteristics quoted by the

electronic component manufacturers. It must also be noted that some approximations

were made when calculating the theoretical standard deviation. For instance, the

equivalent input noise current has a frequency dependence that is not accounted for

simply because the manufacturer does not supply the required data. It should however be

noted that the experimental data follows the trend of the theoretical calculations,

suggesting that the latter are at least a good estimate of the expected standard deviation.

Sampling f" (s) 4.(s) 6r",*^, !ty)
Frequency (Hz)

T¡(s) or",*,¡ ?tY)

10

50

100

200

0.1

0.02 0.001925

0.01

0.005

t4.5

0.0997

0.0197

0.0097

0.0047

I 10.9

49.1

34.2

23.5

Table 3.3 Total Noise (pV) as a function of Sampling Frequencv

Sampling ay,u,.",,,o,nr ay t a y z oy ,t-to-o o,o,or

Frequency (Hz)

10

50

100

200

111.8

51.2

37.r

27.6

118.9

65.3

55.0

49.r
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Calculated Standard Deviation
Measured Standard Deviation

Sampling Frequency (Hz)

Figure 3.2 Measured and theoretically calculated standard deviation as a
function of sampling ftequency.

Table 3.4 Experimental Standard Deviation

Standard
Deviation (rzV)

t20

ì 1oo
a>

o

'ap80
t-t
'Ú
.o

v) óU

40
r50100

Sampling
Frequency (Hz)

10 64

t28
256
512

109.97'.7

113.7 57

r18.679
12s.032

64
) \6,

1024
4096

72.756
73.203
72.517
70.3r1

100 64
256
r024
4096

69.69s
70.0s2
69.488
67.390

64

256
1024
4096

68.795
69.t66
68.665
66.738
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The standard deviation in the detector output decreases with increasing sampling

frequency because the noise power decreases. This is a consequence ofthe decrease with

sampling rate in the area under the product of the integlator transfer function and the

gain-and-filter stage transfer function (see Figure 3.1). As the standard deviation is the

integral of the power spectrum over frequenc¡ a decrease in the area under the power

spectrum results in a decrease in the standard deviation (Bemdt et al., 2000a).

3.2,3.2 Autocovariance Function

The ACVF for data collecte d. at l0 Hz, 50 Hz, i 00 Hz and 200 Hz was calculated using

(3.27). Figure 3.3 shows the ACVF for rhe 10 Hz data. Since the ACVFs of the 50 Hz,

100 Hz, and 200 Hz data are similar to the ACVF of the 10 Hz data, these are not shown

in Figure 3.3. As can be seen, crr(l) is small (with respect to the zero lag value) for large

values of i, meaning the Barllett's smoothing procedure can be used.

I.2e-8

1.0e-8

8.0e-9

F 6.oe-e()

4.0e-9

2.0e-9

0.0

-2.0e-9
10000 30000

Lag

Figure 3.3 ACVF for 10 Hz d,ata found using (3.27) for lag values 0 < /
< 49900. Only data for every fifth lag value, i.e., l: 0,5, 10, . . , is
shown.

500004000020000
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3.2.3,3 Porver Spectrum

several estimates of the power spectrum using different periodogram lengths were found

for each data set collected. For the 200 Hz data, the set of 50,000 points was divided into

periodograms of length n as listed in Table 3.5. The corresponding power spectra are

shown in Figures 3.4 and 3.8. As stated in $3.2.r.2, the power spectmm becomes less

smooth but displays a greater frequency resolution as the periodogam length increases.

Table 3.5 r þeriodogram length) and M (number of
periodograms) used when analyzing a data set 1/: 50,000
data ooints in lensth

nM

lnc¡easlng

bias of

estimate

128

512

1024

8192

390

97

48

6

lncreaslng

variance of

estimate

Recalling (3.35), the Nyquist, or folding fi.equency /, for the 200 Hz data is 100

Hz. This means that the power spectrum calculated between 100 Hz and 200 Hz is simply

a minor image of the values below 100 Hz. More specifically, the power spectrum will
repeat itself every 200 Hz. The discrete nature of the data collection also implies that

noise power at fr'equencies greater than 100 Hz will be aliased to appear at fiequencies

less than 100 Hz. In parlicular, we are interested in noise at ffequencies equal to the

power line harmonics, i.e. noise at 60 Hz, 120 Hz and 180 Hz. A noise source at 60 Hz

would be correctly displayed without aliasing. Noise at 120 Hz would be aliased to g0

Hz,andnoiseat 180 Hz would be aliased to20Hz. Thus the peaks af 60Hz and,20Hzin

Figure 3.4 are likely due to power line interference. The other peaks are likely due to high

ffequency sources, aliased to lower frequencies.

The estimated power spectra using n : 4096 and M:12 were also found for data

sampled at100H2,50 Hz and 10 Hz, as shown in Figures 3.5 to 3.7 respectively. Figure

3.8 sumrnarizes the lesults at all ffequencies. Table 3.6 lists the fiequencies to which the

power line hamronics are aliased. For instance, for the data collected at 50 Hz, 60 Hz
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(n

7e-11

6e-11

5e-11

4e-11

1e-11

le-12

le-13
0

Figule 3.4 Estimated
ÍÌequency of 200 Hz
smooth the spectra.

20 40 60 80 100

Frequency (Hz)
power spectra for data collected at a sampling

, A running average of three points was used to

power line interference would alias to 10 Hz, and 120 Hz and 1g0 Hz noise would both

be aliased to 20 Hz.

At 10 Hz (and to a lesser degree 50 Hz) there is a large DC component. This

occurs because there is a long{erm drift in the data that is not cor¡ected for by the zero

9L

=r28.M=390
Lf = 1.563H2

n= 1024. M= 48
Lf=01953Hz

n:8192.M:6
Af = 0 0244H2
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mean process. This long-term drìft occurs because of slight variations in the circuit

temperature, which affect its response, as discussed in $3.7. This effect is not observed

for the data collected using higher sampling frequencies because the 50,000 data points

are collected much more quickly at 100 Hz or 200 Hz than at a sampling ftequency of 10

Hz. Furlhermore, for the 10 Hz data, power line harmonics are aliased to 0 Hz. Any
interference near the power line frequencies would thus be aliased to frequencies near

zero, also resulting in a low fi'equency contribution to the signal, and consequently a long

temr drift. To test this hypothesis, measurements were made using sampling fi.equencies

of 11 Hz and 13 Hz and the conesponding power spectrum estimates generated. Not

shown is the 13 Hz power spectrum, which is very similar to the 11 Hz power spectrum

plotted in Figure 3.9. comparing Figure 3.9 with Figure 3.7, it can be seen that the signal

power near 0 Hz is greatly reduced fo¡ the 11 Hz data, suggesting that a porlion of the

low fÍequency signal power appearing in the 10 Hz plot is due to power line noise aliased

to frequencies near 0 Hz. There is however still a spike near 0 Hz for both the 1 1 Hz and

13 Hz power spectra, which is likely the result of a temperature drift.

The standard deviation measurements perfomed i' this section validate the

calculations of $3.1. The results of this section are used to determine the conhibution of
the electronic noise to the total noise in $3.3.

Table 3.6 Frequency to which power line harmonics are aliased

Sampling Interference Frequency

Frequency 60Hz l20Hz t80 Hz

l0Hz
ll Hz

50Hz

100 Hz

200H2

0Hz

5Hz

10Hz

40Hz

60Hz

0Hz

1Hz

20Hz

20Hz

80 Hz

0Hz

4Hz

20Hz

20Hz

20Hz
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Figure 3.5 Estimated power specttïm for data collected at a samplìng
Íiequency of 100 Hz, found using n = 4096 and M = 12 (Lf,= 0.0244 Hz).
A three point running average was used to smooth the po.,¡/er spectrum.
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Figure 3.6 Estirnated power spectrum for data collected at a sampling
frequency of 50 Hz, found using n = 4096 and M : 12 (Lf'= 0.0122 Hz).
A thlee point running average was used to smooth the power spectrun,
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Figure 3.7 Estimated power spectlïm for data collected at a sampling
frequency of 10 Hz, found using n = 4096 and M = 12 (Lf ,: 0.00244 Hz).
A tkee point running average was used to smooth the power spectn¡m.

10Hz

200H2

0 20 40 60 80 100

Frequency (Hz)
Figure 3.8 Estimated power spectra for (i) 10 Hz data (Lf,: O.Ol95 Hz);
(ii) s0 Hz data (Lf':0.0977 Hz); (iiÐ 100 Hz data (Lf,:0.1953 Hz); and
(iv) 200 Hz data (Af'= 0.3906 Hz), found using n : 512 and M = 97.
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Figure 3.9 Estimated power spectrum for data collected at a sampling
frequency of 11 Hz, found using n = 4096 and M = 6 (Lf,= 0.00269 Hz).
A three point ruming average was used to smooth the power spectrum.

3,2,3,4 Relationship behveen the ACVF and the porver Spectrum

To validate (3.45) derived in $3.2.1.3, the area under the power spectrum (LHS) was

found and compared to the summation of the square of the detector output (RHS). The l,

results for all sampling ffequencies and n : 512, M = 97 arc listed in Table 3.7. other
combinations of r¡ and M yielded comparable results. As can be seen, the agreement

¡r-l 1 
^t 

-t n. I

between 
à, * ro¡ and ;Z>y: (j) is excellenr.

Table 3.7 Verilication ol (3.45)

1e- 10

()

o

E 1e-11
òô
v)

Sampling ,, ,-, I ¡t! -t n-l

rr.qu"n"yiHr¡ " Ze,nUÒ ^,LZ>r:<¡I=0 t\ u=o j=o

10 512 15.6328 x 10-, 15.6328 x 10-'

50 512 5.37626x10-e 5.3i626x10-,

100 512 4.91300 x 10-, 4.91300 x 10-'

200 5t2 4.7944'1 xt}-e 4.79447 xt}-e
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3.3 Quantum Noise Measurements
The noise in the detector output when measuring radiation includes both photon quantum

noise and electronic noise. Quantum noise is a consequence of the discrete number of
photons /y' recorded by the detector. Measurements were carried out to determine the

standard deviation and the signal-to-noise ratio (sNR) in the detector output as a function

of measured fluence transmitted through a variable attenuator. Although the noise given

by JF decreases with increasing attenuator thickness due the decrease in the number of
transmitted photons, the SNR: signal/noise : N IJN = JÑ also decreases. The goal of
this section is to demonstrate that the electronic noise is less than the quantum noise for

the range of expected attenuation provided by the patient in the clinical operation of the

scanner. Additional measurements were performed at th¡ee source-to-detector distances

(SDD) to determine the power spectrum for three different signal levels.

3.3.1 Method

3.3.1,1 Plexiglas Attenuator Measurements

The noise in the detector output was measured using the experimental set-up shown in

Figure 3.10. The detector was placed 82.5 cm from the 5.31 ci re2h source. Lead plates

with dimensions lx14x14 cm' *.r" placed above and below both the detector and the

source with a 1.1 cm spacing to provide collimation. The 7-ray intensity incident on the

detector was varied by placing different thicknesses ofplexiglas in the beam path. A total

of 250 readings (sampling rate of 10 Hz) were taken for each plexiglas thickness. These

were averaged and conected for dark current. The noise was taken to be the standard

deviation in these measurements.

3.3.1.2 Porver Spectrum Measurements

The power spectrum data was collected using an uncollimated 8.56 ci source, minimal

detector collimation (two widely spaced 5 cm thick lead blocks to protect the electronics)

and a sampling frequency of 100 Hz. The SDD was varied from 34 cm to,74 cm in 20 cm

increments. Power spectra were found by applying (3.37) to zero mean d.ata.
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Plexiglas

Lead CollimationLead Collimation

Scintillating
Crystal Array

Figure 3.10 Experimental set-up used to measure the total detector noise.
The geometry of the source and detector collimators is similar to that of
the final scamer.

3.3.2 Results

3.3.2.1 Plexiglas Attenuator Measurements

For the measurements collected as a function of attenuator thickness, the noise is

presented in form of the total SNR defined as

sNR", =*+ e.46a)
.l\ olse

where "signal" is the average measured detector ouþut and "Noise" is the standard

deviation in the measured detector output. The eno¡ in the SNR was determined using the

expression (Peebles, 1980; Bevington and Robinson, 1992)
r. ,1| 2

osNR,o" ll ot'nt l' (o*"''" signall' I=Ll*Ëi .[.-ffi*-i-J ] Q46b)

where o*o,," = (.fZf.foi."'/Jn , Õsrc,,"r = Noise/Jn and n is the number of readings per

data point (í.e. 250). Combining these expressions yields

Ir 2Sisnal'l'"dstntot",=f;.--;-] (3.46c)

The electronic SNR is given by

SM"**." =g+1 e.47a)115pY

where 115 pV replesents the standard deviation of the electronic noise.
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Figure 3.1la Plot of the total, elechonic and quantum SNR as a function
of Plexiglas attenuator thickness. The er.ror in the SNR is smaller than the
data points.
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The quantum SNR, which is calculated using the quantum, rather than the total noise is

given by

Figure 3.11c Plot of the variance in the detector signal as a function of
signal. The line represents a linear regression fit to the data.

The enor in the elechonic SNR is

os¡-"r Noise
òrr*.(unc tl5py Jñ.r rspv'

oo¡ = 
(sM*)j

- (SMr)'

(3.47b)

(3.4e)

(3.48)

The total, electronic and quantum sNR a¡e plotted in Figure 3.11a. As can be seen,

sNR*¡".1,on¡" is greater than SNR¡os¡ for all Plexiglas thicknesses up to 43.2 cm, indicating

that the detector is not limited by electronic noise. The close agreement between the total

and quantum SNR fuilher reinforces that the electronic noise is negligible with respect to

the quantum noise.

Altematively, the detector can be characterized in terms of its detective quantum

efficiency (DQE), which is defined as (Banett and Swindell, 19g 1)
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where SNRoul is given by (3.46a) and SNR¡. : N lJÑ = JN where ì{ is the number of
photons incident on the detector. The number ofphotons in the absence of an attenuator

ly'o, was calculated using (6.38). The number of incident photons as a function of
Plexiglas thickness was found by scaling N" by the data in Figure 3.39, i.e., the average

detector output as a function of Plexiglas thickness. The DeE found using (3.49) is
plotted in Figure 3.1lb. The average DeE of 0.094 indicates that our detector detects the

equivalent of 9.4%o of the incident photons (Banett and Swindell, 19g1). If the electronic

noise is negligible, as demonstrated above, the photon statistics and DeE limit the

scarurer's SNR.

Mean-varjance analysis (Holdsworth et al., 1990) can also be applied to the

detector noise, whereby the variance in the detector output voltage of is expressed as

ol = gV +o1"". (3.s0)

where g is the system gain relating the number of detected l-rays to the detector output

voitage z (not to be confused with the gain of the gain-and-filter stage G = 47) and o,""0

is the read noise. A plot of o] as a function of Ø (Figure 3.1 lc) results in a graph with a

slope of g:3.2x10-s Yly-ray and an intercept of 3.3 x 10-7 V, (o,""0 = 574 py) .

The results of this section are of great importance as they demonstrate that the

detector output is dominated by quantum noise, rather than electronic noise. Because

photon statistics limit the scanner's sNR, further reduction of the electronic noise will not

improve the SNR, indicating that the noise characteristics ofthe detector are acceptable.

3.3.2.2 Power Spectrum Measurements

The power spectra for sDD of 34cm,54 cm and74 cmare shown in Figure 3,12. For the

SDDof 34 cm,n:2048 anð, M:24 werc used, while for the SDD of 54 cm and,74 cm,

n = 2048 and M = 18 were used. The noise power increases with decreasing sDD because

the signal, and therefore the standard deviation in the signal increases with decreasing

SDD.

When comparing Figure 3.12 with Figure 3.5, it can be seen that the power line

interference and other peaks have been completely obscured by the quantum noise. In
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Figure 3.12 Noise power as a function of frequency for source-to_detector
separations of 34 cm, 54 cm and 74 cm. A three point running average was
used to fuilher smooth the data.

addition, the total noise power at all ffequencies is much larger than in Figure 3.5 because

of the quantum noise.

3.4 Detector Response as a Function of Light Intensity
The first step in characteri zing the output voltage of the detector assembly was to assess

the photodiode response to optical photons. The purpose of these measurements was to

assess the linearity ofthe photodiode and associated electronics as a function of luminous

intensity. Measurement of the photodiode response to various light levels related the

detector output voltage to the incident light intensity, fi.om which the photosensitivity

could be found.

The apparatus shown in Figure 3.13 was used to measure the light response of the

detector. A 150 mCandela, green lightemitting diode (LED) (4**_LED = 560 run, 535 nm

S Lruo 3 605 nm), which very approxirnately resembles the spectral output of the

scintillating crystal ( 2o*r._ca*,o, = 470 nm, 400 m < 2ca,uon < 600 nm), was used to

illuminate the photodiode anay. The LED was powered usi'g a 10 v DC power supply,

1e-8
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Porver Supply

Neut¡al Density
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Figure 3.13 Schematic of the light source and detector holder used for the
light response measurements. The distances x and y arc identical in both
detector (radiometer. probe and photodiode array) holders, and are equal to
4.40 cm and 1.65 cm respectively. This anangement allowed for the
reploducible interchange of the radiometer probe and photodiode array so
that the two detectors could be inadiated at identical light levels.

and connected in series '"vith a 2 ko resistor to limit the current flowing tkough the LED.

The LED was mounted at one end of a tube 4.4 cm in diameter and approximately 11 cm

long. The purpose of the setup illustrated in Figure 3.13 was to allow interchange of the

photodiode array with a radiometer probe (International Light 730A u.v. Actinic

Radiometer; Model sEE 100 Detector with a cA 224 #ll57g aperture and anF #11433

filter), whele the latter device provided an absolute measurement ofthe light intensity in
Wcm2.

3.4.1 Neutral Density Filter Calibration
3.4.1.1 Method

A series ofneutral density hlters (Melles Gliot) were placed in front of the light source to

vary the light intensity incident on the photodiode auay or radiometer probe. The
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transmission of the neutral density filters was measured at 500 nm using a

spectrophotometer (Pharmacia Biotech ultrospec 2000 spectrophotometer). The

t¡ansmission was also measured as a firnction of wavelength with a scanning

spectrophotometer (varian CARYI uv-visible spectrophotometer) to investigate their

spectral response.

3,4.1,2 Results

The manufacturer's and measured optical density (o.D.) values for the filters are listed in
Table 3.8. As can be seen, the measured values differ from the manufacturer's values by

up to 20%o. This is likely due to deterioration of the coating on the filters with age, which

is about 15 years. The measured o.D. values were used for all ensuing calculations.

Figure 3.14 plots o.D. versus wavelength for the neutral density filters listed in Table

3.8. The o.D. is .elatively constant with wavelength îot ),> 350 nm. The variation in

o.D. for 2 < 350 nm will not affect the outcome of the measurements described below,

as the photodiode is not sensitive to wavelengths in this range. similarly, the radiometer

response drops to 50% of its maximum value at 360 nm, and reaches 0 at 320 nm.

Table 3.8 O.D. of the neutral density filters at 500 nm.

Nominal O.D. Manufacturer's O.D. Measured O.D
0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.098

0.205

0.380

0.720

0.750

0.900

1.000

1.540

0.095

0.t72

0.361

0.460

0.298 0.296

0.5 0.47s
0.6 0.612 0.608
0.7

0.8

0.9

1.0

1.5

2.0 1.880

2.5 2.605

0.708

0.757

0.817

0.993

1.517

1.835

2.568

2.932

Not Available

3.0

4.0
2.965

3.950
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Figure 3.14 O.D. plotted as a
density filters listed in Table 3.8
the nominal optical densities.
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Figure 3.15 Negative image of the light source. The four ticks coincide
with conesponding markers on the LED suppofi. Note the large non-
uniformity in the light source illumination, especially near the centre of
the image.

3.4.2Light Source Uniformity and Intensity Correction
The radiometer provides an absolute measurement of the light intensity incident on the

photodiode anay. If the light source provided a spatially uniform light intensity, the light

intensity measured by the radiometer would be identical to that incident on the

photodiode anay. However, a photographic film exposed to the light of the LED at the

base of the LED support (Figure 3.15) shows substantial spatial non-uniformities in the

light intensity. Because the light source intensity is spatially varying, the light intensity

incident on each of the photodiodes in the array is not the same. The purpose of this

section is to find conversion factors relating the average light intensity incident on the

radiometer aperture to the average light intensity incident on each of the individual

photodiode anay elements. These allow determination of the absolute light intensity

incident on the photodiode anay elements, from which the photodiode sensitivity can be

found, as described in $3.4.5. The steps performed to find conversion factors are as

follows:

(i) reduce the light source intensity variations to minimize the errors associated with the

spatial registration of the radiometer probe and the photodiode array elements;
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(ii) illuminate a film with the light source to assess residual intensity variations;

(iii) convert the grey-scale values in the film (digitized using a film scanner) to O.D., as

O.D. can be related to the incident light levels;

(iv) register the radiometer probe and the photodiode array elements with respect to the

film created in step (iii); and,

(v) determine the conversion factors relating the average light intensity incident on the

radiometer apefiure to that incident on the photodiode array elements, using the o.D. of
the regions in the film corresponding to these detectors.

Reduction of the Light Source Intensitv Variations

Determination of the conversion factors requires accurate geometric registration of the

photodiode array elements and radiometer probe with respect to the light source. The

inherent large non-uniformity in the light ìntensity complicates this procedure since even

a small registration error will result in sizable variations in the light intensity calculated to

fall on the photodiode anay elements and the radiorneter probe.

To reduce the intensity variations, a diffuser (created by sanding an overhead

transparency with fine sandpaper to render it translucent) was placed directly below the

neutral density filte¡ shown in Figure 3.13. A second fìlm shown in Figure 3.16 was

illuminated using the light source. It can be seen that although the illumination was much

more uniform, significant intensity variations were still present. To remove these, a mask

was created using the film shown in Figure 3.16. The position of the LED suppolt was

carefully marked on the film. More specifically, four notches at 0., 90o, 1B0o and,270o,

respectively, etched into the LED support were traced onto the film with a marker, just

before the film was illuminated. The image of the light source was then cut out of the

developed film, and taped to the inside of the LED support at the end closest to the

detector, taking care to align the four tick marks on the film with the notches etched into

the LED support. The resulting mask compensated for the non-uniformities in the light

source illumination; wherever the light source illumination was bright, a dark region

resulted on the developed film, while regions on the film that were not as brightly

illurninated by the light source remained undarkened. Thus the dark areas in the film
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filtered the regions of bright illumination produced by the light source, while the regions

ofless illumination passed through the less dense areas of the film.

A third film taken to test the effectiveness of the mask is shown in Figure 3.17. As

can be seen, the light source output was much more uniform than in Figure 3.16.

However, some residual non-uniformity remained, meaning that the light intensity

measured by the radiometer could still not be exactly related to that incident on each

photodiode array element.

Conversion of Grel¿ Scale Value to Optical Densitv

The film of the light source with the diffuser and mask in place (Figure 3.17) was

digitized to a precision of 12 bits using a film scarLner (Lumiscan 50, Lumisys, lnc.). To

quantitatively compare the light intensity incident on the photodiode anay elements and

the radiometer probe, the o.D. of the regions of the film coresponding to the photodiode

array elements and radiometer probe are required. To conveÍ the grey scale value

produced by the film scanner into an o.D., the lowe¡ comer of the film was illuminated

with a sensitometer step wedge (X-rite 333 Dual color sensitometer). The o.D. within
each different region of the stepwedge image was found using a densitometer (sargent-

welch model PDD). Results were then mapped to the cor.responding average grey scale

values found using image processing software (lpLab 3.2.2 Eval scanalytics Inc.). A plot

of the o.D, as a function of grey scale value is shown in Figure 3.1g. As the maximum

o.D' in Figure 3.17 is less than 1.0, only the linear portion of the data in Figure 3.1g is of
interest. A straight line fit to the data with grey scale value (GSV) < 153g found the

relationship

o.D. = 0.000752s csv - 0.1 1764. (3.s 1)

The variation about the regression line may be characterized by the standard er¡or of
estimate with respect to the mean ,1,,, (Crow et al,, 1960) given by

(3.s2)

where y, indicates the experirnentally collected data points, y,' represents the

coresponding points along the regression line, y,,, is the midpoint of the range of all y,
values, and n is the number of data points used to form the regression line. The n - 2 in
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Figure 3.i6 Negative image of the light source with the diffuser in place.
The four ticks coincide with corresponding markers on the LED support,
while the anow indicates the orientation of the LED support. Note thãt the
non-uniformity present in Figure 3.15 is now much more diffused.

rl

Figure 3.17 Image of the film used to assess the light source uniformity.
The fou¡ ticks coincide with couesponding markers on the LED support,
while the anow indicates the orientation of the LED support.
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the denominator represents the degrees of freedom of the fit, where the two has been

subtracted to account for the two degrees of Íìeedom (the slope nt and the intercept å)

incorporated by the line. The standard error of estimate with respect to the mean for the

fit in Figure 3.18 is 0.18%, indicating that on âverage, the data follow a straight line to

within 0.18%.

Geometrical Resistration

The relative light intensity incident on each detector can be determined from the o.D. of
the regions irr the film (Figure 3.17) corresponding to the positions of the photodiode

array elements and the active area of the radiometer probe, This requires registering both

detectors with respect to the film. The was achieved by registering the film with respect

to the LED holder (ticks coinciding with notches on the LED support were drawn onto

the film), and then registering the LED holder with respect to both detectors using

corresponding leference marks drawn onto the detector case and radiometer probe holder.

Thus, the orientation of the film with respect to both detectors was established,

Because the radiometer was centered di'ectly below the LED holder, the active

detecting region of the radiometer (diameter 0.7 cm) conesponded to the centre of the

image in Figure 3.17. The size of the detector aperture on the film image was found and

image processing software (PLab 3.2.2 Eval Scanalytics Inc.) used to determine the

average grey scale value associated with that region. The o.D. found using (3.51) is listed

in Table 3.9.

The orthogonal laser system of a cr simulator was used to register the

photodiode pairs to the reference marks on the detecto¡ case. using the reference marks

on the film and the detector case, the area of the film conesponding to each photodiode

element pair was found, and the average grey scale value determined. The resulting o.D.
values found using (3.51) are listed in Table 3.9. Figure 3.19 shows the o.D. profile

through Figure 3.17 at the level of the photodiode anay. The grey bars represent the

average o.D. of the film over each photodiode element pair. The centre of each bar

coincides with the centre of each channel. Note that the inactive regions between the

photodiode elements were ignored when averaging.
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Figure 3.18 o.D. plotted 
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shown in Figure 3.17.
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Figure 3.19 O.D. profile through Figure 3.17 at the level of the
photodiode array. The bars indicate the light intensity averaged ove¡ each
photodiode element pair. The positioning of the bars coincides with the
actual locations of the channels, where the chamels are numbered ÍÌom 1

to 8, going ftom right to left, and the width of the bars is equal to the
width of the photodiode element pairs.
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Table 3.9 Lrcident light intensity

Film Region Grey Scale Value o.D.

Channel 1

2

J

4

5

6

7

8

1109.4 + 7 .5

1092.9 + 5.6

1088.2 + 6.6

1 105.0 + 7.1

1114.5 + 5.9

1143.7 + t0.6

1170.2 + 11.4

1200.9 + 10.2

0.719 + 0.006

0.705 + 0.004

0.701 + 0.005

0.713 + 0.005

0.721 + 0.004

0.742 + 0.008

0.762 + 0.009

0.785 + 0.008

Radiometer 1103.5 * 9.5 0.713 * 0.007

Conversion of Oþtical Density to Relative Incident Lieht Intensity

The relationship between the o.D. and the incident light intensity is determined by the H

& D curve, which is a plot of film O.D. as a function of log(exposure) (Baneft and

Swindell, 1981). For small variations in exposure (i.e., light intensity) Áð, the resulting

variation in optical density ÁO.D. is given by (Banett and Swindell, 1981)

^o.D. 
= 0.ß4y(^E /E) (3.s3)

wherc y is the slope of the H & D curve at exposure E. The relative exposure incident on

two areas of the film with different densities can then be found, providing ¡ is known.

In order to determine y, theH &. D curve was found for the film (Kodak T-MAT

G/RA) and processor (Kodak RP x-oMAT Processor) used to generate all of the above

images. A strip of film was illuminated using the green setting þeak wavelength : 510

nm) of a sensitomete¡ step wedge (X-rite 333 Dual color sensitometer). The log relative

exposure between steps is 0.15. The resulting H & D curve is shown in Figure 3.20.

The variation between the optical densities listed in Table 3.9 is small, validating

the use of (3.53). The H & D curve (Figure 3.20) was found to have a slope of ¡ : 1.9

between O.D. = 0.7 and O.D. = 0.8. The difference in O.D. between Channel 4 (channel

used for all subsequent measurements in this section) and the radiometer is ÂO.D. = 0.0,

resulting in LE = 0. Thus, the average light irrtensity incident on the Channel 4

photodiode anay elements equals the average light intensity incident on the radiometer.
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Figure 3.20 Plot of O.D. as a function oflog(relative exposure), generated
by illuminating a Kodak T-MAT G/RA film using the green setting of an
X-rite 333 Dual Color Sensitometer step wedge, and then processing the
film using a Kodak RP X-OMAT Processo¡.

3.4.3 Light Source Calibration
3.4,3.1 Method

The light source output was calibrated by measuring its intensity (wcm2) with various

neutral density filters placed in the beam. These measurements were made using a
radiometer (lntemational Light 7304 u.V. Actinic Radiometer) and an associated probe

(Model sEE 100 Detector with a cA 224 #11579 aperture and an F #11433 filter). The

output of the light source was measu¡ed five times for each of the neutral density filters.

3.4.3.2 Results

Optical density is defrned as

o.D.: logA (3.s4)
a

where / and /" are the transmitted and incident light intensities respectively. This

equation can be rearranged to give
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loe(l)=-o.D.+log(/")

Y=nü+b'
(3.ss)

Equation (3.55) is a linear relationship between logarithmic exposure and o.D. with a

slope rr = -1 and an intercept b: Iog(þ") .

Figure 3.21 shows the measured intensity (Wcm2) of the light source as a

function of optical density. The slope of the straight line fit shown in Figure 3.21 found

using the data with 0 < O.D. < 2.6 is -L002 + 0.005, which is in agreement with the

expected value of -1.000. Figwe 3.22 shows the residuals between the linear regression

line and the average light intensity. It can be seen that the largest deviations are less than

l.2xIO-' Wcm'z and occur primarily for O.D. < 1.0. Evaluatin g (3.52) for the data and

least-squares fit line in Figure 3.21 gives a standard error of estimate with respect to the

mean of 0.16%, which means that, on average, the data follow a straight line to within
0.16%. rf can therefore be concluded that the radiometer ïesponse is linear for the light

intensities transmitted by the neutral density filters in the range 0 < O.D. < 2.6.

3.4.4 Detector Linearity
3.4.4.1 Method

To determine the linearity of the detector response to visible light, the photodiode anay

was illuminated directly using the light source. The detector output voltage was measured

using a 10.0 Hz sampling frequency with various neutral density filters placed in the path

of the light source. o,D. values greater than 3.95 were achieved by stacking two filters

together, and summing their optical densities. A total of50 data points were collected for

each measurement. These were averaged and corected for dark current. Five trials were

performed for each neutral density filter combination.

Recalling the discussion in $2.3.1.2, the output voltage of the photodiode detector

is proportiorral to the photocunent. The latter is, in fum, proportional to the light intensity

incident on the photodiode anay. Therefore (3.54) and (3.55) are also valid if the light

intensity / is replaced by the output voltage zof the detector. The expression relating the

detector output Zto the O.D. is then

log(i/) = -O. D.+ log(2" )

where I/o is the voltage in the absence of a neutral density fìlter. As was
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Figure 3.21 Plot showing the light source calibration data plotted as a
function of the O.D. of the filters used to modulate the light intensity.
Shown is the average of five trials where the error bars represent one
standard deviation. The least-squares fit was found using the data for 0 <
o.D. <2.6.
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Figure 3.22 Residuals for the light source calibration data and the least-
squares fit line shown in Fi gve 3.21.
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ç3.4'3.2, the slope of a plot of log(l) versus o.D. is expected to equal -1 if the detector

response is linear.

3.4.4,2 Results

The detector output is plotted as a function o.D. in Figure 3.23. The reproducibility of
the voltage measurements was fairly good for o.D. < 4. For the lower light intensities

associated with larger o.D. values, the electronic noise of the detector circuit, as

discussed in $3.1, becomes comparable to the signal level. The slope ofthe least-squares

fit line in Figure 3.23, found for data corresponding to optical densities in the range 0 <

O.D. <2.6, is -0.996 + 0.005, which is in agreement with the expected value of -1.000.
The residuals found by subtracting the measured voltage from the least-squares fit

line are shown in Figure 3.24. The largest deviations are less than 0.1 v, and occur

primarily for o.D. < 1.0. The standard error of estimate about the mean \ryas found to be

1.1%. This means that on average, the data satisfies a straight line to within r.1To, îrom

which it can be concluded that the luminous response of the photodiode and associated

electronics is linear for the light intensities transmitted by the neutral density filters in the

range 0 < O.D.<2.6.

3.4.5 Photodiode Calibration
Figure 3.25 combines the data of Figures 3.2r anð,3.23 to produce a plot of detector

output voltage as a function of incident light intensity. The relationship between the

detector voltage v and incident light intensity þ can be found by recognizing that

boThlog(V /V,) and log(þ/þ,) equal -O.D., wherc Vo and þ" are the voltage and light

intensity in the absence of a neutral density filter. Consequently,

r""l¿l=r."1¿l-v," ) "lø" )
tos(t/) = tog(þ) + (tog(V.) - loe(/" )) (3.s7)

Y=nã+b
which indicates that the detector output voltage varies linearly with the incident light

intensity with a slope of ¡¡¡ : 1.000. The least-squares ht line in Figure 3.25a was found

to have nt : 0.994 + 0.002 for data points corresponding to a light intensity / >
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Figure 3.23 Plot showing the detector output as a function of the O.D. of
the filters used to modulate the light source intensity. Shown is the
average of live trials, where the error bars represent one standard
deviation, The leaslsquares fit was found using the data for 0 < O.D. <
2.6.
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Figure 3.24 Residuals for the detector linearity measurements and the
least-squares fit line shown in Figure 3.23,
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8 x 10 -rr Wcm2. The standard er.ror of estimate about the mean was found to be 0.3%.

Figwe 3.26a shows the residuals of the photodiode calibration measurements, which

further confirm the excellent agreement between the straight line fit and the data.

For analysis pertaining to Figure 3.25b, Eqn. (3.57) may be rewritten as

r =!'ø
a.

Y=rnx+b

(3.s8)

(3.62)

where rz = V. /ø" and b = 0. The least squares fìt line in Figure 3.25b has rr : (gg.56 +

0.06) x106 V cm'?/W and å = 0.0008 * 0.0009 V for data points corresponding to a

light intensity ) 8 x 10-rr Wcm2. The standard error of estimate about the mean was

found to be 0.16%. The residuals corresponding to the least squares fit shown in Figure

3 '26b clearly demonstrate the excellent agreement between the data and the least square

fit.

The slope of the line in Figure 3.25b can be used to determine the photodiode

sensitivity as follows. Recalling the discussion in $2.3.1.2, the output of the detecto/ Ø

for a time-invariant luminous exposure is given by

V =ior","LTG/Ci,,, (3.59)

where iphoro is the photocurrent, ÀI is the integration time, G is the gain of the gain-and-

filter stage and Ç,,, is the capacitor in the integrator. The photocurrent can be determined

as a function of the incident light intensity / using

i,,,","[AJ : (.ç, [A/w]) . (/ twcm' 1¡ 
. 1,n¡cm' 1¡ (3.60)

where $ is the photodiode sensitivity and I is the area of the photodiode. substituting

this expression into (3.59) yields

V = S pþALTG/C¡,u. (3.61)

Recognizing that the slope zr of Figure 3.25b is simply v /ø,(3.61) canbesolved for so

to yield

S- = "¡Cuu =0.41Alw, AATG

where r¡ = 88.56x106 V.cm2lW, C*= 1 ü, A = 2x 0.ll15 x 0.2:0.047cm2, AT=
0.097775sandG=47.

?Note tlrat v in (3.59) is equivalent to all in (2.4); the "^" has been dropped in this section for simplicity
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Figure 3.25 Plot showing the relationship between the detector output
voltage and the incident light intensity plotted using (a) a log-log and (b) a
linear scale. The solid line is a least-squares fit for light intensitiei 
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8 x 10 -rr Wcm2.
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Figure 3.26 Residuals for the photodiode calibration data and best-fit lines
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3.4.6 Spectral Correction
Both the radiometer and the photodiode array exhibit a spectral variation in sensitivity,

i.e., their response is a function of wavelength. As the spectral responses of the

photodiode anay and the radiometer differ, their response to a polychromatic light source

will not be identical. A radiometer calibration factor valid only for monochromatic

illumination at 600 nm was assumed in the previous analysis. However, in practice, the

green LED used in the previous measurements emitted a broad spectrum of optical

photons. This section frnds the sensitivity of the photodiode array as a function of
wavelength, for comparison with the manufacturer's values shown in Figure 2.10,

3,4,6.1 Theory

The photodiode anay sensitivity is a function of wavelength; consequently, the detector

output / (expressed in volts) depends on the differential spectrum þ'e) of the incident

illumination and can be expressed as

(3.63)

where A : 0.047 cm2 is the detector area, LT = 0.097775 s is the integration time, G : 47

is the gain, cnr: 1 nr is the value of the integration capacitor, þ'(x) ís the differential

illumination spectrum (wcm2/nm), and s, (2) is the photodiode array sensitivity (A/w)
as a function of wavelength. similarly, the relative radiometel response R (wcm2) also

depends on its spectral sensitivity according to

n = lø'rus,{Ðaz
)

where .9, (2) is the radiometer sensitivity (dimensionless) as a function of wavelength. ln
the presence of an optical bandpass filter with spectral respons e f(x), the response of
the photodiode anay and associated electronics is

,u = 
u o=, G 

lp,1t ¡s "1t ¡¡ç¿ at
L¡,u ;

while that of the radiometer is

Rb= Iø'e)s,(t)f(t)ü..
t-
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Dividing (3.6s) by (3.66) yields

"-4# 
¡:Ø)sP(^)ÍQòd''

R'=@' (3'67)

,,

Assuming that the response for the ith optical bandpass filter peaks aÍ 2o-, and falls to

zero lor wavelengths outside of the range ïo-i - aLi /2 < 1< )ue ì+LAi12, (3.67)

becomes

lø'{Ds,{z)f,{Dat

(3.68)

Figure 2.10 shows that .i, (2) varies approximately linearly as a function of wavelength

for wavelengths between 450 nm and 950 nm, i.e.,

S o(A) 
: mJ.+ b,, (3.69)

where zi, is the slope of the line and ó" is the intercept. Equation (3.6g) can then be

written as

ryS^ ii:',, 2 + b,) ø, (2) í (D d I

ló'tt)s, {t)f,{t) at
1p_fL2\t2

A ^;:' 
^'^:. 

", 

-$:':A) 
s 

o eò r, (x) ct t'

,,,, 4 gS' ". 
i1;, (t ) f , (1 ) il + b, A ^lS" 

. 

iø'i^) f (1) d À
_ Liu tr-,-"u.,,, Lì,,, ,.,-,'162.,,, 

-'
= (3.70a)

tó'{t)s,{s.)f,{Ð an
1þ_¡-Mit2

v..
Ru,

Vu,=
Ru_,

+- [ø'tt)s,{tV,{Datt\b-i )-r¡-ú. t2___@-
cru

21 ¡ | L),,t 2 ),']+M.itz

= t,ts lt6'çt¡¡,1s.¡as,+u, !ø'{z)f,{Dat. ts.toa)
2rt-M1/2 ).þ.L4t2

The integrals in (3.70b) can be evaluated using an estimate of .S, (Z) provided by the

radiometer manufacturer, and measuredf (1) and þ,(A) values. The measurements
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described in $3.4.6.2 yield vu-,f Ru,, values for four optical bandpass filters. This allows

rr, and å" to be found, from which the functional fonn of ,S, (2) can be established.

3.4,6.2 Method

The configuration shown in Figure 3.13 was used to make the radiometer and photodiode

response measurements described in this section, except that the optical bandpass filters

replaced the neutral density filter shown in Figure 3.13. The relative responses for the

radiometer R¿-¡ and the photodio de Vb.i were measured in the presence of the 550 nm, 600

nm, 650 nm and 700 run bandpass filters. For the photodiode measurements, a total of
250 readings were taken with each bandpass filter using a 10 Hz sampling frequency,

averaged and corrected for dark cunent. The spectral respons e f,(A) of the bandpass

filters was measured using a spectrophotometer (Varian CARyI UV-Visible

Spectrophotometer). The LED emission spectrum þ'(),) was measured using a

monockomator (Beckman Model 2400 DU) and the radiometer. This measurement was

cor¡ected for dark current and the radiometer response.

3.4.6.3 Results

The detector response ,/¿,-i and radiometer response R¿-¡ for the various optical bandpass

filters are listed in Table 3.10, To evaluate the integrals in (3.70b), f,(X), S,(À.) and

þ'(2) are required. The spectral responses of the optical bandpass filters f,(À.) are

shown in Figrne 3.27. The spectral response s,(þ or aradiometer probe similar to that

used for the measurements described in this section is shown in Figure 3.29. The

emission spectrum þ'Q') of the LED measured using the radiometer is plotted in Figure

3.29. Because the data are quite noisy, and are essentially flat beyond 630 nm, the data in

Figure 3.29 will be used only when finding Jr(2) îor ). :550 nm and 600 nm. For

wavelengths greater than 600 nm, the spectral output of the LED will be assumed to be

constant over the width of a bandpass filters. The þ'(x) term can therefore be taken

outside of the integrals in (3.70b) for the 650 nm and 700 nm bandpass filters, where it
cancels out, giving
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y. )o-i+^,L't2

:--9:.L lç ¡

R*, ,.^-,-l*,i,
ls,-çl'¡¡,14a1' 4,_i+^).¡t2 ).r,_i+^.1¡/2

-N.. t2
IAATG J

1.-A,
-- tÌls lz¡,6¡at,+ø, lf,roat e.zr)

-^ 
4,_¡-^4t2 ).?_i-^r./2

L;,r

The integrals in (3.70b) were evaluated using the following expression
f/

*tLø' <tr¡s, f)) flÀk) 
^kRu-, 1

4 ^rd- 
=,l2t'ø'(t)f,(A) Lk + b,lþ'Q")fp') 

^k 
(3.72)

Ç*

Table 3.10 Spectral Response Measurements

wavelength 
vu¡ (Y) R¿-,1x l o-e wcm2;lnml -' ' '

550 1.292 13.72

600 0.304 3.03

650 0.0336 0.30

700 0.0766 0.69

400 500 600 ./00

Wavelength (nm)
Ftgure 3.27 Plot of the spectral response f,(l) of the 550 nm, 600 nm,
650 nm and 700 run bandpass filters. The inset showing the 700 nm filter
illustrates the transmission in the inffared region demonstrated by all of
the filters.
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Figure 3.28 Plot of the radiometer sensitivity S, (2) as a function of
wavelength, normalized to its response at 600 nm (Intemational Light
Inc.).
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Figure 3.29 Plot of the normalized green LED oltput þ'(.1) as a function
of wavelength.
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where þ'(2r), .1.(d) and f,(2) were evaluated at ÁË =0.5 nm intervals. The values

for S.(2*) and þ'Q"r) were found by interpolating the data shown in Figures 3.2g and

3.29. The integrals in (3.71) were calculated using

lys,1t r¡¡,1tr¡ ot
Ã¡'¡ k

@ = m"\nr¡,120¡ Lk + b,lf,Q") Lk. (3.73)

Ç*

The equations (332) and (3.73) arc of the fon¡ C,rn=nt,Crn+b,C34,where Crn, C,
and crr.. are constants that can be evaluated for each bandpass filter. This results in a

series of equations as follows,

C,r,=rroun' = tllrCz¡.=sso,n, +4Cr r,*ro,ur,

Cr r.=uoonn, = tll"Czt=soonn, + b"C3 
^=6oo.'u,

C,r=uro-, = nt,Czt=øso*, * b"Ct t-=øso,_.,,

Ç r=rooun' = ttt,Czt =too,n, *b"C, 
^=roo,-.,'

(3.74)

Although only two of the above expressions are required to solve for ,r" and å,, the

experimental data yields an expression for each of the four optical bandpass filters, In
order to incorporate all of the experimental data, the above expressions were solved for

all possible combinations, as listed in Table 3.11. The variations in the data are due in

part to the uncertainties in the data ofrable 3.10, which were qualitatively assessed.

The photodiode sensitivity So,***o(A) listed in Table 3.12 was found using

(3.69) and the average m" and, b" values ffom Table 3.11. The expected sensitivity

S, 
^*o"o(2) 

given in Table 3,12was found from the manufacturer's values (Figure 2.10;

Hamamatsu, 1994) using linear interpolation. It can be seen that the measured sensitivity

is about 30% higher than the expected sensitivity. The photodiode manufacturer specifìes

a maximum enor of about 10% in the sensitivity values it provides (private

communication, Hamamatsu). Note that the experimentally determined slope ll" = (5.9 +

0.6) x10-a A /(W.nm) agrees well with the slope of the straight region of Figure 2.10 (=7
x 10-4 A /(w'nn)). This indicates that the difference between the measured and the

manufacturer's values is due to an incorrect assumption regarding the detector gain or the

radiometer light output, The resistor values used to calculate the gain G (see $2.3.1.4) in

the above expressions each have an er,or on 5To, so that the maximum enor in G is about
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10%' The radiometer was calibrated using a light intensity about four orders of
magnitude larger than that encountered for the spectral response measurements. No

uncertainty was provided in the calibration factor. It is reasonable to expect some

uncertainty in the radiometer calibration at the light intensities encountered. With this in

mind, agreement between the measured and expected values is quite good.

Note that the measurements of $3.4 would have been greatly simplifred had an

integrating sphere containing a white liglrt source been used. A spatially unifom light

source would have eliminated the light source uniformity and intensity correction of

$3.4.2. $3.4.6 would also have been simplified as þ,(L) = 1 could have been used.

The measurements of this section demonstrate that the detector response is linear

over 2.6 orders of magnitude. Because nonlinearities in the detector output produce

image artifacts (Joseph, i981), this is an important result. The dl,namic range of the y-ray

fluence is expected to span no more than 2.4 orders of magnitude (see $3.6), indicating

that the detector is linear over a range that is adequate for imaging BT patients.

Table 3.1 1 rr, and å" values

Data for bandpass ts

filters (x 1o-4A /(w,nm))

A

(A/w)
550 nm & 600 nm

550 nm & 650 nm

550 nm & 700 nm

600 nm & 650 nm

600 nm & 700 nm

650 nm & 700 nm

6.74

6.28

5.82

5.95

s.50

5.05

0.0705

0.0964

0.1221

0.1 178

0.r449

0.1765

Average + SD

Average + Standard
Enor

5.9 + 0.6

5.9 + 0.2

0.12 * 0.04

0.12 +0.02

Table 3.12 Photodiode Sensitivity

wavelength se,,,"",,,,",reò (Nw) .s/"-e".r.d(z) (4,/w)
(nm)

550

600

650

700

0.44 + 0.05

0.47 + 0.05

0.50 * 0.05

0.53 + 0.06

0.318

0.3 55

0.391

0.423
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3.5 Detector Response as a
Time
3.5.1 Theory

Function of Integration

The tirne-dependent output voltage ofthe gated integrator is a saw-tooth waveform at the

sampling flequency when the photodiode anay is illuminated by a constant light

intensity. The effect of the gain-and-filter stage is to amplify and smooth this sawtooth

wave' as described by Eqn. (2.7). since the functional forms of both the saw-tooth

waveform and the transfe¡ function of the gain-and-fìlter stage are known, the shape of
the resulting output waveform of the gain-and-filter stage h(t) canbe calculated. This is

easily achieved by convolving the fì1ter response /(l) with the saw-tooth input g(l) .

The ÍÌequency response of a low-pass filter is given by the expression
Gtlucùl=-l+iala.

where ro" =rl Rrce =1(47kox1OnF)=2.128x103 radians/second is the curoff
frequency and G : 47 is the gain of the gain-and-filter stage, Transforming the above

equation into the time domain yields

¡çt¡= r{--S-\ -{c'"'-*' ' 
> o

It+iro/a,) lo ¡<0.
The functional form of the saw-tooth wave is

sA) =,,i,L ç + rtro). rect
r+n4')---;-|

'to )

(3.7 s)

(3.16)

(3.77)

(3.78)

where

¡+r¡qI ft o<t*"7..l
z' l-ì t^

/ [o otherwise

z" is the height of the urrfiltered wave, To is the wavefomr period and iy', is some large

number (i.e., to simulate an "infinite" wave train). Inserting (3.76) and (3.77) into the

convolution equation

(3.7e)

yields
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Figure 3.30 lllustration of the functions g(t - a) and /(ø) used to
perform the convolution.

,,, = fl_!: ?(t 
- a +,,r),ect("ï*

+-[c, ^"-'*' ln ( t - a + nT\ recíd r.' (.

Figure 3.30 shows that (3.80) can be simplified as follows

du

t-a+nTo
r.

I (3.80)

o")

t. V N, nTo+t

hG) = IGú)"e'4' ft, -øa" *i,,'I.,orn * 
?(t -a +nr.)da. (3.81)

The rect function appearing in (3.80) is incorporated into the integration limits in (3.g1).

In practice it was found that the exponential decays quickly enough that ly'' = 2 or 3 ìs

adequate. Evaluating the integrals in (3.81) yields

nç¡=-9kç"'*'-¡*ffÞ-*,1ar*r)-r]-i 
{o^rt-'rrþ,.r,,r.*o 

-"-..¡r,,-ttr.*,1f

* 9!nþ-*u,,"*ul-a:"(nT" + t) -ll- e-,,(,-i)4 -,r(-r,r"k,, 
- 1)4 + 4- 1]}

=!"{b^, -tl+ e'/ +(ø.r -1*r-'.'1$,-'."" }.1a"1" ' \ro - 'u- J

Figure 3.31 illustlates the functional form of h(t) for selected

GIt. / T,a" = 1 (this factor will be discussed in more detail below).

filter affects a larger percentage of the waveform.
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3.5.2 Method

The effects of the low-pass filter were experimentally characterized by digitizing the

output of the gain-and-filter stage to a precision of 16 bits (pcI-MIo-l6xE-50 vo
Board, National Instruments) when the detector was illuminated with a constant intensity

flom the LED light source. Measurements taken with sampling times ?i of 0.1 s, 0.01 s

and 0.005 s, conesponding to integration times of dT = 0.09./i75 s, 0.007775 s and

0'002775 s were digitized at A-to-D conversion rates of 2 krrz,20 krtz and 20 klrz
respectively.

To verify the validity of (3.82), the output of the detector (as opposed to the

output of the gain-and-filter stage, as was the case for the first set of measurements) was

measured as a function of integration time. For these measurements, a constant light

intensity was again provided by the LED light source. An o.D. = 1.0 ('ominal value)

filter was placed in front of the LED to prevent saturation of the detector for long

integration times. A total of 100 readings of a.v =v, -v, were taken in the presence of
light at each integration time and averaged. These data were corrected for dark current by

subtracting the average voltage measured at each integration frequency in the absence of
light.

3.5.3 Results

Figure 3.31 shows the calculated output of the gain-and-filter stage at the sampling

frequencies of 10 Hz, 100 Hz, and 200 Hz. It can be seen that at 10 Hz, the output very

closely resembles an ideal saw-tooth wave, which becomes progressively more

"distorted" with increasing sampling fi'equency as a consequence of the low-pass

filtering. This is confirmed by the experimentally measured output of the gain-and-filter

stage shown in Figure 3.32.

The detector voltage as a function of sampling frequency for a constant incident

light intensity is affected by low-pass filtering of the "ideal" saw{ooth wave. In addition,

tlre lag times in measuring v, and v, (shown in Figure 2.8) also affect the ¡esults. The

waveform is sampled at T = 1.925 ms and l: {- 0.3 ms, where { is the perìod of the

waveform. Figure 3.31 shows that the time period between z¡ and Ç encompasses nearly
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the entire period of the waveform for 4 = 0.1 sec (i.e.,/= 10 Hz), but includes a much

smaller portion of the wavefom at the higher frequencies.

The detector output measurements are plotted as a function of sampling frequency

in Figure 3.33 along with a linear regression fit to the low sampling frequency data. As
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Figure 3.31 Plots of the gain-and-filter stage output ft(t) calculated using
(3.82) and a sampling period of(a) I":0.1 s, (b) 1i: 0.01 s and (c) f =
0.005 s. The solid line represents the output of the integrator (see Figure
2.4) and the dashed line represents the output of the gain_and_filter stage.

can be seen in Figure 3.33 and the corresponding residuals shown in Figure 3.34, the data

curve away from the least-squares fit lines at higher sampling frequencies due to the

modification in the wave shape resulting Íìom the low-pass filtering, and the non-linear

decrease in integration time.

The expected detector output LI/il,".,(T,) canbe calculated by rewriting (3.g2) as

0.01s 0.020

h(t) = ntV,ti[ift"d (t)

where ¡r : GIt.lT,a" and y,:;.*"t"d (t) is the quantity in braces, to yield
4V,t,"",(7") =V¡ -V,

= nxb/,ä!:î'"d (r, - o.3ms) -v|ji'"o lr.szs ms¡] (3.84)

= m\V;i;;:"t"d (r").

Because z" is proportional to 7", and G and ¿,l" are constants, the factor ¿r is a constant.

If the functional form of Avi;;::"t"d Q) is the same as that of the measured detector

output, a plot of the detector output versus AY,i,i::"ik,t (7") as shown in Figure 3.35 will
yield a straight line with a slope equal to ¿¡. A linear regression fit through the data in

(3.83)

- 
Integrator Output

- - Gain-and-Filter Stage Ouþut

4 : 0,005 s (f =200 Hz)
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Figure 3.32 Experimentally measured gain-and-filter stage output.
Measurements taken with a sampling period of (a) 7i = 0.1 s, and, (b) 7; :
0.01 s and I":0.005 s.
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Detector Output Voltage
1Hz<f <70H2
I Hz<f <3.5H2
Theoretical Voltage

1 10 100
Sampling Frequency (Hz)

Figure 3.33 Shown is the detector output voltage versus sampling
frequency. The enor bars represent plus and minus one standard deviation.
The least square fit lines assume a straight line frt to the data in the range
indicated. The theoretical voltage was calculated taking into account the
effects of the low-pass filter in the amplifier and the nonlinear decrease in
integration time with increasing sampling ffequency.

Figure 3.3 5 found ¡z = 4.36, with a standard error of estimate with respect to the mean of
1.03%. This indicates that, on average, the data follow a straight line to within 1.03%,

thereby validating the analysis in $3.5.1 .

The theoretical voltage LI/,,"",(T.) calculated using LV*"",(T"):

4.36 LI/,i::'"it"d (7") is plotted in Figure 3.33. The excellent agreement between the

theoretically calculated values and the experimentally measured data is confirmed by a

standard error of estimate with respect to the mean of 0.'19o/o. The residuals

conesponding to the theoretically predicted curve are plotted in Figure 3.36. These also

demonstrate the excellent agreement between theory and experiment.

The measurements and calculations of this section demonstrate that the gain-and-

filter stage only affects signals at sampling frequencies greater than 20 Hz, and thus does

not introduce any errors at the 10 Hz sampling frequency proposed for the final scanner.

This validates the gain-and-filter stage bandwidth chosen in ç2.3.1.4.
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Figure 3.34 Residuals corresponding to the least-squares fit lines in
Figure 3.33. The error bars represent plus and minus one standard
deviation in the experimentally measured voltages.
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Figure 3.35 Plot of the detector output versus the unscaled theoretical
voltage LV,'il)li"t"d ([) for determination of the theoretical scaling factor n.
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Figure 3.36 Residuals for the theoretically calculated detector output. The
er¡or bars represent plus and minus one standard deviation in the
experimentally measured voltages.

3.6 Detector Response as a Function of Fray Intensity
3.6.1 Theory

To verify that the detector is functioning properly, it is important to estimate its output

when inadiated by y-rays. The expected voltage Á2"*0"","0 of the detector inadiated by the
Ie2h brachytherapy source can be theoretically estimated using the exposure rate constant

I of re2lr (Glasgow and Dillman, 1979), namely,

r,.,. =4.69 
R'cm 

=1.30xi0-' 
R'm 

=3.36x10-rrc/kg 
m2 . 13.85r''-rr 

mCi 'hr mCi .s mCi.s

Using this value, the exposure rate X can be found

IT

rz r A" [c-ln _, o,n. ¿, I kg,, I

(É

o
&

0.015

0.010

0.005

0.000

-0.005

-0,010

-0.015

(3.86)

where A" is the activity of the source in mCi, and ¿/ is the source-to-detector distance in

meters. The exposure rate can be used to find the y-ray energy fluence rate .i' by means

ofthe expression (Attix, 1986)

(3.87)
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where (p",,/ p) u,,.; is the mass energy absorption coefficient of air at the l'r' peak of

energy E¡ in the le2Ir spectrum, tP" is the fray energy fluence rate al the itt'peak and

(e/W).,, :1/33.97 C/J. Combining (3.86) and (3.87) gives

(3.88)

The mass energy absorption coefficient of air is relatively constant between 300 and 600

keV where le2lr emits most of its photons, and can therefore be approximated by its

average (p.,, / p) 
",,:2.90 x 10-3 m2lkg, resulting in

r'"',,A, -l:l vl¿*l .p- t-qld' \ø )",,?l p )",,",'a ltg.sl'

r*,,,A" ,_l " I lp__l .o
dz -\F ).,,1 p )",,? "

-( "\(F*\* [cI-\w ).,,\ p )",.' Lre.'l
Solving for \i' yields

ç=l'"" r.l l(u\ ( "\ [ r .l

'=l--o- )llv )",,1F )",, L;-j

(3.8e)

(3.e0)

The area A of the crystal exposed to the yray photons is 2.2 x10-s m2 so that the rate of

energy incident on the crystal È,,,,,0",,, is

È,,,,,0",,, =*'A

=(r*,,¿.t,\ l(ø\ ( "\ lll=f 7- )ll7 ).,,1ø ).,, L;l
(3.e1)

In order to account for the complex spectrum ofre2lr listed in Table 2.1, the contribution

of each peak to the energy absorbed in the scintillating crystal must be determined. The

fraction of the incident energy absorbed depends on the thickness of the crystal and its

attenuation coefficient. To incorporate the energy dependence of the absorption

coefficient, the fraction of energy deposited by the peaks in the le2lr spectrum was

expressed as

where l¡ is the amplitude of the lrl' peak of energy .E¡ in the

attenuation coefficient of CdWO+ at The itt' peak, and /¡ is the
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crystal (1.0 cm). Note thaf (3.92) assumes that a photon deposits alt of its energy in the

crystal when it interacts. Although this is approximately valid for the photoelectric effect,

this is not valid for Compton scattering, where the scattered photon may escape the

crystal without interacting. Recalling Figwe 2.2a, it can be seen that most of the le2k

photons will undergo Compton interactions. The mean fuaction f,"o,,,,,o,, of the incident

photon energy deposited by the Compton scattering process is given by

(3.e3)

where (p,",,/p)"ono. is the mass energy absorption coefficient and (p, / p).o,uo. is the

mass attenuation coefficient of CdWO+ at the itt'peak. This factor is 0.38 for CdWOa at

355 keV (Private Communication, S. Rathee; http://physics.nist.gov/lab.html). Although

this factor could be incorporated into (3.92), this is not entirely correct either, as (3.93)

incorrectly assumes fhat all of fhe Compton photons escape the crystal. As some of the

Compton photons will interact in the crystal, an intermediate factor between .f,".,,r, and

i.0 would be correct. An exact value could be found using Monte Carlo calculations

(Bielajew). This factor will not be explicitly incorporated into the detector output

equation, but will instead contribute to the other approximations discussed below.

The luminous efficiency { of CdWOa gable 2.3) indicates that 15,000 optical

photons are emitted fol every MeV of energy deposited in the scintillating crystal.

Incorporating this into (3.92) yields the number of optical photons ly'or¡¿o¡ emitted by the

crystal

N op,i,nt = É",... , ( --l - Y9{l , fpnotonsl. e.s4)'"""'[1.6,.10-'' s )' L . ] \J''-)

To obtain the optical power P incident on each photodiode pair (recall that two adj acent

photodiodes are wired together to form a single detector) assume that all of the emitted

photons have a wavelength equal to the peak wavelength 20""¡=470 nm(Table2.3). This

corresponds to an energy of E on., = hc / 2 = 4.23x10-te J/photon, where /¿ is Plank's

constant and c is the speed oflight. The optical power is then

/,\
" I ll¡.'/P I

Jìlnnnt¡n -l , I. \ lr¡lp ) c¿,vo,

It= ltÍ .E
' - "optirdl " plþta

=( È","",,,,6 ì u,,,,, twl- 
[1.6 x 1o'' IlMev )"ø'
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The photosensitivity S, of the photodiode at 470 nm is approximately 0.26 A./W, so that

the expected ctJrtèrrt iphoto from a pair ofpltotodiodes is

ipt,r.3P'So

-( È**** Er-,,Ë \. " rrr-[t.e xto-'' Ilwev )"' t,'r'
(3.96)

(3.e7)

(3.e8)

(3.ee)

The detector output voltage À Z.**no for constant inadiation can now be calculated using

(2.4)

L1upuna =frr,,,","nr, LT =7. -2.225ms

where G : 47 is the gain of the gain-and-filter stage and Cnt = 1 d. Combining (3.92),

(3.96) and (3.97) the expected detector voltage output À2"*0"","0 is

^ lA,E,{1-e-"tr'AV .= G 7 )(r-',,! ¿,)( ¿,,,",",,6s, \^, l(a) (z\-'€\pecred-ciú ZA,t, [ ¿' J[r.o*ro'i,rrrur.v f' lli)",.1ñ)",,
¡

where the summations can be evaluated to equal

=[o,r'"'o'Y4) f, rv]

lz,n,çt -e-"'h¡j=:__ 
=0.791 .

LA,E,

lnserting numeric values into (3.98) yields

!.o.rrrl r.ru',0'" c/kg m' .z.zrto'' ^,L\
^r/ _lnF ( mCi.s ,l')
^t **.* =

I te) \33.e7 I )
( +.zrrlo'o J .lsoooPhotons.0.26A I

*l photon 
- 
M"v w 

ko.ontrtrÐ
I r.exro-r3--:L I

I tr,teV )

(3.100)

The above analysis can be modified to incorporate the effect of a Plexiglas attenuator in

the path of the beam. For a slab of Plexiglas of thickness ¡ between the source and the

detector, the incident energy on the detector É,,,,,0",,, is given by
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É.,.-, ='*.fr*) I (f) ",el ",

l¿l
L' l

(3.101)

i

where p, is the attenuation ofPlexiglas atenergy E¡. The absorbed energy then becomes

¡ ^.....=4',8,:ur(t-"-"'"t(t-,,! 
n") l(ø\ ( z\ t¿l 13 102)"¡1bsotb'îd - ZA.t, {. ¿' )l li ).,,1F )",, L;l' \J'tv')

i

resulting in an output voltage of

6 2.1t,"-,,{t_e-',,') ¡¡,",,,t,t"\( Eø.^€ s. , l,
AV =-LI-'expeced- cn to, -t.--Jt,*,dñÞ' llH",l#L

_ 4l L,|øP- " (l - "-"'\ ( 3 36x I 0,, c. mr / (kg. mCi. s). 2.2x t0-, m, . 4 I
= 1,,F--24q l. J

f 
4.23x t o''gyphor9n:l l0qgplo_tqls/Md/, 0.26 A/wl(o.onrrrrO

\ 1.6x10''' J/MeV )'
þ.90x r o'm' / k g). (t t tt.ol ct t)

(3.103)

Note that (3.103) does not account for the detection of scattered photons and therefore

holds only under nanow beam collimation conditions.

A number of approximations were made in the above derivation regarding the

efficiency ofthe light collection. These include the following (Holl et al., 1988).

(i) A fraction of the optical photons produced will escape the scintillating crystal and

not reach the photodiode. Encasing the clystals in a reflective coating material

minimizes this effect. In addition, some photons will remain trapped in the crystal

due to reflection flom the crystal surfaces at angles beyond the critical angle

(Mosleh-Shirazi et al., 1998;Vittori et a1.,2000). These photons will undergo many

internal reflections and are eventually absorbed in the crystal or the crystal coating.

(ii) Most 7 -ray pliotons will undergo Compton scattering, and not deposit all of their

energy in the crystal, as discussed above.
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(iii) Some optical photons are lost due to reflection from the interfaces between the

scintillating crystal and the photodiode. The index of refraction of the scintillator is

2.1< rt"orroo <2.3 (Kinloch et al., 1994), that of the couplant is n, : 1.47 at 25oC,

while the index ofrefraction ofthe resin protecting the photodiodes is n¡: 1.54. to
estimate the reflection losses, assume normal incidence for which the reflection

coefficient .R is

(3.104)

The parameters n and n' are the index of refraction in the incident and transmitting

medium respectively. Using (3.104), the reflection coefficients Rr and Rz at the two

interfaces shown in Figure 3.37 are.Rl = 0.0402 and Rz = 0.0006. Therefore, it is

expected That 4%o of the luminous power will go undetected.

:.Re-sin ,r¡;;:1.5.4,

4

&
Couplant n¿ = 1.47

Figure 3.37 Diagrarn showirrg the index of reflaction of the materials
through which the optical photons must travel before reaching the
photodiode.

(iv) Some optical photons are absorbed in the optical coupling grease and in the resin

protecting the photodiode array. Light transmission tluough the couplant is provided

by Dow Corning for various couplant thicknesses: at 0.4 microns the transmission is

70o/o, whiclt increases to 94%o at 0.8 microns, and then falls off again to 37,,/o at 1.20

microns. Depending upon the thickness of optical coupling grease applied,

considerable light may be lost in the couplant. Note that a two-part silicon optical

coupling compound (Rexon Components, lnc. RX-22P) will be used in the final

fourth generation scanner.

( n'-n\'R=l-l .
\n'+n)
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(v) Photons can be absolbed in the photodiode array without producing a photocurrent.

(vi) Light is absorbed in the region sunounding the active area of the photodiode: the

active area of two photodiode elements is only 2.7 mm2, whereas the area of the

crystal is 22 mm2. This means that optical photons impinging on regions outside of

the active aÍea are not detected. Using an array mask as described in $2.5.1

minimizes this effect. Note however that the measurements described below did not

use a mask, resulting in a substantial loss of signal. Fufhermore, the width of the

crystal (2.75 mm) is such that it exactly fits over the photodiode elements

(photodiode element width x 2 = 1.175 mm x 2 = 2.35 mm, inactive space = 0.40

mm) with no overlap on either side. If the crystal is not accurately positioned over

the photodiode elements, further light will be lost.

As a consequence of the above factors, the actual measured voltage will be less

than that calculated using (3.100) and (3.103).

3.6.2 Method

The output voltage of the detector and scintillator combination as a function ofincident 7-

ray intensity was determined for two different measurement conditions. The goal of the

first experiment was to verify the validity of (3.103) under conditions similar to those

envisioned fo¡ the final scanner. The purpose of the second experiment was to measure

the detector output under nanow-beam inadiation conditions.

3,6,2,1 Detector Output for "Scanner Collimation"

The experimental set-up shown in Figure 3.10 was used for the first experiment. As

described in $3.3.1.1, the detector was placed at a distance of 82.5 cm fi.om the re2k

source (5.31 Ci) and the 7-ray intensity varied by altering the thickness ofPlexiglas in the

path of the beam. A total of250 readings were taken for each Plexiglas thickness, which

were averaged and corrected for dark cunent.
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Figure 3.38 Configuration used when assessing the detector output
voltage under narrow-beam inadiation conditions.

3.6.2.2 Detector Output for Narrow-Beam Collimation

The second experiment involved placing the highly collimated source (6.17 Ci) 63.3 cm

from the detector, as shown in Figure 3.38 to approximate narrow-beam iuadiation

conditions. Collimation was accomplished using two 48 x76 x 152 mm3 lead blocks, one

of which had a0.25 x 10 x 152 mm3 slit milled into it. A catheter containing the source

was placed in a slit along one side of a third lead block, which ser-yed to reduce the

amount of scattered radiation reaching the detector. Placing various thicknesses of
Plexiglas in the path of the beam varied the y-ray intensíty. A total of250 readings were

taken for each Plexiglas thickness, averaged and corrected for dark current.

3.6.3 Results

3,6.3,1 Detector Output for rrScanner Collimation"

Figure 3.39 shows the detector output plotted as a function of Plexiglas thickness. The

expected voltage A,V",,"","¿ (solid line) was calculated using (3.103) and normalized to the

detector output in the absence of an attenuator. Because these measurements were not

carried out under narrow beam conditions, (3.103) is not expected to hold for

measurements taken with more than a few centimeters of Plexiglas. ln addition to

attenuating the beam, the Plexiglas will produce scattered radiation, which causes a
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deviation from the trend predicted by (3.103). However, good agreement is obtained

between the trend predicted by (3.103) and the trend displayed by the experimentally

measured data for Plexiglas thicknesses less than about 10 cm, that is, before scatter starts

to become important. The measured voltage in the absence of Plexiglas is a factor of 5.5

times lower than the expected voltage (LV,,*, = 0.459 V and LVuruno = 2.537 V). This

is not un¡easonable considering the magnitude of the effects discussed in $3.6.1.

The detector response measurements under scanner collimation conditions are

valuable because they provide an estimate ofthe detector quantum efficiency QE, which

represents the fraction of detected photons (Barrett and Swindell, 1981), namely, QE =

1/5.5 : 0.18. The theo¡etical analysis suggests that the primary loss of signal is due to

Compton scattering of the incident 7-rays. As the QE provides an upper limit for the DQE

(DQE < QE < 1; Barrett and Swindell, 1981), future improvements in detector

performance should focus on this effect. Figure 3.39 also provides an estimate of the

scatter contribution to the detected signal. As the latter is substantial for larger Plexiglas

thicknesses, the collimator designed in Chapter 5 should attempt to minimize the

detection of scattered photons.

3.6.3.2 Detector Output for Narro\ry-Beam Collimation

Figure 3.40 shows the detector output plotted as a function oî y-tay intensity for various

Plexiglas thicknesses, measured under narrow-beam inadiation conditions. The results

from (3.i03) were not used directly as the collimator slit width (approximately 0.25 mm)

was less than the width of the source (0.6 mm) making it very difnicult to calculate the

absolute expected voltage, because an unknown fraction of y-rays are attenuated. Thus,

the expected voltage was normalized to the first experimentally measured data point. The

agreement between the normalized theoretical and experimental values is much improved

over that in Figure 3.39 (standard error of estimate with respect to the mean of 3.8%)

because the amount of scatter produced in the Plexiglas and subsequently detected, has

been greatly reduced.

It is worthwhile to note that the signal measured in Figure 3.40 is smaller than

expected in practice because a portion of the source was blocked by the collimator
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(source diameter = 0.6 mm, collimator slit width = 0.25 mm). The results of this

measurement reinforce the earlier conclusion that the detector response is linear over a

range adequate for BT imaging.

3.7 Detector Response as a Function of Circuit
Temperature
The electronic components used to construct the detector described in Chapter 2 exhibit a

temperature dependence that influences the output voltage of the detector. To assess this

temperature dependence, the output voltage was recorded in the absence of optical

photons or y-rays while the circuit temperature was changed under controlled conditions.

These values were then compared with those theoretically calculated from the

specification sheets of the electronic components.

¡ Measured Detector Output

- 
Expected Detector Output

010203040
Plexiglas Thickness (cm)

Figure 3.39 Plot ofthe measured detector output (points) as a function of
Plexiglas thickness under "scanner collimation" condition. Enor bars,
taken to be the standard error in the mean, are smaller than the dots. Also
shown (line) is the normalized expected detector output under narrow
beam collimation conditions.
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Figure 3.40 Plot of the measured detector output as a function of Plexiglas
thickness (points) under narrow-beam collimation conditions. Error bars,
taken to be the standard error in the mean, are smaller than the dots. Also
shown (line) is the expected detector output normalized to the measured
detector output in the absence ofPlexiglas.

3.7.1 Theory

The output voltage of the circuit in the absence of light depends upon the sum of the op-

amp input bias cur¡ent ,¿, the switch leakage current I and the photodiode dark cur¡ent

i¿o,.*. The photodiode dark current and the op-amp input bias current both vary as a

function of temperature, which in tum introduces a tempetature dependence in the output

voltage. The temperature dependence of the switch leakage cunent is not known. The

light output of CdWOo also has a very slight temperature dependence (Bicron, 1990).

The temperature dependence of the input offset voltage ofthe op-amp can be neglected as

the two point subtraction AV = Vl - Z¡ used to remove the charge inj ection introduced by

the switch also cancels out this effect. The temperature dependence of the circuit can be

estimated from the data provided in the op-amp and the photodiode specification sheets.
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200

Temperature (oC)

Figure 3.41 Temperature dependence of the op-amp input bias current l¡
and the photodiode dark current i¿o,.¡, The dashed lines represent the curves
fit to the data. (Texas Instruments, 1996; Hamamatsu, 1994, 1995)

The input bias cun'ent l¿ flows into the inverting input of the integrator op-amp

shown in Figure 2.4, A plot of the tlpical input bias current versus temperature is shown

in Figure 3.41 (Texas lnstruments, 1996). It should be noted that the actual input bias

current might be significantly different from the typical value. For instance, the

maximum possible input bias current in tabular data aI 25"C is 200 pA (Texas

Instruments, 1996), which is much larger than the 65 pA shown in Figure 3.41.

The switch leakage current at room temperature r" : +10 pA (Temic, 1997) is

much smaller than the op-amp input bias cunent. In addition, its temperature dependence

is not known. The effect of the switch leakage cunent is therefore not included in the

theoretical calculations.

Special care must be taken when considering the photodiode dark current r¿a. As

was the case for the op-amp, the actual dark cunent can be much larger than the typical

value, i.e., as large as 30 pA at 25 " C (Harnamatsu, 1994). To further complicate matters,

the typical values quoted in the Hamamatsu specification sheet (Hamamatsu, 1994, 1995)

and plotted in Figure 3.41 assume that the photodiode is reverse biased with 10 mV,
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which is most likely not the case here; the biasing of the photodiode depends upon the

magnitude and sign of the input offset voltage of the op-amp, which can be between +9

mV (Texas Instruments, 1996).

The total cunent i, flowing through the integrating capacitor in the absence of
light is

ip=i¡'-'I2i¿n'¡ (3.105)

where r¿-" is the combined op-amp input bias cument and switch leakage current. The

factor of fwo in fi'ont of the diode dark current is necessary since two diodes are wired

together in parallel. Recalling (2.3), the output voltage of the detector in the absence of
light is given by

v,=ffi, (3.106)

where G: 47 is the gain of the gain-and-filter stage, Ç,,, = I nF is the capacitance of the

capacitor in the integration stage, and ÂZ is the integration time. For the gain-and-filter

stage, the effects of both the input offset voltage and the input bias current are constant

over an integration period and thus cancel out during subtraction of the initial and final

readings.

3.7.2 Method

The detector assembly output voltage was measured in the absence of light as a function

ofci¡cuit temperature. The circuit, a heat source, and a fan to circulate the air were placed

inside of a Styrofoam box with 8 cm thick walls. The temperature inside the box was

initially raised to 55oC. Detector output voltage readings were collected as a function of
temperature inside the Styofoam box while the circuit cooled to room temperature. A

total of five voltage measurements were made every ten seconds, using a sampling

frequency of 10 Hz. The circuit was then cooled to 14"C. Measurements were collected

while the circuit warmed to room tempel ature.

The temperature was measured using a thermistor placed adjacent to the

photodiode, inside of the aluminum case containing the detector assembly. A data

acquisition/control unit (HP 34974) supplied a 100p4 current and measured the voltage

ac¡oss the thermistor. The thermistor was calibrated by fixing it to a Fisher Scientific
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Digital Thermometer probe, immersing both in a water bath, and recording the thermistor

voltage as a function of temperature, as determined by the themometer.

Because the bias voltage applied to the photodiode was not known, measurements

were made to estimate the magnitude of i/o,*8. This was achieved indirectly by measuring

io aÍd it-s and using (3.105) to solve for i¿a,¡,. The curent iD was found f¡om

measurements of LVp , using (3.106). The current l¿-, wâs determined from

measurements of Â I/r_, using

nvu-, =9!i, ,
L i,n

/ r¡\ (3'107)

=l +.oo+*tonrl.i,-, tv]\ ,{./

where AVu_, \üas found by measuring the detector output voltage with the photodiode

removed (note that the contribution of iú and r; can not be individually found).

3.7.3 Results

The thermistol calibration data relating the thermistor volfage V¡, to temperature is

plotted in Figure 3.42. This curve was frt using a fifth order polynomial, namely,

Temperature = a + bV,,, + cVj + dIt,ln + evj + JYj, (3.108)

where I/n, is the thermistor voltage, a = 91.7416413, b = -389.863699, c : 1099.954549, d
: - 1 860.53054, e :I 657.545 1 87 and, f : -592.662398.

As described above, a number of measurements were carried out to find i¿o,¡. The

detector output voltage al 22.7oC, with and without the photodiode in the circuit was

measured to find the currents io artd itt.s. These were subtracted to find 2i¿.,.t :2.47 pA,

This is considerably smaller than the manufacturer's typical value of 2 x 3.72 pA : 7 .44

pA, which is not surprising because it is unlikely that the photodiode bias voltage is 10

mV (typical value = 3 mV, Texas Instruments, 1996). This contribution to the cunent is

negligible compared to the input bias current plotted in Figure 3.41, and will therefore be

ignored.

E Note that these m€asurements rvere nade some time after the actual temperature measurements were
completed, and used the 8-chamel detecto¡ desc¡ibed in the next chapter, rather than the single-chamel
detector. The measurement of ¿,¡ is therefore just an estimate. It is hotvever expect€d that the resuhs are
comparable to those that rvould have been found using the single-channel detector.
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The measured and calculated (3.106) detector circuit response as a function of

temperature is plotted in Figure 3.43. As can be seen, there is reasonable agreement

between the predicted and measured trends for temperatures below about 38o C, although

the actual values do not agree. Above 38o C, the behavior of the circuit changes

dramatically from that predicted. Because the ambient room temperature is not expected

to approach this temperature, and the scanner consists oflow power components that are

not expected to significantly raise the temperature inside of the scanner covers (a fan

could be incorporated ifnecessary), this is not a matter of concem.

It must be noted that a large number of approximations were made when

calculating the expected voltage. These are summarized below.

(i) The typical input bias cunent provided by the manufacturer was used, which may

have been quite different Íìom the actual current.

(ii) The temperature dependence of the photodiode dark current was ignored, as the 10

mV bias on the photodiode required for the manufacturer's values to be valid, was most

likely not present. The actual bias voltage was not measured. However, the indirect

measurements described above suggest that the dark cunent is quite small compared to

the input bias current,

(iii) The temperature dependence of the switch leakage cunent was not available. Its

value at room temperature is small compared to the input bias cunent and its effect was

therefore ignored in the theoretical calculation.

The purpose of the theoletical calculations performed above was to provide an estimate

of the temperature dependence trend. In this sense, satisfactory results were found.

Because the dark current must be subtracted from the detector output, the

temperature dependence ofthe dar* current presented in Figure 3.43 can clearly have an

impact on the images. However, the temperatute is not expected to vary dramatically

during a single CT exam. It would be simple to perform a dark current measurement at

the beginning and end of each exam, and use these values to correct the detector outputs

for that particular exam. The temperature dependence of the dark current is thus unlikely

to affect the image quality.
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3.8 Scanner Images
Three images were generated using the single-channel detector described in this chapter

and the first generation scanner geometry shown in Figure 3.44.The object to be scanned

was placed on a tumtable that was rotated and translated under computer control, while

the detector and source were held stationary. Both the le2k source and the detector were

collimated with 1 cm thick by 14 cm long lead blocks to form a 1 cm thick slice. No

collimation was used in the imaging plane. The source-to-detector distance was 74 cm.

Translation sample spacing, number of projections and source strength are listed in the

figure captions. Each measured ray-sum was the average of six detector ouþut voltage

readings, corrected for dark cunent. The projection data were reconstructed using a

filtered backprojection technique that will be described in $6.1 (Banett and Swindell,

1981). Shown in Figures 3.45 to 3.4'7 are images of a non-eviscerated chicken, and two

phantoms.

Figure 3.45 clearly reveals the hearl, lung and bones of the chicken. These

structures can also be seen in the photograph, taken at the same level as the CT scan.

Figures 3.46a and 3.47a show images of phantoms containing BT needles and inserls of

different densities, taken with the single-channel detector described in this chapter.

Corresponding images collected with a conventional CT scanner (Siemens Somatom Plus

4, Siemens Medical Systems) are also shown. Figure 3.46a clearly demonstrates the

ability to produce an artifact free visualìzation of clinical BT needles, while dark streak

artifacts are present in the image obtained using the diagnostic CT scanner (Figure

3.46b). The images in Figure 3.47 demonstrate that the low contrast resolution ofthe re2k

source-based CT scanner may be inferior to a conventional CT scamer due to the higher

photon energy of le2k and reduced number of photons reaching the detecto¡. The image

noise for the le2lr source-based CT scan¡er images is signifrcantly larger than for the

conventional CT scanner due to the low photon fluence of the t9'h rou..". It is expected

that the dose delivered will be less than that associated with a conventional CT scan for

the same reason.
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Figure 3.45 (a) CT image of a non-eviscerated chicken at the heart and
lung level, generated using the first generation scanner shown in Figure
3.44. The translation sample spacing was 1.40 mm and a total of 99
projections were acquired from 0' to 178.2o using a source strength of
8.30 Ci. (b) Photograph of the chicken at the same level,
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Figure 3.46 (a) CT image of a phantom consisting of a Styrofoam cup placed inside of a
larger plastic beaker, both filled with water, generated using the first generation scanner
shown in Figule 3.44. Three BT needles are placed inside ofthe St¡ofoam cup and appear as
three bright spots; the Styrofoam cup is the dark ring surrounding the needles; and the water
appears as a failly homogeneous gray. The translation sample spacing was 0.67 mm and a
total of49 projections were acquired from 0'to 176.4o using a source strength of 3.96 Ci. (b)
Image of a similar phantom obtained using a conventional CT scanner (Somatom Plus 4,
Siemens Medical Systems). Technique: 120 kVp and 50 mAs.

Figure 3.47 (a) CT image ofa phantom consisting ofcylinders ofdifferent densities inserted
into a Plexiglas block, generated using the first generation scanner shown in Figure 3,44.The
cylinders are AP6 adipose simulating materíal p), = 0.895 (top left), solid rvater p;' : 1.000

(top right), CaCQ p!' = i.i42 (bottom left), LN-450 lung simulating matedal p*=0.438

(bottom right), and SB3 cortical bone simulating material p)'' =1.707 (center). The translation
sample spacing was 1.40 mm and a total of99 projections were acquired ftom 0o to 178.2.
using a source strength of 8.95 Ci. (b) Image of the same phantom obtained using a
conventional CT scanner (Somatom Plus 4, Siemens Medical Systems). Technique: 140 kVp
and 189 mAs.
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Chapter 4

System Characterization: Eight-
Channel Measurements
As discussed in Chapter 2, the detector ring for the fourth generation scanner uses 96

eight-channel detectors. This chapter describes a series of measurements carried out to

characlenze a complete eight-channel detector assembly. The first set of measurements

examines the inter-channel variability and sensitivity of the detectors. Measurements are

then presented that assess the linearity of all eight channels as a function of x-ray

intensity incident on the detector. Finally, cross-talk is quantified directly and via a cross-

covariance technique involving mathematical analysis of the output of simultaneously

inadiated channels.

4.1 Inter-channel Variability
Measurement of the inter-chan¡rel variability was the first step in a series of

measurements to characterize the behavior of the eighlcharurel detector assembly. The

inter-channel variability measurements were divided into two parts. The first examined

the inter-channel variability due to differences in the electronic gains, which are a

consequence of the variations in the gains of the integrators and the gain-and-filter stages.

The second part measured the total inter-chan¡rel variability of the detector response for

the same 1-ray fluence with the scintillating crystal array in place. This measurement
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included the effects ofthe photodiode anay sensitivity, the crystal array and its coupling

to the photodiode array, as well as the effect of the differences in the electronic gain. ln

terms of the performance of the final scanner, the quantity of interest is the total inter-

channel variabilityl. However, looking at the response of the electronics alone, enables a

separation of the responses of the electronics and the detecting elements, and identifies

the components that should become the focus of future effofis to minimize inter-chan¡el

variability. Measurements were also carried out using a radiotherapy simulator to

inadiate the detector array at various .r-ray fluence rates. The purpose of these

measurements was to demonstrate that the inte¡-channel variability is independent of the

fluence rate incident on the detector anay.

4.1.1 Electronic Gain Inter-channel Variability
4.1.1.1 Method

The inter-channel variability due to differences in elechonic gain was measured by

modifying the 8-chamel detector circuit such that a single photodiode pair

(corresponding to Charurel 4) was wired to the input of an 8-bit DiP switch. Each of the

switch outputs was wired to one of the eight gated integrator op-amps. This is illustrated

in Figure 4.1, where the tem "electronics" refers to the integrator, the gain-and-filter

stage, and the sample-and-hold ofa particular charurel. The photodiode pair connected to

the DIP switch was illuminated using the same light source as in the detector response

measurement of $3.4. Note that the photodiode pairs corresponding to the other channels

(i.e., Channels I,2,3,5,6, 7 and 8) were disconnected and not used.

The single photodiode pair was sequentially coupled to each of the channel

electlonics using the DIP switch, and the detector output voltage recorded. As an

example, Figure 4.1 shows the photodiode pair con¡ected to the Channel 6 electronics. A

total of 150 detector output voltage measurements were collected for each channel using

a sampling fi'equency of 10 Hz. These were averaged and corrected for dark current.

I In practice, the total inter-chan¡el variability is automatically corrected for because the detector signal
/is divided by the air scan data I/o rvhen calculating the p¡ojection data P=-ln(V /Vo). It is worth
noting that imag€s generated using fourth genemtion scanners ar€ relatively insensitive to variations in
detector sensitivity; a simulated fourth-generation rvater phantom image generat€d using detectors with a
1% va¡iation in sensitivity (Joseph, 1981) displayed only a slight cupping artifact,
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4.1.1.2 Results

Table 4.1 lists the detector output voltage when optical photons illuminated the single

photodiode pair, and the DIP switch was cycled through the electronics of all eight

channels. The normalized electronic gain G","",.,,," was found by dividing the measured

voltage for each channel by the maximum measured voltage. As can be seen, the inter-

channel variability due to differences in electronic gain is quite small. Further efforts to

reduce the electronic variabilitv are therefore not warranted.

4.1.2 T otal Inter-channel Variability
The total inter-channel variability was determined after fixing the scintillating crystals to

the photodiode array. Measurements were carried out for the crystal arrays coated with

AlzO¡ and gelcoat ($2.5.5). Note that the unmodified circuit described in $2.3 was used

for these measurements.

\

Figure 4.i Block diagram showing the 8-chan¡rel circuit configuration
used to measure the inter-channel variability due to differences in
electronic gain. The photodiode pair formerly associated with Channel 4
was wired to the input of the DIP switch, while the electronics associated
with the different chan¡rels were wired to the output. The designation
"electronics" refers to the integrator, the gain-and-filter stage and the
sample-and-hold. Here the photodiode pair is connected to the Channel 6
electronics.
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Table 4.1 Inter-Channel Variability due to Differences in
Elechonic Gain

Channel DetectorOutþut Normalized Electronic

(V) Gain G","",.,,,"

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

2.940t + 0.0004

3.0958 + 0.0007

3.0926 + 0.0008

3.0977 + 0.0006

3.0408 + 0.0008

3.1365 + 0.0006

3.1179 + 0.0006

3.0010 + 0.0007

0.93't

0.987

0.986

0.988

0.970

1.000

0.994

0.957

Mean

SD
Electronic Gain

Variability*

3.07

0.067

2.17%

0.977

0.021

*SD/Mean x 100

4,1.2.1 Method

The detector was iffadiated using the re2lr brachytherapy source (A" : 7 .4920 Ci for the

gelcoat coated Nray; A": 7 .4564 Ci for the Al2O3 coated anay) placed at a large distance

(74 cm) fiom the detector so that differences in the source-to-detector distance between

the eight channels were negligible over the 2.5 cm long detector anay. A total of 250

¡eadings were collected for each chamel at a sampling fÍequency of 10 Hz. These were

averaged and corrected for dark current. The total inter-channel variability is of greater

importance than the inter-channel variability due to differences in electronic gain because

the detector output recorded during CT data acquisition must be corrected for this

variation.

4.1.2.2 Results

The results of measurements using the AlzO¡ and gelcoat coated anays are listed in Table

4.2. The normalized total sensitivity õ",", is th" measured voltage normalized to its
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maximum valrte. õ,o,n, reflects the variation in sensitivity of the detector channels in the

collection of y-rays. Note that in the fourth generation scanner, inter-channel variability

will be corrected for by acquiring an air scan and then using those detector output

voltages to determine the projection data P = ln(V/V"), where Z is the detector output for

the transmission measurements and % is the detector output for the air scan. This

automatically normalizes the output ofeach detector.

4.1.3 Crystal/Photodiode Array Inter-channel Variability
The total and electronic gain inter-channel variability measurements can be used to

extract the contribution arising ffom variations in the crystal and the photodiode anay. If
the variations due to the latter are much larger than the variations in the electronic gain,

future endeavors can be directed at reducing the variability produced by the crystal and

the photodiode array. More impoÍantly, a large inter-channel variability could be used to

detect a problem with the detector design, or the presence of a faulty component.

The detector output voltage Vr-, of the ith channel for the measurements carried

out in $4.1.1 (Table 4.1) can be described by
Vri = g"u"r,o,i" i 'i pnorc flight onlY) (4.1)

whaÍa g¿¡ecttottic-¡ is the electronic gain of the lth chan¡el and iphoto is the photocunent

produced by illumination of the photodiode pair by the light source. Note that the same

photodiode element pair was cormected to the electronics of each channei in tum, thus

ipnoø is the same for all chan¡rels. For these measurements, neither g 
","",,.,,,"-¡ 

oÍ íphoro ãÍe

known; only their product (_, was measured. The normalized electronic gain G","",.,,,, is

given by

(4.2)

where (4 ),,- = max(Vr-,) is the detector output voltage of the channel ,"vith the largest

response (Channel 6, Table 4.1). As the photocurrent is the same for all of the channels,

the channel with the largest response also has the largest electronic gain (g 
","",,",,,")".*.

Equation (4.2) demonstrates that normalizing the detector output (light measurements) to

its maximum value yields the normalized electronic gain G","",",,¡", as listed in the right

hand column of Table 4.1.
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Detector Normalized Total
ouþut (V) Sensitivity õ",,,

0.815 + 0.004 0.806

0.959 + 0.005 0.947

0.967 + 0.005 0.956

0.980 + 0.005 0.969

0.905 + 0.005 0.895

1.011+ 0.005 1.000

0.925 + 0.005 0.915

0.696 + 0.005 0.688

0.907 0.897

0.104 0.103

1.t.5% t1.5%

Table 4.2 Total Inter-Channel Variability (Measurements with Crystal

Chan¡rel

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Mean

SD
Total

Variabilityx

io_¡=s,o_i'Q.

Combining (4.3) and (4.4) yields

Vz-¡ -- g ¿u¡,.,¡"-¡ ' s 
"r-, þ'

Dividing by the maximum detector ouþut yields

Gelcoat Coated Anay

Detector Output Normalized Total

Sensitivity G,,,.,

1.059 + 0.003

i.160+0.004

1.1.27 t 0.004

1.t52 + 0.004

1.070 + 0.004

1.189 * 0.004

1.171 + 0.004

1,084 + 0.003

t.126

0.049

4.39%

0.937

0.987

0.986

0.988

0.970

1.000

0.994

0.957

0.948

0.042

4.39%

*SDA4ean x 100

Similarly, the detector output voltage Vr-, of the lth channel for the measurements

canied out in $4.1.2 (Table 4.2) can be described by

V -o .;
' 2-i 6ele.tonic-i 'Dhoîo-i (y-rays) (4.3')

wheta g¿¡ecrrcttic-i is the electronic gain of the lth channel ànd iphoro-i is the chan¡rel

dependent photocunent. The photocurrenf ipnorc-i cdÍr in tum be expressed in terms of the

crystal and photodiode array sensitivity s"r_, and the channel independent 7 -ray fluence

/ incident on each crystal

(4.4)

(4.s)

(4.6)

wnere (4),,, is the detector ouþut voltage of the chamel with the largest response
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(Channel 6, Table 4.2). Because / is the same for all of the channels, the channel with

the largest response also has the largest overall gain (g r*r,,r_,. 
""o_, 

)"._ . Equation (4.6)

demonstrates that normalizing the detector output (r,-ray measurements) to its maximum

value felds the total normalized sensitivity õr,", lirt"d in Table 4.2, a parameter which

takes into account both the variations in the electronic gain, and the variations in the

crystal and photodiode array sensitivity.

The crystal and photodiode array sensitivity can be extracted from the above

measurements by dividing (4.5) by (4.1) to yieid

V2-¡ _ g auro,i,-i ' s,p-i ' Ó ø
- 

_----------------_.co-l 
.

/ t-¡ I etettro c-i 'l pttoro I photo

(4.7)

(4.8)

which cancels out the channel dependent electronic gain (assumed to be signal

independent, as will be demonstrated in $4.1.4), leaving only the chan¡rel dependent

crystal and photodiode array sensitivity s"r_, and the channel independent terun þfior.. .

The normalized crystal and photodiode array sensitivity õ", "^ therefore be found

using

ó
' I otøto S"p-¡

---------------- = 7----------\-("--,) a ('",-,J'"^
I phoro

where (Itr-, /V,,)",. is the maximum value of (4.7) (Charurel 6, Table 4.3). As óf i r,,"," i,
the same for all of the channels, Channel 6 also has the largest crystal and photodiode

array sensitivity (".r-, )""- . Equation (4.8) demonstrates that normalizing the ouþut of

(4.7) to its maximum value yields the normalized crystal and photodiode anay sensitivity

õ". Results are listed in Table 4.3 for both scintillating crystal arrays.

Plotted in Figure 4.2 are G"t"",,.o,,¡", õ,.,n, and õ." for both arrays. In the case of
the gelcoat coated array, the crystal and photodiode array variability of 2.55%o is only

slightly larger than the electronic gain variability of 2.17%, resulting in a total variability

of 439%0. The small inter-channel variability for the gelcoat coated anay is evident in

Figure 4.2b. Converseiy, the total variability of 17.5% for the Al2O3 coated array is

primarily a consequence of the 9.94%o crystal and photodiode array variability. The large

inter-channel variability is evident in Figure 4.2a, where it can be seen that the largest
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variation in the normalized total sensitivity exists for the outer two chan¡els. This is most

likely due to cross-talk, which will be characterized in $4.4. It is suspected that the

reduced response of the outer channels is because the optical photons escaping from the

outer scintillatíng crystals are not replaced by photons from a neighboring channel, as is

the case for the irurer channels. Ifthe effect of Chan¡els 1 and 8 are excluded, the crystal

and photodiode anay variability is only 3.3% and the total variability is reduced to 4.0%o,

which is comparable to the results found for the gelcoat coated anay. It is interesting to

note that the crystal manufacturer Bicron claims a variability of 10% if they package and

mount the crystals on the photodiode array. This shows that an inter-channel variability

superior to a commercially assembled photodiode/crystal array has been achieved.

Table lnter-Cha ariabili

Channel

uhannel v anablllty oi the ufystal i

Al2O3 Coated Array Gelcoat Coated Array

Crystal and Normalized
Photodiode Crystal and

Array Photodiode Array
Sensitivity Sensitivityõ."

Crystal and Normalized
Photodiode Crystal and

Anay Photodiode Array
Sensitivity Sensitivity õ"

I

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

0.277 0.860

0.310 0.960

0.313 0.970

0.3 16 0.981

0.298 0.923

0.322 1.000

0.297 0.920

0.232 0.779

0.360 0.951

0.375 0.988

0.364 0.962

0.372 0.981

0.352 0.928

0.379 1.000

0.375 0.991

0.361 0.953

Mean

SD

Crystal and
Photodiode

Array
Variability*

0.296 0.917

0.029 0.091

9.94% 9.94%

0.367 0.969

0.0094 0.025

2.55% 2.55%

*SDÀ4ean x 100
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4.1.4 RT Simulator (AI2O3 Array)
4.1.4.1 Method

The total inter-chamel variability of the detector (Al2O3 coated array) in the presence of

radiation was also assessed using the fluoroscopy unit of a radiotherapy simulator (Varian

Ximatron Series RT). The detector tesponse was recorded for 15 x-ray fluence rates

ranging ÍÌom i mA to 15 mA in 1 mA increments. A total of 100 data points were

collected at each fluence rate using a 10 Hz sampling fiequency. These measurements

were repeated five times and the results averaged. The data corrected for dark cunent

were normalized to the chamel with the largest detector response for each mA setting.

4.1.4.2 Results

The normalized total sensitivity is illustrated as a function of the nominal x-ray tube

cur¡ent in Figure 4.3. It was necessary to normalize the detector output to the channel

with the maximum response in order to allow comparison of the sensitivity with

increasing mA. As there is little variation in sensitivity with increasing mA, and

correspondingly, increasing detector output, these results confirm that the sensitivity is

independent of incident fluence rate. The mean and standard deviation of the points

shown in Figure 4.3 are listed in Table 4.4. The standard deviation is quite small for all

channels, establishing numerically that the sensitivity is independent of the incident

fluence rate. Note that the standard deviation for Channel 4 is zero because this chan¡rel

always had the largest response, so that the normalized response for this channel was

always identically 1.0. Note also that the normalized sensitivity values listed in Table 4.4

are not identical to those listed in the AlzO¡ section of Table 4.2 as the crystal atray was

removed and replaced belween these two experiments. The more uniform sensitivity

values listed in Table 4.2 suggest that the crystal array was more accurately aligned with

the photodiode anay for those measurements. Nevefiheless, the measurements performed

in this section verify that the sensitivity is independent of incident fluence rate. This is as

expected considering that the detector response is linear ($3.4 and $3.6).
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Figure 4.3 Plot of the normalized detector tesponse as a function of
nominal mA, The lines shown were found using linear regression.

Table 4.4 Total Inter-chamel Variability (AlzO¡ coated anav)

Channel Normalized Sensitivity Standard Deviation

i
2

3

4

5

6

7

8

0.5812

0.7406

0.8046

1.0000

0.9861

0.9749

0.8685

0.6263

0.0010

0,0003

0.0005

0.0000

0.0005

0.0004

0.0002

0.0016
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4.2Linearity (Radiation Measurements - AlzOg Array)
4.2.1 Method

4.2.1.1 RT Simulator Output Linearity

The linearity of the detector response as a function of incident .r-ray fluence was assessed

by inadiating the detector (Al2O3 coated crystal anay) using the fluoroscopy unit of a

radiotherapy simulator (Varian Ximatron Series RT). The output of the simulator in

fluoroscopy mode was cont¡olled by increasing the tube output in 1 mA increments from

1 mA to 15 mA. To veri$r that tube output varied linearly with nominal mA, a dosimeter

(Model 3036 Radcal Corporation) was used to measure the output of the ;-ray tube.

Measurements were made while reducing the tube cunent from 15 mA to I mA, and then

again while increasing the tube current from 1 mA to 15 mA.

4.2.1.2 Detector Output Linearity

As was the case for the inter-channel variability measurements, the detector response was

measured for 15 fluence rates. A total of 100 data points were collected at each fluence

rate using a 10 Hz sampling flequency. Five trials were performed and corrected for.dark

current.

4.2.2 Results

4.2,2,1 RT Simulator Output Linearity

The average output of the -r-ray tube measured by the dosimeter as a function of nominal

mA setting is shown in Figure 4.4. The linear regression line was found to have a slope of

0.071 C/(kg'mitr.*q1 and an intercept of -0.009 C/(kg.min). The standard enor of

estimate with respect to the mean is 0.24o/o. This indicates that the ir-ray tube output is

linear with respect to the nominal tube ouþut.

4.2.2,2 Detector Output Linearity

The detector response averaged over five trials and corrected for dark current is shown in

Figure 4.5. The eror bars, taken to be the standard deviation of the five trials are smaller

than the dots. The lines shown were found using linear regression (standard error of
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estimate with respect to the mean < 0.2%). In conjunction with the results of ç4.2.2.1,

this indicates that the detector output is linear as a function ofx-ray fluence. The different

slopes of the lines in Figure 4.5 are a direct consequence of the variation in sensitivity

between the various channels.

4.3 Cross-talk (Cross-Covariance Technique)
An important characteristic of the eight-channel detecto¡ assembly is the cross{alk

between channels, defined as the signal detected by a channel when one or more of its

neighboring chan¡els are irradiated.

In the multi-element detectors used in CT scanners, cross{alk can often be

attributed to light leakage between the crystals (optical cross{alk) and scattered radiation

(radiation cross-talk) (Haque and Stanley, 1981). Of these two effects, radiation cross

talk, namely Compton scattered 7 -rays generated in one scintillating crystal and then

interacting in an adjacent crystal, is the major source of cross-talk. Haque and Stanley

(1981) suggest placing lead or tantalum spacers between the scintillating crystals. These

materials would however be less reflective to optical photons than the gelcoat chosen

here, resulting in a lower detector signal. Note also that the Compton scatter ofre2k 7-
rays is much more forward peaked than the scatter produced in a conventional CT

scamer (average energy of primary radiation is about 60 keV), reducing the prevalence

of radiation cross{alk in this prototype. Dark-colored opaque spacers would eliminate

optical crosslalk, but these would result in a lower detector signal. Effort has however

been made (see $2.5.4.3) to use a crystal spacing material that is both reflective and

opaque.

Cross-talk between detectors may cause inconsistencies in the detector outputs

between projections, resulting in streak and ring artifacts (Haque and Stanley, 1981) and

a reduced spatial resolution, These effects are most prevalent if there are large variations

in the transmitted photon fluence. Conversely, if the photon fluence incident on adjacent

detecto¡s is similar, the opticai photons or ¡ -rays escaping from a particular scintillating
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crystal will be compensated for by incoming optical photons and,y .lays from the

surrounding crystals (Haque and Stanley, 1981).

This section quantifies the cross-talk between neighboring and more distal

charmels by calculating the cross-covariance between the chan¡rels. Measurements were

carried out both in the absence of radiation, and in the presence of radiation using the

AlzO¡ coated array. Measurements in the absence ofradiation are influenced only by the

detector electronics, and are used to detect the presence of electronic ctoss{alk. Data

collected in the presence ofradiation are affected by both the detector electronics and the

scintillating crystal array. These measurements determine the magnitude of the total

cross-talk including electronic cross-talk, optical cross{alk and radiation cross-taik.

4.3.1 Theory

4.3.1.1 Cross-Covariance

The cross{alk between channels was assessed by taking a large number ofreadings ofthe

detector ouþut and finding the cross-covariance between adjacent charinels. Fo¡

stationary processes, the general expression for the cross-covariance function is given by

(Oppenheim and Schafer, 1975)
lt- _T- _ l\

r,G) = 
\V,Q) -vtlvi(t + î) -vi) ) (4.e)

where the 
* 

represents complex conjugation and \ and V, denole the mean of the

random process* {4ftl} u"a {l,Ol - co < I ( co , respectivelf . For discrete samples of

finite length, the cross-covariance may be found using (IDL 5.3.1, Research Systems,

Inc.)
1 Àl-l¡- 

-\/- - \¡a..(t\=-- ) (,(n)-V,l¡r,@+l)-V,) lor /=0,...,ir'-t (4.10)NÅ
where \ and Z, denote rhe mean of random proce.."r{41r;} ua l/,øl,n = 0, 1, . . .,
ly'-1, respectively, and / is the lag.

2 The notation in this section follorvs the same convention as that in $3.2
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4.3.1.2 Cross Porver Spectrum

The spectral properties of the cross-covariance can be examined using the cross power

spectrum. For a stochastic process, the population cross-power spectrum may be found

using (Jenkins and Watts, 1968)

f ,Ç) = f.r r(t¡e-2ñt' dr . (4.11)

The relationship between the cross power spectrum and the cross-covarianco is identical

to the relationship between the power spectrum and the autocovariance function

presented in Chapter 3. As was the case for the power spectrum and the autocovariance

function, the cross power spectrum and the cross-covariance are Fourier transform pairs

so thât

y u@ = I:rt(f¡ezñr'd¡ (4.12)

also holds. Following the arguments associated with (3.30), the population cross-power

spectrum may also be found using

r 
ü 

( f ) = ti^, -. ((I',',:v, (,, "- 
r' a,,)(I',',it,, (,, ) "- 

*' d r) ) (4. 1 3 )

where V,(t) and V,(t) are zero mean functions and the 
* 

indicates complex conjugation.

Because the cross-covariance is not s),rnmetrical about zero, the cross power spectrum

has both a real and an imaginary component,

For discrete samples of finite length, the cross po\ryer spectrum estimate is given

by

(4.14)

where V,(n) and V,(rt) aÍe zero mean functions, N is the number of data points in the

sample, Ál is the time between data points and

",,r, 
= 
[(* 

i r, <,t "- 
*, r r, r). (*8, un "- 

*', r,,)f

(4.15)

4,3.1.3 Relationship betrveen the Cross-Covariance and the Cross Porver Spectrum

As was the case for the power spectrum and the autocovariance function, the area under.

the cross power spectrum can be shown to equal the cross-covariance evaluated at zero

lag, To verify this, (4.12) was evaluated at r = 0, namely,
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ru@= f. r,(f)¿f , (4.16)

which demonstrates that the area under the cross power spectrum equals the cross-

covariance function evaluated at zero lag. This is also valid in the discrete case; the area

under the cross power spectrum, expressed using the definition given in (4.14) is

¿c, øt =iþi,r,rre'ñ"kt N fr, {n' ) e-"'' rt * (4.r7)

where the substitution fo -+ k was made. As summation is a linear operation, the order

of the summations can be interchanged to give

8", u, = þir, øtiv ¡ (,, ¡l "-, 
^ 

<,, - a o 

^*=0

Using the identity

f"-r^r'-rot, = N 6(¡-n)

(4.1 8) can be rewritten as

E",u' = þi'''øtiv' (n') N õ (n'-n)'
*=0

The double summation is reduced to a single sum, such that

t^',u,=ji',øt ',øt

(4.18)

(4.1e)

(4.20)

(4.21)

(4.22)

As mentioned in $4.3.1.2, the cross power spectrum has both a real and an imaginary

component. Since the data being Fourier transformed are real, the real component of

CuG) is even about 1", and the imaginary component of Cr(k) is odd about ,f", where

l" is given by

^l
2^t

It must be noted that the real component and imaginary component of C¡(k) must be

summed separately, rather than taking the absolute value of C¡(k) and then performing

the summation. The sum of the real components will equal the right-hand side of (4.21),

and the sum of the imaginary components will simply equal zero, (The latter is obvious

from (4.21); as the right-hand side is real, the left-hand side must also be real.)
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4.3.2 Method

In order to experimentally determine the cross-covariance, the 8-channel detector

assembly was placed in a lighttight box and 5,000 readings were acquired for each

channel using a sampling frequency of 100 Hz. These measurements were repeated in the

presence of radiation using the Al2O3 arra!. To assess the effect of signal amplitude on

cross-talk, data were acquired with a source-to-detector distance of 74 cm and 34 cm. A

total of 5,000 readings were acquired at each distance using a sampling fiequency of 100

Hz.

Before the cross-covariances or cross power spectra were found, the data were

converted into zero mean data Vt, Vz, Vt, . . . , Ve (the subscript denotes the channel

number) by subtracting the average of all of the readings for a particular chamel from the

data collected for that channel. The notation used is as follows: the cross-covariance

between channels I andj in the absence of light will be denoted às c ij_¿o,t, and the cross

power spectrum will be written as C¡_a*xi measurements made with the source 34 cm or

74 cm from the detector will have a"34 cnt" or "74 ctn" subscript rather than a "darll'

subscript.

4.3.3 Results

4,3.3.1 Cross-Covariance and Cross Porver Spectrum

A plot of the cross-covariance between Channels 1 and 2 collected using a sampling

frequency of 100 Hz in the absence of light is shoìvn in Figure 4.63. Not shown are the

plots of cross-covariance between other consecutive channels, which are very similar to

the plot shown in Figure 4.6. A very regular periodic structure can be seen in Figure 4.6.

To examine this phenomenon more closely, the cross power spectrum shown in Figure

4.7 was found using (4.14). The cross power spectrum plots between other consecutive

channels are very similar to the plot shown in Figure 4.7. If can be seen that the power

spectrum is genelally flat, except for a few well defined peaks at 20 Hz and 40 Hz. These

are most likely due to power line inte¡ference, as explained in $3.2.3.3, and are

responsible for the structure shown in Figure 4.6. For the "dark" measurements, the

'The dectease in c¡oss-covariance rvith increasing fiequency is due to the l/r'r' term in (4.10)
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cross-covariance aI all lag values is small and is primarily due to powerJine interference

that affects all channels. This indicates that there is no cross{alk between chan¡els in the

absence ofradiation.

Plots ofthe cross-covariance between Channels 1 and 2 for source separations of

74 cm and,34 cm are shown in Figures 4.8 and 4.10, respectively. Not shown are the

cross-covariance plots between the other consecutive channels, which are very similar to

those shown in Figures 4.8 and 4.10. The cross-covariance plots in the presence of
¡adiation show a spike at zero lag and are relatively smooth for larger lag values. Plots of

the cross power spectra between Channels 1 and 2 for source separations of74 cm and 34

cm are shown in Figures 4.9 and 4.11 respectively. Not shown are the cross power

spectra for the other consecutive channels, which are very similar. These plots show the

cross power spectrum to be ¡elatively uniform over all frequencies.

Cross-talk between adjacent channels is indicated by the cross-covariance having

a spike at zero lag and by a uniform non-zero cross power spectrum. The cross-

covariances aT zero lag are listed in Table 4.5 for all chan¡els and measurement

conditions.

Table 4.5 Zero Lag Values: c,,_0",0(0), c¡-zt 
",,(0) 

and c¡_ st 
",,(0)

74 cm 34 cmChannels Dark

iÌ
1 2 4.23 xI}-to

2 3 5,38xi0-'o

3 4 5.22x10-to

4 5 4.00x10-ro

5 6 4.'19 xl}-to

6 7 5.04x10-¡o

'7 8 4.49xl}-to

2.23 xI0-7

2.47 x10-7

2.76 xI0-7

1 .96 x 10-7

l.92xl0-7

2.97 xl0-7

2.19 x7O-7

1 .06 x 10-6

1.26x10-6

1.48 x 10-6

0.93 x 10-6

1 .32 x 10-6

1.49 x 10-ó

0.78 x 10-6
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4.3.3.2 Cross Power Spectrum and Total Signal

The previous discussion pertains to the cross{alk between adjacent channels. It would be

useful to also consider the cross-talk between non-adjacent channels. As an example, the

cross-covariance plots between Channel 4 and all other char:¡rels are shown in Figure

4.12. Also shown is the cross-covariance plot between Channel 4 and itself, which is

simply the autocovariance. The height oî caa-7a 
",,(0) 

is the largest, followed by caa-7a 
"r(0)

and c5a-7a 
",,,(0). 

The zero lag component of q4-74 
"r,, 

c24-74 cn¡, c(t4-74 cnt, cj4-24 c¡,t and cg4-74 
",,,

(not shown) is the same order of magnitude as the background cross-covariance, i.e., the

noise level. This indicates that cross-talk occurs primarily between adj acent crystals.

The zero-lag cross-covariance for all channels is summarized in Figure 4.13.

Figure 4.13a presents the results for measurements made with a source-to-detector

distance of 74 cm, and Figure 4.13b shows the results of the dark measurements. Not

shown are the results for a source-to-detector distance of34 cm, which are very similar to

Figure 4.13a.

The cross-covariance at zero lag between adjacent charurels (Figure 4.13a) is

about 0.1 of the autocovariance, meaning that the amplitude of the cross-talk between

adjacent chamels is about JOl x 100 = 32%. The cross-covariance at zero lag for

detectors farther away than the adj acent detector is negligible with respect to the

background cross-covariance. This suggests that crosslalk occurs primarily between

adj acent crystals.

The plots in Figure 4.13b all have a peak coinciding with the autocovariance

point, but unlike the plots shown in Figure 4.13a, the cross-covariance of adjacent

charurels is comparable in size to the cross-covariance from further channels. Recalling

the previous analysis, this confirms that there is no cross{alk between chanriels in the

absence ofradiation.
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4.4 Cross-Talk (Direct Experimental Measurement)
A second more straighlforward technique for determining the cross-talk between

chan¡els is to irradiate the individual detectors using a collimated source and measure the

signal output of the neighboring channels. The output voltage of the shielded chan¡els

(i.e. those not being directly inadiated) is then the result of cross-talk with the inadiated

channel. Measurements were carried out using the AlzO¡ and the gelcoat coated arrays

described in $2.5.5. The cross-talk was also measured with the crystal anays removed,

using a source of collimated optical photons. The purpose of the optical photon

measurements .was to confirm the absence ofelectronic cross-talk between the channels.

Lead Block with 0.25 x 10 x 152 mm3 Slit
Lead Block with Slit

for the Source Catheter

l52mm- 75 mm 
-

Figure 4.14 Experimental set-up used to make the radiation cross-talk
moasurements. Two lead blocks, one of which had a0.25x 10x 152mm3
slit milled into it were held stationary, while the detector was translated
past the source using a stepper motor. Note that the source size in the
figure has been exaggerated to make it visible. The optical photon cross-
talk measurements were made using a similar set-up, except that the lead
block with the slit for the source catheter, along with the source catheter,
were replaced by a flashlight.
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4.4.1 Radiation Measurements

4.4.1.1 Method

The experimental set-up used to measure the cross{alk between the detector channels for

the AlzO¡ and gelcoat coated crystal arrays is illustrated in Figure 4.14. Collimation was

accomplished using two 48 x 76 x 152 mm3 lead blocks, one of which had a 0.25 x 10 x

152 mm3 slit milled into it. A catheter containing the source was placed in a slit along one

side of a third lead block, which served to reduce the amount of scattered radiation

reaching the detector. The source catheter and the collimator blocks were held stationary,

while the detector was translated horizontally in increments of 0.125 mm using a linear

stage (Series 42500 Unislide, Velmex, Inc.) and a computer controlled stepper motor. A

total of 100 readings were taken at each detector position for the Al2O3 array. These were

averaged, and corrected for dark current. Measurements for the gelcoat coated array were

carried out in a similar manner, except that 75, rather than 100 readings were taken at

each detector postion.

4.4.1.2 Results

AlrO, Coated Crystal A¡ray

The output voltage of each channel measured using the Al2O3 coated array is illustrated

in Figure 4.15. The largest signal for a channel naturally occurs when that particular

channel is directly inadiated. The cross{alk reaching neighboring channels appears as

smaller and smaller peaks. The dips between peaks are due to the inactive regions

between the photodiode elements not covered by a scintillating crystal, as shown in

Figure 2.5c. Since the collimator slit width is nanower than the gap between the

individual photodiode elements, there are some stage positions for which none of the

scintillating crystals are irradiated.

To quantify the cross{alk, it is useful to compare the area under each of the peaks

shown in Figure 4.15. The "beginning" and "end" of each peak was determined by

plotting the translation stage position coinciding with the dips in Figure 4.15 as a function

of gap number (i.e. the gap between the fìrst pair of detectors is denoted as "1", the gap

between the next pair denoted as "2", and so forth). A linear regression fit through this
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Figure 4.15 Plots showing the detector output (Al2O3 coated array) as the
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data, shown in Figure 4.16, has a slope of -3.075 mrnlgap. Using this value, the outer

edges of the first and last detector were also found, as it would have been difficult to

estimate these from the plots in Figure 4.15. The area under each peak was then

calculated using the translation stage position for the beginning and end of each detector.

The response for each channel, expressed as percantage is listed in Table 4.6. As can be

seen, there is a substantial amount of cross-talk between the channels; for the nearest

neighbors of the detector being inadiated, the cross-talk is abott 20Yo, while for the next

nearest neighbols it is about 7%. Retuming to Figure 4.I3a, a similar trend is observed,

although the background noise level masks the cross{alk from next nearest neighbors and

fafther detectors.

As described in $4.3, cross{alk can result in ring and streak artifacts. Clearly the

prevalence of the artifacts will depend upon the magnitude of the cross{alk, which is

substantial for the AlzO¡ coated array.

Gelcoat Coated Crvstal Arrav

Analysis for the gelcoat coated crystal array was carried out in a similar manner to that

for the Al2O3 coated crystal array. The output voltage for each channel of the gelcoat

coated array is plotted in Figure 4.17. Comparison ofFigures 4.15 and 4.17 demonstrates

the reduced cross-talk associated with the gelcoat coated anay, as expected from the

measurements in $2.5.4.3. The "beginning of the peaks in Figure 4.i7 was

found by plotting the translation stage position coinciding with the dips in Figure 4.17 as

a function of gap number, as was done for the AþO3 coated aray. A linear regression frt

tluough the data found a slope of 3.063 mm/gap. The area unde¡ each peak is listed in

Table 4.7, expressed as a percentage. As can be seen, there is a substantial decrease in the

cross-talk for the gelcoat coated array, as compared to the Al2O3 coated array; for the

nearest neighbors ofthe detector being inadiated, the c¡oss-talk is about 13%o, as opposed

to 20o/o, while that for next nearest neighbors is only 2o/o. This confirms the results found

in $2.5.4.3 regarding the optical densities of the gelcoat and Al2O3. This reduction in

cross-talk decreases the possibility of image artifacts.
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Table 4.6 Normalized Channel Response (AlzOr Coated A¡rav)

kradiated Channel Chamel Channel Channel Channel Channel Channel Chamel
Detectorl234561 B

100 19.1 6.7

19.3 100 19.0

6.2 19.5 100

3.0 7.3 18.8

2.1 3.3 6.5

1.4 2.0 3.0

1.1 1.3 2.1

1.0 0.8 1.1

1.7 0.8

2.8 1.3

6.1 2.8

t8.2 5.9

100 22.5

17 .3 100

6.4 21.5

2.5 't.3

3.7

t,3

22.2

100

18.1

6.4

3.0

t.4

0.9

1.0

1.2

1.6

3.6

7.4

24.3

100

0.8

1.1

1.6

2.8

11

20.8

100

77.7
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Figure 4.17 Plots showing the detector output (gelcoat coated array) as the
detector array is translated past the collimated le2lr source. Note that the
detectors are numbered 1 through 8, starting from the left.
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Table 4.7 Normalized Channel Response (Gelcoat Coated A¡ray)
Irradiated Char:nel Chan¡el Channel Channel Chan¡rel Chan¡el Channel Chan¡elDetectorl23456./g

I

2

J

4

5

6

7

8

100

t2.2

t.9

0.7

0.7

0.6

0.8

i.0

t2.3

100

r4.9

3.1

1.0

0.9

0.8

u.o

0.0

0.4

1.6

11.4

100

15.5

J.J

1.2

0.2

0.3

0.6

1.8

12.5

100

17.4

3.8

1 .6 1.1

10.9 2.4

100 r2.3

t4.4 100

1.9 14.1,

0.9 2.3

1.4 t.4

t.2 0.8

0.0 0.0

0.0 0.1

0.2 0.2

0.6 0.4

)7 no

10,6 2.1

100 12.6

13.6 100

4.4.2 Light Measurements

Cross{alk measurements were also made using collimated optical photons (crystal array

removed). The absence of cross{alk in these measurements would indicate that the cross-

taik found in the previous section is due to c¡oss-talk in the crystal array, as opposed to

cross-talk in the photodiode array, electronic cross-talk, or inadequate collimation of the

source.

4,4.2.1 Method

The experimental setup shown in Figure 4.14 was also used for the optical photon based

cross-talk measurements. The lead block with the slit for the source catheter was removed

and a flashlight put in its place. Several sheets of paper were taped over the face of the

flashlight to dim its illumination, thereby preventing detector saturation. The lead

collimation blocks and the flashlight were held stationary while the detector case was

translated horizontally across the slit in increments of 0.125 mm using a linear stage

(Series 42500 Unislide, Velmex, Lrc.) and a computer controlled stepper motor. A total

of 20 readings were taken at each detector position. These were averaged and corrected

for dark cuffent. Note that a smaller number of measurements were taken for the light

measurements than for the radiation measurements because the light measurements
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resulted in a larger detector signal than those using the the le2lr source. It \¡r'as therefore

acceptable to average fewer readings.

4.4,2.2 Results

The detector output when illuminated with a collimated source of optical photons is

shown in Figure 4.18. The output reduction in the centers of the peaks corresponds to the

space between the two photodiodes constituting a detector chamel. The absence ofsignal

in channels other than the one being illuminated indicates that the cross-talk appearing in

the radiation measurements is solely due to optical or radiation cross-talk between the

crystal anays, rather than inadequate collimation of the source. The results shown in

Figure 4,18 also demonstrate the absence ofelectronic cross{alk.
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Figure 4.18 Plots showing the detector output (photodiodes only) as the
detector anay is translated past a source of collimated optical photons.
Note that the detectors are numbered 1 through 8, starling from the left.
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Chapter 5

Scanner Design
This chapter describes a series of measu¡ements pertaining to the design of the fourth

generation scaruler. The first set of measurements examines the source position

reproducibility, while the next set of measurements determines the width and length of an

le2lr brachytherapy source. Theoretical calculations and experimental measurements were

also made to investigate the collimator design. ln particular, the collimator thickness,

spacing and annulus size were examined. The effect of scatter and slice thickness, and

design constraints such as the maximum allowable source travel distance and the low 7-

ray fluence emitted by the 'n'Ir rour"" *"r" taken into consideration.

5.1 Source Position Reproducibility
In the fourth generation scanrìer, the source stops at 864 predetermined locations.

Because CT reconstruction algorithms are very sensitive to inaccuracies in projection

angles, it is essential that these positions be highly reproducible fi.om scan to scan, and

accurately known in order to reconstluct an artifact free tomographic image.
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Sections 5.1 and 5.2 form the basis for the paper "Size and positioning

reproducibility of an 1e2I¡ brachytherapy stepping source" published in Med. physics

(Berndt et a1., 2000b). The idea for these measurements is credited to D. W. fuckey. D.

W. Rickey and A. Bemdt developed the software, while A. Bemdt performed the

measurements and analysis. S. Rathee and J. Bews offered helpful suggestions that

contributed to the analysis and understanding of this work.

5.1.1 Method

The collimators, detector and source geometry used for these measurements are shown in

Figure 5.1. A single detector was collimated using two 48 x 76 x I52 mm3 lead blocks,

one of which had a 0.25 x 10 x 152 mm3 slit milled into it. The detecto¡ and collimator

were held stationary, while the source was translated linearly past the slit. This enabled

the location of the source's tip to be accurately established, thereby allowing its

positioning reproducibility to be assessed. Data were acquired by sending the le2lr source

to a predetermined position in a flexible catheter, which was attached to a linear stage

(Series 42500 Unislide, Velmex, Inc.). The catheter was translated past the stationary

collimated detector in increments of 0.025 mm using a computer-controlted stepping

motor. Several detector output readings were taken at each catheter position using a

sampling frequency of 10 Hz. These readings were averaged to reduce noise, and then

conected for dark cunent.

5.1.1.1 Stage Position Reproducibility Measurements

The reproducibility of the stage position was characterized by translating the leading edge

of the source past the collimatol slit five times without retracting the source into the

treatment unit. As the leading edge of the source is well defined, any positioning

inaccuracies of the stage will be readily apparent. Detector output voltage measurements

were obtained at 27 different stage positions, where each detector output voltage

measurement was the average of 45 r'eadings. The translation stage was retumed to its

home position between each of the five trials. To remove backlash in the translation stage

when homed, it was translated beyond the horne position, and then tetumed. The stage
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position reproducibility measurements, consisting of 5 trials (stage translations) each

were repeated tkee times, with the source retracted after each of the th¡ee measurement

series. It was not possible to simply perform 15 trials, as the brachytherapy source could

only be programmed to remain at a particular position for a maximum duration of 999.9

seconds. The analysis used to assess the stage position reproducibility is discussed below.

Detector

1\
76mm

I

Catheter

Source

96 mm

+ 152 mn1 ----------->

Figure 5.1 Schematic showing the detector, the source, and the lead
blocks used to collimate the source. The dimensions of the slit are
0.25x10x152 mm3. The detector and the collimator are held stationary,
while the source is translated past the slit.

5.1.1,2 Source Position Reproducibility Measurements

Source position reproducibility was measured using a technique similar to that described

above, except that the source was retracted after every stage translation. Three series of

source position reproducibility measurements were performed. The first two series used

the "intenupt" and "resume" features to retract the source and return it to the

predetermined location. As this did not constitute reprogramming a treatment, the source

could only be sent out for a duration of 999.9 seconds, thereby limiting the number of

trials that could constitute a measurement series. For the third series of source position

reproducibility measurements, each trial was initiated by reprogramming the source to the

same predetermined position. The number of trials restriction therefore did not exist for

this measurement series. Fo¡ the fìrst two measurement series, each data point is the
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average of 40 readings, while for the third measurement series, each data point is the

average of45 readings.

5.1.2 Results

5,1,2.1 Stage Position Reproducibility Measurements

The detector output voltage from the first stage position reproducibility measurement

series is plotted in Figure 5.2. Not shown are the data for the second and third

measurement selies, which are similar to Figure 5.2.7! can be seen that the data for the

five trials overlap, indicating a highly reproducible stage position. The data were

analyzed by fitting a straight line to the rising portion of the curve in each of the trials,

This served to further reduce the effect of noise in the detector output voltage. The

position at which the fitted line crossed 0.05 V (approximately halfuay up the curves in

Figure 5.2) was found for each trial. The standard deviation (SD) in this position was

calculated fo¡ each measurement series and is summarized in Table 5.1. As can be seen,

the translation stage position is very reproducible with a maximum imprecision of 0.003

mm.

5,1,2.2 Source Position Reproducibility Measurements

The detector output voltages for the source position reproducibility measurement series

are plotted in Figure 5.3 as a function of translation stage position. As can be seen, the

data for the different trials do not overlap as they did for the stage position reproducibility

measurements. The source position reproducibility was assessed using the techniques

described in $5,1.2.1. The results ofthe three stage position reproducibility measurement

series are summarized in Table 5.2. It can be seen from the data in Table 5.1 that the enor

introduced by the translatiorr stage is negligible compared to the source position

reproducibility error. Thus the SD values listed in Table 5.2 represent the source

positioning enor. Because the imprecision in the source position is small (0.12 mm or

less), no corections are required in the fourth generation scanner reconstruction

algorithms to account for the small enors in the source position reproducibility.
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Figure 5.2 Detector output voltage for five trials plotted as a function of
translation stage position fo¡ the first stage position reproducibility
measurement series. The source was not retracted into the treatment unit
between trials. The vertical offset is due to scattered radiation reaching the
detector prior to the source reaching the slit. The error in the
measurements is smaller than the plotted points.

Stage Position Number
Reproducibility Series of Trials

SD (run)

1 5 0.0023

2 5 0.00091

3 5 0.0031

Tabte 5.2 Source Position Reproducibility Measurements

Source Position
Reproducibílity Series of Trials

Number SD (mm) Source Retraction

1

2

3

6

7

15

0.r2

0.030

0.097

interrupt & resume

intemrpt & resume

new treatment
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Figure 5.3 Detector output voltage plotted as a function ofthe translation
stage position for the three source position reproducibility measurement
series. Plots (a) and (b) consist of 6 and 7 trials respectively. For these
measurements the source \ryas retracted and extended using the "intemrpt"
and "¡esume" features. Plot (c) consists of 15 trials where the source was
retracted using the intemrpt feature and sent out again by programming a
new treatment. The vertical offset is due to scattered radiation reaching the
detector prior to the source reaching the slit. The error in the
measurements is smalle¡ than the plotted points.

5.2 Source Size Measurements
When imaging an object using a CT scanner, the detector and source size provide an

inherent limit to the achievable in-plane spatial resolution in the reconstructed image.

Although the HDR BT manufacturer provides the le2h source dimensions, they must be

experimentally verified. The source movement in the fourth generation scanner requires

that the source length dimension be aligned with the tomographic slice plane, and that the

source width dimension be perpendicular to the slice plane. Therefore, the source length

will determine the in-plane beam profile, while the source width will affect the slice

thickness. The length dimension is particularly important because no additional in-plane

collimation of either the source or the detectors is used in the fourth generation scamer,

as this would greatly complicate the mechanical design. The only collimation is that used

to define the slice width, as described in the next section,
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Figure 5.4 Diagram showing the translation of the catheter and the source
with respect to the collimator slit for the (a) source length measurements
and (b) source width measurements.

5.2.1 Theory

The source length and width were measured as shown in Figure 5.4, by translating the

source lengthwise and widthwise, respectively, past the same collimator used for the

source position reproducibility measurements. Detector output was recorded as a function

of source position.

The effect of the collimator dimensions, as defined by the lead blocks used in

these experiments must be accounted for when analyzing the measured data. The detector

output as a function of source position can be described as a convolution between the

collimated detector sensitivity and the source intensity distribution function along its

dimensions. As the detector is collimated using a long narrow slit, its sensitivity

distribution is easily modeled as a rect function c(;v) of width 0.25 mm, Assuming that

the re2lr source is uniformly activated within its capsule, the source intensity distribution

can be modeled as a rect function /(x) of length s¡ for the source length measurements,

and as a disc w(-x) of radius s,,, for the source width measurements.

Considering first the source length measurements, the detector output Z, (.r) can

be w¡itten as

V,(x) -- l(x)* c(x') (s.1)

where ¡ denotes the source position. It can be shown that the above convolution results in

a trapezoid with full-width at half-maxirnum (FWHM) of s¡. Thus the effect of the
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collimator slit width is inherently cancelled out in the FWHM measurement, assuming

that both the slit and the source can be modeled as rect functions.

Similarly, the detector output for the source width measurements 2,, (.x) can be

expressed as

V,,,(x) = w1¡-¡* 
"1r1 

.

V,,,(x) = lw(a)c(x - a)da

Written explicitly, this becomes

where

*@)={'[lo '

(s.2)

(s.3)

(s.4)

(s.s)

- s,! < .r < .sìl/

otherwise

and

c(x) = 7¿"¡ç'¡

_lt -0.125<x<0.125

lO otherwise.

The integral in (5.3) can be expanded as follows

0 -oo <.¡r < -s,,, -0.125
r+0.125

tz^lt'- - "' a"

¡+0.125

tz^li¡7a"
r-0.125

[2,!'i, - "' a"
.;r+0.125

0 s,,, + 0.125 <.r < co.

The manufacturer specifìes a source radius of 0.3 mm. As the measured source radius is

expected to approximately equal this value, (5.6) was evaluated for s,,,: 0.25, 0.30 and

0.35 mm. The results of these calculations are shown in Figure 5.5. The FWHM found

for each curve is listed in Table 5.3 along with the source radius. To relate the source

radius to the FWHM of the resulting detector output curve, the equation

s,,,=¡rxFWHM (s.7)

was solved for ¡< for each of the s,,, values. The ¡r values listed in Table 5.3 can then be

used to determine the source radius from the FWHM of the measured detector output.

v.,,(x) =

- s,, - 0.125 < .r < -s," + 0.125

- s," + 0.125 < .n < s," - 0,125 (5.6)

s,,+0.125<rú<s,.,
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Figure 5.5 Plot of the calculated nomalized detector output as a function
of source position assuming a rectangular collimator slit and cylindrical
sources with radii of 0.25 mm, 0.30 mm, and 0.35 mm.

Table 5.3 Source width assessment

Source Radius s,,, (mm) FWHM (mm) K

0.0

0.25

0.30

0.35

0.406 0.616

0.485 0.619

0.566 0.618

This empirical technique for finding the source radius is necessary because determìning

the source radius by deconvolving the measured data with a rect function representing the

slit is inherently error prone.

5.2,2 Method

The length of the source was measured by translating the source lengthwise past the

collimator slit, as shown in Figure 5.4a. The source width was measured by translating

the source widthwise past the collimator slit, as illustrated in Figure 5.4b. As was the case

for the source position reproducibility measurements, the collimator and the detector

were held stationary, while the source was moved past the collimator by means of a

translating stage. Each data point in the source length measurement is the average of 45
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readings, while 100 readings were averaged for each data point in the source width

measurement. The source width is smaller than the source length, thus a larger number of

readings were collected at each translation stage position without exceeding the

maximum source dwell time of 999.9 s. All measurements were corrected for dark

current.

5.2.3 Results

Figure 5.6a shows the detector output voltage plotted as a function of stage position for

the source length measurement. Taking the FWHM to be the source dimension, the

length of the source is 3.58 mm. This agrees well with the length of 3.5 mm specified by

the manufacturer. The solid line in Figure 5.6a is the convolution of two rect functions of

width 0.25 and 3.58 mm, representing the collimated detector sensitivity distribution and

the source length intensity distribution, respectively. The excellent agreement between

the measured data and the convolved rect functions indicates that the rect function

modeling is valid.

Similarly, the detector output for the source width measurements is plotted in

Figure 5.6b. As described above, the effect of the collimator slit width is not inherently

cancelled out in the FWHM measurement and the source width must be determined

empirically. The FWHM of Figure 5.6b is 0.562 mm, which corresponds to a source

radius of 0.35 mm (diameter = 0.69 mm), found using the data in Table 5.3 and (5.7).

This agrees reasonably well with the diameter of 0.6 mm specified by the manufacturer.

The convolution arguments used to extract source dimensions from the measured data

assume that the detector does not record photons prior to the leading edge of the le2lr

source reaching the collimator slit. Transmission through the edges of the collimator, in

addition to the angular lesponse of the collimator, ate two effects that weaken this

assumption. Although the length of the collimator (152 mm) minimized these effects,

neither could be completely eliminated, and as such constitute the main sources of error

in these measurements.

The techniques described here can be used to accurately measure the dimensions

of an ìe2k source. The source length and width were found to be 2%o and. l5o/o larger than

those specified by the manufacturer, Only the source length is important in terms of
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Figure 5.6 Plot of the normalized detector output voltage as a function of
stage position for the (a) source length and (b) source width
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the fourth generation scanner, as discussed in the next chapter. The small discrepancy in

source length is not expected to have a signif,rcant impact on image quality. The source

length measured here is used in $6.2 to determine the high contrast resolution of the

scanner.

5.3 Collimator Design
Collimator design plays an important role in the overall scanner image quality,

influencing factors such as the slice thickness, patient dose, scatter rejection and the

geometric efficiency of the detectors. Thus, careful consideration must be given to the

collimator design parameters, namely, their thickness, spacing and annulus size, while

taking into account constraints such as the maximum source travel distance and the low

¡-ray fluence emitted by the tn'h'source. This section uses calculations and measurements

to design the collimator for the le2k source-based fourth generation scanner.

5.3.1 Design Considerations

Several important and often conflicting factors must be considered when designing the

ring collimator. In the case of a conventional fourlh generation CT scanner, factors that

influence the design include the maximum scan field radius, patient dose and scattered

radiation. In the case of thele2h source-based CT scanner, the low y-ray fluence, high 7-

ray energy and maximum source ring radius must also be taken into consideration.

The four primary design parameters that can be varied in the collimator are the

outer radius Ào and width w of the annular region, the collimator thickness I and the

collimator spacing s, as shown in Figure 5.7. Each of these parameters and their

accompanying restrictions will now be considered.

An important restriction affecting the collimator design is the limitation on source

travel provided by the HDR BT treatment unit. The stepping source can be moved in

steps of 0.25 or 0.5 cm. Clearly, there would be twice the number of radial sampling

positions for 0.25 cm steps compared to 0.5 cm steps for any given source ring radius.

The number of radial sampling positions has a direct impact on the achievable spatial

resolution, as will be discussed in the following two chapters, suggesting that the 0.25 cm
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Front View Side View

Figure 5.7 Schematic of the collimator ring (dark grey) showing the
relative position of the source catheter ring and the CdWOa crystal array
ring. The central axis ofthe scanner coincides with the z-axis.

step size would provide superior resolution. However, the HDR BT treatment unit can

only position the source at a maximum of 48 dwell positions per catheter without

reprogramming, which limits the arc travel provided by each channel to 12 cm when the

0.25 cm step size is used. A total of 18 catheters can be attached to the HDR BT

treatment unit giving a length of 276 cm along which the source can travel. In designing

the scanner it was important to maximize the bore size in order to accommodate large

patients. Thus all of the available dwell positions and catheter channels were used to

yield a source catheter ring of radius R" = (216 cm)/2x = 34.3 8 cm.

A second design constraint is that the detectors must be placed outside of the

source catheter ring, as shown in Figure 5.7. Otherwise, the y-ray pl.roton fluence would

be greatly attenuated by the detector ring. Consequently .R¿ > .R, is required. This

influences the choice of the outer collimator radius.Ro as discussed below.
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5.3.1.1 Outer Collimator Radius .Ro and Annular Region Width rp

The i¡iner collimator radius À¡, outer collimator radius Ro and annulus width w are related

via the expression v =rRo-R¡. Note that the parameters.R¡ and R¿ are constrained by the

source ring radius Rr according to R¡ < R" < Ro.

The outer radius of the collimator ring.Ro equals the detector ring radius R¿, which

in tum determines the number of detectors used. As the solid angle subtended by a

detector element is inversely proportional to the square of the source-to-detector distance,

a larger R, would entail a smaller y-ray fluence impinging on a detector, thereby

increasing the quantum noise. Figures 3.45a, 3.46a and 3.47 a, showing images collected

using our detector are quite noisy. It would not be desirable to use a source-to-detector

distance much larger than the 74 cm used to generate those images. The circumference of
the detector ring must furthermore be chosen in integral multiples of 2.54 cm, as this is

the width of the detector anays. In terms of electronic implementation, it would also be

convenient for the number ofdetectors to be a multiple ofeight since components such as

the MUX can accommodate eight chan¡els per integrated circuit. It was decided

(somewhat arbitrarily) to use 96 detector arrays, resulting in a detector ring radius of rR¿ =

38.81 cm. The collimator ring outer radius was therefore chosen to be R¿ = ¡, = 33.31

cm, resulting in a source-to-detector distance of Rs + Rd = 73.79 cm.

The collimator width influences the amount of scattered radiation, the amount of
oulof-plane patient radiation and the maximum scan field radius. To achieve the best

collimation, the annular region should be as wide as possible. A large value of w will

reduce both the extraneous patient inadiation, as well as the amount ofscattered radiation

reaching the detectors. Although it is desirable to have lr as large as possible, a large

collimator width will reduce the maximum scan field radius. To this end, the in¡er bore

radius -R¡ must be large enough to accommodate the mor.e corpulent patients. A review of

the brachytherapy records at CancerCare Manitoba found 45 cm to be the largest lateral

patient separation recorded to date. Of less significance, it would also be convenient if the

scamer bore were large enough to accommodate an existing patient couch, which is 45.7

cm wide and 8.5 cm thick in the center, tapering to 1.9 cm thickness at the edges.

Calculations evaluating the effects ofvarying collimator widths are caried out below.
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5,3,1.2 Collimator Spacing s

The collimator spacing s determines the tomographic slice thickness. Generally speaking,

a smaller slice thickness will result in greater resolution in the axial direction, while a

larger slice thickness will ¡esult in a smaller dose being delivered to the scanned volume

of the patient, assuming that the same number of photons are used for imaging. In

actuality, the collimator spacing was established by the decision to use 0.8 cm long

crystals ($2.5.3.2). Blocking a portion of their width by using a collimator spacing less

than 0.8 cm is not advisable, because this would reduce the detector output. Increasing

the collimator spacing beyond 0.8 cm does not provide any advantage in terms ofpatient

dose or image quality, but rather increases the amount ofscatter detected, and is therefore

also not recommended. Consequently, s = 0.8 cm was used.

5.3.1.3 Collimator Thickness f

The collimator thickness ¡ detemines the attenuation of obliquely incident primary and

scattered photons. Enough lead must be used to minimize the primary radiation reaching

the patient outside of the slice thickness because this radiation contributes to the dose

received by the patient, but does not contribute useful information to the image.

However, excess lead would result in a heavier collimator, and the design challenges

associated with supporting such a scaruter. Calculations determining the effect of
different collimator thicknesses are carried out below.

5.3.1,4 Collimator Modeling

Figure 5.8 shows a schematic of the most simple collimator design possible, namely,

parallel annuli. As discussed above, the outer radius of the collimator ring was fixed by

the decision to use 96 photodiode arrays, while the source catheter ring radius was

selected on the basis of the maximum allowed source travel distance. In the following

discussion, relative primary radiation intensity profiles are calculated along a line

centered in the scan field and perpendicular to the scan plane (i.e., along the scarìner z-

axis) using various collimator widths and thicknesses.
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C¡oss-sectional view
of the source catheter

,f
s=0.8cm

I<-- 
'Ro =38 81 cm

<-}9------------->
,R, = 34.38 cm 

--tñrñ
Figure 5.8 Schematic of simple parallel plate collimator design.

(5.8)

The radiation intensity along the scanner z-axis was found assuming a point

source and the geometry shown in Figure 5.8. For y-rays incident at angles O" < 0 <
e,=tun'( ,-!J2-) *f,"r" the rays do not intercepl the collimators, rhe l-rayinrensity' lw-4.43)
1(d) is

I @\ n cos'=o 
,

R:

For ¡-rays incident at angles 0 > 0, the attenuation of the ray by the lead collimators

must be accounted for. In this case, the 7-ray intensity was found using

- \ A,"-'tcos'9 ? '1(a)æ . .=4 .

i

(s.e)

where l¡ represents the relative amplitude of the l//'peak in the le2h spectrum with energy

E¡, p¡ is the attenuation coefficient of lead at energy E¡, and d is the thickness of lead

through which the incident /-rays must travel. ln all instances, the beam profile was

normalized to its maximum value, eliminating the proportionality constant implicit in
(5.8) and (5.9). The angle d was convefted to a distance along the z-axis using z = ,rRr

tan(O).

The effect of varying the collimator thickness I is shown in Figure 5.9. The

calculations were performed using s = 0.8 cm, as decided above, and an arbitrarily chosen

width of w = 13.8 cm. As can be seen, there is little reduction in the out-of-plane

radiation for collimator thicknesses greater than 0.4 cm. A collimator thickness of 0.4 cm

or 0.6 cm is therefore recommended.
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.s : 0.8 cm, 1r = 13.8 cm

_ l: 1.0 cm
'''''''' ¡:0.8 cm

-- t:0.6 cm
_.._ t:0.4 cm
_ t:0.2 cm

Distance (cm)

Figure 5.9 Plot of the calculated rclative y-ray intensity at the scan field
center as a function of the axial distance from the tomographic plane for
various lead collimator thicknesses. Note that the I = 1.0 cm and ¡: 0.8
cm lines are superimposed.

l---l s : 0.8 cm, ¡: 1.0 cm

13.8 cm
'''''''' w= 10.0cm

-- w:8.0cm

\

Distance (cm)
Figure 5.10 Plot of the calculated relative y-ray intensity at the scan field
center as a function of the axial distance flom the tomographic plane for
various collimator widths.
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(a)

<_r! _ l3,g cm ___________>

<- 38.81 cm

<- le = 13.8 cm
<- 38.81 cnr

Cross-sectional vierv
ofthe source catheter

34,38 cnr ---------------- ê)
4.43 cm

34.3 8 cm -------------><----->
4.43 cm

Cross-sectionâl view
ofthe source catheter

,t
s=0.8

I

Scanner Axis

Scanner Axis

0= 0.626"

0= 0.626"

(b)

I
s=0.8

I

Figure 5.11 Schematic of (a) the divergent collimator and (b) the
"simplified" collimator. Both compensate for beam divergence.

The effect of varying the an¡ular region width 14l is shown in Figure 5.10. The

calculations ì¡/ere perfomed using s = 0.8 cm, as decided above, and an arbitrarily chosen

thickness of I : 1.0 cm. As can be seen, the greater the width of the annular region, the

nalTower the y-ray intensity profile along the scanner axis. However, increasing the

collimator width beyond 13.8 cm (Ri = 25 cm), would prohibit larger patients flom being

imaged. It is therefore recommended that a collimator width of 1r: 13.8 cm be used.

The collimator shown in Figure 5.8 has the shortcoming that an uÌìnecessarily

large portion of the patient is inadiated, as described in more detail below, which

increases the amount of scatter and the patient dose. A collimator design that takes the

beam divergence into account and reduces the amount of irradiated tissue is shown in

Figure 5.1 la. Machining the lead into a wedge shape is however a considerable

challenge. The design in Figure 5.11b is thus ptoposed as an altemative, where a small

"ledge" at the end of the collimator is used to reduce the slice thickness. The ledge

thick¡ess u = 0.07 cm was chosen to be approximately equal to the additional lead

thickness in Figure 5.1la at 0.75 cm (half the width v of the ledge) from the front of the

collimator. This ledge thickness results in a collimator separation of 0.66 cm at the

collimator face. Further increasing the ledge thickness would attenuate photons that

would otherwise reach the detector, resulting in a reduced detector output. The effect of
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the divergent collimator on the y-ray intensity profile is more clearly shown in Figure

5.12. The solid black lines show the region inadiated by primary photons that will reach

the detector. The distance of 0.38 cm is approximately equal to the image slice

thicknessl. The solid grey lines show the volume irradiated when using the collimator

design of Figure 5.11a, while the dashed grey lines show the volume irradiated when

using the collimator design of Figure 5.8. It can be seen that the volume inadiated is

considerably less for the collimator design ofFigure 5.11a. This is important not only for

reducing patient dose (the dose delivered to tissue outside of the solid black lines in

Figure 5.12 is wasted dose), but also for reducing scatter, which is directly proportional

to the irradiated slice thickness (Johns and Yaffe, 1982). Plots of the expected radiation

intensity profiles along the scanner axis, calculated using (5.8), (5.9) and the collimator

designs ofFigure 5.8 and Figure 5.1lb are shown in Figure 5.13.

Scan¡e¡ Axis Cross-sectional view
ofthe sowce catheter

I
s :0.8

1

<- 38.81 cm

{_ ry = l3.g cnr-_________>

4.43 cm
34.38 cm -------------->

Figure 5.12 Schematic of the divergent and parallel plate (cross-hatched grey)
collimator design. The additional collimation provided by the divergent collimator
is shown in solid grey. Shown is the volume inadiated by (i) the primary photons
that impinge on the detector (region between the solid black lines); (ii) the photons
collimated using the divergent collimator (region between the solid grey lines);
and, (iii) the photons collimated by the parallel plate collimator (region between the
dashed grey lines). Also shown are the thicknesses of these various sections at the
scanner axis. Note that transmission of photons through the collimators has not
been taken into consideration in this figure.

I Note that the efficacy ofsource collimafor for restricting patient iÍadiation to a narrorv, well defured slice
(radiation slice thickness) should only be measured rvith a film (Mccollough and zinl, 1995). The efficacy
ofthe collimator to image (as opposed to just inadiate) a nanorv, rvell-defined slice (image slice thickness)
is measu¡ed using a slice thickness phantom (Mccollough and zink, 1995). The measurements in this
section only prove that the collimator design ofFigure 5.1lb rvill provide a narrower radiation profile than
the collimator design of Figure 5.8. The absolute value of the FWHM is too enoneous to bã called the
radiation slice thick¡ess.
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w: 13.8 cm
(without ledge)

w:l3.8cm
(with ledge)

s:0.8cm,t=1.0cm

Distance (cm)

Figure 5.13 Plot of the calculated relalive y-ray intensity along the scanner
axis as a function of the axial distance from the tomographic plane for the
collimator designs in Figures 5.8 and 5.1 1b.

5,3,1,5 Required Collimator Separation as a Function of Ray Angle

A further consideration is the effect of collimator design on angled rays, as shown in

Figure 5.14. The goal of this section is to ensure that the collimator does not prevent any

of the primary radiation from reaching the detectors for arbitrary detector and source

position pairing. The discussion of collimator separation outlined above assumes that the

source and the detector were directly opposite each other. In practice, most detectors are

not directly opposite the source for a particular source position. Thus, the angle 0

subtended by the detector (see Figure 5.14; note that d lies out of the plane) varies as a

function of þ, where / is the angle between the ray connecting diametrically opposite

source and detector positions and the ray connecting the source with an arbitrary detector

position, as shown in Figure 5.14. The calculations performed here verify that the

collimator separation chosen above is adequate for all values of /. More specificatly, the

minimum collimator separation is detemined for angled rays such that the entire length

of the scintillating crystal (0.8 cm) is still inadiated.

0,)

õ u.5
N

oz

0.0
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Source

Source Catheter Ring

Collimator Ring

Figure 5.14 Schematic of the collimator ring showing the dimensions of
the collimator. Also shown is a ray at angle þ, wherc / is the angle
between the ray corinecting diametrically opposite sou¡ce and detector
positions and the ray connecting the source and a detector.

The locii of points lying along the circular paths at the collimator bore radius,

source catheter ring, and the detector ring are given by

Collimator Bore: x' + y' = (2.5.0 cm)'

Source Catheter Ring: x'? + y' = þl.lS cm)t

Detector Ring: x2 + y2 =(:s.stcm)'

(s.10a)

(5.10b)

(s.10c)

respectively, where the .r and y axes are as shown in Figure 5.14. The source-to-inner

collimator face (SCD) and source-to-detector distances (SDD) along the angled rays can

be calculated fi'om (5.10a), (5.10b) and (5.10c) as follows. The ray emanating from the

source position (x", ¡) at an angle / intersects the collimator face at a point (.r¡, y¡) and

the detectector ring at (x2, y2), as illustrated in Figure 5.14. The SCD and SDD can then

be found using the expressions
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The angle subtended by the detector is then simply
a = (o,s cn)tsoo.

The minimum required collimator separation at the collimator face I is given by

010203040
Ray Argle (/)

Figure 5.15 Plot of the minimum collimator separation as a function of
ray angle.

(s. 1 1)

(s.r2)

(s.13)

(s.14)

and is plotted in Figure 5.15 as a function of ray angle /. As can be seen, the minumim

required collimator separation decreases as a function of /. Thus, the collimator

separation chosen above assuming that the source and the detector are directly opposite

each other (/ =Q) is valid for all values of /.

5.3.2 Methods

Equations (5.8) and (5.9) do not incorporate the effects ofscatter or the finite source size.

Several measurements were performed using the experimental set-up shown in Figure

5.16 to ensure that these effects do not have a large impact on the results predicted by

(5.8) and (5.9). A detector assembly configured to operate with a single crystal coated

3=SCD.d
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Plexiglas Source
Catheter Holder

Lead Collimation

Source Catheter

s:0.8 cm

4.43 cm

38.4 cm

Figure 5.16 Schematic of the experimental set-up used to measure the
effect of different collimator confi gurations.

with Gelcoat was fixed to a translating stage, and stepped in inc¡ements of 1.0 mm past a

prototype collimator at a distance of 38.4 cm (* R¿ for the final scaruter), to mimic the

collection of a radiation intensity profile along the scanner axis. A total of 50 readings

were taken at each position, which were then averaged and conected for dark cunent.

Four different collimator configuations were investigated. These included the collimator

illustrated in Figure 5.1lb; Figure 5.8 using s : 0.8 cm, I = 0.6 cm, w : 13.8 cm; Figure

5.8 using s = 0.8 cm, ¡: 0.6 cm, w : 11.8 cm; and, Figure 5.8 using s = 0.8 cm, ¡ = 0.4

cm, !P = 13.8 cm.

5.3.3 Results

The profile along the scamer axis for the collimator design illustrated in Figure 5.1lb is

shown in Figure 5.17, along with the expected profile, as calculated using (5.8) and (5.9).

The discrepancy between the expected and measured results is due to the detection of 7-

rays scattered f¡om the collimators, and the finite size of the source and the detector,

which were assumed to be infinitesimally nanow in the above calculations. The results

for the remaining collimator configurations are plotted in Figures 5.18 through 5.20. The

tilt in the measured data appearing in Figures 5.19 and 5.20 could be because the path

traversed by the detector was not perfectly perpendicular to the collimators, i.e., the
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source-to-detector position varied as a function of translation stage position, or because

of a change in circuit temperature duúng the course of the measurements.

The measured full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) for all of the plots is listed in

Table 5.4. The collimator configuration of Figure 5.11b yields the best results (nanowest

radiation profile) and will therefore be used in the actual scanner. Comparison of Figure

5.18 with Figure 5.20 demonstrates that an increase in collimator thickness from ¡: 0.4

cm to 0.6 cm has a small influence on the intensity profile. Either thickness could

therefore be used.

Table 5.4 FWHM for various collimator configurations

Collimator Configuration Measured FWHM (cm)

Figure 5.1 1b

Figure 5.8: s:0.8 cm, I = 0.6 cm, rll = 13.8 cm

Figure 5.8: s = 0.8 cm, r = 0.6 cm, w = 11.8 cm

Figure 5.8: s: 0.8 cm, t = 0.4 cm, w: 13.8 cm

2.66

3.t6

4.18

3.22
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Figure 5.17 Plot of the normalized measured detector output þoints) for
the collimator design illustrated in Figure 5.11b and the calculated
detector output (line) along the scanner axis as a function of the axial
distance fi'om the tomographic plane.

-30 -20 -10 0 10 20 30
Distance (mm)

Figure 5.18 Plot of the normalized measured detector output (points) for
the collimator design illustrated in Figure 5.8 (s = 0.8 cm, ¡ = 0.6 cm, v) :
13.8 cm) and the calculated detector output (line) along the scamer axis as
a function of the axial distance from the tomographic plane.
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0.0
-40 -30 -20 -10 0 10 20 30 40

Distance (mm)

Figure 5.19 Plot of the normalized measured detector output (points) for
the collimator design illustrated in Figure 5.8 (s : 0.8 cm, t : 0.6 cm, w:
11.8 cm) and the calculated detector output (line) along the scanner axis as
a function ofthe axial distance ÍÌom the tomographic plane.

0.0
-30 -20 -10 0 10 20 30

Distance (mm)
Figure 5.20 Plot of the measured normalized detector output þoints) for
the collimator design illustrated in Figure 5.8 (s = 0.8 cm, ¡ = 0.4 cm, Ì?:
13.8 cm) and the calculated detector output (line) along the scanner axis as
a function of the axial distance from the tomographic plane.
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Chapter 6

Image Quality
Image quality is based on a complex relationship between noise, dose and high-contrast

spatial resolution. In general, none of these parameters can be individually improved

without influencing the others. In this scan¡er design, many parameters defining image

quality are determined by limitations of the HDR BT treatment unit. It is therefore

important to understand how these limitations affect the image quality. ln addition, fufure

improvements or modifications to the HDR BT treatment unit may be available. The

effect of these modifications on image quality must be understood.

In this chapter, the scanner geometry and data acquisition are modeled in

software. The first image quality parameter examined is the high contrast resolution, as

characterized by a point spread function (PSF) or modulation transfer function (MTF).

High contrast resolution is the ability of the imaging device to spatially distinguish small

closely spaced high contrast objects in the reconstructed image. The effects of scan¡er

design, i.e., detector size and spacing, source length and spacing, as well as

reconstruction filter function are examined. The noise characteristics of the scan¡er are

analyzed by determining the standard deviation (SD) at the centre of uniform Plexiglas

disk images as a function of source shength, number of projections, number of source
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positions, filter function and interpolation scheme, and by using the concept of noise

power spectrum (Ì.IPS). The dose is characterized by means of the computed tomography

dose index (CTDI), which is the radiation dose received by the patient within the scan_ned

volume of interest (Shope et al., 1981). The CTÐI is measured using the prototype

collimators shown in Figure 5,1 1b.

6.1 Simulation Program
Geometric parameters such as the source ring radius, detector ring radius, source

locations and detector locations for the fourth generation le2k source-based CT design

were established in previous sections. The data gathering process associated with this

geometry can be modeled easily in a computerr. This approach provides not only an

estimate of scanner performance, but also an indication of the effect of modiflng the

basic design parameters. Parameters such as the source size, detector size, and spacing

between consecutive source locations and detecto¡ elements can easily be modified to

determine their impact on image quality. An optimal scanner design, which is not

constrained by the HDR BT treatment unit, can be obtained using this procedure.

The computer simulation provides projection data (i.e. transmission

measurements) in a fourth generation CT geometry. The projection data are then rebinned

to an equivalent first generation geometry in order to reconstruct images using a filtered

backprojection method (Banett and Swindell, 1981). Simulated images of wire phantoms

are used to assess the high contrast resolution, and images of uniform Plexiglas disks are

used to quantify the image noise.

6.1.1 Detector Output
Projection data were calculated for cylindrical Plexiglas phantoms of various diameters

aligned with the scarner central axis, as shown in Figure 6.1. The thickness of plexiglas

traversed Çr*,i is determined by calculating the distance

r0,",, = 
^l{r, 

*¡t * O- lrf (6.1)

t The scanne¡ is modeled using a commercial high level programming language softrvare package (IDL
5.3.1, Research Systems, Inc.)
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Source Position
s: (¿,¿)

Figure 6.1 Schematic of the fourth generation scanner showing the
geometry used to determine the detector output.

where pr = (x,yr) and pr = (x,yr) are the intersection points of ray JD with the outer

edge of the phantom (Figure 6.1).

When testing the simulation program, the detector ouþut Z was found by

evaluating (3.103) for Plexiglas thicknesses T¿exi = 0.0,0.5, 1.0, . . .,39.5 cm. These

values are stored in an aftay, and the detector output for arbitrary Plexiglas thicknesses

found by interpolating between the precalculated values. This avoids calculation of the

summation in (3.103) for each ray in the projection, thereby reducing the simulation time.

The errors introduced by this approximation are small. The detector output in the absence

ofan attenuator Z" is equal to (3.103) evaluated for Tpreti = 0.0 cm. The projection dataP

is then generated using

P = - ln(lt lV") . (6.2)

Note that (3.103) accounts for spectral hardening, but not for scattered radiation or the

finite dimensions of the source and the detectors. Scatter is discussed in Chapter 7, and
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the effect of the finite source and detector size is investigated in $6.2. Further details

regarding the detector output for the high contrast resolution simulations and noise

simulations are provided in $6.2.1 and $6.3.1.

6.1.2 Calculation of 4th Generation Geometry Projection Data

Projection data are generated using the fourth generation geometry shown in Figure 6.2a.

The source locations are determined using

.ï"(t,) = R" cos(;,^¿") y"(¡") = A, sin(i,lp,)

and the detector positions are determined using

,oQ) = Ro coslolþo) !¿Q) = Ro sin(iot6o)

where

Lø" = Aþ¿ =
It¿

R":34.38 cm is the source ring radius, rR¿:38.81 cm is the detector ring radius, r¡" is the

number of equally spaced source positions and n¿ is the number of equally spaced

detectors in the ring. (Note that it would have also been possible to vary R" and R¿;

however, this option was not investigated.) For each detector location, a predetermined

number of rays joining to source positions on the opposite side were sampled to form a

fan-beam projection. This was repeated for all detector positions to yield n¿ fan-beam

projections.

A parallel beam filtered-back projection method was used to reconstruct images

from the projection data. This requires rebinning of the fourth generation fan-beam

projection data into a first generation parallel beam format as follows.

The fourth generation projection data is described in terms of ¿. and /, as shown

in Figure 6.2a. The parameter x,. is the perpendicular distance from the center of the

detector and source ring to the ray SD connecting the source and a detector, and / is the

angle between .9D and the x-axis. These parameters are given by

2tt

ns

i, =0,1,2,...,n" (6.3)

io =0,7,2,...,n0 6.4)

(6.5)

6 = r^n.( Y,G)- YoQo)\
' [r"(¡,) -xo!o) )

x" = R¿ sin?

(6.6)

(6.7)
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o=þ-þ¡

Ór =i¿LÓ¿. (6.e)

(a)

Detector position
D = (xo, yo)

(b)

Figure 6.2 (a) Schematic of the fourth generation scanner showing the
definition of x,' and /. (b) Schematic showing the defrnition of the sample

spacing Á,r,, which is the perpendicular distance from the center of the

detector and source ring to the ray S,,",r*rDo. Note that the spacing

between the source positions has been exaggerated for illustration
purposes.
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Detector position

. D,=(xd',yd,)

Source position
.t'= (-r,',y,')

Figure 6.3 Schematic of the first generation scanner showing the
defìnition of x', and þ'.

The first generation projection data is described in terms of .r.' and /', as shown

in Figure 6.3. The parameter -r,' is the perpendicular distance between the scarìrìer centre

and the ray ,S'D' connecting the source and the detector, and, þ' is the angle belween

,9'D' and the -r-axis. These parameters are described by

and

where Àr"' is the spacing of the source and detector positions for the first generation

scan¡er geometry, I, has a range such that the object is completely encompassed for all

projection angles, iro, is the number of projections in the first generation scanner

geometry and Lþ' = 2tr I na. is their angular spacing.

x,'= i,ax,'

þ'= iøLó'

i" =..., -2, -1,0,1,2,...

iø =0'l'2, " ',nø'

(6.10)

(6.1 1)
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The rebinning process involves interpolating the fourth generation projection data

P(x,,þ) to find the first generation projection vafues p(x,,,þ,) (Banett and Swindell,

1981). The rebinning process was achieved by first calculating ¿. for each ray in the

fourth generation geometry using (6.7). Interpolation was then performed in the ¿.

direction for all rays within a projection (Figure 6.4a) to yield an intermediate anay

pG,',h with projection data at the desired first generation ;r,' values, and intermediate

S val,tes, where / (found using (6.7) and (6.8)) is the angle of the ray associated with

each x,' value. A second linear interpolation (Figure 6.4b) was performed in the fr-

direction to determine the projection values for the first generation /, values. The

number of rebinned parallel projections n' was chosen equal to the number of detectors

in the ring n¿ i.e., the number ofprojections in the first generation geometry was selected

to equal the number ofprojections in the fourth generation geometry. The sample spacing

Ar,' was chosen to equal Â.x, (Figure 6.2b), unless otherwise stated. This choice was

made because coarser interpolation "throws away" data, and finer interpolation does not

add new data, i.e., it simply generates redundant data.

6.1.3 Image Reconstruction

The filtered backprojection technique requires convolution of the projection data with a

filter function, followed by interpolated backprojection of the data onto an image grid

(Banett and Swindell, i981). It is necessary to filter the projection data prior to

backprojection in order to prevent the blurring inherent in the backprojection process

(Herman, 1981). The rebinned projection data are filtered using a Ram-Lak (Bracewell

and Riddle, 1967; Ramachandran and Lakshminarayan an, 1971; Barrett and Swindell,

1981) or a Shepp-Logan (Shepp and Logan, 1974; Barett and Swindell, 1981) filter. The

Ram-Lak (RL) filter is given by

(6.t2)

where.r"'istheperpendiculardistancefromtheprojectionraytotheorigin(Figure6.3),

.f¡¡ =I/2tx,' and Á;r,' is the spacing between adjacent parallel rays. The Shepp-Logan

(SL) filter is given by

Q 

^, 
@,, ) = r"r ; "\7,-_:: 

) 
- ú yJ44
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Figure 6.5 Plot of the RL and SL filter in the ffequency domain as a
function of nomalized frequency (Barrett and Swindell, 1981).

oì

qn.',) =-8fÍlt-+f rl,':¡<z"lr','¡l (6.13)E | 16flx,"-t l
Assuming a bandlimited reconstruction where /, =1/2Lx,' , and recalling that

x,'= i"/:xi , the above expressions reduce to

lri,, r- =o

Q^r_ou*,"(i,)=1__!+ i, =11,r3,15,... (6.14)
ln;
[o i, =t2,x4,t6,..

and

4o,u.,"(i*)= -!.Ë[.+.l ,; =0,+1,+2,... . (6.15)z laii -1)
When viewed in the fi'equency domain, as shown in Figure 6.5, the RL filter can be

thought ofas a ramp filter in the sense that it is simply described by
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l¡,1= r,
V,l,.t-

The SL filter given by

Q,"U) = pu(f¡sincQf /zf ,)

Figure 6.6 Sinogram ofan 8.0 cm radius Plexiglas phantom aligned with
the scanner axis. This sinogram shows the unfiltered projection data,
rebinned to first generation geometry.

Chapter 6

o_Ø={"Yl (6.16)

(6.17')

provides greater smoothing of the image than the RL filter because the high frequency

components in the projection data are reduced by the additional sinc term. This

smoothing is important, especially in images with sharp discontinuities, where use of the

SL filter prevents ringing artifacts from appearing in the images. After filtering, the

projection data are backprojected onto a grid to generate an image as described by Banett

and Swindell (1981).

6.1.4 Simulated Images

Two different phantoms were modeled to test the scan¡er simulation progtam. Shown in

Figures 6.6 to 6.9 arc sinograms þlots of the unfiltered projection data as a function of

.r" ' and /') and images of a Plexiglas cylinder aligned with the scan¡er axis and a

Plexiglas amulus offset from the scan¡er axis by (¡", yo) : (1.5 cm, 0.?5 cm). The

sinograms served as a valuable verification tool because they identified errors in the

projection data that we¡e not obvious in the final images. The images shown below, along

with careful checks of each stage in the scanner simulation program verify that the

program is performing the required calculations.
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Figure 6.7 Image of an 8.0 cm radius Plexiglas phantom aligned with the
scarmer axis.

Figure 6.8 Sinogram of a 6.0 cm radius Plexiglas phantom with a

concentric 3.0 cm air core, offset from the scanner axis by (x",¡): (i.5
cm, 0.75 cm). This sinogram shows the unfiltered projection data,
rebin¡ed to first generation geometry,

Figure 6.9 Image of a 6.0 cm radius Plexiglas phantom with a concentric
3.0 cm air core, offset ffom the scanner axis by (¡", yJ : (1.5 cm, 0.75
cm).
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6.2 High Contrast Resolution
The high contrast resolution of an imaging system characterizes its ability to resolve

closely spaced high contrast objects in the image. It is described by the PSF in the spatial

domain and by the MTF in the frequency domain. The high contrast resolution of a CT

scanner is dependent upon several factors including the source size, number of source

positions, detector size, number of detectors and the filter function.

6.2.1 Detector Output for High Contrast Resolution Measurements

The scanner high contrast resolution was assessed by simulating images of a thin dense

wire aligned with the center of the detector ring (i.e., along the scanner axis). In this

simulation, the detector output incorporated the finite size of the source and the detectors.

Both the ¡-ray intensity of the source over its length s¡ and the sensitivity ofthe detectors

over their width d," were assumed to be uniform. Since the wire being imaged is located

at the center ofthe scan plane, the projected dimensions of the source and the detector at

the location of wire are minified as follows,

(6.18)

(6.19)

where R" and R¿ are as shown in Figure 6.2. The beam profile at the center of the detector

ring is given by the convolution of the scaled source intensity distribution of length s¡_""

and the scaled detector sensitivity distribution of width d,,,-," (Banet and Swindell, 19g 1 ;

Rathee et al., 1992) to yield the trapezoid

1

lt
lxpl , s,_," + d,,_,"

d,,,_," 2d,,,_,"
l-_t
lÃ ol . s,-," + d,,-,"

sr-," 2s,_""

,=1,,1=l+l

l+l .1.,1. !+ irs,-"" > d,,-,"

l+l .l-,1. !*+* irs,-," < d'-,"

w(x o) =
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Detector Ring

,//

Figure 6.10 Schematic of the fourth generation scanner showing the geometry
used to determine the detector output when incorporating the effect of the finite
source and detector size. The grey trapezoid represents the beam profile w(;ro ) .

where xo is the distance along the beam profile perpendicular to the ray connecting the

source and the detector (Figure 6.10).

The output for each detector2 depends on the attenuation provided by a wire

located a distance d1 from the beam profile center

, 4x,,, + 8y,,, + C

JA'+B'
which is the perpendicular distance from a point to a line, where the line

(Ax+ By+ C = 0) connects the source and the detector, and the point (.r, y) coincides

with the wire centre, i.e., (x,,, = 0,y* = 0) . The sign of (6.20) indicates whether the line

connecting the source and the detector is located to the right or the left ofthe wire.

The wire is modeled as a disk object of radius Ro,

xz+y2=P2 (6.2r)

where the attenuation provided by the wire is related to its transverse thickness l'(.x)

(Figure 6.10) at a distance x from the wire centre

|(*1=L{$}. (6.22)

(6.20)

" The following analysis is based on Rathee's thesis (Rathe e, lgg2;F(athee et al., lgg2).
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The detector output is then calculated using

V @ ) = [w@ )e- 
t"'(".-d" 

d.x 
o

-L/2

wherc +L/2 = I (",-- + d,,._,")/ 2 defines the edge of the beam profile. The projection data

for a particular detector are given by

(6.23)

(6.24)

, = -,,(v@')\l.z" )
/ Ltz \

| !*G )"-''(',u" d* o I

= _t"l _,, 
II I*a,¡¿', I

\ -¿iz )

which is evaluated using

(6.2s)

where xo_i = lÂxp such thal -L/2!xo_,<L/2. The projection data are filtered,

rebimed to a first generation geometry and backprojected to form an image, as described

in 96,1.

6.2.2 Wire Size

The PSF is defined as the response of an imaging system to a delta function input (Banett

and Swindell, 1981). To this end, the wire used for PSF simulations should be

infinitesimally thin. In practice, however, the wire must be large enough such that it

provides a measurable attenuation. For instance, the wire in the phantom specified by

AAPM has a diameter of 0.2 mm (Purtill, 2001). The purpose of this section is to
determine the width of the wire image as a function of wire diameter. It is anticipated that

the FWHM of the wire image will decrease with decreasing wire diameter until some

lower limit is reached, afte¡ which any further decrease in the wire width will have a

negligible impact on the image FWHM.

( f,*r*, -,¡"-''"'.'-"' 4.", ì
p = -lnl ]:q---r_-- 

|

I I'(*,-,)4", )
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6,2.2,1 Method

Projection data fo¡ all of the PSF images in $6.2 were generated using (6.25) and /y' =

2000. Using a larger number of data points in the summation had a negligible effect on

the width of the PSF. A 51 x 51 pixel image was generated from the projections using a

pixel size of Ap = 0.265 mm. The pixel size was chosen to equal A.:r, / 5 , where Àr, is

defined in Figure 6.2b. This was done somewhat arbitrarily, in the belief that smoother

PSF images would result. h fact, the PSF width is equal to that found using a pixel size

ofÄ-r,, as expected. The image dimensions of 51x51 pixels were chosen to encompass

the entire wire.

For $6.2.2 a total of 768 detector positions and 864 source positions ($2.1) were

simulated using an unscaled detector width of d," = 2.75 mm (Figure 2,5c) and a source

length of st:3.6 mm ($5.2.3). The discrete SL filter (fu = 1/2Ax,': 0.38 lplmm;

L\,':1.326 mm) described by (6.15) was used to filter the rebinned projection data.

6.2,2.2 Results

Shaded surface and greyscale PSF images are shown in Figure 6,11 for wires of radii

0.05, 2.0 and 4.0 mm. The PSFs for the two smaller wires have shaqp central maxima

because the projection spacing is such that the wire is intersected by only a small number

ofrays for each projection. It is often adequate to show a line profile of the PSF since the

PSFs are very nearly circularly symmetric. Horizontal line profrles obtained from the

images of wires of radii 0.05, 0.10, 0.20, 0.50, 1.0, 2.0,3.0,4.0 and 5.0 mm are plotted in

Figure 6.12. Their increasing width with increasing wire size is evident. The effect of

wire diameter is more easily visualized in Figure 6.13 where the FWHM values of the

PSFs are plotted as a function of wire diameter. Figures 6.12 and 6.13 demonstr.ate that

the change in PSF width with decreasing wire radius becomes negligible for wire radii <

0.5 mm. A wire of radius 0.2 mm was used in all subsequent calculations.

The MTFs comesponding to the PSFs shown in Figure 6.12 are illustrated in

Figure 6.14. These were found by taking the absolute value of the Fourier transform of

the PSFs. The frequencies corresponding to 50o/o and 10% of the maximum MTF value

are shown in Figure 6. 15.
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Figure 6.11 Shaded surface (left) and $eyscale representations (right) of the
PSFs generated using wires of radii (a) 0.05 mm, (b) 2.0 mm and (c) 4.0 mm.
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Figure 6. 12 Plots of the point spread profiles for the wire radii listed in the
legend. Note that the profiles for wires of radius < 0.5 mm are
indistinguishable.
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Figure 6.13 Graph showing the FWHM ofìhe ÞSFs plotted as a function
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Figure 6.14 Plot of the modulation transfer functions as a function of ffequency
(line pairs/mm) for the wire radii listed in the legend. Note that the MTFs for
wires ofradius < 0.50 mm are indistinguishable.
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Figure 6.15 Graph showing the 50% and, l}Yo points of the MTFs plotted as a
function of wire radius.
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6.2.3 Source Size and Spacing

In practice, the HDR BT treatment unit only allows 2.5 mm dwell position spacing,

resulting in 864 dwell positions, or 5.0 mm dwell position spacing, resulting in 432 dwell

positions. However, in the simulation, any combination of source sizes and dwell

positions can be implemented.

6.2.3.1 Method

Proj ection data were generated using a total of 768 detectors of width d,,, : 2.j 5 mm. The

images were reconstructed using a discrete SL filter (/N = 0.38 lplmm) as described by

(6.15). PSFs were generated using sources 1.0,1.5,2.0,2.5,3.0,3.6 and 4.0 mm in length

and n, = 432,864, and 1728. The FWHM of the PSF was calculated from each image.

Note that the sample spacing Áx.' when rebinning ÍÌom a fourth generation to a

first generation geometry was held constant even though Âx" (Figur e 6.2b) varied as a

function ofnumber of source positions n". The Áx.' value corresponding to n" = 864 was

used. This was done to eliminate the influence of varying pixel size (recall pixel size Âp

= Ax,.'/5 in $6.2) Íìom the analysis. The effect of varying pixel size on the high contrast

resolution is a subject for future work.

6.2.3.2 Results

The PSFs obtained using different source lengths and n": 864 are plotted in Figure 6.16.

The PSF profiles for n"= 432 and 1728 are similar in appearance. The FWHM of the

PSFs are plotted as a function of source size in Figure 6.17 . The MTFs conesponding to

the PSFs shown in Figure 6.16 are displayed in Figure 6.18. Not shown are the MTFs for

n"= 432 and 1728, which display similar trends to the n" = 864 MTFs. Figure 6.19 plots

fhe 50% and 10%o MTF points as a function ofsource size for z" :432,864 and 1728. As

can be seen, the PSF broadens with increasing source size and decreasing number of
source positions. Note that the decrease in FWHM with increasing number of source

positions is an afifact of aliasing in the projection data, i.e., fhe n" : 432 and 864 images

are aliased. Increasing the numbe¡ of source positions should have a small effect on the

PSF after the radial sampling is adequate. The trend displayed in Figure 6.17 suggests
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Figure 6.16 Point spread profiles for n, = 864 and the source lengths listed in
the legend.
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Figure 6.18 Plot ofthe modulation transfer functions for ir":864 and the source
lengths listed in the legend.

that the decrease in FWHM with increasing number of source positions becomes less

pronounced with a large number of source positions, i.e., the cost-benefit ratio increases

with a large number of source positions. Also, a smaller source length becomes more

important if the number ofsource positions is increased.

6.2.4 Detector Size and Spacing

Unlike the source size and spacing, which can be varied independently, the detector size

and spacing are linked. Although it is possible to have gaps between the detectors, this

would result in wasted photons. It is not possible to have overlapping detectors.

Therefore, the number of detectors ru¿ and detector width d,, are related by no.d,,,=2¡po,

where R¿ is the radius ofthe detector ring, as established in Chapter 5.

6.2.4.1 Method

The width of the PSF was examined as a function of number of detectors and detector

size. The images were reconstructed using a discrete SL filter as described by (6.15).

PSFs were generated using detectors four active elements (Figure 2.5c) wide (d,,,:5.9

t.0
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Figure 6.19 Graph showing the 50% and L1%o points of the MTFs plotted as a
function of source length for number of source positions n, = 432, 864 and l'728.

trffi, nd:384), two active elements wide (d," = 2.75 mm, n¿:768), and one active

element wide (d,,= 1.175 Í \, nd= 1536). Because the Ie2lr source length is much greater

than the detector width forn¿=1536, arbitrary source lengths ofs¡ = 1.3 mm and 1.0 mm

were also examined.

6.2.4.2 Results

The PSF profiles obtained by varying the detector size, number of detectors and source

length are shown in Figure 6.20. As can be seen, the PSF becomes narower when

increasing the number ofdetectors from 384 to 768. Increasing the number ofdetectors to

1536 offe¡s little improvement because the source size of 3.6 mm dominates the FWHM

of the beam profile. More specifically, the FWHM of the beam profile at the scan¡er

center is equal to the larger of the scaled source length s/-rc or detector width 4,,_"".

However, if the source length is decreased, the width of the PSF decreases with further

reduction in detector width. The corresponding MTFs are shown in Figure 6.27.

''.^.

..^
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Figure 6.20 noint .p."ua pÍJ',r,r=": lJ:ffiJ3;J::',:,';i,]i"ffi". *,0,n, *o
number ofdetectors. r?s = 864 for all of the plots.

6.2.5 Filter Function

Both the SL and RL filters described above were examined by substituting various values

ofl¡ into (6.12) and (6.13). A smaller/¡ value allows a smaller fiaction of high frequency

information to be reconstructed, resulting in a broader PSF, while a larger value of/¡¿ will

sha¡pen the image. As described above, the SL filter attenuates the high frequency

components more effectively than the RL filter. It is therefore expected that the PSF

generated using a RL filter will be nanower than that generated using a SL filter.

6.2,5.1 Method

Projection data were generated using 768 detectors and

unscaled detector width and source length were 2.75 mm

Chapter 6
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and 3.6 mm respectively. A
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Figure 6.21 Graph of the modulation transfer functions for various source
lengths, detector widths and number ofdetectors. n, = 864 for all of the plots.

number of different/¡ values were investigated for both the SL and RL filters. The value

/N : 0.38 lplmm conesponds to the Nyquist Íìequen cy f¡¡ for the sampling frequency

used, i.e., f u = 1 I Ztx = | / 2(L326 mm) = 0.38 lp/mm.

6.2.5,2 Results

The PSFs generated using a SL f,riter are shown in Figure 6.22.The PSFs generated using

a RL filter (not shown) are similar in appearance. The FWHM values of the PSFs

generated using both a SL and RL filter are plotted in Figure 6.23 as a function of/,,ø. As

can be seen, the FWHM of the PSFs generated using a SL filter are broader than those

generated using a RL filter. In addition, the FWHM increase with decreasing /¡¡ as

predicted above. The MTFs corresponding to Figure 6.22 are shown in Figure 6.24. The

MTFs found using a RL filter (not shown) are similar to those generated using a SL filter.

The frequencies conesponding to 50% and 10% of the maximum MTF values are plotted

in Figure 6.25.
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Fig:ure 6.22 Plot ofthe point spread profiles for the SL filter and the/¡ values
listed in the legend
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Figure 6.23 The FWHM of the PSF plotted as a function of/¡ for the SL and
the RL filters.
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Figure 6.25 Graph showing the 50% and 10%o points of the MTFs plotted as a
function of/,,¿ for the SL and RL filters,
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6.3 Noise

A CT image of an object of uniform composition will contain a distribution of CT

numbers due to effects such as beam hardening, artifacts and quantum mottle (Zatz,

1981; Hanson, 1981). Quantum mottle or noise due to the random number of detected

photons is of particular interest here. Image noise in CT is affected by the factors that

determine the number ofphotons detected per ray-sum including source strength, source-

to-detector distance (diameters of the source and detector rings), sampling interval (scan

time), slice thickness (collimator design), detector efficiency and detector size. Image

noise in CT is also affected by the shape and culoff frequency of the convolution filter in

the filtered backprojection method of image reconstruction. An analysis of image noise is

important, as image noise directly affects the low contrast resolution of a CT scanner

(Hanson, 1981), which is the ability to distinguish between regions with small differences

in attenuation coeffrcient (Zatz, l98l).

This section consists of tkee components. First, three different approaches are

presented for incorporating noise into the simulated images. Next, the standard deviation

(SD) in the central region of simulated Plexiglas phantom images is determined as a

function of source strength, number of projections, sample spacing, {ilter function and

interpolation method. Finally, noise power spectra (ltIPS) of CT image noise are

generated using different filter functions and interpolation methods. (The effect of

different numbers of source and detector positions on the NPS will be considered in the

future.) Noise analysis was performed using first generation as well as fourth generation

scanner geometries because theoretical expressions exist describing the SD and NPS for

the first generation geometry. Agreement between the first generation results and the

theoretical expressions provides validation ofthe analysis methods being used.

6.3.1 Generation of Noise Images

Images incorporating quantum mottle were generated by modeling both a first generation

and a fourth generation scanner, and employing three approaches to incorporate noise

into the projection data. The first approach uses a Gaussian random number generator to

add noise to the first generation projection data in the absence ofan object. This approach
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was implemented solely to validate the computer simulation used in this thesis, more

specifically, for comparison with the results produced by Kijewski and Judy (1987), who

also used this approach to generate noisy images. The second approach simulates images

of a Plexiglas disk object using both first generation and fourth generation scarmer

geometries. Noise was incorporated in the projection data based on the number of

photons trânsmitted through the Plexiglas disk and assuming Poisson counting statistics.

For the final approach, noise was added to the projection data by scaling the noise in

experimental data ($3.3), which includes both quantum and electronic noise.

6.3.1.1 First Generation Scanner

Image noise was examined for a first generation scanner before performing any noise

analysis on the fourth generation scarner because theoretical expressions exist describing

the SD and NPS for the frrst generation geometry. Agreement between the first

generation results and the theoretical expressions provides validation of the analysis

methods being used.

The fìrst generation scanner used to generate the noise images is a simplification

of the fourth generation scanner described in $6.1. As was the case for the fourth

generation scanner, the source and detector positions are known. Their locations with

respect to the scamer isocentre can be described in the rotated coordinate system þ-axis

parallel to the ray connecting the source and the detector) by

x,(t) -- l\x /" 0) = Ã,

xd(l)=lA:( !o(l)= R,

I = 0,1,2,..., L

I = 0,1,2,..., L

(6.26)

(6.27)

where R" is the distance ffom the source to the scanner centre, À¿ is the distance from the

detector to the scanner centre, ¿ is the number ofsource and detector positions and Àv is

the distance the source-detector assembly steps between measurements, i.e., the sample

spacing. The projections are denoted by "¡ 
: 0, 1, 2, . . ., -/ with angular spacing

Ló = tr / ¡ . Note however that no angular dependence has been incorporated into the

above expressions as the object being scanned is circularly sl,rnmetrical, and the

projections therefore have no angular dependence.
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Source Position
,S : (n", /")

Detector Position
D : (rr, yo)

Figure 6.26 Schematic of the first generation scanner showing the
geometry used to determine the detector output.

The thickness of Plexiglas Çi.*i traversed by a particular ray (Figure 6.26) is

calculated as follows

(6.28)

where.R, is the radius of the Plexiglas disc object. This thickness is used to determine the

detector ouþut for calculating the projection data. A total of-/projections were generated

for each image. The projections were filtered using Ram-Lak and Shepp-Logan filters as

described in $6.1.3 and backprojected onto a Cartesian grid to generate an image.

6.3,1,2 Noise-Only Images

The first set of images incorporating noise are generated using a technique described by

Kijewski and Judy (1987), where the object information is subtracted leaving only a noise

image. These are refened to as noise-only (NO) images in the subsequent discussion. The
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projection data are simply Gaussian random numbers, the justification for which is

provided by Riederer et al. (1978) and summarized below.

Projection data including the effect ofnoise are given by

(6.2e)

where .À/" is the mean number of photons incident on an object, l rrø + n¡ is the number of

transmitted photons with mean N, and r¡ is a zero-mean random number from a Poisson

distribution with a standard deviation oo given by

o¡ ='JN ' (6.30)

As the number of incident photons is about one magnitude larger than the number of

transmitted photons, the random fluctuations in .Ày'-" are ignored for the sake of simplicity.

ln the limit of a large number of photons, Gaussian, rather than Poisson counting

statistics can be used. In this case

n=RolN (6.31)

where R6 is a zero mean Gaussian random number with unit variance (Riederer et al.,

i978). Equation (6.29) can then be rew¡itten as

P=-hlNj'lt¡/"l

/- 
-\p=_lnf ¡¿+&.J¡¿ 

I

[N" )

=-hgl'.&ì¡/"I Jñ)

=-r"4-*l'.&lN" l. Jrl
For noise calculations, only the noise is of interest. Subtracting the

(Riederer et al,,1978), namely,

lrom (6.32) yields

where the last approximation is valid as .Ro << úy' . Providing

constant over the projection, which can be achieved by using

Chapter 6
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P =-lnl :-l(¡/",

Po = -ln(l+Rc /./N)

-Ro/.lN

(6.32)

average signal

(6.33)

(6.34)

JN remains relatively

a beam shaping wedge
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(Riederer et al., 1978), the JF in the bottom line of (6,34) acts as a scaling facror to

determine the magnitude of the noise. The approach for incorporating noise into the

projection data described here is used only for generating simulated NPS for comparison

with the theoretical first generation NPS expression (Kijewski and Judy, 1986), and is not

used to assess the noise magnitude. To this end, tn. J¡¿ is ignored, as was done by

Kij ewski and Judy.

Gaussian random numbers Rc were produced by summing K uniformly

distributed random numbers Ry (James, 1980) produced using a uniform random number

generator (IDL 5,3.1, Research Systems, lnc.) according to

Rc =zRuQ)- K /z (6.3s)

where the subtraction of Kl2 is necessary to ensure a zero mean. A value of K : 12 was

used (James, 1980).

6.3,1.3 Exponential Attenuation tvith Poisson Noise (Theoretically-Based Noise)

The second approach for incorporating noise into the simulated images modeled a disk

object with theoretically based Poisson noise added to the associated projection data.

These images are referred to as theoretical noise (TN) images in the subsequent

discussion. The number of photons incident on each detector is calculated assuming

monoenergetic photons ofenergy 355 keV to yreld ($3.6)

(6.36)

wbere È,,,",0",,, is the power incident on the detector, 1,,,,,=3.36x 10-ll Gy.mt/(mCi.s)

is the exposure rate constant of te2Lr, A : 2.2 x l}-s m2 is the detector area, l" is the

source strength in mCi, d is the source to detector distance in m, (p",, I p)r, u,r,oo=

0.OO29l4 m2lkg is the mass attenuation coefficient of air at 355 keV and (e/W).,, :
1/33.97 ClJ . The number of photons N-o incident on a detector then can be found using

_(r,",,,¿¿,\ l( r_\ ( "\ ¿
"n'a"r -l rl' )f lV ),,,r",.",,1w ).,,;

N = "n"¡¿'u O," E/photon

where E/photon = 355 keV = 5.68 x 10-ra J and LT = 0.097952 s is the integration time

for data collection using a 10 Hz sampling frequency. Evaluating (6.37) yields

(6.37)
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ñ. = r4.9 A, / dz (6.38)

photons incident on each detector in the absence of an attenuator. The mean number of
photons transmitted through the Plexiglas object is calculated using

fi = ¡¡,"-r','*'r¡'' (6.3e)

where p p*,i =0.129 cm-t is the linear attenuation coefficient of Plexiglas at 355 keV and

4r".¡ is the thickness of Plexiglas traversed, calculated using (6.28) or (6.1), depending

upon whether a first or fourth generation geometry is used. Noise is incorporated by

adding ru as given by (6.3 i) to N and the projection data are then calculated using (6.29).

6.3.1.4 Experimental Detector Output and Noise (Experimentatly-Based Noise)

The third approach for incorporating noise into the simulated images modeled a disk

object with experimentally measured quantum and electronic noise added to the

projection data. The goal is to use existing experimental data to calculate the mean

detector output and SD for arbitrary source strength 1", source-to-detector distance d, and

Plexiglas thickness Tptui. Images generated using this approach are referred to as

experimental noise (EN) images.

Measurements of the detector output and its associated SD as a function of

Plexiglas thickness using collimation similar to that proposed for the final scanner are

described in $3.6.2.1 and $3.3.1.1, respectively. A source strength of A"-,,,"o, = 5.3 Ci and

a source-to-detector distance of du,"n, = 0.825 m were used to collect these data. The

experimentally measured detector output voltage 2,,"o, described in $3.6.3.1 can be

modeled as a function of source strength l"-,,,,o", source-to-dotector distance d,,,"o, aÍd

Plexiglas thickness Zr¡.,i using

(6.40)

vthere f (T o¡",t) is a function accounting for the attenuation and scattering in Plexiglas

and v is a proportionality constant, incorporating factors such as 1,,,,,, the luminous

efficiency of CdWOa and the photosensitivity of the photodiode. It follows that the

detector output for an arbitrary source strength l" and source-to-detector distance d can

be calculated using

v,,,"." (A"-,,".,, d,,*,,T r,",,) = v. f (T 0,"ì *
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V (A", d,T oø,t) = v . f (T ¿*,) (6.41)

When combined with (6.40), (6.41) becomes

V(A",(t,Tpr^)=V,,,"",(A"-,,"",,d,,,"^,Tø*,) +"-+ 6.42)

Ifthe ray from the source to the detector does not intersect the object, (6.42) becomes

r/(A",d,o)=v,,,"",(s.3ci,o.tzs^,Ð.0-1È4' g.43a)

where V,,,"n,(5.3 Ci, 0.825 m, 0) is the experimentally measured detector output for Zpr".i =

0 m. If the ray from the source to the detector intersects the Plexiglas disk phantom, the

detector output at arbitrary Plexiglas thickness Çr"*i is found by interpolating the data in

Figure 3.39 to {tnd I/,,,"o,(5.3 Ci, 0.825 m, Toørù, and then scaling this value according to

V ( A 
", 

d, T 06,) = V,,,",, (5. 3 Ci, 0. 825 ^,r r,", ¡. 
9## # (6.43b)

The next step is to determine the SD in the detector output as a function of source

strength, source-to-detector distance and Plexiglas thickness. The measured SD in the

detector output o,,,"",(,1"-,,,"",,a,,,*, ,f ¿^,) as described in g3.3.1.1, is given by

1"
tLV, -,,,"", r ¿ 

",, "",, 
d,*^, r ¿*) - 4,," 

", 
ç,t, -,,,"",, d,,,"",, r 

o,"r ))'
o,,"",(A,-,,,,.,, tt,,,*,,7,^,) = li'"ï N-l

(6.44)

where V,,,"",(A"-^*,, d.*,,T¿*) is the mean measured voltage from 250 measurements of

YF,,".,(4"-,,,"",,d* ,T0,^,). The SD in the measured detector output

o,,,"",(e"-,,,"",,a,,,*, ,Tr^,) is a consequence of quantum noise on-,,,","(A"-,,""",a,**,f ¿*,)
and electronic noise o","",.o,,¡", where the latter is independent of source shength, source-

to-detector distance and Piexiglas thickness. The SD in the measured detector output can

therefore be written as

o,,,"",(t"-,,,".,, a,,,*,,r a^) = ffi . 6.a5¡
where o 

","",,.o,,," 
*ll5 pY from $3.2. Modeling the quantum noise as

A"

d2

oi-,,"",{.e,-,,"",,a 
^*,,r ¿^) = k(r,à +#, (6.46)

the thickness dependent faclor k(T r¡",i) can be found from the experimental data using

0,r,,".,, =.0ffPþ;,"" þ.: ci, o.s zs^,r0,",,)- 4,*.,^). 6.47)
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The value of k(T oø,i) at arbitrary Plexiglas thicknesses is found by interpolating between

the k(To¡",t) values found from the experimental measurements. The quantum noise in

the detector output for an arbitrary Plexiglas thickness, source-to-detector distance d and

source strength l" can then be found using

o;(A,,d,T,k)= Kr,à#
to yield a total noise o(A",d,T,,*,) of

o(l",a,r,,",,) = k(r,,",,¡ 4 + oj"",,",,,"

Noise is incorporated into the simulation by multiplying the SD found using

$A\ by a random number .Rc as given by (6.35). This value is then added to

V(A",d,Teb,t) calculated using (6.43a) or (6.43b) and the projection data determined

using

" 
= -'( v(A.,d,o)

(6.50)

6.3,1,5 First and Fourth Generation Images

Simulated images were required for the SD and NPS analysis carried out in $6.3.2 and

$6.3.3, Figure 6.27 shows a sample first generation image for each of the th¡ee

approaches used to incorporate noise into the images. No object is visible in the noise-

only image ($6.3.1.2), because the detector signal has been subtracted, leaving only

noise. The computer generated theoretical noise image ($6.3.1.3) of a disk object appears

smooth with no ar1ifacts. The rings appearing in the Plexiglas phantom of the

experimental noise image ($6.3.1.4) are present because the data in Figure 3.39 þlot of

the detector output as a function of Plexiglas thickness for "scamer collimation"

conditions) are not completely smooth. The mottle appearing in Figure 6.27b is

considerably less than that appearing in Figure 6.27c because the theoretical noise

analysis assumes a larger number of photons incident on the detectors than the

experimental noise analysis. This is due to the approximations associated with (6.36), as

outlined in $3.6.1. Sample theoretical noise and experimental noise images generated

using a fourth generation scanner geometry are shown in Figure 6.28. Note that their

(6.48)

(6.4e)

)

V (4", d,T ou,i ) + o(4", d,T 0,",, ). Ro
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Figure 6.27 First generation scanner
images of (a) noise only, a 10.0 cm
radius Plexiglas phantom
incorporating (b) theoretical noise,
and (c) experimentally measured
noise. All images were generated
using lc :7.5 Ci, a Shepp-Logan
filter, linear interpolation, J = 350,
Á.r = 0.1 cm and pixel size Ap =
0.1 cm.

Figure 6.28 Fourth generation scanner images of a 12.5 cm radius
Plexiglas phantom incorporating (a) theoretical noise and (b)
experimentally measured noise, generated using a Shepp-Logan filter,
linear interpolation, A":7.5 Ci, J = 768, Ax, :0.1326 cm and pixel size
LP:0.1326 cm.
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appearance is very similar to the first generation images shown in Figure 6.27 . However,

there are subtle differences that will be discussed in the next sections. Note that the

mottle appearing in Figure 6.28b is of the o¡der expected for actual images generated

using the l92Ir source-based scarmer.

6.3.2 Standard Deviation Analysis

Calculating the SD provides a quick and easy method of characterizing image noise. In

addition, a simple equation can be found that predicts the effect of parameters such as the

number ofphotons, filter function, number ofprojections and sample spacing on the SD

at the center of a uniform disk image for a first generation geometry. This section first

compares the predictions of the SD expression to the simulated SD in first generation

geometry disk images. After having verified the noise analysis technique for a first

generation geometry, this section examines the effect of number of photons, filter

function, number of projections, sample spacing and interpolation scheme on the SD at

the centre of simulated foufih generation geometry disk images.

6.3.2.1 Theory

Gore and Tofts (1978) and Barrett and Swindell (1981) have described the propagation of

noise in the projection data through the filtered backprojection reconstruction method.

Using their analysis, the SD can be calculated for each stage of the reconstruction

process, as outlined in Appendix A. This derivation yields the following expression

describing the variance at the centre ofan image

o:.to.ot=^þ'!'ii40P"' -2 L¿ L¿ rt7t j=o t=-Ø tY ï
(6.51)

where q' (/) is the filter function as described by (6.1a) or (6. I 5), and N-u is the number

of transmitted photons. For a circular disc object, N, is independent of the projectionj,

and changes very little with i over the significant non-zero values of q'?(i) because the

pathlength through the object is approximately constant near the center of the disk.

Therefore l/u 
= il', and

oi1o,o¡=!ó'É *îiø,r¡l rc,s2)af z) 22'7t lY ^, ;-^ t- ^
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Substituting Lþ = n I ¡ into (6.52) and carrying out the summation overj yields

o,,(o,q=+i,q,o. (6.s3)P" ' N, l-'
The summation in (6.53) can be evaluated analytically. As the cut-off frequency of the

filter is usually half the sampling frequency, i.e., f, =112¡*, it can be shown that for the

Ram-Lak (RL) and Shepp-Logan (SL) filters

so that (6.53) becomes

62

Zlq*Q¡l'=o.oß3b

tln,,tof =o'oso66#

0.08333n'zd; (U,U) = =":----^-
JNoi Lx'

(6.s4)

(6,55)

and

0.05066 z2
ou., (t)'0) =-ñr. *- (6.56)

for the RL and SL filters, respectively.

Equations (6.55) and (6.56) indicate that the SD at the center ofa CT disk image

decreases with increasing number of photons (.Àr'', æ A,LT /d2; l" = source activity,

ÂZ = integration time, d = source-to-detector distance) and correspondingly, increasing

dose. This is in contrast to planar radiographs where the SD increases with increasing

number of photons3. The reason for this is that in CT we are calculating a reiative

quantity, i.e., projection data. Thus the image brightness does not increase with

increasing number ofphotons, as is the case for a planar radiograph. Equations (6.55) and

(6.56) further indicate that the SD decreases with increasing number of projections -/.

Assuming that the number of photons per ray sum remains constant, an increasing

number of projections will also result in an increased dose. Note that the SD increases

with increasing number of source and detector positions. ln this instance, the noise

increases with increasing dose. However, this is only due to the effect of the filter

3 The SD is not to be confüsed with the SNR, which increases rvith increasing number ofphotons for both
planar radiographs and CT images.
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function on the image. As the sample spacing decreases, the cut-off fiequency ofthe filter

increases, resulting in noise at higher spatial Íïequencies in the hltered projection data.

Recall the discussion in $6.2.3 stating that there is minimal improvement in the high-

contrast resolution with increasing number of source positions beyond the Nyquist limit.

Since a further increase in the number of source positions provides no benefit, the

number ofsource positions should be chosen to avoid aliasing but should not be higher.

6.3.2,2 First Generation Scanner

The goal of this section is to verify that the SD at the centre of the simulated images

agrees with the SD predicted by (6.55) and (6.56). This will confirm that the method for

simulating noisy images is correct and can be extended to a fourth generation geomehy.

Method

Using the techlique described in $6,3,1.3, ten 32x32 pixel theoretical noise images,

conesponding to the central region of a 10 cm radius Plexiglas disk were generated for

all permutations of the follolving parameters:

(i) Ram-Lak (RL) and Shepp-Logan (SL) filter;

(ii) linear (LI) and nearest neighbor (NN) interpolation.

For each of the above permutations, the source acti\ify Ac (the relationship between the

source activity and number of photons is given by (6.38); d = 74 cm), the number of

projections ¿ and the sample spacing Á.n,' and were varied follows:

(üi) A" = 5.0, 6.25, 7.5, 8.7 5 and i0.0 Ci; -¡= 350; À-r"' : 0. 1 cm;

(iv) A" : 7 .5 Ci; J = 200, 250, 300, 400 and 450; Â.¡r"' = 0. I cm;

(v) A":7.5 C¡' J = 350; 
^-r"': 

0.06, 0.08, 0.12 and 0.14 cm.

Note that for a first generation scarìrier geometr¡ the sample spacing Â.n, ' and the

number of ray sums per projection Z required to encompass the object are related, i.e.,

increasing Á.:c,' requires a smaller number of source and detector positions, and vice

versa. The number of ray sums per projection was always chosen to be adequate to

encompass the entire Plexiglas disk. The reconstruction pixel size Âpwas set equal to
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A.:r, ' . The effect of varying pixel size on the SD was not examined. The SD of the central

25x25 pixels was found for each ofthese images.

Results

Figures 6.29, 6.30 and 6.31 show the SD, averaged over ten images, plotted as a function

of source strength, number of projections and sample spacing, respectively. The error

bars show the SD in the ten SD values. The theoretical SD calculated using (6.55) and

(6.56) appears as a solid line in the plots.

The plots of SD versus source strength l" (Figure 6.29) show that the SD

decreases with increasing l" as expected. The SD of the images generated using LI is

smaller than that of the images generated using NN inte¡polation because LI provides

greater smoothing than NN interpolation. Both the NN and LI points agree well with the

trend predicted by (6.55) and (6.56). The difference in magnitude between the theoretical

and the simulated SD values occurs because the theoretical expressions do not take any of

the interpolation required for backprojection into account.

The plots of SD versus number of projections -/ (Figure 6.30), and SD versus

sample spacing Á-r,' (Figure 6.31) show similar behavior in that the trends predicted by

(6.55) and (6,56) are followed for both the NN and LI points. As discussed in 96.3.2.1,

the SD decreases as -Iand Â;r,' increase.

Figures 6.29 to 6.31 demonstrate that the noise incorporated in the first generation

images obeys the predictions of (6.55) and (6.56). This confirms the correctness of the

noise generation technique, indicating that it can be applied to a fourth generation

geometry'with confidence.
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Figure 6.29 Plots of image SD as a function of source strength l" for a first
generation scanner using number ofprojection -I = 350, sample spacing 
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cm, nea¡est neighbor (NN) or linear inte¡polation (LI) and a (a) RL and (b) SL
filter. The dashed lines represent a power law regression fit through the data, while
the solid lines illustrate the predictions of (6.55) and (6.56).
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Figure 6.30 Plots of image SD as a function of number of projections -/ for a first
generation scanner using source strength A" = 7.5 Ci, sample spacing 
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cm, nearest neighbor (l.IN) or linear interpolation (LI) and a (a) RL and (b) SL
filter. The dashed lines represent a powe¡ law regression fit through the data, while
the solid lines illustrate the predictions of (6.55) and (6.56).
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Figure 6.31 Plots of image SD as a function of sample spacing 4.n", for a first
generation scanner using source strength A" : 7.5 Ci, number of projections .I :
350, nearest neighbor (NN) or linear interpolation (LI) and a (a) RL and (b) SL
filter. The dashed lines represent a power law regression fit through the data, while
the solid lines illustrate the predictions of (6.55) and (6.56).
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6,3.2.3 Fourth Generation Scanner

The goal of this section is to examine the effect of the source strength, number of

projections and sample spacing on the SD at the center of fourth generation Plexiglas

images.

Method

Ten 31x31 pixel imagesa, conesponding to the central region ofa 10 cm radius Plexiglas

disk were generated for all permutations of the following parameters:

(i) Ran-Lak (RL) filter and Shepp-Logan (SL) filter;

(ii) linear (LI) and nearest neighbor (NN) interpolation;

(iii) theoretical noise (TN) $6.3.1.3 and experimental noise (EN) 96.3.1.4.

For each ofthe above permutations, the source strength 1", the number of projections -I,

and sample spacing Á-r, and were chosen as follows:

(iv) A" = 5.0, 6.25, 7 .5, 8.'l 5 and 1 0.0 Cl' J = 7 68 Âx" : 0. 1 326 cm;

(v) A" : 7.5 Ci;./ = 568, 668, 768, 868 and 968; Lx,= 0.1326 cm;

(vi) A" = 7 .5 Ci; J = 7 68; Lx, = 0.0884, 0. 1 091, 0.1527 and 0.7736 cm.

Note that for the fourth generation geometry, the number of detector positions n¿r equals

the number ofprojections -I. The sample spacing Á.r" depends upon the spacing between

the source positions (Figure 6.2b), which is in tum determined by the number of source

positions n". The sample spacing À.n" decreases with increasing number of source

positions and vice versa. The number of source positions corresponding to each of the

A.x, values listed above is as follows: 
^n,:0.0884, 

n, = 1296; 
^-r":0.1091, 

¿" = 1050;

Lt,=0.1326, n" : 864; Lx,=0.I527, tt, = 750; and, Ax,=0.7736, tt, : 660. The

reconstruction pixel size Âp was chosen to equal Á.r,. The effect of pixel size on the

image SD was not examined. The SD ofthe central 25x25 pixels was found for each of

these images. Note that rings appearing in Figure 6.28b occur some distance away from

the center of the disk, while the center of the image is quite uniform; the rings are

therefore not expected to have an impact on the SD values.

a For the fourth-gene¡ation scamer, 31x31 images, rcther thal32x32 images rvere generated as the nearesl
neighbor algorithm rvas more easily implemented for a 3Ix31 image.
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The images generated in this section deliver a variable dose that depends on the

parameters used. ln other words, increasing the number of projections or decreasing the

sample spacing, which requires a larger number of source positions to be used, will
increase the dose, and vice versa. This confuses the interpretation of the results. Thus, an

additional series of simulated theoretical noise ($6.3.1.3) images was generated using a

constant number ofphotons per image n6¡o¡while varying the parameters listed in (v) and

(vi). More specifically, fløtnt =11"'n¿ .e,"uo was held constant by normalizing the number

of photons per ray rp,,",,, accordingto
864 768

Q u.n, = Qaøq.tea n\ t|¿
(6.s7)

Results

Figures 6.32, 6.33 and 6,34 show the SD, averaged over ten images, plotted as a function

of source strength, number of projections and sample spacing, respectively. The error

bars show the SD in the ten SD values.

The SD decreases with increasing source strength l" as shown in Figure 6.32.

This is expected because of the increasing dose with increasing source strength. The

noise is smaller for the LI images than the NN images because of the increased filtration

associated with the former interpolation technique. using a sL filter also results in

decreased noise compared to the RL filter because of the high fiequency roll off
associated with the sL fi1ter (Figure 6.5). Note that (6.36) overestimates the actual output

of the detector as described in $3.6.1; consequently the noise for the theoretical noise

(TN) images is smaller than for the experimental noise (EN) images.

Figure 6.33 plots the SD as a function of the number of projections ./. The SD

decreases with increasing number of projections because of the increasing dose. Figure

6.34 shows the SD as a function of sample spacing Âx. The SD decreases as the sample

spacing increases even though the dose is also decreasing. This is due to the effect of the

filter function, i.e., the filter cut-off frequency is decreasing.
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Figure 6.32 Plots of image SD as a function of source strength l" for a fourth
generation scanner using number of projections J : 768, sample spacing Àr" :
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generation scanner using source strength I 
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filter. The dashed lines represent a power law regression fit through the data.
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Figure 6.35 Plots of image SD as a function of number of projections -I
for a fourth generation scanner. Images were generated using a constant
n¡o¡o¡, A¿ : 7 .5 Ci, Ax, = 0.1326 cm, nearest neighbor (NN) or linear
interpolation (LI) and theoretical noise incorporated in the detector signal
($6.3.1.3). Regression lines through the data are also shown.

It can be seen in Figure 6.35 that increasing the number of projections while

maintaining a constant number of photons ntottrr for each image provides no change in the

SD. The decrease in SD with increasing number of projections shown in Figure 6.33 is

simply a consequence of the corresponding increase in dose, rather than the increasing

number of projections. For a fourth generation scanner geometry, increasing the number

of projections (recall that this is equal to the number of detectors ,¡,r) results in an

improved high contrast resolution (Figure 6.20). Therefore it may be beneficial to use a

larger number of narrower detectors to decrease the beam width and improve the high

contrast resolution. However a reduction in detector ìvidth should be accompanied by a

reduction in the source length.
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Figure 6.36 Plots of image SD as a function of sample spacing Àx, for a
fourth generation scanner. Images were generated using a constant n¡o¡n¡,

A" : 7.5 Ci, number of projections J : 768, nearest neighbor (NN) or
linear interpolation (LI) and theoretical noise incorporated in the detector
signal ($6.3.1.3).

Figure 6.36 shows an even more dramatic increase in SD with decreasing sample

spacing than Figure 6.34. This is because the effect of increasing dose with decr.easing

sample spacing has now been removed, Figure 6.36 emphasizes the earlier conclusion

that decreasing the sample spacing, i.e., increasing the number ofsource positions beyond

that required to satisfy sampling requirements is not desirable. More specifically, if the

dose is held constant and the sample spacing is reduced for the purpose of increasing the

resolution, the image noise will increase.
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6.3.3 Noise Power Spectrum Analysis

A complete characterization of image noise requires generation of a noise power

spectrum (NPS). This section first presents the expression used to generate a NPS ftom

the simulated images. To ensure that the simulated NPS are correct, NPS generated using

simulated first generation images ($6.3.1.2) are compared to the theoretical first

generation NPS equation. Having confirmed the validity of the NPS generation

technique, simulated NPS are calculated for a fourth generation scaffier geometry using

the noise generation approaches presented in $6.3.1.3 and $6.3.1.4, RL and SL filter.s,

and nearest-neighbor and linear interpolation schemes.

6.3,3.1 Theory

NPS usins Simulated Images

The noise power specha e U,,f) of both the first and fourth generation simulated

images were found using

(6.58)

where M is the number of image pairs and ÀS(.rc, y) = Sr,,(x, y) - 5 r,,,*, (x, y) is the

difference of two ly' x ly' simulated images ,Sr,,, (.r, y) and Sr,,.r(x, y) . The subtraction

process generates zero mean data, as required for NPS analysis.

Theoretical First Generation NPS Expression

A theoretical expression predicting the NPS for a fourth generation geometry has not

been published. Kijewski and Judy (1987) have however developed an expression for a

first generation scan¡er geometry. In order to veriff the above simulation technique for

determing NPS, the NPS obtained when appllng (6.58) to first generation images were

compared to the predictions of Kijewski and Judy's expression. Once the símulation

technique has been verified to work correctly for first generation images, it can easily be

extended to a fourth generation geometry.

Kijewski and Judy (1987) present a complete NPS analysis for a first generation

scanner geometry taking into account the effect of the filter function (RL or SL),

e u,, r,) = #El# ¿ ä -,',,) "- 
^(+'+)l'
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interpolation scheme (LI or NN), backprojection and the effect of displaying the image

on a discrete grid. The following discussion summarizes some of the pertinent

expressions given in Kijewski and Judy's paper. These are used for validation purposes

as described in Appendix B.

The sampled projection data are collected by making statistically independent

radiation measurements. The NPS of the projection data is therefore given by

^'Lf,(n=ïLrect(ax,'f-k) (6.5e)

where o, is the standard deviation in the projection datas and I is the number ofrays per

projection. The rect function and summation over È in (6.59) are due to the sampling of

rays with spacingÀr,, which causes shifted replicas of the Fourier transform of the

projection data to appear in the frequency domain (Barrett and Swindell, 1981).

When reconstructing the image using the filtered backprojection algorithm, the

projection data are first filtered and then backprojected. Filtering is performed by

convolving the sampled projection data with a filter function q(r,'). Sh." convolution in

the spatial domain is equivalent to multiplication in the Íìequency domain, the NPS of the

filtered projection d,ata lv(f) is obtained by multipllng the NPS of the projection data

f"(/) by the Fourier transform IQU)lof the filter tunction,

(6.60)

Interpolation is then performed on the filtered projection data, as required for

backprojection. This is also modeled by a multiplicative factor, namely,

G("f) = 
^",'sinc(A-r.'/) 

for NN interpolation and G(/) = 
^jr,'sinc'z(^r"'/) 

for LI. The

interpolated projection data is continuous; consequently, its Fourier transform does not

consist of the summation of shifted replicas, and the function G(,f ) is placed outside of

the summation. The NPS of the interpolated filtered projections f¡" (-f) is given by

5 Recall that the projection dataP is equal to P=-ln(N/No), rvhere N is the mean number of flansmitted
photons det€ct€d by the detector and No is the number of photons detected in the absence of an attenuator.

The variance in the projection data is o! 
= 

1/N (see Appendix A). Thus the noise in the projection data

dec¡eases rvith increasing number ofphotons.

+0=+;þ[, +) rcct(Lx,,r -k)
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r."o =+lc(n' >loQ -z*ll'*o,*,,,-0, (6 61)

The two-dimensional NPS of the reconstructed image incorporating the effect of
summing over all projections and displaying the image on a discrete grid is given by

ru. r,) = # ààEõ ,lGU)r tlo[t t)' rect(Lx,' r. - k) (6.62)

where ./ is the number ofprojections, Áp is the pixel size,

o =,[[, -,).'(+)- (,,-fr)*"ê)] (6.63a)

and

,=l?. *)' .(,,-fr)'f"
where f, and f, are Cartesian frequency space variables. In (6.63a) â, is a line in 2D

frequency space at the angle of thejth projection with respect to theJ axis, i.e., it is one

spoke in the NPS.

6.3.3.2 Algorithm Validation

Appendix B outlines an extensive evaluation to understand the predictions of (6.59) to

(6.62), and to verify their validity for the first generation scanner modeled in the

computer. A representative sample of four NPS calculated from first generation images

are presented here to demonstrate the agreement between (6.62) and the simulated NPS

found using (6.58). Equation (6.58) was applied to the central ,Àr' x ly': 128 x 128 pixels

of M = 500 image pairs to generate the NPS shown in Figure 6.37. The first generation

images were generated using"r= 350,L=256, Lx= 0,1 cm and Âp = 0.Og cm, with only

the central 128 x 128 pixels reconstructed to reduce the simulation time. The noise power

shown in Figure 6.37 is reduced at the origin because the projection NPS is multiplied by

the filter function (see (6.60)), which decreases with decreasing frequency. The noise

power is reduced at high frequencies because the interpolation process causes the NPS of
the filtered projection data lv(f) to be multiplied bV G(f) , which decreases with

increasing frequency near the edges of the NPS f (fi, f ,,) .

(6.63b)
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Figure 6.37 NPS generated from the central 128x128 pixels of 500 first generation
image pairs simulated using the noise-only scheme described in $6.3.1 ,2, L = 256, J
= 350, & = 0.1 cm and 

^p 
= 0.09 cm.

Profiles along the principal and diagonal axes of the simulated NPS (Figure 6.37)

are plotted in Figure 6.38. Also plotted in Figure 6,38 is the theoretical NPS calculated

using (6.62). The summations over k, nt and ru in (6.62) werc carried out over -4 to 4 for

LI and -8 to 8 for NN inte¡polation. Summation over a larger range resulted in negligible

difference in the theoretical NPS. The theoretical and simulated NPS were normalized to

the same total noise power, as described in Appendix B. Agreement between the

theoretical and simulated NPS shown in Figure 6.38 is excellent, validating the analysis

technique used.
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The total power under the profiles in Figure 6.38 conhrm the results found in

$6.3.2 that NN interpolation and the RL filter result in noisier images. Images generated

using NN interpolation and a RL filter also display the largest amount of high-frequency

noise. Using a SL rather than a RL filter decreases the magnitude and alters the shape of
the NPS. This can be understood by considering Figure 6.5, which shows that the SL

filter reduces high frequency noise more effectively than the RL filter. Linear

interpolation further reduces the image noise, so that LI together with a SL filter results in

images with the least noise.

6.3,3.3 Fourth Generation NPS

The simulated fourth generation NPS were generated in a similar maruleÍ to the first

generation NPS. A total of M = 500 image pairs were generated using r?r : 768, n¿ = 964,

Lx= 0.1326 cm and Áp= 0.1193 cm. Either theoretical noise ($6.3.1.3) or experimental

noise ($6.3.1.4) was incorporated into the simulation assuming a 7.5 Ci source.

NPS generated using experimental noise are shown in Figure 6.39. Noise is

minimal at zero fiequency, i.e. at the cenfte, and at high frequencies because of the shape

of the reconstruction filter and the interpolation required for backprojection. The NPS

generated using theoretical noise are not shown since these are similar in shape to those

illustrated in Figure 6.39.

Profiles along the principal and diagonal axes of the NPS are plotted in Figures

6.406 and 6.41. A comparison with the theoretical NPS was not made since (6.62) is

strictly valid only for a first generation geometry because it does not account for the

interpolation required to rebin from a fourth to a first generation geometry. The trends

displayed by the fourth generation NPS are however similar to those exhibited by the first

6 Note that the NPS were generated using a slightly different expression than that given in $6.3.1,3. A¡
attenuation coefficient of po,u¡:0.133 crrr¡ (li¡ear attenuation coefficient ofPlexiglas weighted oyer the
re2lr spectrum) was used ¡ather thaî ppk\i:0.129 cmt (linear attenuation coefficient ofPlexiglas at 355

keV). This difference has a small impact on the number of photons transmitt€d, and has minimal impact on
the NPS. A value of 1.49 A"ltl photons/detector was used rather than 14.9 AJd photonsldetector, as stated

in $6.3.1.3. This means that the magnitude of the NPS are too large by a factor of /0, rvhich rvas

corected for by dividing all ofthe values in Figure 6.40 by /iõ .
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generation NPS in that the RL NN NPS has the largest power, while SL LI images will

have the least noise. Comparìson of the first and fourth generation NPS shows that the

fourth generation NPS display much less high frequency noise. This is due to the

smoothing effect of the interpolation required to rebin fiom a foutth to a first generation

geometry.

Figure 6.39 NPS generated from the cenÍal 128x728 pixels of 500 fourth
generation image pairs simulated using experimental noise ($6.3.1.4), n":864,n¿
:768, Lx =0.1326 cm and Âp = 0.1193 cm.
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Figure 6.41 NPS along the principal axes (top) and diagonals (bottom) generated
using fourth generation experimental noise images ($6,3.1.4).
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6.4 Dose

The dose received by a patient is dependent upon a number of factors including source

energy, source strength, inadiation time, slice thickness, slice spacing and collimator

design (Rothenberg and Pentlow, 1995). In this section, patient dose is measured as a

function of the product of source strength l" and irradiation time. This is achieved by

measuring the dose profile perpendicular to the slice direction using an ion chamber

array, and then measuring the dose at the centre of a 32 cm diameter Plexiglas body

phantom using a CT ion chamber.

6.4.1 Computed Tomography Dose Index

Determination of the dose delivered by a CT scan is complicated by the fact that

inadiation at a particular slice location also contributes to the dose at other locations

within the patient. This is due to scattered photons and beam divergence (Rothenberg and

Pentlow, 1995). The dose received by a pafiicular section of the phantom increases as the

number ofslices increases. Consequently, considering only the dose delivered by a single

slice is inappropriate for a CT examination involving several slices. To account for the

fact that CT scans generally consist of multiple slices, the computed tomography dose

index (CTDI) was developed by Shope et al. (1981). This is defined as

(6.64)

where f is the nominal slice thickness and D(z) is the single scan dose profile (SSDP),

which is the dose for a single slice as a Íì¡nction ofposition aiong the long axis (z-axis) of

a cylindrical phantom aligned with the rotational axis of the scanner. Because the SSDP

drops to small values after about 7 slice thicknesses from the scanner centre, the U.S.

Centre for Devices and Radiological Health proposed an altemate definition for the CTDI

(Knox and Gagne,1996; Shope et al,, 1981)

l--
CTDT=l lD(r\drTJ "

(6.65)
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where D(z) is the SSDP and D,o,r(z) is the multiple scan dose prof,rle (MSDP), which is

the dose for 14 scans as a function ofposition along the long axis (z-axis) ofa cylindrical

phantom aligned with the rotational axis of the scanner.

Measurement of the SSDP is a considerable effort (Rothenberg and Pentlow,

1995), requiring fìlm, thermoluminescent dosimeters (TLDs) or an ion chamber anay.

Although this may be carried out when commissioning a CT scanner, such a

measurement is not practical for routine quality assurance. To this end, the CTDI is

normally measured using a 10 cm long ion chamber placed at the centre of a 16 cm

diameter cylindrical Plexiglas head phantom or a 32 cm diameter cylindrical Plexiglas

body phantom. This effectively provides an integral over the SSDP as required by (6.65).

For a slice thickness other than 7 mm, this however does not correspond to integration

from -7Zto 77. Knox and Gagne (1996) have derived a correction facto¡ CF given by

where Z is the chamber length, to account for the fact that the SSDP is being integrated

over more (or less) than *7 T to 77.

In this thesis, the CTDI is calculated from a single slice ion chamber measurement

using the following expression (Rothenberg and Pentlow, 1995)

I'Îou,*
rE-''tî

: 
JDþ)dz

t7\
CTDI=l lD(z\dzTJ "' -77

!'loç"¡0, , ,,,=#: foç¡a"

| -loØ0" 
-t''

= çp .c ' L' x 
tcGvlT.

(6.66)

(6.67)

where CF is the correction factor given by (6.66), 7 is the slice thickness, C is the ion

chamber calibration factor (cGy/electrometer reading) , Z is the ion chamber length, and

X is the ion chambe¡ reading. Note that the last equality in (6.6'1) is valid because the
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dose measurement over the ion chamber length integrates the SSDP from -L/2 to L/2

(Knox and Gagne, 1996).

By definition, the slice thickness Z is equal to the slice spacing 1 when

determining the CTDI. Although this is appropriate for diagnostic CT scanners, images

collected using the le2h source-based CT scanner will utilize a slice spacing greater than

the image slice thicknessT. When I +l the patient dose is characte nzed by the multiple-

scan average dose (MSAD) given by (Rothenberg and Pentlow, 1995)

r,sen = j' ior.,(z) dz

_j',i:_,,u, 
o"

f,"¡ou'o'
l''¡ou,*

. It2! 1n...t,t ¿,

-r -l,r'"'" .C'L'X
. L/2! lnt'r¿, t
.tJ.-

= cF''c'! x 
[ccy]I.

where D,.,þ) is the MSDP for N scans with spacing 1,

6.4.2 Method

Two measurements were performed to assess the patient dose. The first measurement

using an ion chamber array determines the SSDP as required by (6.66) to calculate the

laclor CF. The second measurement determines the exposure X for a single slice, from

which the CTDI (6.67) or MSAD (6.68) can be determined.

The SSDP was measured using an array of 47 ion chambers (L448 PTW

Freiburg) "sandwiched" between 8.3 cm of Plexiglas attenuation and 3.4 cm of

(6.68)

t The imag" slice thickness ofthe re2l¡ source-based CT scanne¡ is about 0.38 cm (Figure 5.12), while the
radiation slice thick¡ess is about 2.66 cm (Table 5.4). The large diffe¡ence behveen the image and radiation
slice thick¡ess occuLs because the source has no additional collimation, as would be the case for the n-ray
tube in a conventional CT scar¡re¡ rvhich has an r-ray beam collimator traveling around the patient along
rv.ith the:r-ray tube. For the fourth generatioD re2lr source-based CT scamer, the soulce hai no separatè
collimator in the interest ofdesign simplicity.
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backscatter, to simulate a water phantom. The ion chamber array was positioned

perpendicular to the prototype collimators (Figure 5.11b) at a distance of 34.4 cm from

the source (Figure 6.42a) to mimic alignment of the ion chamber anay with the scanner

axis.

The ion chamber array consists of liquid-filled ionization chambers (4 x 4 x 0.5

mm3) spaced 8 mm apafi. To obtain a finer sample spacing for the SSDP measurements,

the collimators were moved in 2 mm increments using a translation stage, to yield four

profile measurements. These data were interleaved to obtain a single profile, which was

used to find the factor CF given by (6.66). lVhen measuring the SSDP, the ion chamber

array was operated in integrate mode to reduce noise. A total of three trials, each (900

s/position) x (4 positions):3600 s in duration were performed. These were averaged and

corrected for background.

The SSDP profile measurements made using the ion chamber array do not provide

an absolute dose measurement. The latter was found using a 10 cm long ion chamber

(MDH 1015C; Radcal 10x5-10.3 CT) placed at the centre of a32 cm diameter Plexiglas

body phantom, aligned 34.4 cm from the source (A" = 5.6310 Ci). The prototype

collimators (Figure 5.1lb) were used to collimate the source, as shown in Figure 6.42b.

The exposure for three 100 s inadiations was found and corrected for background.

The calibration factor C for the 10 cm CT ion chamber at the mean energy of le2lr

(355 kev) vr'as not provided by the manufacturer. The ion chamber was therefore

calibrated using an orthovoltage 250 kVp beam (Therapax 3 Series, Theratronics) and a

Cobalt radiotherapy machine (Theratron 780C). The orthovoltage measurement was

performed in air and the cobalt measument was carried out using a buildup cap, such that

the ion chamber was at the depth of maximum dose d^"* : 0.5 cm. Both ion chamber

measulements were corrected to account for temperature and pressure, field size, and

absence of surrounding phantom material (Khan, 1994). ln each instance, the ion

chamber was irradiated with a knovr'n dose and a calibration factor found. The calibration

factor C for 355 keV photons was then found using linear interpolation,
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Frg:l're 6.42 Experimental set-up used for (a) the SSDP measurements
using the ion chamber affay and (b) the CT ion chamber measurements.
The goal of the selup shown is_to mimic the inadiation conditions along
the axis ofthe fourth generation le2lr source-based CT scanner.

6.4.3 Results

The SSDP collected using the ion chamber array is shown in Figure 6,43. The scatter in

the data occurs because of the low fluence of the te'k source. Ideally, the SSDP would

have been measured at the centre ofthe cylindrical phantom shown in Figure 6.42b. This

could have been achieved by placing TLDs inside of the hole reserved for the CT ion

chamber (Rothenberg and Pentlow, 1995). However, the low y-ray fluence of the le2lr
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source would have required prohibitively long inadiation times. Note also that that the

thickness of the Plexiglas buildup used for the ion chamber array (8.3 cm) is considerably

less than the radius of the Plexiglas body phantom (16 cm) used in Figure 6.42b. (The 8.3

cm of buildup used to measure the SSDP is appropriate for dose measurements made

using an 8 cm radius head phantom.) SSDP measurements made using 15 cm of Plexiglas

buildup were quite noisy, and are therefore not used. Note that the FWHM of the profiles

measured using 8.3 cm and 15 cm of buildup are quite similar, although the relative

magnitude of scatter is larger for the profiles measured using i5 cm of buildup.

Calculations indicate that this has a small influence on the factor CF calculated usins

(6.66),

The CTDI was calculated Íiom the CT ion chamber measurements by

incorporating the following parameters into (6.67): C: l.l9 ccy/electrometer reading,

CF' : 0.8 1 1 (found using (6.66)), L = 1 0.0 cm, T = 0.4 cm, and an ion chamber reading X
: 59.3 x 10-3 electrometer reading (A" = 5.6310 Ci, 100 s inadiation). Scaling the ion

chamber reading X to a 'l .5 Ci source ( 7.5 Ci/5.6 Ci x 59.3 x 10-3 electrometer reading :
79.4xI0-3 electrometer reading) yields CTDI = 1.92 c}y (A":7.5 Ci, 100 s irradiation).

The MSAD for a 1.0 cm slice spacing þroposed slice spacing for the final scanner) and

14 scans evaluated using (6.68) and CFj"",= 1.14 was found to equal 1.07 cGy (A":7.5

Ci, 100 s inadiation).

The MSDPs for the two slice spacings I : 0.4 cm and 1 = 1.0 cm are shown in

Figure 6.44. The decrease in dose with increasing slice spacing is evident. Increasing the

slice spacing to equal the width of the SSDP would further reduce the patient dose, but

would provide inadequate resolution in the axial direction.

Note that the dose is proportional to the source strength and the inadiation time.

As the source strength decreases, it may be necessary to increase the iuadiation time in

order to maintain an acceptable low contrast resolution, i.e., for the image dose to remain

constant. Similarly, if an improved low contrast ¡esolution is desired for a given source

strength, it would also be necessary to increase the irradiation time, However, this would

result in an increase in patient dose.
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Chapter 7

Discussion and Conclusion
This thesis describes and characterizes the sub-systems (source, detectors, data

acquisition system and collimator) of a prototype fourth generation CT scanner that uses

there2k isotope from a commercial HDR brachlherapy treatment unit. The MTF and

NPS of the system were studied by using a combination of measurements and computer

simulations.

7.1 Instrumentation
Chapter 2 provides a description of the source and the detector electronics, and gives

justification for the choice of scintillating crystal material and dimensions used in the

scanner.

The scintillator CdWO+ was chosen on the basis of its attenuation coefficient,

non-hygroscopic nature, large luminous efficiency and low afterglow. An altemative

scintillator, CsI(T1), possesses a larger luminous efficiency and an optical emission

spectrum more closely matched to the photodiode sensitivity, but suffers from 10 times
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larger afterglow than that of CdWO¿ measured at 100 ms (Grabmeier, 1984). More

importantly, CsI(Tl) has a much lower attenuation coefficient than CdWO¿. CdWOa is

therefore the more suitable scintillator.

The scintillating crystal dimensions were chosen to be 8.0 x 2.75 x 10.0 mm3

(length x width x thickness) on the basis of the measurements in $2.5. The crystal width

of 2.75 mm is fixed by the spacing of the photodiode array elements. The 8% increase in

detector output and 10% increase in SNR observed when increasing the crystal length

from 8.0 mm to 12.0 mm (Figure 2.13) is accompanied by an approximate 500% increase

in the crystal cost. It was therefore decided to use the 0.8 cm long crystals in the final

scanner. A larger crystal thickness of 12.0 mm would have increased the detector output

by 3To and increased the SNR by 12%. However, this improvement comes with a 20%

increase in crystal cost. Further increasing the crystal thickness results in a decrease in

detector output (Figure 2.12). This effect was also observed by Mosleh-Shirazi et al.

(1998) when performing Monte Carlo calculations and measurements at 6 MV of the

light emission of BGO and CsI(Tl) scintillators as a function of crystal height, and by

Vittori et al. (2000) who studied the light emission of YAP:Ce and CsI(Tl) scintillatols

using Monte Carlo and ttco. The detector output decreases for crystals beyond a cerlain

thickness because of light losses due to effects such as absorytion in the crystal coating

material and in the scintillator itself. More importantly, optical photons incident on the

crystal surfaces at angles geater than the critical angle are reflected back into the crystal.

They then undergo multiple internal reflections and are generally absorbed at the crystal

surfaces. Assuming Lambertian reflection, where the angle ofreflection may be different

ffom the incident angle (Vittori et al., 2000), the optical photon may eventually impinge

on the exit crystal surface at an angle less than the critical angle, at which point it may be

detected. However, the taller the crystal, the more likely it will impinge on one of the

other crystal walls, resulting in a decreasing light emission with increasing crystal length

(Mosleh-Shirazi et al., 1998). Although the crystals and photon energies used by Mosleh-

Shirazi et al. and Vittori et al. differ from those used in this study, similar principles

apply.
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Gelcoat was found to be the most suitable crystal coating material on the basis of

(i) detector output, which characterizes the ability ofthe coating material to reflect optical

photons trying to escape the crystal back into the crystal, whereupon they may be

detected; (ii) coating material opacity, which determines the ability of the coating

material to prevent photons generated in one crystal from reaching the next crystal,

influencing the magnitude of the optical cross-talk; and, (iii) appropriateness for crystal

anay manufacturer, i.e. ease with which crystal arrays can be manufactured. Although

Teflon tape resulted in a higher detector output (Figure 2.15), it would be difficult to

construct crystal arrays using this material. In addition, the detector response decreased as

a function of time because the optical coupling gel permeated the Teflon tape rendering it

translucent. Measurements of the effectiveness of array masks (Figure 2.1 1) found that

Bare-Metal Foil (BMF) and 3M 850 tape increased the detector output up to 3lo/o and

22o/o, respectively, compared to measurements made in the absence of a mask. Gelcoat

coated crystal anays were easily constructed. Note that in the final scanner, 3M 850 tape

was used because it was easier to apply,

7.2 System Characteriza'tion Single-Channel Measurements
The behavior of a prototlpe single-channel detector was characterized in Chapter 3. The

electronic noise analysis considered the noise in the detector output voltage. This analysis

showed that the electronic noise is less than fhe y-ray quantum noise expected when

imaging all patients that can be accommodated by the scanner. The measured electronic

noise of about 1i5 pV at a l0 Hz sampling frequency (Table 3.4) results fiom various

electronic noise sources in the gated inte$ator and gain-and-filter stage. The largest noise

source, due to charge injection in the analogue switch described in $3.1.1.3, was

eliminated by sampling the output of the gain-and-filter stage twice during the integration

cycle, namely, at time 4 to yield voltage V¡ and aI Íime T¡to yteld V¡ and then subtracting

these values to give AV =V¡-Ø¡. Using the detector output data of Figure 3.7 and n : 128,

ov¡ o190pY and oy¡ ñ 180pV, while ow o I75 ltY. This clearly demonstrates the

noise reduction provided by the subtraction process. The second largest noise source is

due to the combined effect of the photodiode noise current, the op-amp input noise
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cuffent and the switch leakage current noise. Of these, the noise contribution of the op-

amp dominates. Aly efforts to further reduce the electronic noise should focus on

reducing the input noise cunent ofthe op-amp.

The theoretical estimate of the standard deviation in the detector ouþut

(electronic noise only) plotted in Figure 3.2 agrees somewhat with the experimental

measurements, considering that the manufacturer's typical values used to calculate the

theoretical noise may vary substantially from the noise characteristics of the actual

components used. The standard deviation in the detector output decreases with increasing

sampling frequency because the noise power decreases. Mathematically, there is a

decrease with sampling ¡ate in the area under the product of the integrator transfer

function and the gain-and-filter stage transfer ñmction (see Figure 3.1). Because the

standard deviation is the integral of the NPS over frequency, a decrease in the area under

the NPS results in a decrease in the standard deviation. Note however that this does not

provide justification for using an increased sampling ffequency since the signal also

decreases, with the overall effect being a reduction in the SNR with increasing sampling

frequency. That is, the SNR for the data in Figure 3.33 decreases with increasing

sampling frequency.

A sampling frequency of 10 Hz is proposed for the final scanner. This

conesponds to the minimum dwell time (time the source can be programmed to remain at

a particular position) imposed by the HDR BT treatment unit, and allows a scan to be

completed in less than 100 seconds. Ifa higher SNR is required, the dwell times could be

increased in multiples of 0.1 s. For instance, doubling the dwell time to 0.2 s would

increase the SNR by a factor of Jl .

The power specha presented in $3.2 indicate that the detector noise is white,

except for power line interference spikes and a low-frequency component due to a long-

term drift in the detector output voltage. The contribution of power line interference to

the total noise standard deviation is insignificant as the power contained in these peaks is

small compared to the total power. Notice that the power line interference spikes are not

visible in Figure 3.12 as they have been completely obscured by the quantum noise. The

fourth generation scanner will incorporate electro-magnetic shielding to minimize the
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electdcal interference. The long term drift is also not expected to be a problem because

the imaging time is only about 100 s per slice, whereas the 10 Hz data used to generate

the power spectra in $3.2 were collected over 5000 s. Typically, the drift in the detector

voltage in the absence of light is about 40 pY lminute. Thus over a 100 s scan, the

magnitude of the drift is about a factor of two smaller than the electronic noise. Electro-

magnetic shielding is also expected to reduce the interference contribution to the long

term drift (recall Figures 3.7 and3.9, along with the associated discussion in $3.2.3.3). In

addition, the temperafure contribution to the long term drift can be corrected for by

simply monitoring the detector temperature. The lack of high-frequency roll off in the

power spectra plotted in Figures 3.4 to 3.9 can be understood by recognizing that the

sampling frequency equals the integrate discharge frequency. In other words, we are

sampling at f¡¡ rafher than 2f¡¡, and thus the power spectrum is inïerently aliased,

Sampling at flequencies greater than/¡ would require decoupling of the integration ffom

the sampling, which is nonsensical for the circuit design presented. The quantum noise

power spectra in Figure 3.12 show that the noise power decreases as the source-to-

detector distance increases, as expected.

Possibly the most important parameter describing the detector is the SNR. Figure

3.1 1 shows both the total and the electronic SNR in the presence of a patient as simulated

by variable thicknesses ofPlexiglas absorber. The SNR resulting from the 7 -ray quantum

noise is much less than the SNR due to electronic noise at all signal levels, indicating that

the detector output is dominated by quantum noise, rather than electronic noise. This

indicates that the photon statistics and detector efficiency (strictly DQE) rather than the

electronic noise will limit the scanner's SNR and therefore the low contrast resolution.

The detector linearity was evaluated using both optical photons and ¡-rays. The

measurements made using optical photons found the detector ouÞut to be reasonably

linear (Figure 3.25; standard error of estimate with respect to the mean = 0.3%) between

8 x 10-rr Wcm2 and 3 x 10-8 Wcm2 of incident light power, corresponding to 2.6

orders of magnitude. Note that a light power of 8 x 10-r' W/cm'z approximately

corresponds to the light output of the scintillator in the presence ofa 7.5 Ci source placed

74 cm from the detector and attenuated by 42 cm of Plexiglas, Because the scamer can
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only accommodate patients up to 50 cm in diameter (inner bore diameter: 50 cm), the

detector is linear over a range that is adequate for this application. The response of the

detector to narrow-beam collimated 7-rays (Figure 3.40) also agrees well with the

expected trend calculated using (3.103) (standard eno¡ of estimate with respect to the

mean:3.8%) for Plexiglas thicknesses up to 45.5 cm, which confirms the conclusions

drawn from the optical photon measurements.

The fourth generation scanner uses the collimation presented in $5.3 rather than

nanow beam collimation, resulting in the detection of mote scattered radiation. Figure

3.39 shows the detector output as a function of Plexiglas attenuator thickness using

collimation similar to that of the fourth generation scanner. This plot is a more realistic

representation ofthe detector output than Figure 3.40, and shows that the contribution of

scatter to the detector output is substantial for large Plexiglas thicknesses. In general,

scatter is a problem in fourth generation scanners (Arenson, 1995) because the relative

orientation of the source and the detectors is not fixed, hindering incorporation of

focussed scatter rejection collimation. The effect of scatter in CT is to produce shading

and streak artifacts, and quantitative errors in the CT number (Glover, 1982; Hsieh, 1995;

Johns and Yaffe, 1982; Joseph, 1981; Joseph and Spital, 1982; Merritt and Chenery,

1986). These occur because the presence of scatter causes inconsistencies in the

projection data, namel¡ log(Nn,,"+N,"nrt",) * log(N¡,,") * log(N""ou",), where ¡/r,.,," is the

number of primary photons and N,"ox", is the number ofscattered photons (Joseph, 1981).

In other words, contrary to planar radiographs where uniform scatter produces a uniform

darkening of the image, scatter in CT does not uniformly increase the magnitude of the

projection data because of the nonlinear logarithmic operation. Artifacts are most

prevalent when the scatter-to-primary ratio (,S/P) is large, which is the case for large

objects containing high density inïomogeneities (Joseph and Spital, 1982; Glover, 1982).

Figure 3.39 indicates that the SlP ratio for a 20 cm Plexiglas thickness is 24o/o, and at 35

cm, half of the signal is due to scatter. The large percentage of scatter is due to

inadequate collimation of the re2lr photons as confirmed by the .l/P expressionl

I The expression ofJohns and Yaffe predicts the scatter-to-primary ratio for 120 kVp photons. They further
demonst¡ate that the J/P ratio has little energy dependence behveen 60 kVp and 140 kVp rvhen using a
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developed by Joh¡s and Yaffe (1982). The latter predicts SlP : 12% and,73%o for a20 cm

and 35 cm phantom, respectively, for the experimental selup illustrated in Figure 3.10.

In contrast, the J/P ratio for a diagnostic fourth generation scanner \¡/ith a detector

distance .R¿ = 40 cm (measured from the scanner central axis), inadiated slice thickness ¡

= 6 mm and no post-patient collimation is on the order of 14Vo for a body scan, i.e., a 30

cm diameter phantom (Johns and Yaffe, 1982). A few studies have conected for the

effects of scatter on CT images in software (Ohnesorge et al., 1999; Joseph and Spital,

1982; Glover, 1982), and diagnostic scanners routinely use proprietary scatter cortection

algorithms. It is expected that the images produced by our scanner will exhibit artifacts

due to scatter, requiring software corrections to be incorporated. Altematively, the slice

thickness could be reduced by using the moving collimator design described in $7.7.

A¡rother effect that produces artifacts similar to those produced by scatter is beam

hardening (Joseph, 1981), although in our scan¡er the impact of this effect is much

smaller than that of scatter. Deviation of the detector output predicted by (3.103), which

includes the effect of the polychromatic le2l¡ spectrum, from a straight line is 4% and

73%o for Plexiglas thicknesses of 20 cm and 35 cm, respectively. The detector output

prediction incorporating the le2lr spectrum is greater than that assuming monoenergetic

photons because beam hardening causes the attenuation coefficient to decrease with

increasing Plexiglas thickness, resulting in an increased transmission. Note however that

the beam hardening associated with le2h is much less than for a conventional CT scanner.

This is confìrmed by Figure 3.46a showing a phantom containing metal BT needles

(collected using a single detector channel and the le2lr source), which displays fewer

beam hardening streaks than Figure 3.46b2 (collected using a diagnostic CT scanner).

More specifically, the energy dependence of the attenuation coefficient is minimal for

Compton interactions. Beam hardening is therefore not ofconcem in our scanner.

The first generation images shown in $3.8 demonstrate the use of the detector in a

CT scanner. As can be seen, the preliminary CT images are flee of serious artifacts.

rectangular phantom. The energy ofre2lr is clearly much greater than 140 kVp, but the expression ofJohns
and Yaffe can still be used to obtain an estimate ofthe expected scatter.

2 Manufactu¡e¡ has already incorporated a beam hardening co[ection.
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Although the high average photon energy of rezlr raised concems regarding the

achievable low contrast resolution, the image contrast is adequate to distinguish between

bone, lung and soft{issue in the non-eviscerated chicken (Figure 3.45). ún addition, the

high photon energy provides the advantage that metal can be imaged without streak

arlifacts (Figure 3.46a), which have been reported to obscure structures of interest in

diagnostic scans of g¡'necological implants (Stuecklschweiger et al., 1991). The relatively

high energies of the ¡-rays however teduce contrast compared to a diagnostic scanner.

Afiifacts resulting from scatter are not a problem in these images due to the small size of

the objects, as predicted by Figure 3.39.

7.3 System Characteri zîtion. Eight-Channel Measurements
Chapter 4 characterizes parameters specific to the eight-channel detector. More

specifically, measurements of the inter-channel variability and cross-talk for the eighf

chamel detector are discussed. In our scanner the inter-chan¡rel variability is

automatically corrected for because the detector signal Z is divided by the air scan data

Zo when calculating the projection data P = -ln(V /V.). A large inter-channel variability,

however, would suggest a problem with the detector design or the presence of a faulty

component.

The total variability of the eight channels of a detector assembly (normalized to

the channel with the greatest response) was found tobe l7.5o/o for the AlzO¡ coated array

and, 4.4%o for the gelcoat coated array (Table 4.2). The electronic gain variability, which

reflects the variation in the components constituting the gated integrator and the gain-

and-filter stage of each detector, was found to be 2.2%o (Table 4.1). The crystal and

photodiode anay variability, which is due to variations in the photodiode array channels,

the individual crystals, and the coupling of the crystals to the photodiode anay was 9.90/o

for the AlzO¡ coated array and 2.60/o for the gelcoat coated array (Table 4.3). From these

measurements, it is obvious that the gelcoat coated anay is a better choice. The higher

crystal and photodiode array variability of the AlzO¡ coated array is due to the light

leakage fi'om the outer channels (Figure 4.2a). For the gelcoat coated array, the electronic

and crystal array variability are nearly the same.
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Cross-talk is an important parameter that affects image quality. Spillover in signal

from one detector channel to the neighboring channels results in reduced resolution and

inconsistencies in the measured projection data. Two techniques were described for

characterizing the cross-talk between channels. The first technique used the cross-

covariance and has the advantage that it can measure cross-talk due to the electronic

components in the absence of optical photons or y-rays. A large amount of electronic

cross{alk would indicate that the electronic noise between chan¡els is correlated, leading

to serious image artifacts (Parker et al., 1982). The second technique used a narrowly

collimated /-ray source to measure the cross-talk between crystals and provided a more

intuitive understanding of cross{alk.

Analysis of cross{alk in the absence of optical photons or y-rays using the cross-

covariance technique revealed no measurable cross-talk in the detector electronics.

However, the component specifications give cross{alk values for the op-amps, sample-

and-hold, switches and the MUX. I¡ the worst case, the cross-talk is -50 dB for the MUX

at3 MHz; it is expected that the cross{alk is much less at the 10 Hz operating fiequency

of the detector. A plot of the cross-covariance (Figure 4.6) and the corresponding cross-

power spectrum (Figure 4.7) in the absence of light shows 60 Hz and 120 Hz interference

ûom electric power lines. However, the power under these peaks is insignifrcant

compared to the total power, and will therefore have no impact on the image quality. The

cross-covariance technique revealed a measurable level of cross-talk between adj acent

charmels when the detector assembly was irradiated with ¡-rays. However, the

fluctuations in the cross-covariance plots (Figure 4.12) are too great to characterize cross-

talk beyond nearest neighbors.

The second technique for measuring cross-talk used a narrowly collimated le2h

source. The data plotted in Figure 4.15 show that the crossìalk for the Al2O3 coated array

is significant and extends essentially the entire detector array. The nearest-neighbor

cross{alk is about 20o/o and the next-nearest-neighbor cross{alk is about '7%. The

decrease in cross{alk for the gelcoat coated array (Figure 4.17) is evident: the nearest-

neighbor cross-talk is about l3%o and the next-nearest-neighbor cross-talk is about 2o/o.

This reduction in cross{alk is expected considering that the optical density of gelcoat is
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much greater than that of Al2O3 @igure 2.16). The remaining cross-talk shown in Figure

4.i7 must therefore be primarily a consequence of radiation cross-talk, i.e., intercrystal

scattering of y-rays. The lack of cross-talk in measurements made using optical photons

(Figure 4.18) confirm that the cross-talk visible when using ¡-rays (Figures 4.15 and

4.17) is indeed associated with radiation or optical cross{alk in the crystal ârray as

opposed to inadequate collimation of the source (which would have led to more than one

crystal being simultaneously irradiated), or cross{alk in the electronics.

Note that the photodiode array manufacturer could have provided photodiode

anays without a protective epoxy layer. Mounting the crystal anays directly onto the

photodiode arrays may have fufher reduced the cross{alk because the small gap between

the crystals and the active elements would then have been reduced (the gap produced by

the optical coupling gel would still be present). However, we were cautioned against

doing this, as the unprotected photodiode arrays are very ffagile.

7.4 Scanner Design

The filtered backprojection reconstruction algorithm used to transform the projection data

collected by the scar¡rer into transverse images requires accurate knowledge of the source

locations used during data acquisition. Otherwise, large deviations from the source

positions used by the algorithm would lead to artifacts in the reconstructed image

(Joseph, 1981). The imprecision in the source position was measured to be less than 0.12

mm. Because this is much smaller than the source spacing of 2.5 mm utilized by the

scanner, it is not expected to introduce any errors in the image reconstruction.

The length of the le2lr source is one of the parameters discussed in Chapter 6 that

determines the scanner resolution. Although the manufacturer of the HDR BT treatment

unit provided source dimensions, an independent verification of source size and

uniformity was performed. The measured length of 3.6 mm agrees well with the

manufacturer's value of 3.5 mm, The source intensity was uniform to within 0,8% along

its length. Although not significant to the scanner design, the source width was also

measured and found to agree with the manufacturer's value of 0,6 mm to within 15%.
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It is interesting to note that the above results also have an impact on BT

treatments (Bemdt et a1.,2000b). ln stepping source BT, it is essential that the source be

positioned accurately and reproducibly. In addition, the source length must be accurately

known for dose distribution calculations. These results show that the HDR BT treatment

unit is not a source ofsignificant errors in clinical treatments.

The current scanner design was based on a decision to locate all possible source

dwell positions uniformly around the patient. The largest source ring radius is therefore

34.38 cm.

To obtain the sharpest collimation, the collimator annulus should be as wide as

possible while still enabling the patient to fit into the scan¡er. Clearly, the bore radius

must be smaller than the source ring radius (34.38 cm). The minimum bore radius in

commercial CT scanners is 22.5 cm (Arenson, 1995). The lateral half-separations of

some of the brachlherapy patients approaches this value, providing a lower limit for this

parameter. Thus, a slightly larger radius of 25 cm was chosen to accon¡rnodate these

larger patients and an existing scanner couch. The scanner design does permit the bore

radius to be reduced ifrequired.

The trade-offs involved in deciding the detector ring radius are complex, and the

radius of 38.81 cm, corresponding to 768 detectors was chosen for a number of reasons.

First, the minimum detector ring radius is constrained by the source ring radius, while a

larger detector ring radius would reduce the already low photon fluence, and would

increase the scanner cost because a larger number of detectors would be required. The

number of detectors must also work well with digital electronics. Many electronic

components come in eight channels per package. Thus, the number ofdetecto¡ assemblies

should be a multiple of eight. The impact of the number of detectors on view sampling

requirements was also important and is discussed in detail in $7.5.

7.5 Image Quality
A computer technique for simulating fourth generation CT scanner data collection and

image reconstruction is described in Chapter 6. This technique was used to characterize

the high contrast spatial resolution and image noise.
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The high cont¡ast resolution was examined by finding the PSF and the MTF as a

function of source size and spacing, detector size and spacing, and filter function. The

beam profile was determined by modeling both the source intensity and detector

sensitivity distributions as rect functions. Modeling the source intensity as a rect function

is verified by the profile shown in Figure 5.6a. In addition, Figure 4.17 shows the

tesponse of the detector array as it is translated past the collimated source and illustrates

that the detector sensitivity distribution is well approximated by a rect function.

The FWHM of the scanner PSF depends upon a number of parameters, including

the scanner geometry (number of source positions and source size, number of detectors

and detector size) and filter function (Blumenfeld and Glover, 1981).

As expected, Figure 6.17 shows how the PSF width decreases with decreasing

source length. For example, reducing the source length from 3.6 mm to 2.0 mm for t,:
864 source positions would result in a I3%o decrease in the PSF width, Therefore the

smaller the source, the finer the spatial resolution. However, this will increase image

noise or scan time unless there is a conesponding increase in specific activity, or an

increase in source width, which is undesirable for BT treatments.

The FWHM of the beam profile at the scanner center is determined by the source

and detector sizes. In this scan¡er with n¿:768 detectors, the source length of 3.6 mm in

the slice plane dominates the F\{HM of the beam profile, meaning that a smaller detector

size would provide only minimal improvement in the PSF. However, reducing the

number of detectors by a factor of two, i.e., 5.9 mm wide detectors, causes the detector

width to dominate the F'WHM of the beam profile (this is the case for n¿ 610; when ¡¡¿

: 610, the scaled source length s¡-," equals the scaled detector width d,u-,,), leading to an

increased width for the PSF (Figure 6.20). These results demonstrate that a significant

increase in resolution would require a reduction in both source length and detector width.

The inherent resolution of a CT scanner is determined by the FWHM å of the

beam profile at the scanner center, which gives a maximum resolvable ffequency of

f,,nu,", 1,ô in the CT images (Schultz and Felix, 1980; Joseph, 1981). The maximum

resolvable frequency associated with the radial sample spacing A.x (determined by the

number of source positions) is f,n,,pr" = l/2Lx. Theoretically, aliasing in the radial
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direction does not ocux3 if f,ou,pr" >- f,rnu,",, or equivalently b > 2Ax. The FWHM of the

beam profile at the center of the le2lr source-based CT scanner is effectively equal to the

larger of the scaled source length s¡-"" or the detector width d,u-,". For the present design

the FWHM is equal to sr-"": 1.86 mm, which corresponds to a maximum resolvable

ftequency f,,o,,",. = 0.54 lplmm. The mean sample spacing for n" = 864 is Âx : 1.33 mm,

resulting in f,ou,pt": 0.38 lp/mm. Since f"o,,pt" < f,"n,,",, aliasing induced streak artifacts

may be present near sharp discontinuities. The effects of aliasing are evident in Figure

6.17 where the width of the PSF increases for fewer source positions. This is because the

images become aliased when ¿, is reduced. Of the results shown in Figure 6.17, only

images corresponding to n,: 1728 are free from aliasing artifacts. Aliasing can be

prevented if the number ofsource positions n" is increased lo > 1232. Because the present

HDR BT treatment unit software does not allow this, other techniques must be used to

prevent aliasing as discussed in $7.7.

The above analysis assumes a rectangular beam profile whereas the actual beam

profile is trapezoidal. The frequency representation of the latter is the product of two sinc

functions, which has smaller sidelobes than a sinc function. Thus, a trapezoidal bearn

profile will result in less aliasing than a rectangular beam profile, even though they both

have the same FWHM. A more detailed analysis incorporating the effect of the beam

profile (Stockham, 1979) is planned for the future.

In the fourth generation scanner the number ofdetectors n¿ is equal to the number

of projections. The number of projections, together with the maximum resolvable

frequency discussed above determine the presence ofview alìasinga described by Joseph

and Schulz (1980), Joseph (1981), and Snyder and Cox (1977). They showed that an

insufflrcient number of projections results in streaks at a distance fi'om high density

3 This analysis assumes a rectangular beam profile and negligible response beyond the fust zero crossing of
the sinc function, which is not entirely valid (Joseph, l98l). Thus some aliasing may still result even ifthis
criterion is satisfred.
o The beam rvidth and radial sample spacing determines the presence of aliasing within a projection. Too
large of a sample spacing may result in sheak artifacts. Digitally filtering the sampled projection data does
not alleviate aliasing due to inadequate sample spacing. The number ofprojections required to prevent vierv
sampling artifacts depends on the maximum ÍÌequency present in the projection data and the object size.
Digitally filtering the projection data to reduce the maximum frequency reduces the number ofprojections
required to prevent view sampling artifacts. (Joseph, 1981)
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objects. Conventionally, projection requirements are based on providing an artifact free

scan circle of diameter D for a dense object at the center of the scanner. This criterion

requires that the number ofprojections over 180" be given by xDf""_, where /""* is the

maximum frequency in the projection data. Therefore, a total of 597 projections over

180o are required to provide an artifact free reproduction of maximum spatial frequency

0.38 lplmm over a 50 cm diameter scan citcle. Since the present detector arrangement

provides only 384 projections over 180", the artifact fiee circle is 32 cm in diameter.

When a Shepp and Logan filter function is used to filter the projections, the artifact free

circle diameter increases.

The effect of the filter function on the width of the PSF was demonstrated in

$6.2.5. Although this parameter is related to the reconstruction algorithm rather than the

scanner design, its impact is still ofinterest. Figure 6.23 shows that the RL filter results in

a narrower PSF than when using a SL filter. This is because the RL filter nearly replicates

the ideal l,fl fun"tion while the SL filter is obtained by sinusoidal apodization in

frequency space to reduce the noise at high spatial frequencies.

The width of the PSF is also influenced by the choice of /¡¡ (the filter cut-off

fiequency). The/¡ value of 0.38 mm-l corresponds to the conventional definition of/¡ :
1/2Lx, where Àv is the sample spacing. For /¡ values less than this smoothing of the

image results, while/¡ values close to this sharpen the image. Each of these options has

advantages and disadvantages. Although the width of the PSF increases with decreasing

/¡, it will also reduce image noise. ln our scanner, high contrast resolution is not a

primary concem because the objects that must be identified for treatment planning will be

readily visible (Figure 3.46). (Planar radiographs must still be taken to identify the x-ray

markers.) However, the images generated by the scanner will be somewhat noisy, e.g.

Figure 3.47 due to the low fluence rate of the re2lr source. Thus, use of a SL filter is

recommended to improve low contrast resolution. The value/¡ = l/2\x was chosen for

the filter cut-off because larger or smaller /¡ values result in ringing artifacts. The

predicted resolution of the scamer using 768 detectors, 864 source positions, a source

width of 3.6 mm, a detector width of 2.75 mm, a SL filter and linear interpolation is 0.37

lplmm at 10% MTF and 0.51 lplmm at 5% MTF. The FWHM of the PSF is 2.1 mm.
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The effects of various scanner and reconstruction algorithm parameters on image

noise were also examined in Chapter 6. The image SD was calculated as a function of

filter function, interpolation method (the influence of interpolation method on scanner

resolution was not examined), source activity, number ofprojections and sample spacing.

The image SD was smaller for the SL than the RL filter because the SL fi1ter more

effectively reduces high fiequency noise. NN interpolation resulted in an increased SD

over LI because the latter has a smoothing effect on the projection data. Therefore LI will

be used when reconstructing images for the scanner. When the number of photons per

image was held constant, the image SD showed no dependence upon the number of

projections. Interestingly, the image SD increased with decreasing sample spacing when

the total number ofphotons used to generate the image was held constant. This is due to

the effect of the filter function. Specifically, the filter cut-off frequency increases with

decreasing sample spacing, resulting in noise at higher spatial frequencies in the filtered

projection data. Consequently, decreasing the sampling spacing beyond that required to

prevent aliasing is not desirable. The predicted noise at the center of a 25 cm diameter

Plexiglas phantom generated using a 7.5 Ci source, 768 detectors, 864 source positions, a

SL filter and linear interpolation is 23 HU.

The NPS analysis gives the noise power as a function of spatial frequency. In all

instances the NPS increased with increasing frequency due to the shapes of the SL and

RL filter functions, both of which increase with increasing frequency. Eventually a point

was reached where this trend was reversed and the NPS decreased with further increases

in frequency due to the interpolation required for filtered backprojection and the nature of

the system's MTF. Comparison of the first and fourth generation NPS shown in Figures

6.38 and 6.40 reveal that the peaks in the fourth generation NPS appear at lower

ÍÌequencies than in their first generation counterparts. This is due to the additional

smoothing provided by the rebinning from fourth generation to first generation geometry.

The results found by the SD analysis were confirmed by the NPS analysis. A RL filter

and NN interpolation resulted in the largest noise, while images generated using a SL

frlte¡ and LI contain the least noise. As stated above, a SL filter will be used as it results

in lower noise in the images.
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The dose delivered to a patient during a 100 s scans was measured in Chapter 6.

The MSAD fol a 1.0 cm slice spacing of 1.07 cGy (100 s inadiation using a 7.5 Ci

source) is lower than the CTDI of 2 - 4 cGy for a body scan generated using a 1.0 cm

slice spacing on a conventional scanner (Rothenberg and Pentlow, 1995), The CTDI for a

0.4 cni slice spacing is 1.92 cGy (100 s inadiation using a 7.5 Ci source). The lower

delivered dose however results in a low-contrast resolution and SNR inferior to that of a

diagnostic scanner. Clearly, incleasing the dose wonld increase the SNR. Although the

dose is lower, it does not conespond well to the lower SNR, i.e., the SNR is lower than

expected for the measured dose, when comparing to the SNR and the dose of a

conventional CT scamer. This is because the le2L' source-based scan¡er makes pool use

ofdose due to the lack of additional source collimation (Figure 5.12). If the source were

separately collimated as opposed to relying on the detector collimation, a lower patient

dose would be incurred. One must, however, keep in mind that patient dose is not an

issue with this scanner because most patients undergo extemal beam radiation therapy

prior to their brachytherapy treatments. A typical extemal beam dose regimen delivers

5000 cGy or about 2500 times that given by our scanner. Even the uncerlainty in the

linear accelerator (used to deliver external beam treatments) calibration of +20/o is about

50 times higher, e.g. 1 00 cGy, than the dose given by our scanner.

7.6 The Scanner

The role of CT in planning, perfonning and assessing BT treatments has been clearly

demonstrated. Treatments can be designed with better tumor volume coverage and less

dose to the sunounding critical structures. However, conventional diagnostic scannels ale

not able to provide images cost effectively and reliably (due to patient transport issues).

Although a dedicated in-room CT scanner would eliminate these problems, conventional

scanners are expensive, large, and images at energies that would cause substantial

streaking due to the beam hardening produced by the metal applicators. The le2h source-

based CT scamer described in this thesis is unique in that it is designed specifìcally to

5 Actual inadiation tine is (864 source positions) x (0.1 s) = 86.4 s. Note that this does not include the
patient exposurc incuued rvhile the source is havelling to aud fiom the HDR BT heatment urit.
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overcome these limitations associated with imaging BT implants. The novel concepts of

(i) using the BT treatment source to both image and treat a patient, and (ii) incorporating

the source-transportation mechanism of a commercial HDR BT treatment unit (i.e.

transporting the source at the end of a wire, driven by a computer controlled stepper)

allows a compact, inexpensive in-room CT scanner to be constructed. In addition, the

high energy of the le2lr source allows streak fiee images to be generated.

The measurements presented in this thesis show that the detector designed

expressly for use in an le2h source-based CT scanner has been effectively customized for

the low 7-ray fluence and high average y-ray energy ofthe re2k source (355 keV). More

specifically: the scintillating crystal ($2.4), array design (92.5), and detector gain

($2.3.1.4) were chosen such that the detectors respond linearly to an incident y-ray

fluence for Plexiglas thicknesses up to at least 45.5 cm ($3.6); and, the detector

eiectronics ($2.3.1) have been designed to ensure that the detector noise is dominated by

quantum rather than electronic noise ($3.1 and $3.2, $3.3), despite the low source output

and high energy of the le2k source.

The predicted limiting resolution of the scanner is 0.51 lplmm based on the 5%

MTF while that for a commercial scanner is about 0.8 lp/mm for a pelvis image. The

noise at the center of a 25 cm diameter Plexiglas phantom is about 23 HU and the MSAD

for a 100 s inadiation and 7.5 Ci source strength, assuming a 1.0 cm slice spacing is i.07

cGy. The level ofnoise which can be tolerated depends upon the clinical application and

is a topic for future work. The noise in a conventional CT scarurer for a CTDI of2 to 4

ccy ranges from 6 to 15 HU for a body scan (McCollough and Zit1k, 1995). Thus in our

scanner, the noise is higher, but the dose is also lower.

Currently, a prototype scar¡rer is under construction using the detectors,

collimators, and geometry described in this thesis. The detectors have been characterized

and found to function well, The image quality predicted in Chapter 6 indicates that the

scanner will be extremely useful for HDR BT treatment planning. There are however a

number of design and implementation considerations that need to be addressed, as

discussed in the following section.
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7.7 Future Work
The eight-channel detector assembly presented in this thesis has sensitivity and SNR

characteristics that are well suited for an re2k source-based CT scanner. However, much

work remains to be done before a clinically viable scanner exists. The first and foremost

task is the construction of the scanner. The scanner support and collimators have been

constructed, as shown in Figure 2.1 and the crystal anays have been completed. The

measurements performed in this thesis used Dow Coming Q2-3067 optical coupling gel.

This couplant is however unsuitable for the final fourth generation scanner because the

couplant must also bond the crystals to the photodiode arrays. To this end, a two part

silicon optical coupling compound (Rexon Components, Inc. RX-22P) was used. Future

measurements will be performed to test the effectiveness of this coupling material.

Further efforts will be made to resolve the aliasing issue discussed in the previous

section. An intuitive solution is to simply collect more samples. This could be achieved

by appropriate programming of the HDR BT treatment unit. The most distal source dwell

position in a single catheter is determined by a "length" parameter /, which can be set in 1

mm increments. It would be possible to set the length to /, perform a scan with 2.5 mm

spacing between the dwell positions, then set the length to (/ + 1) mm and repeat the scan.

The data from the two scans could then be interleaved to obtain finer sample spacing.

This technique has the disadvantage of doubling the image collection time and patient

dose. A second technique requires offsetting halfofthe source positions (for instance, the

source positions in the lower half of the scanner ring) a distance of 1.25 mm by

physically adjusting the catheter locations. This technique will interleave the data.

However, there may be subtle effects on the image that require more research. The

computer simulation described in Chapter 6 could easily be used to investigate this

sampling scheme. The simulation program could also be used to examine the effect of

slight positioning errors in the source catheters, which could result in image artifacts

(Ioseph, 1981).

Once the scanner is complete, the next step will be to experimentally examine the

imaging characteristics predicted in Chapter 6. This would include measurement of the

PSF, NPS and dose, as well as calculation of the effective dose equivalent. Other
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measurements such as assessment of the low contrast resolution would also be

performed. A more detailed comparison of the '" Ir source-based CT scan¡rer with a

conventional CT scanner would be ofparticular interest.

The patient dose could be reduced by motorizing the collimation jaws, so that the

source collimation is always smaller than the detector collimation, thereby reducing the

ir¡adiated slice thickness. Motorized collimation may be more important for image

quality because it would result in reduced scatter.

Although this is not presently possible, some changes could be made to the HDR

BT treatment unit to aid its use in CT. Useful modifications would include: continuous

source travel at any speed, or a much larger number of dwell positions with a smaller

spacing, which would eliminate the projection aliasing discussed above; controlled

movement of the source within the catheter along its entire length rather than only along

12 cm (see $5.3.1), which would allow two, rather than 18 catheters to be used; and,

hardware changes that would allow direct communication between the HDR BT

treatment unit and the le2k source-based CT scaffler so that the source position is always

known by the CT scanner data acquisition control circuit. At present, separate collimated

radiation detectors are fixed adjacent to each of the 18 catheters at the location where

they enter the collimator ring. These provide a signal to the data acquisition control

circuit when the source passes through each of the catheters, which in tum triggers the

appropriate acquisition sequence. This is not ideal however as there is a small uncertainty

in the position of the source due to the finite width of the detector, and consequently the

time at which it arrives at the first dwell position. Direct communication between the

HDR BT treatment unit and the le2lr source-based CT scanner would eliminate this

problem.

The final stages of the project would involve scanning more complex phantoms.

Ultimately, our goal is to image patients and incorporate the images into the treatment

planning process.
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The End!!!
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Appendix A
Standard Deviation Analysis

The propagation of noise in the projection data through the filtered backprojection

method has been described by Gore and Tofts (1978) and Barrett and Swindell (1981).

Using this analysis, the noise can be calculated for (i) the output of each individual

detector; (ii) the projection data; (iii) the filtered projection data; and, (iv) the

reconstructed image. This provides an understanding of the noise at all stages of the

reconstruction process.

Noise in the Detecto¡ Output

Photon emissions ffom a radioactive source and interactions within materials obey

Poisson statistics. In addition, the noise Áìy', in a detector at position / and projectionj is

independent of the noise 41y',r, in a detector at position /'and projectionj'. The variance

in the detector output (ÂNuÂl/, r, ) is therefore given by (Banett and Swindell, 1981)

(turtu,rl =ñrand, (4.1)

where 1,/o is the mean number of photons detected by the detector and áis a K¡onecker

delta which equals 1 if the subscripts are equal, i.e., I = /', and is 0 otherwise. The

subscript i indexes the detector and source position as described by (6.26) and, (6.27), and

j = 0, l, 2, . . ., J -l indexes the projection angle where -/ is the number of projections.

Noise in the Projection Data

The next step in the image generation ptocess, after data collection is to calculate the

projection data P4 for a detector at position / and projectionT,

",=-''[*)
(A.2)

where i/" is the number of detected photons in the absence of an attenuator. It can be

shown (Banett and Swindell, 1981) that the variance in the projection data (*uO¡, ) i.
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(4.3)

where 
^P/j 

is the noise in the projection data at position i and projectionj and Â,Q,r, is the

noise in the projection data at position /' and projectionT '. To permit easier mathematical

manipulation of the hltering and backprojection expressions, discrete functions in (A,.3)

must be changed to continuous functions, namely,

(n*,,,¡=r-Êo:

(u,1'¡nr".1"') - õ (ø - ø:) !(r -'')\ v'. v'.t no?)
(4.4)

where the K¡onecker delta was replaced by a Dirac delta function, nr(x) is the linear

photon density over the detector

(4.5)

x and þ indicate projection data at position x and angle þ, x' and þ' indicate projection

data at position -r' and angle þ' , Lx is equal to the detector dimension and Lþ = v / ¡ .

The Dirac delta functions õ(ø - ø') and á(.r -.r'), indicate that the noise in the

projection data is spatially unconelated.

Noise in the Filtered Projection Data and Final Imaee

The ¡econstructed image is generated by filtering and backprojecting the projection data

using the expression

ur, q = L" 
¡a pfe, e) * ø @)J. 

=, 
"."1u 

- ¡¡
(4.6)

where the continuous projection data Pr(x) are convolved with the continuous filter

function q(x) given by (6.12) or (6.13), to give the filtered projection data. Angular

integration describes backprojection to obtain the reconstructed image. The noise

variance in the ¡econstructed image is related to (^Pc (Ì)^Pr (.r')) as follows (Banett and

Swindell, 1981)
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. lt',
oi?,o) = \e Vø:rø' Jdx lat Mo{x)slrcos(0 -þ)- xl\Pr,(x')8[rcos(0 -Ð - r])

= j"píy,\a*"!at q¡,"orç0 -þ)- xlq[rcos@ -ó)- r\r,pë(")¡pø.(,,))

= )i, í I, ø' 
-l 
r,-þx' q¡r cosp - þ) - xl qlr cos(o - ø' ) -,' f (Ó - Ð -Q\' - ¡ )

(4.7)

The noise variance at the origin r = 0 (center of the reconstructed image) is then

described by

ln order to compare the results of (4.8) with the simulation data, this expression is

discretized using

þ=j^0
x=l\x

oilo,o¡ = , la¡ fa, =: n' 1n .' /t- ! J n,Ixl

so that

.iro,o>=!gi>;þ,r,<,t

The ll nr(x) term can be repl aced by LþLx,/Ñ, to give

o',to,ol=!t$nä#

(A.8)

(A.e)

(4.10)

(4.11)
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Appendix B
NPS Verification

8.1 NPS Generation - Part I
Kijewski and Judy (1987) present a complete NPS analysis for a first generation scamer

geometry taking into account the effect of the filter function (RL or SL), interpolation

scheme (LI or NN), backprojection and the effect of displaying the image on a discrete

gdd. The analysis presented here investigates the noise properties at each stage of the

image generation process, including the NPS of the projection data, the NPS of the

filtered projection data, and the NPS of the interpolated filtered projection data. More

specifically, Part I verifies the validity of expressions (6.59) to (6.61) using the first

generation scanner geometry modeled in $6.3.1.1 and the noise generation technique

described in 96.3.1.2,

The projection NPS C-"(.f)t was generated by setting the projection data equal to

Gaussian distributed ¡andom numbers (recall (6.34)) and using the following expression
1 

^t-tl 
t L-t 12

e, Ø = 
M l!"1;2 

e,,, o ) "' ^'r'' 
I

(8.1)

where M = 12 000 is the number of periodograms, L = 256 is the number of detector and

source positions and{, (/) is the projection data used to generated the z//' periodogram.

The results of this expression for/" = 1/2Ax = 5 cm-l are shown in Figure B. i . As can be

seen, the power spectrum is flat as expected for white noise. The agreement of (8.1) with

(6.59) is excellent. Note that the results of (8.1) are not shifted or normalized.

The projection data generated for (8.1) are filtered in the spatial domain by

convolving them with (6.14) or (6.15) for the RL and SL filters, respectively, to yield

I The notation i¡troduced in $3.2 rvill be presewed, i.e., I represents the ensemble average ofthe NPS ancl
C represents the NPS estimate.
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filtered projections F,,1i¡.fne latter are used to generate the filtered projection power

spectrum Cp (,f)

(8.2)

The agreement of (8.2) with (6.60) is excellent, as can be seen in Figure B.2. Note that

the results of (8.2) are not shifted or no¡malized. Equation (6.60) predicts a NPS equal to

the square of the filter function shown in Figure 6.5. This can be clearly seen in Figure

8.2.

The interpolated filtered projection po\¡ser spectrum Cu"{¡¡ i" found using

e4Ø=#ylIfiF",,,ro"-*,,¡' (8 3)

wtrere Fo,,1l¡ is the interyolated filtered projection data. Interpolation was canied out by

finding the projection values at increments of 0.096Lx/4 for both the RL and SL filters.

The result of (B.3), and the expected NPS shape calculated using (6.61) are shown in

Figures 8.3 and B.4. The interpolated filtered projection NPS for the RL filter using LI

(not

- 
Theoretical Noise Power

- 
Simulated Noise Power

-1.0 -0.s 0.0 0.5 1.0

f/f*
Figure 8.1 Plot of the theoretical (6.59) and simulated (8.1) projection
noise power as a function of f¡equency. _f¡¿ 

: 5 cm-I.
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Figure B.4 Plot of the theoretical (6.61) and simulated (B.3) interpolated
filtered projection noise power as a function of frequency for the SL filter
using NN and LI. f¡¡ = 5 cm-r.
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shown) is similar in appearance to the SL LI interpolated filtered projection NPS (Figure

8.4). The difference between the theoretical and simulated NPS occurs in part because

the simulated NPS is aliased (i.e. the effect of frequencies greater than 4f¡¡ are folded

back onto the NPS), whereas the theoretical power spectrum is not aliased.

8.1 NPS Generation -Part II
In Part I, (6.59) to (6,61) were compared to their simulated counterparts. The purpose of
Part II is to consider the influence of the summations in (6.62), to determine the effect of

the pixel spacing Âp on power spectrum aliasing, and to examine the effect of the

number ofprojections -/on the NPS.

Summing over rn and ¿ results in shifted replicas of the power spectrum appearing

at intervals of IlAp along thefr andJ axes in frequency space (Kijewski and Judy,

1987). A smaller pixel spacing Ap will result in less aliasing of the power spectrum as

the shifted replicas will appear at a greater distance Íìom ffi, f) : (0,0), and will

consequently have a smaller influence on the power spectn¡m between +/¡. The converse

is also true.

The effect of aliasing for projections along the principal axes is demonstrated in

Figures 8.5 to B.7. Figure 8.5 shows the NPS lor Lp= 0.04 cm, Figure 8.6 uses Àp=

0.075 cm and Figure 8.7 uses Lp= 0,t4 cm. It can be seen that the n = 1 and n : 2

shifted replicas have an increasing influence on the simulated power spectrum with

increasing Áp .

The effect of aliasing for projections along the principal axes is fairly easily

understood. The effect ofaliasing from projections along some arbitrary angle is however

not as straight forward. The aliased portion of the power spectrum generated using a

projection at 15" appears as the small hills in Figure B.8. These will contribute to the

power spectrum spokes at other angles. Further examples of this effect are shown below.
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Figure B.5 NPS calculated using (6.62) and a RL filte¡, NN interpolation,
o r= 1.0, 

"¿ 
= 1 (0), L = 256, Ax = 0.1 cm, Âp = 0.04 cm summing over Ë

: -8 to 8, m = 0 and n as shown (total n : -8 to 8).
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Figure 8.6 NPS calculated using (6.62) and a RL frlter, NN interpolation,
or:1.0,"r:1(0), L=256, 

^r:0.1 
cm, 

^p= 
0.075 cm, summing over

*: -8 to 8, n = 0 and z as shown (total n : -8 to 8).
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Figure 8.7 NPS calculated using (6.62) and a RL filter, NN interpolation,
or= 7.0, -r= 1 (0), L=256, Â¡= 0.1 cm, Lp:0.14 cm, summing over É
: -8 to 8, m:0 and n as shown (total z : -8 to 8).
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Figure 8.8 NPS calculated using (6.62) and o, = 1.0, J = | (15'), L = 256,
Àx = 0.1 cm, Lp= 0.075 cm, summing over À= -5to5,m=-7,0, l andn
: -1,0 i.
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As can be seen from Figure B.8, projections at a particular angle result in spokes

in frequency space along that direction (Hanson, 1979). The power spectrum of images

collected with more than one projection (as would always be the case!) would consist of J

equally spaced spokes. The NPS shown in Figure B.9a generated using -I: i6 clearly

shows 16 spokes2. Note the small spokes near the edges of the NPS in Figure B.9a. These

are due to aliasing, as demonstrated in Figure B.8. Using a larger number of projections

(J: 64), as shown in Figure B.9b results in spokes that are much more closely spaced.

Further increasing the number ofprojections would result in a smoother distribution.

Generation of the theoretical NPS for large values of .I is complicated by the fact

that the NPS is the summation ofa large number of spokes. For-/= 350, the spokes in the

simulated NPS merge together to form a smooth distribution due to the statistical nature

of the NPS. The theoretical NPS however still shows the spoke structure. As a result, the

theoretical NPS along a particular axis displays peaks that do not appear in the simulated

NPS. The location of the peaks depends upon the size of the grid used to generate the

NPS and the width of the ä" -function in (6.63a). To simulate the smoothing effect

experienced by the simulated noise power spectrum, a very large number of projections

("¡ = 5000) was used to determine the theoretical NPS along the principal and diagonal

axes. Consequently, it was necessary to scale the theoretical NPS. This was achieved by

setting the power under the theoretical NPS to equal the power under the simulated NPS.

Figures 8.10 and 8.11 supplement Figure 6.38 in the main text. They show

further examples offirst generation noise power spectra generated using theoretical noise

($6.3.1.3) and experimental noise ($6.3.1.4), respectively. The trends displayed by

Figures B.10 and 8.11 are identical to those of Figure 6.38. The NPS display minima at

zero and larger Íìequencies due to the effects ofthe reconstruction filter function and the

interpolation required for backprojection. As was the case for Figure 6.38, the RL NN

NPS contains the most power, and the SL LI NPS contains the least power.

2 When calculating (6.62), summation was performed over k, n, n = -4 to 4 for LI and k, m, n = -8 to 8 for
NN interpolation. Summation over a larger range resulted in negligible difference in the theoretical NPS.
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Figure 8.10 NPS along the principal axes (top) and diagonals (bottom)
generated using hrst-generation theoretical noise images ($6.3.1.3). Also
shown are the theoretical NPS found using (6.62).
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